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TOBACCO PRODUCT EDUCATION AND HEALTH
PROTECTION ACT OF 1990

TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:37 p.m., in room SD-

430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy and Simon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This is the committee's second hearing on S. 1883, the Tobacco

Education and Health Protection Act of 1990. At our first hearing,
we focused attention on the advertising practices of the tobacco in-
dustry. We saw that 25 years after the adoption of the industry's
voluntary advertising code, which was implemented in an effort to
forestall regulation of advertising, cigarettes remain one of the
most heavily advertised and promoted products in the Nation, lead-
ing to the recruitment of thousands of young smokers every day.

Recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions have clarified the Constitu-
tional issues, and given broad leeway to the States and the Federal
Government under the First Amendment to restrict advertising in
order to protect the health, welfare and safety of its citizens.

But present Federal law gives the States virtually no leeway be-
cause it preempts State laws with respect to cigarette advertising.
In my view, it is time to repeal the Federal preemption law and
give States the power to protect the public health of their citizens.

Each day in delay, the problem becomes more serious. Cigarette
companies, desperate to recruit new smokers to offset falling prof-
its, are resorting to more and more brazen tactics.

The campaign to promote the new "Dakota" cigarette has al-
ready begun in the City of Houston and has brought angry reac-
tions from the local medical community and others. A physician
group which tried to counter-advertise in the Houston press was

6 denied advertising space in the two main newspapers.
In the city of Anchorage, an Alaska legislator sought to end the

distribution of free samples of tobacco products in his State. Free
samples of smokeless tobacco have been given to very young school. children in some cases. The cigarette industry quickly flew repre-
sentatives to Anchorage to oppose the ban on the ground that it

(I)
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was not legai under the Federal preemption of advertising regula-
tioil.

The cigarette industry wants to restrictkm on the reckless distri-
bution of free samples through the mail where there is no consider-
ation of the age of the recipients. They. want no restrictions on the
placement or location of cigarette advertising so the industry can
remain free to saturate poor and minority neighborhoods with mis-
leading appeals designed to attract new smokers.

Two States and 16 cities have bans on free samplesand the in-
dustry has not challenged them in court. Several States and cities
have restrictions on the placement of tobacco ads, and the industry
has not challenged these restrictionsand for good reason. The ad-
vertising practices are indefensible, and the industry would almost
certainly lose in court.

Last week, the Department of Health and Human Services re-
leased its annual publication, Health United States 1989, showing
that despite continued declines in the rates of heart disease and
stroke, the rate of lung cancer continues to rise, especially among
women. It affects both white and black women. The rate for both is
rising at over 5 percent a year.

The goal of S. 1883 is to expand Federal efforts to educate the
public about the harmful effects of smoking and to give States
greater power and incentives to act in ways that protect the public.

Today, in addition to discussing restrictions on advertising, we
will hear about a city in Illinois which has brought the sale of ciga-
rettes to minor under effective control. The vast majority of States
have laws which restrict sales to minors, but few States enforce
these laws. The legislation before us will encourage demonstration
programs in States willing to make their laws work.

Finally, we will also hear more about the issue of additives in
cigarettes. For 6 years, the Department of Health and Human
Services received an annual list of additives that contains too little
information to be of value. The attitude seems to be, cigarettes will
kill you anyway, so why worry about cancer-causing additives. S.
1883 will change all that by requiring manufacturers to discuss the
truth about additives in cigarettes.

We welcome our witnesses and look forward to their testimony
today and to early Senate action on this legislation.

As our first panel, we have two members of Congress who were
good enough to come over and join us here this afternoon. Tom
Luken chairs the Subcommittee on Transportation, Tourism and
Hazardous Materials of the Energy and Commerce Committee. He
has held numerous hearings on advertising of tobacco. And Repre-
sentative Stephen Neal, whose district in Central North Carolina
includes 8,000 R.J. Reynolds employees in Winston-Salem and over
1,000 American Tobacco Company employees in Reedsville, as well
as thousands of tobacco farmers.

We welcome the chance to have both of you here, and we will
proceed by seniority.

Mr. Luken.
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STATEMENTS OF HON. THOMAS A. LUKEN, A MEMBER OF CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO; AND HON. STEPHEN L.NEAL, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTHCAROLINA

Mr. LUKEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly commend you for introducing this legislation and

holding these hearings. I request my statc.ment be made part of therecord.
Your bill, the Tobacco Education and Control Act of 1990, seeksgreater education about the risks of smoking, more effective regu-lation of tobacco products, and more truth in advertising about therisks of smoking. Your bill has the same goal as the bill I intro-duced last year, the Protection of Our Children from Cigarettes Actof 1989. Our common goal is to create a smoke-free country.The details of the thvo bills differ, of course, in part because ourrespective committees have different jurisdictions. H.R. 1250 con-centrates on regulating tobacco advertising. This emphasis is dueto the vast amo'ints spent advertising and promoting cigarettes inthis country.
My subcommit:ee, which has jurisdiction over the Frc, has justobtained from the commission the cigarette advertising data that ithas collected for 1988. These data, which have not yet been madepublic by the commission, show that in 1988 the tobacco companiesin this country spent a staggering $3.25 billion in advertising andpromoting cigarettes. This is a 26 percent increase in 1 year overthe $2.58 billion spent in 1987. I am disturbed about ti,-- vastamount of money spent by these merchants of addiction and Ly itsrapid growth.
One portion of our bill prohibits all cigarette advertising and pro-motion that can be seen or heard by a person ut,cler the age of 18,but it permits text-only cigarette ads, or "tombstone ads". A WallStreet Journal story last Friday, which is attached to my testimony,summarizes the current international situation on cigarette adver-tising. Canada, most of Scandinavia, Italy, Portugal, Singapore,Kuwait and Thailand have banned cigarette advertising. Australia,New Zealand and the European Economic Community are propos-ing severe restrictions on advertising.
Another portion of our bill makes it clear that State and localgovernments can in fact Mr their traditional police powers to regu-late the advertising and promotion of tobacco products. This provi-sion is similar, of course, to Section 955 of S. 1883, and I wanttoday to discuss the important role State and local governmentsshould be allowed to playmust playin combating the deceptiveadvertising of cigarettes.
Prior to the passage of the Federal Cigarette Labelling and Ad-vertising Act, it was undisputed that State and local governmentshad the same power to regulate the advertising and promotion ofcigarettes as for any other product. For example, in 1932, the U.S.Supreme Court unanimously held that a Utah criminal statutebanning cigare.tte billboards did not violate either the FourteenthAmendment or the Commerce Clause of t...e Constitution. Indeed,in the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act of
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1986 which Congress passed, it was made clear that it was not com-
pletely preempting the State authority over smokeless tobacco.

Nevertheless, the toba,..co industry argues that Congress pre-
empted the ability of the State and local governments to regulate
the advertising and promotion of cigarettes when it enacted the
Federal Cigarette Labelling Act.

Today I would like to share with you some of the principal find-
ings which we have developed in the last 3 years in nine hearings.
Each of these hearings dealt with a different aspect of tobacco ad-
vertising, and many of our findings are directly relevant to this
preemption controversy.

Surgeon General Koop told our subcommittee last September
that tobacco is addictive in a way similar to cocaine and heroin,
that 20 percent of our high school seniors are daily smokers, that
smoking causes 390,000 premature deaths in this country each
year. By comparison, cocaine and heroin only kill about 6,000
Americansonly. Not surprisingly, the tobacco industry says that
the Surgeon General is wrong.

There were 14 witnesses in addition to The Tobacco Institute
who testified at our July 1989 hearing in opposition to our bill. As
shown in the table attached to the statement, Mr. Chairman, every
one of these 14 witnesses, including some who are testifying
todaywith notable exception of my colleague on my left
have financial ties with the tobacco industry. Some, such as the
various advertising groups, share in the vast sums the tobacco in-
dustry spends advertising and promoting cigarettes. Others which
we might not suspect, such as the American Civil Liberties Union
and the Washington Legal Foundation, have received grants from
the tobacco companies. They won't tell us how much. The conflict
of interest of these witnesses is clearly relevant in deciding how
much weight we in Congress and the public should give to thes:i
views.

I believe the Surgeon General's medical findings are highly rele-
vent for a decision on whether to further restrict cigarette adver-
tising. However, the claque of the merchakts of addiction told our
subcommittee that the Surgeon General's medical findings are ir-
relevant as to whether ',egislation should be enacted.

For example, attached to my statement is my colloquy with the
President of the American Advertising Federation, Mr. Bell, and
the President of the Association of National Advertisers, Mr. Helm,
at our July 1989 hearing. Both of these witnesseswhose organiza-
tions are part of the Freedom to Advertise Coalition that is testify-
ing todayrefused to say whether the Surgeon General is correct
in his medical findings.

Professor Neuborne, who is trstifying today, said, "I cannot com-
ment on the correctness or incorrectness of the Surgeon General's
medical findings."

The American Civil Liberties Union, which is also testifying
today, told our July 1989 hearing that it "takes no position" on the
Surgeon General's findings.

Our subcommittee has heard testimony that the purpose and
effect of tobacco advertising is to get young people to smoke. At our
July 11;89 hearing, David Goerlitz, who was a "Winston man" who
we all saw in cigarette ads for 6 years, explained how the advertis-
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ing agency for R.J. Reynolds, which sells Winston cigarettes, tested
which picture to use on cigarette billboards by showing diffen nt
pictures to children in shopping centers. :lis testimony was collabo-
rated by David McCall, the chairman emeritus of a large New
York City advertising agency, who showed the subcommittee specif-
ic cigarette ads that he said were clearly aimed at young people.

t Just last month at a hearing we held it was revealed that R.J.
Reynolds has recently been mailing offers of free cigarettes to chil-
dren who had earlier ordered Camel T-shirts in response to an ad-
vertisement in last year's Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue.

We are continuing our investigation of these direct mail offers
and trying to get more information from the tobacco companies.

It is clear that many State and local governments want to use
their traditional police powers to protect their citizens, and espe-
cially their children. The testimony at our hearings reveals that
the tobacco companies have tried to thwart the State and local gov-
ernments by arguing that section 5 of the Federal Cigarette Label-
ing and Advertising Act prevents such State and local actions.

At our hearing in June, Dr. Robert McAfee, a physician in Maine
and a member of the Board of Trustees of the AMA, told us that in
1987 the Maine legislature wanted to prohibit cigarette companies
from sponsGring sports events for children. According to Dr.
McAfee, tobacco company lobbyists persuaded the Maine legisla-
ture that such State action was barred by the Federal statute, by
the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, and his state-
ment is attached to my statement today.

A similar thing happened in Minnesota. At our hearing last
month, we raised the example of the Minnesota legislature's con-
sidering in 1987 a bill that would ban tobacco advertising on public
property, require anyone who purchases outdoor tobacco advertis-
ing to pay for equivalent anti-smoking advertising, and ban all free
samples of tobacco products.

A lawyer from Covington & Burling told the Minnesota legisla-
ture on behalf of The Tobacco Institute that the Federal Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act preempted these provisions.

I do not agree with the tobacco industry's lawyers when they
argue that in 1970 Congress preempted all State and local control
of cigarette advertising. Ultimately, however, it is up to the courts
to decide what Congress intended in 1970.

Howevei, I think that we should now make it so dear in legisla-
tion such as you have proposed and that we have proposed that
even the tobacco industry will understand that the Congress is not
going to let the merchants of addiction wrap themselves in a law
passed by Congress to protect our citizens from the scourge of to-
bacco. Congress should promptly enact legislation such as S. 1883
and H.R. 1250 that subjects cigarettes to the same State and local
powers that apply to all other products.

The Federal and State courts will, of course, continue to ensure
that any particular State or local restriction on cigarette advertis-
ing and promotion complies with the Cknstitution.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I thank you for the
opportunity to address you and would be glad to consider any fur-
ther discussion or questions.

I t i
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The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Your full statement and all the statements
today will be included as part of the record.

I'd like to go to Mr. Neal and then I have a few questions for
both of you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Luken (with attachments) fol-
lows:]

1 1
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Testimony of the Honorable Thomas A. Luken
Chairman

Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U. S. House of Representatives

before
The Committee on Labor and Human Resources

U. S. Senate
April 3, 1990

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to testify at
today's hearing. I commend you for holding these hearings on
your bill and for taking swift action to move this vital
legis.iation through the Senate.

I request that my complete statement be made a part of the
record of this hearing.

Your bill, the Tobacco Education and Control Act of 1990 (S.
1883) , seeks greater education about the risks of smoking, more
effective regulation of tobacco products, and more truth in
advertising about the risks of smoking. Your bill has the same
goal as the bill I introduced last year, the Protect Our Children
from Cigarettes Act of 1989 (H.R. 1250). Our common goal is to
create a smoke-free country.

The details of the two bills differ, of course, in part
because our respective committees have different jurisdictions.
H.R. 1250 concentrates on regulating tobacco advertising. This
emphasis is due to the vast amounts spent advertising and
promoting cigarettes in this country.

my subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over the Federal
Trade Commission, has )ust obtained from the Commission the
cigarette advertising data that it has collected for 1988. These
data, which have not yet been made public by the Commission, show
that in 1988 the tobacco companies spent a staggering $3.25
billion advertising and promoting cigarettes in this country.
This is a 26 percent increase over the $2 58 billion spent in
1987. I am distucbed both about the vast amount of money spent
by the merchants of addiction and by its rapid growth.

one portion of H.R. 1250 prohibits all cigarette advertising
and promotion that can be seen or heard by a person under the age
of 18, but it permits text-only cigarette els -- so-called
"tombstone ads." A wall Street Journal story last Friday, which
is attached to my teil-Tioony, sumEaTFria the current international
situation on cigaiette advertising. Canada, most of Scandinavia,

Portugal, Singapore, Kuwait, and Thailand have banned
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cigarette advertising. Australia, New Zealand, and the European
Economic Community are propcsing to severely restrict cigarette
advertising.

Another portion of H.R. 1250 -- section 4(c) -- makes it
clear that State and local governments can in fact use their
traditional police powers to regulate the advertising and
promotion of tobacco products. This provision is similar, of
course, to section 955 of S. 1883, and I want today to discuss
the important role State and local governments should be allowed
to play in combatting the deceptive advertising of cigarettes.

Prior to the passage of. the Federal Cigarette Labeling and
kdvertising Act, it was undisputed that State and local
governments had the same power to regulate the advertising and
promotion of cigarettes as for any other product. For example,
in 1932 the Supreme Court unanimously held that a Utah criminal
statute banning cigarette billboards did not violate either the
Fourteenth Amendment or the Commerce Clause of the Constitution.
Packer Corp. v. Utah, 285 U.S. 105 (1932). IndeNcl, in the
Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Educati Act of 1986
Congress made it clear that it b.'s not completely preempting
State authority over advertising of smokeless tobacco.

However, the tobacco industry argues that Congress preempted
the ability of State and local governments to regulate the
advertising and promotion of cigarettes when it enacted the
Fede,-al Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act.

Today I would like to share with you some of the principal
findings developed over the last three years in nine hearings
held by the Subcommittee which I chair. Each of these hearings
dealt with a different aspect of tobacco advertising, and many of
our findings are directly relevant to this preemption
controversy.

Surgeon General Hoop told our Subcomnittee last September
that tobacco is addictive in a way srm.lar to cocaine and heroin,
that 20 percent of our high school seniors are daily smokers, and
that smoking causes 390,000 premature deaths in this country each
year. By comparison, cocaine and heroir. only kill about 6,000
Americans each year. Not surprisingly, the tobacco industry says
that the Surgeon General is wrong.

There were 14 witnesses, in addition to the Tobacco
Institute, who testified at our July 1989 hearing in opposition
to H.R. 1250. As shown in the table attached to this statement,
every one of these fourteen witnesses -- including some who are
testifying today -- has financial ties with the tobacco industry.
Some, such as the various advertising groups, share in the vast
sums the tobacco industry spends advertising and promoting
cigarettes. others, such as the American Civil Liberties Union
and the Washington Legal FourAation, have received grants from
the tobacco companies. The conflict of interest of these

1 3
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witnesses is clearly relevant in deciding how much weight we in

Conlress and the public should give to their views.

I believe the Surgeon General's medical findings are highly

relevant for a decision on whether to further restrict cigarette

advertising.
However, the claque of the merchants of addiction

told our Subcommittee that the Surgeon General's medical findings

are irrelevant as to whether legislation
like H.R. 1250 should be

enacted. For example, attached to my statement is my colloquy

with the President of the American Advertising
Federation, Mr.

Bell, and the President of the Association of National

Adv.crtisers, Mr. Helm, at our July 1989 hearing. Both of these

witresses -- whose organizations
are part of the Freedom to

Advertise Coa ion that is testifying today -- refused to say

whether the S ,,?on General is correct in his medical findings.

Professor Neu:. -le, who is testifying
today, said "I cannot

comment on the correctness or incorrectness of the Surgeon

General's findings." The American Civil Liberties Union, which

is also testifying
today, told our July 1989 hearing, in its

prepared statement, that it "takes no position" on the Surgeon

General's medical fI-dings.

Our Subcoorittee has heard testimony that the purpose and

effect of tobacco
ad-.ertising is to get young people to smoke.

At our July 1989 hearing David Goerlitz, who was a model for the

"Winston ran" cigarette ads for six years, explained how the

advertising agency for R.J. Reynolds -- which sells Winston

cigarettes -- tested ..hich picture to use in cigarette billboards

by showing different
7,-* -es to children in shopping centers.

His testimony ...as
collaborated by David McCall, the chairman

emeritus of a large New York City advertising agency, who showed

the Subcommattae specific
cigarette ads that he said were clearly

aimed at young pe(-ple. At a hearing we held last month it was

revealed that R.J. Reynolds -as recently been mailing offers of

free cigarettes to
children who had earlier ordered free Camel

T-shirts in resporse to an
advertisement in last ye r's Sports

Illustrated "swi-suit" issue. We are continuing ou.

Investigation of these direct mail offers of free cigarettes.

It is clear that rary
State and local governments want to

use their traditional police powers to protect their citizens --

and especially their
children -- from the tobacco companies'

deceptive advertising and promotions. The testimony at our

hearings reveals that the tobacco companies have tried to thwart

the State and local
governments by arguing that section 5 of the

Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act prevents such

State and local actions.

At our hearing on June 8, 1988 Dr. Robert McAfee, a

physician in Maine and a nember of the Board of Trustees of the

American Medical Association,
told us that in 1987 the Maine

legislature wanted ':o prohibit cigarette companies from

sponsoring sports everts for children. According to Dr. McAfee,

tcbacco cc-pany lobb}ists
persuaded the Maine legislature that

- .J't
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such State action
was barred by the

Federal Cigarette Labeling
and Advertising Act; his testimony

is attached to my statement.
A similar thing

happened in Minnesota.
At our hearing last

month we raised
the example of the Minnesota

legislature'sconsidering in 1987 a bill that would ban tobacco
advertising on

public property, require anyone who purchases
outdoor tobaccoadvertising to pay for equivalent

anti-smoking advertising, and
ban all free samples of tobacco

products. A lawyer fromCovington & Burling
told the Minnesota

legislature, on behalf of
the Tobacco

Institute, that the Federal
Cigarette Labeling and

Advertising Act preempted all these provisions. The lawyer'sMinnPsota -tatement is attached to my testimony.
I do not agree

with the tobacco
industry's lawyers when they

argue that in 1970
Congress preempted all State and local control

of cigarette
advertising and promotion.

Ultimately, however, it
is up to the Courts to decide what Congress intended in 1970 when
it passed the

Federal Cigarette Labeling and
Advertising Act.

However, I think that we should
now make it so clear that

even the tobacco
industry will understand that Congress is not

going to let the merchants of addiction
wrap themselves in a law

passed by Congress to protect our citizens from
the scourge oftobacco products.

Congress should promptly enact legislation,
such as S. 1883 and H.R. 1250, that subjects

cigarettes to the
same State and 1,,cal

powers that apply to all other
products.

The federal and state courts will, of course,
continue to enrure

that any partIL:lar
State or local

restriction on cigaretteadvertising and promotion complies with the Constitution.
This concludes

my statement, and I would be happy to answeryour questions.
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FINANCIAL LINKS BETWEEN CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE WITNESSES
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THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY
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t. American Civil Liberties Union Grants fro. tobacco firms.*

American NowspapOr Publishers Association' 1987 - $96 aillion in tobacco advertising.**
ISS - $106 million in tobacco Advertising."

) Freodos to Advertise Coalition

la)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

America. Advertising Federation. . .

Amori.an association of Advertising Agonci.s

Association of National Advertisers. ..

Magazine Publishers of America.

outdoor Advortising Association of America

Point-Of-rurchas. Advertising Institute

National Automatic Wrchandising Association

5 Notional Hispanic teposition7. Inc

6 National Hot Rod Association .

7 National Tobacco Counc11.1.... . .....
8 Smokolesa Tobacco ,ncil....

9. Tobacco Institute

10. Washington Legal Foundation

. 1987 - $2.6 billion in tobacco 8dr...tiling arA promotion
1988 - $1.2 billion 0.

.1987 - $2.6 billion in tobacco advertising and prowtion.**
- $1.2 billion .

Tobacco coopenies are somber....
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SI 6 billion in vending ...him. annual sales of cigarottes.***
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..Tobacco (armors...

..1441stor aro producers of seokeless tobacco...

... ...five tObaCCO companies are its ...bora....

Grants froa tobacco companies.....

1 Written statesent only.

Sources. Boston Globs. Novesber 14. 1989
flaWil-fillo Commission 1987 Roport to
Compose (MO) and March 29, MO letter
to Sabo...J.1U.. staff in response to
Pi...do. of Inforsation Act request.
witness's Tostimony.
letter of March 15. 1990 co Chairsan Thomas A.
Luton.
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of the fmdings that relate to the health issue per se because that is
riot the area of expertise of members of the advertising industry.
We are not doctors and practitioners.

Mr. LUKEN. Sir, you have heard us discussing this here today,and you have heard me and other say that we base our conclusions
that tobacco advertising and cigarette advertising is inherently de-ceptive because of these findings.

It does make a difference, does it not, whether or not you accept
the findings or not, doesn't it? If you are going to say aa the tobac-
co industry does, and I want to know if you are, then you don't
know whether tobacco kills 390,000 ,,eople a year That s what Iwant to know. Is that what you are saying, that you don't knowwhether it is because you are not an expert

Mr. BELL. No, Mr. Chairman. We are saying that the relation-
ship between the product and the advertising is different. We arenot addressing the issue of theproduct.

Mr. LUKEN. That's another question. I am asking you whether
you accept the findinp or whether you find fault with the finding
that tobacco kills 390,000 people?

Mr. Buz.. We have no fault with that. We don't comment onthat.
Mr. LUKEN. I am not asking you whether you have any faultwith it. I am asking you whether you accept it or not?
Mr. BEL We have commented on it.
Mr. LUKEN. Do you accept it or not"
Mn Bzu. I accept the facts.
Mr. LUKEN. Or, are you like the tobacco industry, you don't knowwhether it is true or not?
Mr. Bzu.: We accept. anything that is factual in terms of therecord. .

Mr. Luxor. Do you accept that as factual"
Mr. What we don't accept is the connection between that.
Mr. LUKEN. Do you accept that as factual or not, Mr. Bell?
Mr. Max. Basically, probably,'yes, but we don't make the connec-

tion between that and advertising being the cause.
Mr. Ltteitm. Do you accept it, Mr. Helm?
Mr. HELM. What we don't accept is that there is a causal rela-

tionship here. Let's for a minuteaccept the findings.
Mr. Luxxx. What do you mean, causal relationship?
Mr. Hzut. I will accept the findings for the purposes to illustratemy point. .
Mr. Ltnaav. Sir, I don't know what you mean, to illustrate your

point. We are not talkin&about hypothetically, we are asking you :
if you vrant.to -answer., The tobacco industry won't answer. I am,
asking you: whethsgiyon! will answer whether or not you. accept .
that these f1ndings:4re true?.

Mr. Hzt.iciftlot forcing me to give you the answer you want
to make a point ant to make

'

Mr. Luxor. I am not forcing you. I am asking you whether you
will? .

Mr. Hzutt. No, I will not accept them That Ls not my area of ex;pertise. , .

Mr. Uncut. Then, you are like the tobacco industry. You will nof
accept the findings of the Attorney General

.

1 9
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P.,- Mr. Haut. That is not my area of expertise.
Mr. LUKEN. Well, the Attorney General, Grifrm Bell came in

here. He's a former Attorney General. He was asked whether he
accepted it and he said I will accept it because the government says
so.

Mr. HELM. I will accept what the Surgeon General says.
Mr. LUKEN That's what he says.
Mr HELM. No, the Surgeon General said that there is no credible

evidence that advertising has anything to do with inducing chil-
dren to t.moke

Mr Ll KEN That's another question. We will get to that in a
minute The factual findings is the question. We have set them out,
thet.e findings, tobacco causes the unnecessary deaths of 390,000
Americans annually. That is one. The major cause of cancer of the
lung and esoph? larynx, contributory factor in cancer of the
urinary bladder, ey and pancreas, responsible for 85 to 90 per-
cent of the appromately 120,000 annual lung cancer deaths plus'
scores of thousands of others and so on. . - 4;

Cigarette smoking and the use of smokeless tobacco are addict-
ive Yes, these are all taken from the Surgeon General's findings. I
won t pursue it any further, but the tobacco industry has consist-
ently come in here and said that we don't accept those findings.
They may be true and they may not be true. Many of the members
here. and I air a:zproaching it on the basis that they are true and
that, because of the fact that they are true, tobacco becomes a
unique product.

The constitutionality question, in my:.opinion,-hinges ;upon
whether you accept that finding that it kills 390,000 persons; that
20 percent of high school seniors smoke on a daily basis; that smok-
ing 1s addictive. It makes a tl.fference in approaching the constitu-
tionahty because none of you challenge the fact that the govern-
ment has a right to say that advertising whichis false or deceptive
can be prohibited , :

Therefore, for those of us who take this position that any adver-
tising, which isn't necessarily favorable, is inherently deceptive of
a product which is unique which is tobacco, which is guilty of all
these sins. You either accept that tobacco is guilty as charged of
killing 390,000 people or you don't. .

If you do, then it seems to me that you can still make your hypo-
thetical argument, your legal argument, but it is pretty well under-
mined by the fact that tobacco is a unique product which kills all
these people and is addicto.e. and isn't entitled to that protection
because anything that is said favorably about it is inherently de-
ceptive.

Mr NEUBORNE. With respect, Mr.-Chairman, I cannot comment
on the correctness or incorrectness of the Surgeon General':. find-
ings As I recall when Griffin Bell was here, he said if the govern-
ment says it he is willing to accept it, although he personally
couldn't verify it and neither can I.

I don't have that kind of expertise, and therefore I can't repre-
sent to you that I beheve it is true. 1 do accept if the Surgeon -fen-
e ra

M r Lu KEN He accepted it if my government says so, he did say
so
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r, LUKEN. Thank yoq, Mr. Stellman. We're being called to the
all committee, but I'm wondering if we couldn't perhaps complete
his panel.
;,1 think I can get by on about 3 or 4 minutes. Dr. McAfee, you
Ileationed Mame. What's happening exactly in Maine?
? Mr MCAFEE. The problem we had, sir, was a bill before oar State
leolature that would ask for the elimination of cigarettes in the
endorsement and promotion of sporting events.

We vvere particularly concerned that several of these sporting
oents were held for use of the State of Maine.

Mr LLKEN Right.
. Mr MCAFEE. It is illegal in Maine to purchase cigarettes age
and under

Mr :JAEN Yes.
Mr MCAFEE. We now find that we have sporting events in

age groups of those 18 and under are being sponsored and promot
edb that

11,e bill before the subcommittee was favorably enacted. but
the Information that was then distributed by the representato.eb
the Tobacco Institute and the industry itself, there are lobbyists
statmg that the Federal preemption would prevent our State from
doing that.

Mr LLKEN. The Federal preemption that we're talking about
here. repealing here.

Mr MCAFEE. That's exactly true.
Mr LUKEN. In other words, the regulatory scheme that the to-

bacco advocates, those representing tobacco, and they were telling
us that this statute that we vvant to repeal sets up a regulatory
scheme, a Federal standard

In Maine, it has been used to prevent the State of Maine from
adopung this legislation on sporting events, sponsorship of sporting
e% en ts

Mr MCAFEE. That's correct.
Mr LuitEN. This ties in with what Mr. Slattery pointed out that

under this statute unwittingly Congress has prevented States from
being able to pass laws with regard to placement of billboards vv:th
regard to almost anything else

So that with regard to tobacco, tobacco is absolved. Tobacco ib
exempt Tobacco is immune, by reason of. this statute, to w nat
other products are susceptible to. Isn't that right?

Mr MCAFEE. That's correct.
Mr LUKEN. It has a pnvileged position. Anybody have any other

comment on that? All right. I saki I'd only take a coLtile minutes
Truthful, deceptive, again, tobacco advocates are telling us w?

Can't reStriCt advertising of that which is truthful and legal.
All right. Tobacco is legal. But is all the advertising truthful.'

Mr Bailin? It is claimed to be deceptive. Is it not?
Mr BALUN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr LUKEN. When two tobacco companies advertise lowest tar.

one of them has got to be deceptive if both of them claim to be
lowest'

Mr BALUN. Yeah. At the last hearing we pointed out that v-,r
a concern about all low tar advertising, particularly the Car!

'on and the Now ads

' 2
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JOHN 3. MARTY
Senator Ord Distestt

Senate
State of Minnesota

February 14, 1989

Ben3amin Cohen
Senior Counsel
Room 324 House Office *--os "C. 2

U. S. House of Represe--a- es
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Cohen:

r was told that you ..er r a recent conference on tobacco leg-islation in Houston -.snressed Lnteres in seeing evidencethat the tobacco in.f.s-r. .ses the federa. preemption from thefederal Cigarette Lj ; ard Advertisir,g Act to discouragestates from address.-: .;aret:e related _ssues.

In Minnesota, we ha%e
tr,at whenever an issue related tocigarette advertis.-; .s r3.sed at te Legislature, the tobaccoindustry comes in argu.rg that the federal preemption preventsstates from doing .n t^.1.5 regard.

I'm enclosing a memo :av.d qe:res. a Washington lawyerrepresenting the Tobaccn
1.1 opposition to one of mybills a couple years ago. As you can see, he makes his mainpoints in opposition Oegirn.ng on page 3 .4here he addresses thefederal preemption.

We have refined our _.-oosals significantly since that time andhave already passed ) tanning free distribution of
cigarettes.

This session I hcpe .0 Itle to pass legislation prohibitingtobacco advertisirg coards, not because of health
concerns, but beca..>-. > .1,1egal for minors to use tobaCcoproducts and billboar's -1.e a ma)or impact on encouraging youngpeople to break the .J. --e ourpose section of our new legis-lation draws heavil, -n .-e arg3ments used by the U. S. SupremeCourt in the 1932 P3-. )se ,n.ch upheld a similar Utah bill-board ban.

while I'm confident that have drafted legislation likely tObe upheld in the courts, can guarantee that the tobacco indus-try will be in here screaming federal
preemption.

I hope this informatinn osolpf.,: to you. Please let me Knowif I can be of furt'e-

Sinc y

. mr-,

23
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TAMEN? Or DAVID E. aims
c0VIMO?0 I suatmc
WASSINCTON, D.C.

April S. 1,17

SIAR:No ON S.?. 942 SUOMI TEX
MINNESOTA StNAT: commITTEs ow 'SALTS a 1114MA3I SIRVICII

Good afternoon. My name is David Z. Memos. I an a

lawyer with Covington a Munn in washingtOn. D.C. I am here

today to sddrasc the legal issues rsised by three provisions

of S.t. 962 that concern tobaoco-prOduOt advertieing. I

represent the Tobacco Institute, but the issues railed by

these provisions of S.F. 962 go far beyond the particular

concerns of the tobacco industry.

The first provision -- new Subdivision 1 of Sec-

tion 1 of Minnesota Statutes 1986, Section 144.315 -- would

ban tobacco-product advertising on any property owned lr

leased by the State or its political subdivisions.

The second provision -- new Subdivision 2 of Sec-

tion 1 of Oinnesots Statutes 1944, Section 144409 -- would

require anyooe who purchases outdoor advertising space Or

service for tnbacco-product advertising to purchase an equiva-

lent amount of advertising space or service to be used for

anti-smoking messages.

The third provision -- amending Subdivision 2 ot

Section 4 of Minnesota Statutes 1986, Section 3251.77 -- would

sake the existing prohibition against distribution of tobe000-

e 4
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product amples to aiubre an absolute prohibition against all

tobacco-product sampling in the state.

These proposals reflect a view currently held by

toms that the way to address the health problella SOSoolated

with tobacco-produot consumption is to ban, restrict, or

inhibit tobacco-product advertising.

In the past year-and-a-half, various measures to ban

or restrict tobacco-product advertising haws boon proposed in

Congress. These proposals have provoked an xtraOreury

First Amendment outcry :roe across the political spectrum.

They ace opposed by the U.S. Department of Justice

and the Amerlban Civil Liberties Union, which rarely agree on

anything. They also are opposed by the Chairman of the

Federal Trade Commission, who believes that restricting

tobacco-product advertising in order to curb tobucco-product

consumption would do consumers more harm than good.°

Finally, these proposals have been sharply condemned

on First Amentiment grounds by the most eminent constitutional

stchOlass in the country -- Professor Philip S. Kurland of the

University of Chicago Law School, Professor Charles Alan

Wright of the University of Texas Law School, Professor

Wi1liam Van Alatyne of Ouke University Law School, and Protes-

ter Alan Dershowits of Rarvard Law School, among others.

This past February. the American War Association re-

jected a proposal that it go on record in favor of t federal

tobacco-product advertising ban. It did so, according to ASA

25
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president &mons Thomas. "because we believe in the

fres-Speeoh principle.'

Congress, of course, is limited in its actions only

by the Wilted States Constitution. for that mean, the first

haendmnt has been the focus of the debate over proposed

federal tobacco-product advertising restriction*.

State and local political bodies, however, ars sub-

plat to in additional constraint. A federal law prohibits any

state or local regulation of cigarette advertising based on

amoking and healt4. Such Irate oc local actiOn ia 'preempt:4'

by the fediral statute.

That statute is the federal Cigarette Labeling and

Advortising Act. :t contains an express "preesplicm" provi-

eh provides(

'(a) NO statement relating to smoking end
health. other than the statenent required by
section 1333 of this title, shall be required
on any cigarett package.

MI No requirement or prohibition based
on smoking and health shall b imposed under
State law with respect to the advertising or
promotion of any cigarettes the packages of
which ace labeled in conformity with the pc0-
visions of this chapter.' IS U.S.C. 1334.

AO the United States Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit stated in decision last spring, the Federal Ciga-

rette Labeling and Advertising Act represents "a carefully

drown balar,e° betwen providing tho public with information

aboUt smoking and health 'and proteoting the interests Of

(the) national economy.' Congress believed that 'this balance
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would be upset by either a reviresant of a warning other than

that prescribed in section 1333 or a requireeint Or

prohibition based on smoking and health 'with respect to the

advertising or promotion of cigarettes.' ciD011one V.

Ligeett Oroup, Inc.. 789 11'.2c1 191. 187 (3d Cir. 1114), cert.

denied, 107 8. cc. sod (1987).

As applied to cigarette advertising and promotion.

all three provisions of S.?. 962 identified abov would

violate the preemption provision of the Federal Cigarette

Labeling and Advertising Act. These provisions also would

violate the ?tree Amendment as pplied to the advertising and

promotion of all tobacco products.

1. Proposed Subdivision 1 to Section 1 of Minneso-

ta Statutes 1966. Section 144.395 would prohibit the advertis-

ing or sale of tobacco products 'on property owned or leased

by the stat4. it political subdivision of the state. or a

commission, board. agency, or other entity created or operated

by the state or a political subdivision.' This ban on

tobaoco-product advertising on public property would be a

state asid local prohibition of cigarette advertising, obvious-

ly furbidden by Section 1334(b) of the ?ederal Cigarette and

Labeling Advertising Act.

This proposed ban also would viulate the l'irst

Amendment. The fact that it would apply to advertising on

public property is irrelevant. Sven if the state and its

political subdtvielions are not requited to open their property

27'
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to any dvertising at all, once they have opened their proper-

ty to commercial advertising generally, they hav sade that

property a 'public forum. from which advertisements for

particular products may not be excluded simply because public

authorities do not like their message. At least six federal

courts have in fact invalidated comparable reStrictions on ad-

vertising on public property on precisely this ground.1/

The proposed ban on the mil of tobaCCO products on

public property would be vulnerable to challenge under the

Fourteenth Neendment. A federal court in Oklahoma last spring

invalidated * state ban on liquor advertising ail 'irrational,*

and therefor lepereissible under the sequel Protection Claus.,

because the evidence did not establish that the ban would have

any effete on overall levels of alcohol consumption la the

state. Oklahoma lroadcasters Asa'a v. Grim,. No.

tiv-11-1735-M (11.0. Okla. hay 30, 1955). The proposed sales

'an would suffer from tho same type of defect. It simply

,uld not be deecnstrated that banning the sale of tobeeco

I Planned Parenthood Ass'n v. Chicago Trans/
U r Y, 757 P.2d 128, 1232-3S (7th Cir. 1985): ebron v.W ine_on metro litan Are Tran It Auth i , 7411 P.24 11$3.

n. ( . r. i nous. n . v. gm, SIM
F. Rupp. 13111, 1341-SO (S. . . . 1 fAir:Wortion
gills tf. ili#gfra Frontier 'Franey. Auth0
94S, -Ile (W.O.N.Y. 1014)1 Gay Activist* Janice . , S
Media L. Rep. (IXA) 1403, 1401-0,-(m.0. . r Pr In
7. MM. Mo. 74-155-rt. slip op. 3 (0. Mass. May 1 . 4
(prilatinarY injunction), agpeal dismi44441 No. 71-10Sil (1st
Cir. 2une 2, 1971) (per curiae).
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products n public property would accomplish the state's

summit goal of reducing tobaCco-product conniption.

2. Proposed Subdivision 2 to Section 1 of Minneso-

ta Statutes 1986, Soctton 144.395 would provide that anyone

who purchases billboard or other outdoor advertising space or

Service to advertise tobacco products must pinches* an equiva-

lent amount of service or space "to be used for public service

sossagis provided by the commissioner of health for the

promotion of nonsmoking or the presentation of inforsation

about the hazards of smoking." As applied to cigerette

advertising, this requirement would violate Section 1324(b) of

the federal Cigarette and Labeling Advertising Act as a

forbidden state *requirement or prohibition" of cigarette

advertising or promotion.

In addition, this requirement would represent as

great an intrusion on the First Amendment as an outright ban

on tobacco-product advertising. It would, in fact, present an

even sore far-reaching and dangerous precedent than would an

outrilia advertising ban.

The reqviresent that an advertiser purchase an

equivalent amount of advertising for the messages of his

adversaries offends the First Amendment in tvo distinct ways.

first, the requirement singles out a particular

group of speakers with a particular commercial aassage and

effeotively doubles the cost of advertising for that group

based solely on tne content of their message. The burden

2 9
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placed on these speakers -- in ffect, a 100-percent tax on

very dollar spent on outdoor tobacoo-product advertising --

is a discrisinatory inhibition on protected spcbch forbidden

by the 7irst Amendment.

If the goal of this requirement is to disoourags

tobacco-product advertising by making such advertising prohi-

bitively expensive, then the requirtment Is invalid ss an

attempt to suppress protected expression. Sven it itS Osal is

not to discourage tobacco-product advertising. the United

States Supreme Court repeatedly hes made clear that using the

taxing power in a way that discriminates against particular

speakers on the basis of their message violates the First

AMendment .1/

Second, the requirement impnrmissibly forces

speaker to pay for the messages of his adversaries. The

Supreme Court has sada clear that the government may require

an advertiser to include in his advertising such qualifying

information as say be deemed necessary to prevent an adver-

tisamsnt from being Cul.. or misleading. Implementing this

principle, Gongress has determined what additional qualifying

information should be required for tobacco-product

11193431-11 sec v. RatiIIIIT-Witr.S. 513, 518 (1850: Cas-
tel grrisen v. NIALIANVOLUALILS2s, 297 U.9. Me "0

earen9 v. ntted States,-751 U.S. 425, 313 (1$55); Ittiaft V.
'vexation with Representesion, 461 0.2. 540, 548 (1,es).
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tvertiSing. Such advertising carries the inforeation

wrgired by Congress.

gut the Supreme Court has never suggestOd that an

ivertisar may be required to buy his adverSeries the oppor-

gnay to disseninate sala messages. In fact' last year the

uprose Court struck down on Yirst Amendment grounds a state
'-

agency's requirement that utility inolude messages of its

Adversaries in the utility's monthly billing envelopes. mu

v. Egg, 106 S. Ct. 903. 911 n. 12 (1916). Such a requitseent

also violates the long-standing rule that speaker cannot be

compelled to "be an t--"v--^t tor foer.rine _sessage with

,which he fassareels.1/

The iaplications of requiting tobacno-produot

advertisers to sponsor antitobacco messages are at once

far-reaching and frightening. Some who favor a ban on

tobacco-product advertising argue that the health problems

aseOciAted with tobacco are so unique that banning tobaocc-

product advertising will not servo al a precedent for banning

advertising of other lawful products whose use or consumption

sOme SlitbOritiee deem to be harmful or unwise. no such

assurance can be offered in the case of requirement that

advertisers sponsor eassagos by their adversaries.

loy v. 1,44p4114. 430 U.S. 709, 719 (19773. ill alsoget Tginia State *card of Sducation v. tarn te,-319 U.S.
624 (1 43), Miami retell Publishing Co. v. can Of 41$ U.S.
241 (1174).
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If tobacco-product sanufacturers caA be required to

? sponsor public service messages concerning the health problems

associated with tobacco. it will not be long before loner

requirements are proposed for advertisers of Such products as

alcoholic beverages, sweetened cereals, and high-cholesterol

foods. Oil companies and automobile eanufacturers could be

required to sponsor massages pointing out ths pollution

Pttards presented by large-engine automobilea that use high-

test gasoline.. Pesticide manufacturers could be required to

sponsor messages concerning the environmental and health risks

associated with their products.

The United States Court of appeals fa' the District

of Columbia Circuit held in 1971 that nothing about the

alleged hazards of cigarettes permitted the Federal Communica-

tions Commission to require antitobacco messages to be broad-

cast, while declining to require messages to be broadcast

concerning the hasards associated with other advertiaed

products. ffl Friends of the Wirth v. EGI, 441 P.24 1164,

11111 (06C. Cir. 1171). The ?CC was not allowed to distinguish

botwomm eigarettes end other products in ieposing its counter-

advertiaiog rule.1/

f/ Under the ?CC's rule. it should be stresaed, the tobacco
companies were not required to pay for the antitobacoo mes-
sages Of their adversaries; and it was only because the broad-
cast MOdiO are subject to spacial control by the government
that counter-advertising could be required at all.
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-IS-

In short, the requirement of S.F. 962 that tobacco-

product advertisers purchase an equivalent a-ount of outdoor

advertising space for nti-amoking aessages not only is

preempted by the federal Zigarette ond Labeling and Adver-

tising Act. It would violate the first Amendment and set k

precedent that would quickly be applied to support imilar

requirseents for advertisers of other products.

3. Proposed Subdivision 2 of Section 4 cot mina-

seta Statutes 1964, Section 323f.77 would make Minnesota's

ban on the distribution of free cigarette samples -- which now

applies only to sampling to minors -- an absolute prohibition

all sampling.

Such an absolute prohibition is preempted by the

federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act as a forbidden

state prohibition of cigarette proaotion. Consumer sampling

by means et f:se cigarette distribution is a traditional and

recognised form of aarketing and prJmotion, which Congress

elected to allots.

As means of advertising the existence, availabi-

lity, aad characteristics of individual brands, cigarette

sampling also is protected by the first Amendment. To the

.xtent that a ampling ban is intended to limit 0Onsumers'

iarooness ot particular brands. it would be unconstitutional.

basting law already prohibits sampling to minors.

tobacco industry and the companies retained to oonduct

splint) are committed to observing this prohibition. It is

3 3
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maNINI4 pOlioy -- °government on the cheap to ban ampling

to *Ate simply because the state is not willing to enforce

the existing statutory prohibition on sampling to minors se

say be necessary to prevent abuses.

CONCLUSION

Tor the reasons discussed above, the restrictions on

tobacoo-prodvct advertising and promotion addressed in this

tatmmont arm preempted by federal law and would violate the

liret Aeseasent.

.
ti4
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The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Neal, we are glad to have you.
Mr. NEAL. Thank you, Senator, very much.
Let me say I am very much aware of your sincere efforts on

behalf of the health of the American people, and I certainly respect
those.

I want you to understand if you will that I am here on behalf of
my constituents. We have at !e:a2+- 8,000 people who work at Reyn-
olds; another 1,400 of my ccnstituents work at American; we have
literally thousands of people who make their living directly as to-
bacco farmers, and others indirectly, in fertilizer, fuel, and as ware-
housemen. In fact, almost everything in our part of the country,
one way or another, is touched by the tobacco economy.

The income from this economy provides the money for the
churches and the schools and the parks and the hospitals and in
fact everything that comprises a community.

Mr. Cnairman, our economy is steadily diversifying, but tobacco
is still a bedrock industry. Not only do these people provide the
revenue that provides for our communities; the companies are good
corporate citizens and contribute to education and so on.

I mention all of this because I need for the committee to know
that the tobacco industry is not just some faceless, nameless ma-
chine, pumping out packs of cigarettes Tobacco is produced by
thousands of good, decent, hardworking people, the same kind of
people that you represent in your own State. They work in an in-
dustry that has existed since before the founding of our Republic,
they produce a legal product that is purchased and used by about a
third of all adult Americans, including hundreds of thousands of
your own constituents

The tobacco industry employs over 700,000 people in the United
States. If you add up its total economic impact, it. probably ac-
counts for more than a million jobs. Tobacco taxes yield over $11
billion in Federal, State and local government revenue.

Mr Chairman, I just want to point out that the people who grow,
manufacture, sell and use tobacco products have made important
contributions to this country, they continue to, they deserve our re-
spect, courtesy, and a fair hearing. They should not be subjected to
ridicule or harassment. They should not be discriminated against
any more than any other Amer'ca.

Now, I would just point this stack of paper out to you. This is
over 40,000 signatures, I am told, f people mostly from our part of
the country who responded immediately, just during the month of
March, signing a petition that was circulated because of the com-
ments of Secretary Sullivan. It disappoints and offends us when
Secretary Sullivan and others refer to people in the tobacco indus-
try as "merchants of death", characterize their wages as "blood
money" and equate them with drug dealers.

Secretary Sullivan's harsh speeches and comments about tobacco
are unwarranted and unprecedented. Many of us wonder why he
publicly exhibits more interest in tobacco than in health care costs,
AIDS, drug and alcohol abuse, the elderly, the handicapped, the
itomeless, and other matters that are in his purview in his depart-
Inent.

When we consider the smoking and health question and what
the government's role should be, it should be in an appropriate

:1 5
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context, Mr. Chairman, and I think that appropriate context is one
of individual freedom. Our society has long valued and protected
the people's right to choose, to make personal decisions without
government interference. That right is guaranteed by the U.S. Con-
stitution. It is the essential difference between ou: system of gov-
ernment and the totalitarians.

It is ironic, Mr. Chairman, that just when many countries are
overthrowing totalitarian governments and demanding freedom in
Eastern Europe, Africa, China, Latin America and so on, many
groups in this country want to move in a different direction.

We have recently seen efforts to impose government censorship
of art, books, records, to have government make personal decisions
for individual Americans on abortion, for example, to subject
people to random lie detector/drug tests, to keep ()LA- of the country
or muzzle people the government does not like, to impose limits on
our political system, to limit personal choice.

Some of you may be saying, well, that's not what we are talking
about here todaybut I think it is. These are all examples of at-
tempts to substitute government decisionmaking for that of individ-
uals.

Mr. Chairman, cigarettes are and always have been a legal prod-
uct in the United States; millions of Americans have chosen to
smoke them notwithstanding the health warnings on every pack-
age and in every advertisement. We have no right to punish the
individuals who make that choice however much we may disagree,
nor should we harass or ridicule the makers of the products they
choose to buy.

Many products are said to be hazardous to our health. If the gov-
ernment attacks tobacco, what comes nexthigh-powered cars, al-
cohol, meat, butter, ice cream and other high-fat products, salt,
sugar, coffee, snack foods? Is the govcinment going to tell Ameri-
cans what they can eat?

Just last week th, New England Journal of Medicine published a
study indicating that w omen who are overweight have a vast great-
er chance of suffering heart attacks and heart disease. According to
the Washington Post, ()lie researcher said that being overweight is
almost as dangerlus for the heart as smoking. So what does this
suggest? Should we establish a center for weight control and exer-
cise? Should the government punish people who don't take care of
themselves, people who don't eat broccoli, run their laps, do their
pushups? Maybe each overweight American should pay an addi-
tional tax for every excess pound. That should reduce the Federal
budget deficit in a hurry. We could call it the "fat tax".

Well, I certainly wouldn't have the nerve to introduce such a
bill, Mr. Chairmanit is silly, of course, but I am trying to make a
serious point. Who decidthe individual or our government?

I must say I think the bills before us are based on the premise
that the American people cannot decide for themselves It would
spend millions of dollars telling people things they already know
and seeking to regulate their personal behavior.

Mr. Chairman, if there is an American today who does not know
about the health warnings on tobacco, he or she must be living in a
closet with the lights out. I am told that in 1987, HHS spent $40
million on anti-smoking programs. Surveys have shown that 99

3 1;
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percent of the public knows about the Surgeon General's warnings.
An HHS survey showed that 95 percent believed that smoking in-
creased the risk of lung cancer. Ninety-two percent believed it in-
creased the risk of emphysema. Ninety-one percent believed it in-
creased the risk of heart disease.

Not only has the message been helrd; it clearly has been taken
to heart. One of every two American smokers has quit in recent
years. Between 1965 and 1985, 41 million people gave up smoking, I
am told, and nine out of ten did it without outside help, according
to the 1988 Surgeon General's Report.

Why, then, in this time of budget str: igency and staggering defi-
cits should we spent $200 million in 1 year to tell people that smok-
ing is hazardous? There are better uses for the money.

Mr. Chairman, I must say also that I believe this bill would do a
disservice to public health by making cigarettes a target of the
arti-drug programs. This would equate tobacco with hard drugs
like cocaine and heroin. Do we really want to say to young people
that cocaine and heroin are not much different from cigarettes?
Does anyone in this room really believe that? Would anyone sug-
gest that it is as easy to quit heroin or crack as it is to quite smok-
ing?

To equate tobacco with hard drugs trivializes our very serious
drug problem.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I think this legislation would
create an expensive and intrusive bureaucracy. It would flood the
State and local governments and private groups with grants to con-
duct anti-smoking programs, again, to tell people thirgs they al-
ready know. It would allow States and localities to impose their
own advertising regulations, creating a patchwork of conflicting
rules and policies. It is a back door attempt to eliminate cigarette
advertising, a step that would do further damage to constitutional
principles.

As manufacturers of a legal product, cigarette companies have a
right to advertise their goods. Advertising is a form of free speech
guaranteed by the First Amendment. Prohibiting it would be a
dangerous precedent indeed.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for letting me testify before you. I
know of your concern for the health of the American people. But I
would urge you to help maintain our basic freedoms also.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Neal follows:]

37
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TESTIMONY OF REPRESENTATIVE STEPHEN L. NEAL
FIFTH DISTRICT, NORTH CAROLINA

U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
Hearing on The Tobacco Education and Health Protection Act (S.1883)

April 3, 1990

Hr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify.

I am here on behalf of my constituents. The R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company employs about 8,000 people in my hometown of Winston
-Salem. The American Tobacco Company employs about 1,400 people in

Reidsville. In addition, I represent thousands of tobacco farmers
and thousands of others employed in tobacco-related industries.

Mr. Chairman, our economy is steadily diversifying, but
tobacco is still our bedrock industry. Each year, RJR alone pumps
more than $1.3 billion into our area's economy, including salaries,
taxes, and purchases of goods, services and tobacco.

WR is an outstanding corporate citizen: it has been our
community's key building block. Tobacco income has built our homes,
supported our schools, churches, charities, parks and everything
....le that constitutes a community.

Hr. Chairman, over the last five years RJR has contributed
more than $20 million to local charities and organizations. For
example, RJR recently gave $4 million to help strengthen Winston
-Salem State University, a historically black institution that is

important to Our community. RJR gave nearly $1 million to this
year's United Way campaign. Nationally, the RJR NaLisco P:undation,
is funding a five-year, $30 million program to encourage innovation

in public school classrooms. I could cite countless other examples.

American Tobacco, in addition to its $56 million annual
Reidsville payroll, has made charitable contribututions of another
$1.3 million in our area over the past decade. /n addition to
corporate contributions, of course, thousands of individual workers
and thousands of farmers also support our community institutions.

I mention all this, Hr. Chairman, because I want this
committee to know that the tobacco industry is not some faceless,iut,w.64

machine pumping out packs of cigarettes. Tobacco is produced by
thousands of good, decent, hardworking people--the same kind of
people you represent in your own states.

They work in an industry that has existed since before the
founding of our Republic. They produce a leoel_product that is
purchased and used by about a third of all adult Americans,
including hundreds of thousands of your own constituents.

The tobacco industry employs about 700,000 people in the
UnIted States; if you add up its total economic impact, it probably
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accounts for more than a million jobs. Tobacco taxes yield about
811 billion a year in federal, state and local government revenue.
If you don't think tobacco revenue is important, just ask your state
revenue department. Ask the Office of Management and Budget.

My point, Mr. Chairman, is that the people who grow,
manufacture, sell and use tobacco have mads important contributions
to this country. They deserve respect, courtesy and a fair
hearing. They should not be subjected to ridicule or harassment.

It disappoints and .1ffends us when NHS Secretary Louis
Sullivan and others refer to people in the tobacco industry as

'merchants of death,\\characterize their wages as "blood money," and
equate them with drug dealers.

Secretary Sullivan's harsh, hyperbolic speeches and comments
about tobacco are unwarranted and unprecedented. Many of us wonder
why he publicly exhibits more interest in tobacco than in health
care costs, AIDS, drug and alcohol abuse, tha elderly, the
handicapped, the homeless, and other matters in his department.
Could it be because he gets better press by attacking tobacco?

When we consider the umoking and health question, and what the
government's role should be, we should do so in an appropriate
context. I think the prver context is one of individual_freedom.

Our society has long valued and protected the people's right
to choose--to make personal decisions without government
interference. This right is guaranteed by the United States
Constitution; it is the essential difference between our system of
government and the totalitarian systems.

It is ironic, Mr. Chairman, that when many countries are
overthrowing totalitarian governments and demanding freedom--in
Eastern Europe, Africa, China and Latin America--many groups in this
country want to move in the opposite direction.

We have recently seen efforts to impose government censorship
of art, books and records--to have government make personal
decisions for individual Americans, on abortion, for example--to
subject people to random lie-detector and drug tests--to keep out of
the country or muzzle people the government doesn't like.

Some of you may be saying, well, that's not what we are
talking about here today. But I think it is. These are all examples
of attempts to substitute government decisions for those of
individuals. I think we cou1c say the same about S. 1883. I kruA.;

that you sincerely want to improve the public health, Mr. Chairman.
don't question your good intentions. But I think this is bad

legislation.
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Cigarettes are and always have been a legal product in the
United States. Millions of Americans have chosen to smoke them,
notwithstanding the health warnings on every package and in every
adv(rtisement. We have no right to punish the individuals who make
that cho:!ce, however much we disagree, nor should we harass or
ridicule the makers of the products they choose to buy.

Many products are said to be hazardous to our health. If the
government attacks tobacco, what comes next? High-powered cars?
Alcohol, certainly. Meat, butter, ice cream and other high-fat
products? Sugar? Salt? Coffee? Snack foods? Is the government
going to tell Americans what they can eat?

Just last week, the Mem England Journal 21 Medicine published
a study indicating that women who are overweight have a vastly
greater chance of suffering heart attacks and heart disease.
According to The Washinot2D Post, one researcher said that being
overweight is almost as dangerous for the heart as smoking.

So what does this suggest? Should we establish a Center for
Weight Control and Zxercise? Should the government punish people
who don't take care of themselves--peop3e who don't eat broccoli,
run their laps, do their push-ups? Maybe each overweight American
should pay an additional tax for each excess pound; that should
reduce the federal budget deficit in a hurry. We could call it the
Fat Tax.

I certainly wouldn't have Ulu nerve to introduce such a bill,
Mr. Chairman. This is silly, of course, but I am trying to make a
serious point: Who decides? The government or the individual?

S. 1883 is based on t premise that the American people
cannot decide for themselveu. It would apend millions of dollars
telling people things they already know and seeking to regulate
their personal behavior.

Mr. Chairman, if there is an American today Om doesn't know
about the health warnings cn tobacco, he or she twist be living in a
closet with the lights out. I'm told that in FY1987, HHS spent $40
million on anti-smoking programs, Surveys have shown that 99% of
the public knows about the Surgeon General's warnings. An HHS
survey showed that 95% believed that smoking increased the risk of
lung cancer; 92% believed it increased the risk of emphysema; 91%
believed it increased the risk of heart disease.

Not only has the message been heard; it clearly has been taken
to heart. One of every two American smokers has quit in recent
years. Betwec 1965 and 1985, 41 million people gave up smoking,
and 9 out of 10 did it without outside help, according to the 1988
Surgeon General's Report.

411
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Why, then, in this time of budget stringencl and staggering
deficits, should we spend $200 million in one year to tell people
that smoking is hazardous? There are better uses for this money;
the members of this committee, especially, should know that.

Moreover, S. 1883 would do a disservice to public health by
making cigarettes a target of the anti-drug programs. This would
equate tobacco with hard drugs like cocaine and heroin. Do we
really want to say to young people: "Cocaine and heroin are not much
different from cigarettes?" Does anyone in this room really believe
that? Would anyone suggest that it is as easy to quit heroin or
crack as it is to quit smoking? To equate tobacco with hard drugs
trivializes our very serious drug problem.

S. 1883 would create an expensive and intrusive bureaucracy,
establishing a Center for Tobacco Products within the Centers for
Disease Control. It would flood state and local governments and
private groups with grants to conduct anti-smoking programs--again
to tell people things they already know.

It would allow states and localities to impose their own
cigarette advertising regulations, creating a patchwork of
conflicting rules and policies. S. 1883 is a back door attempt to
eliminate cigarette advertisinga step that would do further damage
to constitutional principles. As manufacturers of a legal product,
cigarette companies have a right to advertise their goods.
Advertising is a form of free speech, gu.tranteed by the First
Amendment. Prohibiting it would be a dange-ous precedent indeed.

This bill reminds me of the story about the little boy who cut
off the dog's tail an inch at a time--so it wouldn't hurt so much.

S. 1883 is not needed, Mr. Chairman. It would waste scarce
resources, encourage bureaucratic excesses and intrude on
individual rights.

As your committee considers questions of smoking and health, I
urge that you do so with respect for individual freedom, with
respect for the Intelligence of the American people, and with
respect for the hundreds of thousands of Americans who work in the
tobacco Industry.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me be here today to give
you the perspective of a tobacco-producing state.

fft
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Neal.
We appreciate both of you coming here. We know you have dif-

. fering views on this issue, but we obviously welcome hearing your
views on this matter.

I know first of al the work of Congressman Luken, who spent a
good deal of time having his own hearings and studying this issue
in very considerable detail. He brings to our hearing a good deal of
background and experience and knowledge about this question.

I think one of the obvious directions of this legislation is to try
and focus on the young people and the particular appeal that has
been made as to the effects of advertising tobacco products on
young people.

Do you believe that communities should have the right, indeed,
that it is essential for them to be able to protect themselves from
saturation advertising, outdoor advertising of tobacco products?

Mr. LUKEN. Yes, Senator. In addressing the subject, I think you
have correctly stated the point, that young people are vulnerable
and susceptible to suggestion. One of the tennis stars in the Virgin-
ia Slims Tournament was recen"y quoted as saying, "When young
people think of Virginia Slims, ..aey don't think of cigarettes; they
think of tennis." Now, she didn't realize in saying thatshe was
trying to defend the Virginia Slims Tournamentbut she did not
realize that she was making the case for really banning that kind
of promotion because the young person who thinks of Virginia
Slims as tennis is likely to be induced or led toward a favorable
notion of Virginia Slims, which just happens to be the death-deal-
ing cigarettes.

And absolutely, the tobacco companies shouldn't have the immu-
nity which they now claim to have and which they often do have,
which other products don't have, from local regulation. What hap-
pens is in the communitiesand again, we are talking about tar-
geting, we are talking about people who are particularly vulnera-
bles many times, in the low-income areas, in the areas where
the targeted group is for whatever it isand that is what Secretary
Sullivan objected to, the particular targeting of black people in
neighborhoods which are predom:nantly blackwhere these com-
munities should have the right, as they do with other products, to
regulate the billboards and any other advertising. Absolutely- -they
should have more right here, because as a practical matterlet me
add just one thing where I might disagree with my respected col-
leagueI don't think drugs have rights. And that is what they are
arguing. Certainly, people have rights; people who are charged
have rights. But we can't say that drugs have rights just because of
this idea that they are legal.

Many prosecutors today urge the legalization or the decriminal-
ization of cocaine and even heroin because they figure that's the
best way to administer the whole program with regard to dealing
with them. That doesn't mean that we would then permit the ad-
vertising through sexy and other kinds of alluring ways of cocaine
or heroin. There is no more dangerous product than tobacco, and it
should not be considered to have rights.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your reaction to the increase in these
free coupons that make it possible to get cigarettes free?

4 (1
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Mr. LUKEN. Well, coupons is like samples or like vending ma-
chines. It allows the laws to be circumvented. There are State laws
in most of the States w hich prohibit the sale of cigarettes to young
people.

That is another argument about legality. It isn't legal to sell
cigarettes to young people, and it shouldn t be legal to advertise
cigarettes to young people, either. And if they are being distributed
through coupons, as Congressman Henson and one of the other
Congressmen had their constituents come in, and children from
their districts, young children under the age of 12, received sam-
ples in the mail, received advertising in the mail, received T-shirts
and so on in the mail. Any kind of distribution such as that will
end up with the young people having a right to violate the law, to
purchase cigarettes, to obtain it through coupons, vending ma-
chines or through samples.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Neal, I know that Secretary Sulli-
van can certainly speak for himself and defend himself, but as the
chairman of the health committee, I think it is appropriate to men-
tion that he does focus a great deal of his time and energy on a
wide range of different health care issues There are some that we
differ onthe results of the Pepper Commission, for example. But
we have worked very closely with him on a wide range of different
health issues, some of which you have mentioned: AIDS, minority
health, the fashioning and shaping of the Administration's pro-
gram on substance abuse, trying to deal with the demand side
through education, treatment, rehabilitation, and in pharmaceuti-
cal research, particularly as we are finding more and more babies
who are born addictive.

So he has spent a good deal of time on a number of different
health issues as well as this particular one. I thought I would men-
tion that because I do think that he has taken a very strong and
strenuous position, one w hich I support and you differ with. But I
think it is important that as he has focused on this issue, he has
certainly been attentive to others.

I do also want .i point out that I am extremeiy sympathetic to
those people who are in the growing industry, the tobacco farmers.
I think we have a real responsibility to them. As you mentioned,
you are moving toward diversity in your own district. There are
some economists who believe that the growing of tobacco will move
overseas in any event because it is cheaper to produce it. So what-
ever is going to happen with regard to the tobacco farmers, I think
we should be concerned about them.

I am familiar enough with the challenges and problems to know
that generRlly, by and large, they are the smaller farmers, and
they have diversified, but many of them have these single crops.

So I am working with a number of members and colleagues who
also ai.e opposed to this legislation, to at least try and provide some
response to their particular needs. I think we must make progress
in terms of what I consider to be a health issue, and if it is in the
common interest of the country, we ought to be responsive to those
that you have mentioned. I will say that P c the outset.

Now; having said that, I du find your logic troublesome in terms
of not permitting local communities greater flexibility to make de-
terminations to protect their health. I heard you list a number of
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different areas of public policy, which I gather you believe are
being dictated by national policy here in Washington. It would
seem to me that leaving some of these health issues up to the will
of local communities in terms of advertising and location of adver-
tising would have some appealI know it does have appeal in
many parts of the country including the South.

We find, for example, in North Carolina under your general stat-
utes affecting alcoholic beverages, that in the area of advertising,
you say "No person shall advertise alcoholic beverages in this State
except in compliance with the rules of the commission," and then
further on it says "Rulemaking authority. The commission shall
have the authority to adopt rules to"in pare-ran1-. /"prohibit
or regulate alcoh)lic beverage advertisement on billboards; prohibit
alcoholic beverar,e advertisements cn outdoor signs; regulate the
nature, size, number and appearances of those advertisements; pro-
hibit or regulate the advertisement of alcoholic beverages by mail,
prohibit or reguiate :ontests, games or other promotions on alco-
hol." Now North Carolina is saying that, in this particular area of
public policy, they are glad to leave it up to local control.

N( w, if this is good enough for alcohol, why isn't it good enough
with -egard to tobacco?

Mr. NEAL. Well, Senator, frankly, I think the attempts to allow
the local communities to set up separate schemes controlling adver-
tising were designed with the purpose in mind of making it as diffi-
cult as possible to sell these legal products. A manufacturer would
find it very difficult, for instance, if local jurisdictions required dif-
ferent kinds of warning statements and so on. It would be impossi-
ble for a manufacturer to make products tailormade to every local
community or many different local communities.

So it seems to me that that is an attempt to sort of do by the
back door what we don't want to do by the front door, and that is
make these things unavailable or make them illegal.

Now, I asked my friend Tom Luken--
The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that way about guns?
Mr. NEAL. Do I feel that way about making guns illegal?
The CHAIRMAN. I mean gun control; do you think it ought to be

national, or do you think those things ought to be regulated by the
States?

Mr. NEAL. Well, personally, I am not in favor of most of the gun
control schemes, either, but I see that a little far afield from what
we are talking about.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are talking about different situations
in different communities, and I'm just asking if you've got a con-
sistent view. If we say that--

Mr. NEAL. I'm not sure I always have a consistent view. I'm not
arguing with that.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's an honest politician. I think we can
all empathize with that. We never want to put that to the test
around here.

Mr. NEAL. I should not--
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me move cn.
Mr. NEAL. May I just make one brief comment on this, if I may,

because I really think this gets to the heart of it. I mentioned to
my friend, Mr Luken, when I testified before his committee on the
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same subject, I said, Tom, what you really want to do is just outlaw
these things, right, make them illegal? And Tom, my friend, says
that he does.

But Tom isn't running again. And I doubt that there are many
folks arour.d here who would want to introduce legislation to make
cigarettes illegal and then cf., home and tell their constituents, the
third of them who smoke, t hat they think they ought to be consid-
ered as criminals under the Federal Criminal Code.

So frankly, Senator, I think these attempts to allow local adver-
tising and all this kind of stuff are just ways to do through the
back door what we are unwilling to do right up front, I imagine a
lot of the people who are doing all this kind of stuff wa .t to
outlaw So I say if you do, why not just introduce legislation to do
that?

The CHAIRMAN. Well--
Mr LUKEN. Senator, my name has been mentioned, and I claim

privilege.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr LuKEN. And I suggest that my not running again gives me a

lucidity, a clear-eyed vision, that may be denied some of the others
here.

But I also might say that I have been saying the same thing for
quite a number of years, and I have been running during that
period.

Mr. NEAL. Well, anyway, he is a great Congressman, but I don't
think most of us want to tell our constituents that we think they
ought to be treated like criminalsand yet that is what this is all
about, I think.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that isn't really what this legislation is
about What we are talking about is counter-advertising. Not to
give $3.2 billion for advertising on the one hand, and virtually
nothing on the other hand, but rather to give people the opportuni-
ty for additional information. You quote skewed statistics on the
number of people who know that there is some danger. The fact is
those who are most vulnerable, who come into the whole process
freshthe younger peopleif you examined those statistics, you
would find that they are uninformed.

Why should we treat smoking differently from food and other
items where the public has the right to know what is going into
those products. Why don't we leave some control within the local
communities to make local judgments on these issues?

But I respect your position, and I am sure your constituents do.
The final bell has just rung. Unless you have anything else to

add, what I'm going to do is recess the hearing and go to vote, and
then we'll come back with our second panel? Is that satisfactory,
CongressmenI don't want to cut you off.

Mr. NEAL. I had some others who wanted me to submit their tes-
timony, if you would accept that.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We'll include your testimony, and if there is
anything else you want to add, we'll leave the record open.

Mr. NEAL. Thank yrou, Senator.
Mr. LUKEN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for coming over.
The committee will stand in recess.
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[Short recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well come to order.
We apologize to our witnesses for the interruptions. I think most

of them, as I look through the witness list, are familiar enough
with the process of this institution to understand, but nonetheless I
do apologize for the interruptions.

Our second panelif they would be good enough to come for-
wardinclude Officer Bruce Talbot, Woodridge Police Department,
Woodridge, IL, who has bEen very instrumental in the DARE Pro-
gram, John J. Joyce, executive director of the Maine Grocers' Asso-
ciation in Augusta, MEI am sure Senator Mitchell would want
me to extend a warm word of welcome to youand Peter Strauss,
president of the National Association of Tobacco Distributors, Alex-
andria, VA, I am sure both Senator Warner and Senator Robb
would want me to welcome you, as I am sure Paul Simon, who is a
member of this committee, would want to welcome you, Officer
Talbot.

STATEMENTS OF OFFICER BRUCE R. TALBOT. WOODRIDGE
POLICE DARE PROGRAM, WOODRIDGE, IL; JOHN J. JOYCE, EX-
ECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MAINE GROCERS' ASSOCIATION, AUGUS-
TA. ME: AND PETER STRAUSS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF TOBACCO DISTRIBUTORS, ALEXANDRIA, VA

The CHAIRMAN. We'll start off with Officer Talbot.
Mr. TALBOT. Senator Kennedy, thank you very much.
As a police officer assigned to teach over 1,500 students a 17-

week drug prevention program, I'd like to voice my support for the
Tobacco Pr-duct Education and Health Protection Act of 1990. This
bill will not only help prevent nicotine addiction among young
people, but I believe it will also be a major factor in the prevention
of illicit drug abuse. It is a national approach to a national epidem-
ic affecting our Nation's futurethe health and welfare of our chil-
dren.

Woodridge, IL is addressing this issue in a unique manner that
has reduced tobacco sales to minors from 83 percent to zero. But
without this Federal legislation, our local efforts may have been fur
naught, because the merchants whose stores border Woodridge con-
tinue to sell cigarettes to 13 year-old children 94 percent of the
time.

Let me share with you my experience to show you why this legis-
lation is needed.

While teaching the Drug Abuse Resistance Education, DARE,
Program at Jefferson Junior High School, I received complaints
from telchers, parents, and even students themselves that Woo-
dridge merchants were selling cigarettes to minors. On one occa-
sion, a gym teacher observed a 13 year-old female student purchase
a pack of Marlboros from a Mobil Oil gasoline station just two
blocks from school. The teacher reported the occurrence to the
principal, as student possession of cigarettes is a violation of school
regulations. The principal suspended the girl after calling her to
the office and finding the cigarettes in her purse. He then met with
me and asked, "Isn't there something you can do? Isn't it illegal to
sell cigarettes to 13 year-old students?'
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Illinois State law prohibits the sale of tobacco products to anyone
under the age of 18. However, the law was adopted in 1887 and car-
ries a penalty of only $50. Now, that may have been a great deal of
money in 1887, but it is hardly a deterrent today.

This old law exempts a child of any age if they possess a note
from a parent, effectively making it unenforceable.

The Woodridge police response to the principal's complaint was
to send a letter to each tobacco selling merchant from the chief of
police. This letter related the complaints and advised that tobacco
sales to 13 year-old children runs counter to the anti-drug pro-
grams the community had undertaken. The letter closed with a
warning that arrests would be made under the State law if repeat
violations occurred.

The school approved of the response, and the police department
felt the matter was closeduntil I saw a news report of a study
done in Chicago by De Paul University. That study found that 87
percent of Chicago merchants sold cigarettes to minors in violation
of the State 18-year age limit

I phoned the author, Dr. Leonard A. Jason, and told him that we
had the same problem in Woodridge and that we solved it with our
police letter. But Dr. Jason immediately shot back and said, "How
do you know you have solved that problem? You won't know it
until you scientifically test for it."

Of course, Dr. Jason was right. We had hoped that our mer-
chants would comply. After all, what adult really would sell ciga-
rettes to a 13 year-old child after being warned by the police?

Unfortunately, they did continue to sell. Dr. Jason advised us
how to replicate his Chicago study and supervised its execution. We
used 13 year-old students because that is the average age now that
children begin to smoke, and it was the age of the child in the
school complaint. The study found that 83 percent of Woodridge
merchants continued to sell to junior high-age students after being
warned in writing by police that such sales violated State law.

Given the 87 percent sales rate in the De Paul Chicago study
where no warning was given, the Woodridge police warning had
absolutely no effect. .

Faced with an unenforceable State law and a continuing viola-
tion, I wrote a city ordinance that requires a special license to sell
tobacco products. The Woodridge tobacco license law is similar to a
liquor license in that sales to minors result in a suspension of the
merchant's license to sell tobacco and a fine of up to $500. Repeat
offenders are subject to a license revocation.

The law requires remote-controlled electronic lockout devices on
cigarette vending machines that are accessible to minors in addi-
tion to the tobacco license. Any attempt to defeat the lockout or
releasing the lockout for a minor results in a license suspension.

A warning sign provided by the city is required in each store. In
addition, free distribution of tobacco products is limited to a li-
censed men hant's storeno license or free delivery is permitted
within 100 ft et of any school, child care facility, or other building
used for edtwational or recreational programs for children.

It is important to understand that the Woodridge tobacco license
law is a civil action as opposed to a criminal action. A license
action is heard in an informal hearing before our city's mayor, not
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in a misdemeanor criminal court with long delays and expensive
legal motions.

During the first police enforcement of this new law, 33 percent of
Woodridge merchants continued to sell. The mayor, following past
precedent on liquor license actions involving sales to minors, issued
a written warning and no fine. On the second enforcement, only 10
percent of merchants sold. These stores received a one-day license
suspension and a $400 fine. On the third and fourth enforcement,
none of the merchants sold cigarettes to the 13 year-old student, in-
cluding all of the vending machines.

According to Dr. ?.onard A. Jason of De Paul University, Wood-
ridge is the first community in America to document 100 percent
compliance with tobacco age restrictions.

However, the data from the merchants surrounding and just out-
side the jurisdiction of Woodridge is shocking. Despite full-page
coverage in the Chicago Tribune and evening news features from
two Chicago television stations, 94 percent of the merchants just
outside the reach of our ordinance continued to sell to 13 year-old
children, usually with no questions asked.

It is clear from our study that Woodridge, IL has solved only part
of its tobacco sales problem. Because of urban sprawl, Woodridge
adolescent cigarette smokers merely walk across the street to
Downer's Grove, Darien or Lisle n buy their cigarettes. Woodridge,
of course, has no control over othe communities' merchants.

Many people view smoking as a freedom of informed adult
choice, and I have no problem with that. Few would argue that the
13 year-old students used in this study possess the knowledge or
emotional maturity to make an informed decision on smoking.
However, it is deal from this data that we see in this study that 13
year-olds are buying large quantitie- of cigarettes. And what we
really find is that the current 13 year-old smoker will have his
adult freedom of choice stoler away from him by nicotine addic-
tion.

One purpose of government is to protect those who are unable to
protect themselves from danger Certainly the protection of 12 and
13 year-old children from easy access to large quantities of cancer-
causing, addicting drug should be the responsibility of government.

Without a national approach to this problem, even the best laws,
diligently enforced, can be defea _d by neighboring communities
and States whose priorities lie elsewhere. America is such a mobile
country that we find that regulations regarding drugs must be na-
tional to be effective.

We have learned this lesson with drunk driving. Illinois had an
18-year age limit; we brought it to 21 to stop our drunk driving
deaths. But Wisconsin, our neighbor to the north, continued with a
lower age limit. Until the Federal Government brought in a Feder-
al law of 21, our drunk driving deaths did not go down.

In concluding, I w.fuld like to make a case for adolescent ciga-
rette smoking as a "gateway drug" to illicit drugs. There are many
studies that show that children, adolescents, who use tobacco go on
to graduate to illicit drugs. But I have observed as a police officer,
teaching this drug program, that there is a very real physical effect
that makes a direct connection with these statistics. That is that a
13 or 14 year-old child has a difficult time deeply inhaiing and
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holding harsh marijuana smoke in their lungs unless they are first
an accomplished cigarette smoker. Dr. Robert DuPont, one of thE
noted authorities in this country on juvenile drug abuse, says that
if you can stop adolescent cigarette smoking, you will have taken a
major step in reducing the gateway progression on to illicit drugs.

Thank you very much, Senator, for allowing me to make this
presentation today. I hope in some small way that my remarks will
help this important bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Oi Ticer. We hope you will
stay. I want to go through the panel so we can hear from each of
the members, and then come back to some questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Talbot (with attachments) fol-lowsj
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Testimony of Officer Bruce R. Talbot,

Woodridge Police Department
DARE Program
One Plaza Drive

Woodridge, Illinois. 60517-4599
(708) 719-4738

Before the United States Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources, Washington, D.C.

April 3rd, let:0

Regarding the Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection
Act of 1990. S. 1883.

As a police officer assigned to teach over 1,500 etudentc a 17 week
drug prevention program, I would like to voice my suppoit for the
Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act of 1990. This
bill will not only help prevent nicotine addiction among young
people, but I believe it will also be a major factor in the prevention
of illicit drug abuse. It is a national approach to a national
epidemic offecting our nation's future.., the health and welfare of
our children.

Woodridge, Illinois is addressing thts issue in a unique manner
that has reduced tobacco sales to minors from 83% to zero. But with-
out this legislation our local efforts taw have been for rausht, be-
cause the merchants whose stores boarder Woodridge continuo to sell
cigarettes to 13 year-old children 90 of the time.

Let me share with you my experlsnce to show you why this legislation
is needed.

While teaching the Drug Abuse Resistance Education, (DARE), program
at Jefferson Junior High School, I received complaints from teachers,
parents and even the students themselves that Woodridge merchants were
selling cigarettes to minors. On one occasion a gym teacher observed
a 13 year-old female student purchase a pack of Marlboros from a Mobil
Oil gasoline station just two blocks from the school. The teacher re-
ported the occurrence to the principal, as student possession of cig-
arettes is a violation of school regulations. The principal suspended
the girl after calling her to the office and finding the cigarettes in
her purse. He then meet with me and asked, "Isn't illegal tt sell ,....,-
arettes to 13 year old students? Isn't there something the police can
do to stop this?"

Illinois state law, (Chapter 23, section 2357), prohibits the sale
of tobacco products to anyone under the age of 18. Hoever, the law
was adopted in 1887 and carries a penalty of only 550.00. That may
have been a great deal of money in 1887, but is hardly a deterrent to-
day. But of greater concern is a loop hole that makes the les+ virtual-
ly unenforceable. The law exempts any aged child it they possess a
written note from their parent or guardian.
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How is the police officer, or for that matter a reputable merchant,
able to verify the authenticity of the note before enforcing the law,
Ano even if the police could check with the parent, most parents would
be unlikely to involve their child in a police action over the forged
note. After closely examining the old statute the Chief of Police
agreed the law was realistically unenforceable. I have not been able
to find even one occasion in tho state of Illinois t.',n this law has
been enforced.

The Woodridge police response to the principal's complaint was to
send a letter to each tobacco selling merchant from the Chief of Po-
lice. The letter related the complaints and advised that tobacco sales
to 13 year old children runs counter to the anti-drug programs the
community had undertaken. The letter closed with a warning that ar-
rests would be made under the state law if repeat violations occurred.

The school approved of the response and the police department felt
the matter was closed. Until . saw a news report of a study done in
Chicago by DePaul University. That study found that 87% of Chicago
merchants sold cigarettes to mino-s in violations of the Illinois 18-
year age limit. 1 phoned the author, Dr. Leonard A. Jaeon, and told
him we had the same problem and solved it with the police letter. Dr.
Jason shot back, "You won't know what effect your letter had on mer-
chant behavior until you scientifically test it."

Of course he was right. We had hoped our yerchants would c)mply.
After all, would an adult really sell cigarettes to a 13 year old
child after being warned by the police? The aoswer is ye,..

Dr. Jason advised us how to replicate his Chicago study and super-
vised its execution. Each merchant was approached on three different
days and at different times of the day in order to obtain a true sam-
ple of different clerk's behavior. The 13 year old student volunteers
were told to wear Jeans and sweat shirts. Girls were not allowed to
wear JewelrY or makeup. Each student was photographed to document
their age-appropriate appearance. In all cases the student would enter
the store alone and was instructed to ask for a pack of cigarettes. If
asked for their age they were instructed to say 13. I observed the
scone from an unmarked pJltce car, and recorded the data after each
visit.

The study found that 83% of Woodridge merchants continued to sell
cigarettes to junior high aged students after being warned in writing
by the police that such sales violated state law. Given the 87% sales
rate in the DePaul / Chicago study where no warning was given, the
Woodridge police warning had no effect.

Faced with an unenforceable state law and a continuing violation, I

wrote a city ordinance that requires a special license to sell tobacco
products. The Woodridge tobacco license law is similar to a liquor
license, in that sales to minors results in a suspension of the
merchant's license to sell tobacco, and a fine of up to $500. Repeat
offenders are subject to a license revocation. The law requires
remote controlled electronic lock-out devices on cigarette vending
i.achines that are accessible to minors, in addition to the tobacco
license. Any attempt to defeat the lock-out or releasing the lock-ol
for a minor results in a license suspension.
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A sign provided by the city that reads: "THE SALE OF TOBACCO
PRODUCTS TO PERSONS UNDER EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE IS PROHIBITED BY
LAW.", in red one inch letters on a white background, must be posted
at or near every display of tobacco products. This sign requirement
was added because of a study reported in the June 26, 1987 issue of
the Journal of the American Medical Association titled: "Legislative
Efforts to Protect Children from Tobacco", which found that compliance
with state age restrictions was highest in stores where a warning sign
was posted.

The ordinance also sets a minimum age of 18 to sell tobacco. This
is patterned after the minimum age to sell liquor in Illinois, and
recognizes the fact that pee- pressure on a 15 year old clerk to sei.
tobacco to a 17 year old customer might be too difficult to say no.

In addition, free distribution of tobacco products is limited to a
licensed merchant's store. And no license or free delivery is permit-
ted within 100 feet of any school, child care facility or other build-
ing used for education or recreation programs for children. A ,y,

1987 report from the Health and Human Services department recommended
such a ban on free samples because, "...they inevitably fall into the
hands of children." The 100 feet proximity ban mirrors the Illinois
state liquor law and backs up the school district ban on tobacco on
school grounds. This section would also address an older teen giving
cigarettes to a minor at a park or other adolescent gathering point.

The final section of the Woodridge tobacco ordinance is the
prohibition on possession and attempts to purchase tobacco by minors
under 18. I strongly feel that adolescents must be accountable for
their actions. It is unfair to place the entire onus on the merchant
To do so allows the minor to "keep shopping" until finding a merchant
willing to sell. This clause also backs up the merchant who might be
harassed by underage miners. New the merchant can call the police in-
stead of watching the minor walk across the street to his competitor.
U,ler Illinois's liquor law, it is a violation for a minor to attempt
to purchase liquor for this very reason.

Adolescents look to adults for guidelines or limits. By not addres-
sing underage possession, society sends a confusing mixed message to
minors about use of cigarettes. Illinois's 103 year old tobacco law
is silent on possession by minors, and several students have asked,
"If it's not any good for you, why is it legal for kids to smoke?"
Woodridge is one of the few communities where it is not legal for
children to smoke or even be in possession of tobacco. This is cur-
rently the law in only 12 states.

It is important to understand that the Woodridge tobacco license
law is a civil action as apposed to a criminal action. A license ac-
tion is heard in an informal hearing before the Mayor, not in a misde-
meanor criminal court with long delays and expensive legal motions.
Recently, police in Ramsey, Minnesota made criminal arrests on three
working-mother store clerks who sold to a police supervised minor. The
public response in the press was very negative and had a chilling
effect on further police enforcement. The public response to a civil
license action and fine in Woodridge has been overwhelmingly positive
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Like wise, minors found in possession are not arrested. The cigar-
ettes are confiscated and the adolescent is given a mail-in parking
ticket sty?e citation with a $25 fine. The issuing offiCer is requir-
ed to notify the parents, usually by phone, before the end of the
shift. The minor can request a court date, only three have in the
past year, which ic assigned to traffic court.

After the new ordinance was passed, merchants were warned that
police would be using 13 year old police special agents to check com-
plience with the new age restrictions. During each of the following
'sting' operations, statistics were recorded for the ongoing DePaul
University study. On C., days of the stings DePaul University re-
search assistants would als, test all the stores surrounding but Just
outside the Woodridge jurisdiction, to eocument what effect the Wood-
ridge law would have on area merchants.

During the first police enforcement of the age restriction, 33% of
Woodridge merchants sold cigarettes to the 13 year old special agent.
The Mayor followed past president on liquor license actions involving
sales to minors and issued a written warning and no fine on offending
merchants. On the second enforcement only 10% of merchants sold.
These stores received a one day license suspension and a S400.00 fine.
None of the merchants contested the hearing, suspension, or fine. On
the third and forth stings, none of the merchants sold cigarettes to
the 13 year old police agent, including vending machines! According
to Dr. Leonard A. Jason supervising the DePaul University study,
Woodridge is the first community in America to document 100% compli-
ance with tobacco age restrictions.

However, the data from the meichante surrounding but just outside
the jurisdiction of the Woodridge tobacco license ordinance, was
shocking. Despite full page coverage in the Chicago_Tribune and
evening news features from two Chicago television stations, 94% of the
time these stores sold to 13 year old children, usually with no ques-
tions asked. It is clear from the data that Woodridge, Illinois has
solved only part of its tobacco sales problem. Because of urban
sprawl. Woodridge adolescent smokers merely walk across the street to
Downers Grove, Darien or Lisle, to buy their cigarettes. Woodridge of
course, has no control over another communities merchants. Thus far
only one of the four neighboring towns have licensed tobacco sales.
Downers Grove has resisted adopting a similar ordinance because the
city does not issue business licenses, although they do license liquor
sales.

In addition to the merchant study, we also conducted two anonymous
tobacco use surveys among 650 Jefferson Junior High School students to
determine what effect the new law would have on users, and if police ,

community relations would suffer. 93% of the 7th and 8th grade
students said they knew of the new law banning possension and sales ci
tobacco to minors. 72% said they thought the law would help prevent
them from smoking, and 55% said they thought it would deter other stu-
dents from smoking. Of the 16% of students who claimed to be regular
cigarette smokers, , 'ars of age waS the average age of first tobac-
co uSe. 15% of st imokers were already ing a pack of cigar-
ettes a day. Altho -he students ability t , purchase cigarettes in
Woodridge dropped drs.atically from 83% befoxi the law to 39% after
the law was adopted, 72% of studont smokers reported buying cigarettes
from merchants outside of k......Jridge.
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Many people view smoking as a freedom of informed adult cholcs
issue. Few would argue that the 13 year old students used in this
study possess the knowledge or emotional maturity to make an informed
decision on smoking. However as we have seen from this study and other
reports, most notably the National Institute on Drug Abuse's, National
Household Survey on Drug Use, 13 is now tho average adolescents begin
smoking. The 1988 Surgeon General's roport, "Nicotine Addiction"
stites, "Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting, and is
similar to addiction to drugs s. ch as heroin and cocaine-- Long term
abstinence rates for adults who wart to quite smoking and have partic-
ipated in a formal smoking cessation program rarely exceed 25%. This
failure rate is comparable to alcohol and othor addicting drugs. The
addicting effect on children is just as dramatic. A study by profess-
or R. T. Ravenholt of 15 year olds who smoked as few as five cigar-
ettes per day found; 51% had tried to atop smoking but failed, and
27% said they couldn't stop smoking no matter how hard they tried.
More than half of these adolescents will remain addicted for the rost
of their lives or until they eventually die of smoking related diseas
es So what we really find is that the current 13 year old smoker
will have his adult choice taken away by nicotine addiction.

One purpose of government is to protect those who are unable to
protect themselves from danger. Certainly the protection of 12 - 13
year old children from easy access to large quantities of a cancer
causing, addicting drug, should be a responsibility of government.

Without a national approach to this problem, even tho best laws,
diligently enfor,eu, -an be defeated by neighboring communities and
states whose pri,..,ritiec lie elsewhere. America is such a mobile coun-
try that regulati,ns regarding drugs must be national to be effective

Illinois learned that lesson with drunk driving. Illinois had
lowered the drinking ago from 21 to 18 during the Viet Namn war years
When teenage drunk driving deaths soared, the law was changed back to
21 But Illinois was unable to stop the senseless deaths because our
neighbor to the north, Wisconsin, maintoined the lower age limit.
Every weekend teens would drive across the state line and then attempt
to drive back to Illinois, drunk. It wasn't until the national ago
limit of 21 was imposed un Wisconsin that teenage drunk driving deaths
were meaningfully reduced. I believe the 390,000 American lives lost
to smoking addiction will not be meaningfully reduced until we address
the issue of tobacco sales to 13 year old children on a national
basis. I believe this bill will provide that national foundation.

In closing, I would like to make a case for controlling cigarette
sales because of their use as a "gateway drug" for adolescents. Gate-
way drugs aro drugs of first u., that facilitate latter progression tc
more dangerous drug use. Many studies have established a statistical
link between adolescent cigarette smoking and the use of illicit drugs
like marijuana. The Nwtional Institute on Drug Abuse documented such
a relationship as early as 1975. Their study, "predicting Adolescent
Drug Abuse", found a strong connection between junior high school stu-
dent cigarette use and the use of other illicit :rugs. Dr. Shapiro,
writing in The International Journal of the Addictions, summaxixesr
"The data seem to indicate abstinence fro.n One activity, (adolescent
cigarette smoking), would inhibit experimentation and possible prob-
lems with other substances."
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There is a very real physical explanation for this connection.
Adolescents are unable to deeply inhale and hold harsh marijuana smoxe
without first becoming accomplished cigarette smokers first. In fact
92% of adolescent marijuana smokers are also regular cigarette
smokers, according to the National Household Survey on Drug Use. Thus,
what starts as cigarette use and addiction at 13, becomes marijuana
dependence at 15, and crack cocaire smoking at 17 years of age.
Rather than waiting to treat crack cocaine addiction uith expensive
rehabilitation, we need to focus on adolescent gateway drug prevention.
According to Dr. Robert Duront, an authority on juvenile drug abuse;
"...prevention of cigarette smoking is a high priority in the preven-
tion of dependence on all drugs."

I want to thank the Committee for allowing me to make this pres-
entation in support of the Tobacco Product Education and Health Pro-
tection Act of 1990. 1 hope that my remarks will, in some small way,
further passage of this important legislation.

,

;
Officer Bruce R. Talbot

WOodrIdge Police Department
DARE Prcgram
One Plaza Dr:,,e,
Woodridge, Illinols 6051--4549.
(708) 719-4738
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RESULTS OF TRIALS BY MINORS PURCHASING CIGARETTES
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Joyce.
Mr. JOYCE. Mr. Chairman, good afternoon.
My name is John Joyce. I am executive director of the Main Gro-

cers Association. Our association is comprised of retail grocers who
are doing business throughout the State of Maine. These retailers
vary in size from large supermarkets, supermarket chains, to small
independently-owned "mom and pop" so-called variety stores.

I am here today representing my retail members.
One of the many functions that we offer as an association is that

of lobbying at the State House in Augusta, and also our retail edu-
cational programs. And as I said, I am here today on behalf of
those members.

We oppose S. 1883. As I will explain, those of us who are directly
involved in the retail sales of tobacco products in Maine and
throughout Northern New England are tackling the minors issue
on our own initiative.

Government interventioncertainly Federal interventionin
our opinion is unnecessary. I will also explain that we have par-
ticular difficulty with sections 943 and 955.

I would like to run you through just what happened in the State
of Maine last April and May, when we enacted our recent tobacco
sales to minors law.

We as an association supported the legislation as it finally came
out of committee. That legislation said basically that we would post
signs in all the retail establishments that offered cigarette tobacco
to the general public.

It was very interestingthere was a Financial note attached to
the legislation as it came out and went to the appropriations table
The committee chairman of the Business Legislation Committee
which was in charge of this particular L.D came to me later and
said, "We have a problem with our bill By the way, we were part
of a coalition of the Maine Lung Association and the Maine Medi-
cal Association.

I asked what was We problem. The problem, he said quite can-
didly, "is we are not gei.ig to get funded through appropriations

I asked, "What is the funding need''"
He said, "We cannot get the money to print the signs."
I said, ''You have my wort. it you can go to the appropriations

chairman and strip that appropriations We will print the signs
free-of-charge

That is our association's reaction to selling tobacco to minors We
do not approve of it. The State laws says you shall not sell or fur-
nish tobacco product:, to anyone under 18 We will stand behind it
The law passed WE' stood behind our word. We printed the signs,
and we got them out to every retail grocer in the State of Maine
even those who were not members of our association

We furnished the signs to every restaurant, every vending ma-
chine company, anybody that wc. knew of who sells cigarettes in
the State of Maine We wanted these notices out We wanted the
general public to know We wanted the youngsters to know that we
are no% going to enforce our laws as to minorsagain, at no
charge

In our State, the Division of Liquor Enforcement was charged
with enforcing the, regulation or this new la% We went down and

6 '
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furnished a supply of signs to each officer in inspection and asked
them if they saw a need for having these signs up, to please pass
them out.

We placed them in the licensing agencies in the State so that
anybody who had just acquired a grocery store would know that
there was a sign available free-of-charge and to be used,

We encouraged our memberswe told them to put these signs
up They are not dust collectors. We don't want to go into stores
and see bills attached to them in the back of a cigarette rack. We
want them at the point of sale, and we want the customers to know
that this is the law, and as an association we intend to back the
law up.

I think we have been very successful. Two weeks ago I had a
meeting with the Maine Lung Association, and I was very pleased
when the director said, "John, the signs are out there, and they are
helping. You have stood behind your word." And that 's why I am
here today.

I think that this legislation would be a little bit redundant. And
it is not only being done in Maineit is done in New htui,pshire
and Vermont, who have passed legislation, and they ar t. enforcing
it quite similar to what we are doing in Maine.

We think, quite frankly, if the Federal Government does have a
little extra money to spend in enforcing programs such as this that
we are doing a job in Mainewe do have a $210 million deficit in
our State, and we could use any funds that might be made avail-
able to heip us alleviate that deficit. I am not being sarcastic; I am
being sincere with that remark.

I would like to also explain that as an association we conduct
rr,ny educational programs, and one of those that is probably a
highlight Is what we call our TAM program, Techniques of Alcohol
Management That is a program that we offer to all our retail
members where we train the sal, clerks in the proper methods of
identifying the illegal sale of alcohol to minors.

Why I bring that up, quite frankly, is we have incorporated
Maine's new tobacco law into that program even though our State
law is 21 for alcohol and 18 for tobacco. We have these seminars on
an average of once a week, going around the State. and we gent., al-
ly have good attendance at these things, because a person v. no
takes this course and completes the testing is considered an ap-
proved server of alcohol in Maine.

So we are taking offwe are not just letting something lk dor-
mantwe are saying there is a law, and we are trying to enforce
it, se are trying to support the law because we do support the idea
behind the law.

I do have a problem, obviously, representing groLers, when I read
a piece of legislation and I see words that refer to a seizure, forfeit-
ure, penalties, penalties over and above what the Federal/State
penalties areand by the way, the law in the State of Maine for
anybody selling cigarettes to a minor, the fine is between $100 and
$1,000 per store, and for every clerk involved is between $10 and
$100 per instance.

If you have any questions, I will certainly attempt to answer
them later on, Senator. Thank you for the opportunity to present
at least our part of the story to your cornmittee today
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I'll come back to some other ques-
tions, but do you know how many times that has been enforced in
Maine, how many penalties or conviction, there have been?

Mr. JOYCE. Senator, by agreementI can't say by agreementI
have talked with the chief of the Liquor Enforcement Division, who
is charged with enforcing this law, and he has directed his staff
this became law I believe the first of October of last yearhe di-
rected his staff to go out and ensure all the signs were in place and
to kind of back up what we had been preaching to the stores, that
we are going to get the signs in place, we'll give you 6 months, and
then we're going to start enforcing the law. To this date, Senator,
to answer your question directly, I don't know.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Joyce followsj

6 5
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Testimony of

John J. Joyce
Executive Director

MAINE GROCERS ASSOCIATION

before the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States Senate

April 3, 1990

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My

name is John Joyce. I am Executive Director of the Maine

Grocers Association ("the Grocers"), a position I have

held since 1986. I also am a member of the Food Marketing

Institute Association and in 1989 receivcl the Spirit of

America Award from the National Grocers Associatical. The

Grocers represent more than 2,000 grocers statewide, ranging

from the neighborhood grocery and convenience stores and

the traditional Maine Country store to the largest and

most modern retail establishments.

We oppose S. 1883. As 1 wil' explain, those of

us who are directly involved in the retail sales of tobacco

products in Maine and throughout New England are tackling

the "minors" issue on our own initiative. Government

f;
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intervention -- certainly federal intervention -- is'

unnecessary. As I also will explain, we have particular

difficulty with Sections 943 and Section 955.

1. Under my leadership, the Grocers have devel-

oped an extensive program to educate our members and other

f.aine retailers about our state's minimum sales age act.

Since 1987, the Grocers have provided, free of charge,

signs, door decals and register cards reminding customers,

store owners and clerks that tobacco sales to those under

the age of 18 sre prohibited. Although sta-e law required

the state to print and distribute these materials, the

Legislature never appropriated the necesary funds. The

Grocers agreed to print and distribute these materials at

our own expense. Copies of these materials are attached.

In addition to printing and distributing such

point-of-purchase materials, the Grocers have developed

and presented informational materials at its annual trade

shows and conventions. Owner/operators and managers of

retail stores are provided with information about the

importance of adhering to the state's minimum sales age

laws. This information is presented both orally and in

written form in the various seminars and meetings of the

associatioa.

Unlike most trade associations, the Grocers have

agreed to provide information and materials even to non-
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member.. This is hecause the Grocers recognize the impor-

tance of preventing obacco sales to minors. The Grocers

make their materials available to non-member grocers and

members of the hosp.tality and general business community

that may sell tobacco products as a service to -heir

employees or CustOmers.

Activities similar to those of the Maine Grocers

Association also are part cf the programs of the New Hampshire

Retail Grocers Association and the Vermont Retail Grocers

Associat 1. In both of these neighboring northern New

England states, these organizations have supported 18-

year-old minimum sales age laws and modifications to their

state statutes that would make it more difficult for minors

tc buy Or receive tobacco products.

In fact, the Vermont Grocers Association, in

Conjunction with cther state trade associations, sponsored

sweeping legislation designed to keep tobacco produrrs out

of the hands of minors during the 1,190 session of the

legislature. This introduction followed a two-year effort

mounted in consultation with the state Department of Publ)c

Health and members of the House Health and Welfare

Committees.

In sum, S. 188i .s unnecessary insofar as it

woLld in;ect more government -- and the federal government,

at that -- into the issJe of tobacco sales to minors.
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we note, in this connection, that Section 920 in

the oill would specifically encourage states to prohibit

the sale of tobacco to persons under 18 but not to prohibit

the purchase of tobacco by persons under 18. This seems

to us an Incomprehensible omission. Minors are subject to

severe penalties for purchasing alcoholic beverages and

likewise should be held responsible for purchasing or

attempting to purchase tobacco products in violation of

state law. New Hampshire, for example, enacted such a

prohibition in 1987 and the propepsed minors legislation in

Vermont also includes such a prohibition.

2. We particularly oppose Sections 943 and 955.

Section 943(a)(2)(A) would allow the Secretary of Health

and Human Services to impose a "temporary ban" on the

shipment of tobacco products to a revailer found by a

federal court to have "engaged in a pattern or practice of

sales to minors" in violation of the law of a state selected

as a "model state" under Section 920. It also would allow

the Secretary to seize "the tobacco products of such

retailer." How long such a ban might continue is nOt

specified. Apparent'y the retailer's entire inventory of

tobacco products could be seized and ordered destroyed

pursuant to Section 943(c). This 4cpuld be in aadition to

the penalties prescribed by state law for illegal tobacco

sales to minors.

f; )



4oreover, there is no indication in _he bill as

...traduced whether a "retailer" ts a single store or could

be a chain of stores; whether ail stores in a chain could

be held responsible for the conduct of a single store in

the chain: whether one .11egal tobacco sale in each of ten

stores in a chain, over a several-year period, would be

deemed a 'pattern or practice of sale to minors" supporting

a ban on tobacco sh.pments to tne entire chain; and whether

the conduct of stores in the chain outside of the model

state wou.d be considered -- either for or against finding

a "pattern or pract.ce" of illegal sales to minors.

Sect.on 943.a)(2;(E) would allow the Secretary

to assess "additiona. penalt.es or Impose a further for-

on the retal.er, .r.t.lout specifying what tnose

pe-aes might be r :.st what other property of the

reta..er m.ght be req..red to forfeit. Finally, Sectior

943(c) would author.ze a court to order the destructIon of

tobacco products se.zed from a retailer -- even though it

.s tne conduct of t^e retal.er, and nothing about the

products themssl.,es, tnat ga e rise to the seizure.

Sect.on 943 wo..d appear to permit .he seizure and

destruction of a reta..er s entire tobacco Inventory on

tte bas.., of sa.es to t.ncrs, even if made in good faith.

Sectio^ 955 wo,11c provide that nothing in S.

.b8:, the Federal r.garette Labeling and Advertising Act
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or the Comprehensive Smokeless Tobacco Health Education

Act shall prevent state or local governments from enacting

"additional restrictions" on the advertising, promotion,

sale or distribution of tobacco products to persons under

18. I do not hold a degree in psychology, but knowing the

antitobacco crusaders in my state as well as I do, I have

no doubt that this provision would be seized upon to

3ustify the worst forms of harassment legislation -- in

the name of "protecting" minors. Our members do not need

such harassment, and Congress should not encourage it.

I would be glad to answer your questions.

PROHIBITED
BY STATE LAW

SALE OF
TOBACCO PRODUCTS

TO MINORS
Maine State Law Prohibits Sales

of Tobacco Products
to Persons Under 18 Years of Age

_Woe sponsomd y MAINE GROCERS ASSOCIATION

9.111OCErt,),..:%
0^e Weston Street P 0 Box 5460

Augusta Mame 04332
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strauss.
Mr. STRAUSS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Peter Strauss. I am president and chief executive of-

ficer of Metropolitan Distribution Services in New York, and also
president of the National Association of Tobacco Distributors.

Our membership covers all 50 States, and our members market
goods with an annual wholesale value of over $16 billion including,
in addition to tobacco products, confectionery, health and beauty
aids, groceries, beverages, and a variety of sundry products.

Mr. Chairman, NATD opposes S. 1883. We agree unequivocally
that tobacco should not be sold to persons below the minimum
legal age. Tobacco Distributors play an important role in reinforc-
ing retailer efforts to comply with State laws prohibiting tobacco
sales to minors.

We oppose S. 1883 not only for the reasons stated already by
other witnesses, but because of our particular concern about the
two provisions that would affect us as tobacco distributors direct-
ly--that is, sections 943 and 955.

Section 943 would establish seizure and disposal procedures for
tobacco products similar to those already in place for adulterated
and misbrand food, drug or cosmetic products under the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act. But section 943 goes even further to au-
thorize seizure and disposal of tobacco products destined for or held
by a retailer found tn have "engaged in a pattern or practice of
sale to minors" in violation of the laws of a "model State '.

This provision would function as a Federal civil penalty imposed
on a retailer for a pattern or practice of violating a State criminal
law upon a Federal court's determination in a civil proceeding that
the States law had been violated. This would be a dangerous and
unwarranted extension of Fedel, : power. The responsibility for en-
forcing State I....S prohibiting tobacco sales to minors belongs with
the States, not with the Federal Government.

Section 943 does not, and indeed could not, specify the tobacco
products to be seized from a distributor. The provision for such sei-
zure is fundamentally misconceived because it is not the tobacco
products that present the problem. An adulterated or misbrand ar-
ticle can be identified for seizure, but when the problem is the con-
duct of a distributor in violating a ban on shipments to a retailer
or the conduct of a retailer in selling tobacco pruducts to the wrong
customers, there is no basis for identifying the products to be
seized

Moreover, section 943 places no limit on the "additional penal-
ties- that may be imposed on a distributo, who violates the ban or
on the nature or extent of the property subject to "further forfeit-
ure-

Section 943 bizarrely applies the "disposal" procedures of the
FD&C Act, which are designed for articles seized because they are
found to be adulterated or miso. and, to tobacco products seized
from a distributor beLause a retailer is selling such products to the
wrong customers

Section 94:i would authorize a court to order the tobacco products
seized from a distributor to lac destroyed, even though there is
nothing defectie about the products themsehesthey are neither
adulterated nor misbrand
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Alternatively, sectioa 943 would authorize a court to order the
products to be returned to the distributor to be "brought into com-
pliance with the provisions of this title", even though the products
themselves are already in compliance with the provisions of Title
IX. These disposal provisions make no sense in the context of to-
bacco products that are seized because a retailer has sold such
products to minors.

Regarding section 955, Mr. Chairman, we frankly do not under-
stand the purpose of section 955. Congress, long ago, made clear
that the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act does not
affect the power of any State to restrict the sale of cigarettes to
minors. However, section 955 could provide license for virtually
any restriction on the sale or distribution as well as the advertising
and promotion of tobacco products, however extreme, so long as the
asserted justification for the restriction is to prevent access to to-
bacco products by persons under 18.

It is our understanding that S. 1883 is not designed to bring
about a ban on the sale or distribution of tobacco products. But sec-
tion 955 inevitably would be exploited to send the Nation down
that prohibitionist road.

Moreover, allowing State or local restrictions on cigarette adver-
tising and promotion would impose a major unjustifiable cost on
distributors, who in many cases provide point of sale material.
Many distributors services multi-stat markets, and virtually all
distributors service many afferent local jurisdictions. Giving li-
cense to such jurisdiction to promulgate its own restrictions im-
poses unwarranted costs on an already low-margin business.

The two sections of S. 1883 on which I have focused deal unfairly
and illogically with the distributor's function in our economy.

I thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr Strauss follows-]

: S
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Mr. Chairman and Nmsbers of the Committee. My name

is Petr Strauss. I am President and Chief Bxecutive Officer

of Metropolitan Distribution Services, Inc., Flushing, New

York. I am also the President of the Rational Association

of Tobacco Distributors (NATD) and a member of its Board of

Directors. WARD represents over 570 corporate wholesaler-

distributor members with over 740 distribution outlets, as

well as 230 manufacturer and supplier associates whose 12,000

salesman canva** and supply almost 1.5 million retail outlets

selling tobacco products. The mesbership of HATO covers all

SO states and our members market goods with an annual whole-

--le value of over $16.0 billion. We account for SS percent

of the tobacco products distributed to retail outlets in the

United States, with the manufacturer* accounting for the

balance.
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Mr. Chairman, NATD opposes S. 1883. We agree,

emphatically, that tobacco should not be sold persons

below the minimum legal age in any given jurisdiction, and

we believe that tobacco distrioutors can play an important

role in reinforcing retailer efforts to comply with state

lays prohibiting tobacco sales to minors. Indeed, NATD

currently is preparing a program to assist retailers in this

regard. But we oppose S. 1883, and not only for the reasons

stated already by other witnesses. Of particular concern to

our members are two provisions that would affect tobacco

distributnrs directly -- Section 943 and Section 955. I

will address each in turn.

1. Section 943

Section 943, entitled "Seizure," is adapted from

Section 304 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic ("FDsC")

Act, 21 U.S.C. S 334. Under Section 304, a food, drug or

cosmetic that is adulterated or misbranded may be prbceeded

against on libel and condemned in any district court in the

United States in which the article is found. Section 304(a).

The article proceeded against can be seized pursuant to the

libel. Section 304(b). Any condemned article can be dis-

posed -f by destruction or sale as the court may order.

Section 304(d). The court may order the article to be deli-

vered to the owner to be destroyed or brought into compliance

with the provisions of the FD4C Act. 2d.

;-;



Section 943 would establish similar seizure and

disposal procedures in the case of any tobacco product that

is "adulterated" or "misbranded," as those terms are defined

in Section 952 and Section 951, respectively. But Section

943 would do more. It would authorize seizure of tobacco

products destined for or held by a retailer found to have

"engaged il a pattern or practice of sale to minors" in

violation of the laws of a state designated as a "model

state" under Section 920. In addition, it would authorize

the "disposal" of tobacco products seized on this basis.

Section 943(a)(2), (c).

Section 943(a)(2). Under this provision, the

Secretary of Health and Human Services could, among other

things, place a 'temporary ban" on the shipment of tobacco

products to a retailer (Section 943(a)(2)(A)) and could

seize "such products" from distributors that violate the ban

(Section 943(a)(2)(B)). He also could "assess additional

penalties or impose a further forfeiture" on a "penalized

. . . distributor" tor violating the ban on shipping tobacco

products to a particular retailer. Section 943(a)(2)(E).

Section 943(a)(2)(A) does not say how long the

"temporary ban" could be continued or what the conditions

would be for ending it. More substantively, the ban would

function as a federal civil penalty imposed on a retailer

for a 'pattern or practice" of violating state criminal law,



upon a federal court's determination, in a civil proceeding,

that the state's crnal law had been violated. This would

be a dangerous and unwarranted extension of federal power.

The responsibility ror enforcing state laws prohibiting

tobacco sales to minors belongs with the states, not with

the federal government.

Section 943(a)(21(B) does not -- and, indeed,

could not -- specify the tobacco products to be seized from

a distributor who violated a "temporary ban." The provision

for such seizure is fundamentally misconceived because it is

not the tobacco products that present the problem under

Section 943(a)(2), as it is in the case of adulterat on or

misbranding under Section 943(a)(l). An adulterated or

misbranded article can be identified for seizure. When the

problem is the conduct of a distributor in violating a ban

on shipments to a retailer, there is no basis for identi-

fying the products to be seized. Section 943(a)(2'(E) places

no limit on the ":luditional penalties" that may be imposed

on a distributor who violates the ban or on the nature or

extent of the property sub)ect to "further forfeiture."

Section 943(c). This provision bizarrely applies

e "dispotel" procedures of Section 3('(d) of the ("DSC Act,

which are designed for articles seized because they are

found to be adulterated or misbranded, to tobacco products

seized from a distributor because a retailer is selling such
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products to the wrong customers. Section 943(c)(1) would

authorize a court to order the tobacco products seized from

a distributor to be destroyed, even though there is nothing

defective about the products themselves (1 e., they are

neither adulterated nor misbranded). Alternativel.:, Section

943(c)(2)(B) would authorize a court to order the produ.:ts

to be returned to the distributor to be "brought into com-

pliance with the provisions of this title," even though the

products themselves already are in compliance with the pro-

visions of Title IX. These disposal provisions make no

sense in the context of tobacco products that are seized

because a retailer has sold such product to minors.

2. Section 955.

Section 955 provides, in part: as follows:

"Nothing in this subtitle, section 5 of the
Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising
Act . . . or the Comprehensive Smokeless
Tobacco Health Education Act . . . shall
prevent and State or local government from
enacting additional restrictions on the
advertising, promotion, sale, or distrib-
ution of tobacco products to persons under
the age of 18."

Mr. Chairman, we frankly do not understand the

purpose of this provision. Congress long ago made clear

that the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Adverti3ing Act does

not affect the the power of any state to restrict the sale

of cigarettes to minors. See S. Rep. No. 566, 91st Cong.,

1st Sess. 12 (1969). : Is fair to assume, however, that

')
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some antismoking advocates would portray Section 955 as a

license for virtually any restriction on the salt or dis-

tribution (as wi.1 as the advertising and promotion) of

tobacco products -- however severe or extreme -- so long as

the asserted )ustification for the restriction is to prevent

access to tobacco products by persons under 18.

It is our understanding that S. 1883 is not designed

to bring about a ban on the sale or distribution of tobacco

products. The poition of Section 955 that I have quoted

inevitably would be exploited to send the gation down that

prohibitionist road.

I would be glad to answer any questions.

I'l C1
i . 0
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me go back to Officer Talbot. The way this is
actually structured, 10 to 20 States have to voluntarily make the
decision to pursue this, and to improve enforcement.

To enforce the law on sale to minors, we operate mainly at the
State level, an4 let me just review the way that it proceeds. A
State would make a finding that a particular mei-chant had a pat-
tern of selling to minors, and where such a finding had been made
and a notice sent, unless there was a change in the pattern, the
State would notify the merchant that they would be barred from
receiwng tobacco products for up to 60 days. The distributor would
also be notified. Then, if the distributor did not comply with the
penalty, and if the State requested Federal assistance, he might
face the limited seizure of tobacco products.

Do you believe that that is an unduly onerous penalty?
Mr. TALBOT. Not at all, Senator. It is my opinion that the only

thing that will force merchant compliance with age restrictions is
to remove their ability to merchandise that product.

We had one merchant who was given a one-day license suspen-
sion and fined $400. He said, "I don't care about the $400 fine. I
sell between $200 and $300 worth of cigarettes a day. What kills
me is when my customers come into the gas station to buy a pack
of Marlboros or Camels, and I have to say,' I'm sorry, the city has
revoked my license today, I cannot sell,' and then to watch that
customer get in his car and drive across the street to the Mobil sta-
tion"his competitor"and buy That is what I believe has given
us 100 percent compliance.

If you just issue a fine, if you don't stop the merchandising, I
don't feel that the law will be effective.

The CHAIRMAN Could you give us a brief deacription of the vend-
ing machine lockout device" Could you tell us a little bit about
that?

IV -. TALBOT In the industry they are referred to as a "Utah
remote" Very simply, all they do is kill the electricity to the vend-
ing machine, and that is connected with a small doorbell-type
buzzer. The merchant can locate it wherever it is convenient for
him behind the counter When a customer comes up to operate a
vending machine, an employee N isua 1 1 y identifies that it is obvious-
ly an adult, pushes the button and buzzes the machine into oper-
ation. We hat e had no instances of minors able to buy after those
devices were placed on the machines. Before, we had 100 percent
sales out of every vending machine

The CHAIRMAN. The argument made by the industry is that the
ads don't influence kids' decisions to buy the tobacco products.
They say it is all peer pressure and parental influence. What is
your reaction?

Mr TALBOT What I hate found is that advertising of cigarettes
is very important tu children, that they watch it very carefully,
and that they are extremelt brand-conscious. The children in our
Junior high school, age 1W specifiLally like Camels and Marlboros
The reason why they like Camels and Marlboros is because of the
Camel cartoon"Smouth Joe-. they (all himth kids are getting
these Camel cigarette T-shirts through the mail, they wear them
into school The school, finally had to olace a T-shirt ban that ad-
vertises drugs to Plimmzst . this

S o)
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If a brand and advertising were of no concern to the children,
they would just ga in and buy generic cigarettes, the cheapest. But
they don'tthey are very brand-conscious, and I think only adver-
tising accounts for that.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Joyce, I want to commend you and your as-
sociation for the efforts that you have made in terms of the educa-
tion and the initiatives which you and the association have
launched. We are really looking around to find out what can be ef-
fective, and you have certainly demonstrated that your association
wants to deal with that problem.

You have heard Officer Talbot give his comments. We have had
a recent study in Boston attempting to learn how well the laws
prohibiting sales to minors are being enforced. Eleven year-olds
were sent into retail stores to buy cigarettes, and of the 75 who
tried to purchase the cigarettes, 75 were iccessful. So clearly we
have got to do something about the elfectiveness oi the laws.
Maybe if they saw the kinds of signs that are going to be available
in Maine that would not be so.

Don't you think we nc?edand I guess I know the answer to you:
questionsomething more than just thest 'Ids of signs, these
kinds of educational efforts that you have outlined?

Mr JOYCE Mr Chairman, first of all, we felt the signs needed to
be a strong statement, and that was the reasonwe wanted to
bring the whole communityand when I say the "community", I'm
talking about the retailer, the cle.:, and the potential pa.chaser,
and also their parentsbring them in line to know that this is the
law, and the State is going to get serious about it.

So we think it is very important that you make that statement
and make it an enforceable statement And we basically say, frank-
ly, as an association that if we ha: got ,-)ece out there selling
cigarettes to minors, we can enforce the lvw

I would like to elaborate just a second In the Liquor Division, I
was t.alking with the chief and I asked him how many % iolations he
would have, for example, on alcohol, and he said about 2 percent of
the merchants are flagrant violators of alcohol sales to minors. I
assume tobacco is more than that, but I thinfc the flzgrant viola-
tors are not as bad as people might think.

I would say where we feel we are successfulthe mast frequent
comment I am getting back from retailers is the traditional, "Does
that also apply to the note that the mother or father sent with the
child to buy the cigarettes?"and yes, that does. That note means
nothing anymore. You will be fined if you go by that note.

The CHAIRMAN Well, the seizure provision is not really aimed at
the retail establishment. It is only applicable to the distributor,
and in the revised version of the bill I think that is clarified. Hope-
fully, the seizure provision will not be used, but it has the clout
that we think might be essential in order to make it work.

Mr Strauss, are you aware that, either through ignorance of dis-
regard, State law is routinely disregarded in virtually every State
where .you have the various prohibitions?

Mr STRAUSS. I am aware of the State laws. I am not aware of the
comparative disregard of them I don't think that means there is
anything wrong with the laws.

til
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, Officer Talbot gave an example of one par-
ticular community which I thought effectively made this a priority,
and told us what his results have been. Maybe that !:s the only
community where that has happened, but we certainly have other
studies that have been conducted in a number of other States.

I have here about 15 different tests. We will give you an opportu-
nity to review them and come back and give your evaluation of
them, but they demonstrate very clearly that in every trial we
know in which minors as young as 11 years old have attempted to
purchase cigarettes over-the-counter, they have been succcssfui in
an average of three out of every four stores tried. This isn't really
new information to you. It is information that is generally avail-
able, and I am sure you have been asked before whether your in-
dustry association has information to the contrary.

Mr. STRAUSS. No, but I think Officer Talbot demonstrates what a
local community can do on the issue of sale to minors if there is a
desire to do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, he has talked about what has happened
and what his community has been able to do and then what hap-
pens a block further once outside that jurisdiction That's the way I
heard his testimony That is what they have been able to do after I
think absolutely extraordinary leadership by the officer and also
by those in the community, and in spite of very extraordinary ef-
forts, they are still limited in their effectiveness because just
beyond that jurisdiction we find that those efforts are being ig-
nored That is part of the testimony that he gave

Mr STRAUSS. What is able to be done in one community should
be able to be done in others.

The CHAIRMAN Well, if it is able to be done in the community,
then why not permit it to be done in the State

Mr. STRAUSS. The State is capable of doing that They have laws
prohibiting sale to minors.

The CHAIRMAN. And they have demonstrated itunless you have
some other materialto be woefully inadequate and ineffective
That is what the problem is. If you've got other informationand
we are giving you the chanceto demonstrate that they are effec-
tive and they are doing it, then we don't need this legislation But
we ask you to comment on the various studies that demonstrate
that they are being circumvented and are not effective.

And regarding cost of the bill, I mean, we are spending over $20
billion a year on the direct health impact of the abuse of tobacco
products. not to mention as the officer has talked about, and which
we haven't gotten into here, the concern that leaders in the field of
substance abuse have about "gateway" drug problem, which is one
of enormous importance and significance.

So we are just giving ycu an opportunity to demonstrate that
either our information isn't correct or that what exists at the State
level is effective. Otherwise, one has to conclude that you haven't
got that information; and that wh,..t we are ascertaining is correct,
and we ought to have the opportunity, if the Congress feels it is
important, to address it.

Mr. STRAUSS. Senator, I am not competent to comment on why
States are not enf-rcing the existing laws. I came here to testify to
the fact that S. l. 3 is illogical and unfair in terms of the seizure
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and disposal provisions as far as the distributors are concerned be-
cause if one of my customers is selling in contravention to State
law to a minor, and I am informed about that, I will not distribute
to him; but if, for example, I am not informed, and then--

The ChAIRMAN. Well, have you stopped any distribution, to your
knowledge, to any retailers?

Mr STRAUSS. I have stopped distributio: to retailers who have
contravened other laws.

The CHAIRMAN. But with regard to violating the State laws or or-
dinances.

Mr STRAUSS. State laws, yes, but not with respect to minors, be-
cruse I. was never informed that any was.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, on the violation of just State laws but not
to minors, can you provide a list for us?

Mr STRAUSS. On Stzte laws relative to minimum pricing, rebat-
ing, or selling below minimum prim....

The CHAIRMAN. Well, no, that isn't what we are talking about
here. We aren't talking about minimum pricing or collusion or
other kinds of factors. We are basically talking about where we've
got a number of State laws and a number of ordinances, and
whether you can demonstrate from any of your activity that you
have cut any of these distributors off. That is what I am asking,
and as I understand, your answer is no, that it has not been
brought to your attention. Is that a fair conclusion?

Mr. STRAUSS. If the State would inform me and my company that
I am serv:cing a retailer that is contravening State law, I would
not service that retailer.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the provisions in here on enforcement are
meant io be effective, and we are glad to work with youwe are
committed to having effective remedies available. Otherwise, I
think at least I have seen to many pieces of legislation that are
meaningless without that. But we would be glad to work with you,
Mr. Strauss, and also with you, Mr. Joyce, in that area. I am sure
you have some suggestions that may very well be useful.

Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, MI Chaii.man.
Officer Talbot, I am very pleased to have a witness from Illinois

here If I may, let me ac`- you how did you get invjlved in this
whole cigarette education thing?

Mr. TALBOT. Well, Senator, I wish I could tell you that it was
planaed; it wasn't. I was in our school system, doing a 17-week
drug prevention program, nricl I began to receive complaintscom-
plaints from the school, the teachers, the principal, the parents,
and even the children themselvesthat as children were coming to
and from school, they were buying cigarettes from merchants.

I tried to solve the problem by working with the merchants, by
informing them of the complaints, by trying to get voluntary com-
pliance However, when we conducted our study with 11.2aul Uni-
versity, we found that our efforts to work with the merchants, to
get voluntary compliance of our State age restriction, were unsuc-
cessful: 83 pe-cent of our merchants continued to sell after a writ-
ten police warning It wasn't until we had a license law that
stopped the merndising of the product that we got compliance

c '-.)o , )
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Senator SIMON. You are working a great deal with young
peopleand this is not part of this billbut what would happen to
teenage consumption of cigarettes if we were to increase the cost 10
cents a pack?

Mr. TALBoT. It would go down dramatically. There have been se
eral studies that show that when you raise excise tax on cigarettes,
the amount of use among young people goes down. Young people
are very cost-conscious.

We found in our study with De Paul University that the vast ma-
jority of children buy at gas stations. They buy at gas stations even
though they cannot drive into the gas station, because they are not
old enough to have a license, but they buy at gas stat!=, because
they are the cheapest. The least frequent place they buy it is liquor
stores and vending machines because they are the most expensive.

Children have a limited amount of resources. If you can raise the
excise tax to children, a significant portion will stop buying.

Senator &Mori. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CiLualts As. Thank you all very much.
Senator SIMON [pi iding]. Our next panel includes Dr. Gary Wil-

liams, director of fie American Health Foundation, and John
Rupp, from Covington & Burling.

We are pleased to have both of you here. We will enter your full
statements in the record, aril we would ask you to confine your
oral statements to 5 minutes, plus questioning.

Dr. Williams. we will start with you.

STATEMENTS OF DR. GARY WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
HEALTH FOUNDATION, VALHALLA, NY; AND JOHN RUPP, COV-
INGTON & BURLING. WASHINGTON. DC. REPRESENTING THE
TOBACCO INSTITUTE

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Senator Simon.
In response to an invitation from the staff of Senator Kennedy's

office to comment on these deliberations, I coordinated a review by
the scientists of the American Health Foundation of the current
knowledge of the adverse effects of tobacco additives. Our com-
ments in final form were submitted on March 30.

Briefly, we find that a wida variety of additives are in use for
this purpose. Part of our informPtion comes from research spon-
sored by the National Cancer Institute, specifically directed toward
isolating and ide. tifying additives in tobacco products.

As a consequence of this effort and repeatedly reviewing the
available scientific literature, we ilnd that there is not a database
attesting to the safety of these additives under the conditions in-
tended use. And I have to emphasize here "intended use", because
these are substances that are added to a product that is intended to
be burned and inhaled, and the testing of additives in other con-
texts does not provide ossurance of safety in this type of situation.

Among the additives in use are a number that raise concerns,
and I have identified examples of these in my written testimony,
and I will not repeat it here.

Accordingly, we arrive at the conclusion thai. appropriate safety
testing is necessary for these additives

84
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Thank you.
Senator SIMON. We thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Williams follows:]

85
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HEALTH FOUNDATION

Reseerch at the American Health Foundeticn hes long been directed at understanding

the hesith effects of tobacco products. Our assessment is that cigarste smoking is the mope

establiahed muse cicencer of the keg and respiratory tract In the United states and in most

weft of the woad. Smoking aiso contributes to the occurrenon of cancer in the parioreas,

kidneys. Vedder and cervix, and also to leukemia. Smoking and drinking am assoceted with

heed end neck cancer Potent carcinogens and cancer enhancing tigents have been

IdentTed li tobecco smoke (Wynder and Holisrann, 1957; Hoffmann end Hecht. 1990). In

compoiscn. relatively fittle is known about the roia cf flavor additives.

Scientists at the American Health Foundabon have reviewed the Est of tobacco

additives WI the 1988 report of the Independent Scientific Committee on Smoking ard Heallt

For the great majority of agents on this Est, we have no knowledge of adverse health effects

Nevertheless, scme of the agents arouse concern. These are as tobows

Aringiaghis sever& netorai amino acids, such as Fianna. erginine, leucine, rnd

phenyieianine, are commonly added to cigarette tobacco. Some amino acids are known to

grie rlse to amino heterocyclic compounds during heabng(Suginura. 1985) These

compounds are powerful genotoxic agenZ and several are experimentalcarcinogens

(Sugimura, 1985), one of them, Q. nduong liver cancer in nortunan prinates extraordinarily

rapidly (Adamson et al 1390)

Metavsjell A nionbe 3,1 'aldehydes and rek.ved carbonyl carpot.nds. such as gtyoxal.

ecetsidehyde, 2-hexenP' nd furfuraldehyde are volable, and therefore likely to be in the

vrofice. These may be cytotoxic or genot000. and thus present a hazard; the caronogenic

ecirdlies of acetaldeyde and glyoxal have been demonstrated

F, ;
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EgraggagLiagazane. Cigarette smokers have an Increased nsk of leukemia (Hoffmann et al.,

1989-, McLauspin et al., 1989). One of the ieukemogenic agents In cigarette smoke (10-70

up/cigarette; &ARC, 1982) Is benzene. Since many tobaoco adcatives are kriown to give nee to

benzene during smoking (Higman et a' , 1974), the effect of flavor additives on the smoke

yield of benzene requires investigation.

2.21xlisk9

fn 1975, the 'First Repon: Tobacco Substitutes and Add/Lives hi Tobacco Products' by

the Independent Scientific Committee on Smoking and Heath (United Kingdom) dean with a

review of additives that are Gensrally Recognized As Safe (USA -GRAS ist). The compounds

on:ler review were mainly known food additives We maintain that the criteria for GRAS food

additives are not suffic-ent for the evolution of adcetives used in tobacco, shce combusts:in of

such ccxwoounds may raid potentially toxic. mutagenc. carchogenic or cocarcinogenic

compounds in the smokestream. The example of pyrotysis of ammo acids ilustrates why the

fate of additnis dumg smoking has to be known ri order to be certain that an additive will not

increase the toxicity and/or carcinogenicity of tobacco smoke. The fact that many additives

are present in commercial smoke products only in small concentrations than (less than 0 1%)

does not rule out the possitikty that thew combusUon may yield a potent carcinogen In the

smokestrean. the effect of which woi.Ad be added to the already potent actirin of the known

hazardous products in smoke
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Senator SIMON. Mr. John Rupp, with Covington & Burling.
Mr. RUPP. Thank you, Senator Simon.
Senator, my partner Richard Kingham was originally invited to

address the committee today. He was called out-of-town on an
emergency. With your indulgence, I'd like to ask that Mr. Kingh-
am's prepared statement be included in the record of the hearing

Senator SIMON. ft will be entered in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richard F. Kingham follows:]

9 i
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Statement of Ricnard F. Hingham

on behalf of

The Tobacco Institute

before the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States Senate

April 3, 1990

My name is Richard F. lOnsname I am a partner in

the law firm of Covington Burling, where I have practiced in

the area of food and drug law for more than sixteen years.

During this time, I have represented clients in numerous

formal and informal proceedings involving foods, drugs and

other consumer products before the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (FDA) and other federal agencies.

My statement, which is submitted on behalf of The

Tobacco Institute, addresses those provisions of S. 1883 that

would transfer authority to review and regulate tobacco

additives and require public disclosure of such additives.

/nese proposed statutory changes are unnecessary and

counterproductive. In 1984, Congress established a procedure

ensuring an orderly review of tobacco additives. That process

is well underway. It would make little sense to supplant it

in favor of a costly new approach flr which no need has been

shown.

2
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aased on my experience in food and drug law, I also

would like to discuss a suggestion that has been made to vest

the responsibilities for review and regulation of additives in

FDA. Since FDA lacks adequate resources to fulfill its

existing mandate, it would be unwise to enact this bill on the

understanding that FDA also would carry oct the complex

functions relating to tobacco additives that are envisioned.

Finally, I will discuss the labeling requirements administered

by FDA which, unlike S. 1883, protect manufacturers from the

disclosure of trade secrets, s...11 as the identity of flavors,

Review and Regulation of Additives

Section 901 of S. 1883 would establish a new Center

for Tobacco Products within the Centers for Disease Conzrol

(CDC) that would be directed, among other things, to review

and regulate tobacco additives. Under section 90?(a)(1), the

Center would be required to conduct a detailed review of all

additives in tobacco products and to determine whether any

additives present significant health risks to consumers of

such products.

These provisions are unnecessary because they

essentially duplicate an additive review p:ogram established

by Congress in 1984. In that year, Congress enacted the

Comprehensive Smoking EducatIon Act, which requires cigarette

manufacturers to provide the Secretary of Health and Human

Services with an annual "list of the ingredients added to

tobacco ,r1 the tronu ale of cigarettes." 15 U.S.C.
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S 1335a(a). The manufacturers have complied with that

statutory requirement, with the most recent list having been

submitted last December. The Secretary, in turn, has been

directed to submit periodic reports to Congress concerning any

additive that the Secretary believes 'poses a health risk to

cigarette smokers." 15 U.S.C. S 1335a(b)(1)(B). .

The Department is actively reviewing the ingredient

lists that have been submitted, and the manufacturers have

offered to make their scientists available to assist in that

review. To date, the Department has given no indication that

the review has created any basis for concern. If the

Secretary concludes that any additive does present a cause for

concern, he undoubtedly will so inform Congress as well as the

cigarette manufacturers.

This review should be allowed to be completed. If

in the course of the review concerns develop with respect to

any additive, Congress can then consider whether additional

legislat...,e authority is necessary. It would be not only

premature but also wasteful and counterproductive to initiate

a new review at the present time and to include regulatory

authority for which no showing of need has been made.

This conclusion has been confirmed by the Secretary

of Health and Human Services, Louis W. Sullivan, who of course

personally has been active with :espect to tobacco issues. In

his testimony before this Committee on February 20, Secretary

Sullivan stated that S. 1883 "is unnecessary" and would not

9 4
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"measurably add to ou. current or planned efforts." Those

current efforts include annual expenditures by the Department

of approximately $80 million on tobacco-related matters.

In addition to being unnecessary, the review contem-

plated by S. 1883 would be expensive and would divert

resources from considerably more pressing matters. The bill

world create a large and costly new bureaucracy within the

Centers for Disease Control, which has no experience with

product regulation of this kind. Section 902(c) of the bill

does provide that the Center may enter into contracts with

other agencies to exercise its functions. It is possible that

the Center would enter into such a contract, under which FDA

would assume responsibility for reviewing and regulating

tobacco additives.

It would be a grave mistake to burden FDA with this

additional task, particularly when no need for additional

review and regulation has been established. FDA already has

an extraordinarily broad mandate, encompassing regulation of

foods, prescription and over-the-counter pharmaceuticals,

animal drugs, cosmetics, medical devices and radiological

products. One out of every four consumer dollars is spent on

products sub)ct to FDA's )urisdictiOn.

In fiscal year 1989, FDA will employ approximately

7,200 persons, which is almost 600 persons fewer than the

agency employtd in fiscal year 1980. While its resources

declined during the past decade, more than a dozen new laws
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were enacted imposing waw responsibilities on FDA. The AIDS

crisis also has occupied the time of numerous agency

scientists, physicians and other staff. FDA officials

estimate that the agency needs more than 2,000 additional

staff sim,ly to meet .ts current responsibilities. In

addition, a recent General Accounting Office report concluded

that FDA has much greater difficulties than other federal

agencies in retaining scientists and other professionals. See

GAO, FDA Resources: Comprehensive Assessment of Staffma,

Facilities, and Equipment Needed 25-31 (Sept. 1989).

Let me emphasize my belief that FDA, on the whole,

does an outstanding job and performs a vital service in

ensuring the safety and quality of the foods, drugs and ot',er

products subject to its regulation. As the figures just cited

indicate, however, tt-e agency's staff is already stretched too

thia. It is unrealistic to expect that the existing staff

could devote the necessary rime to tobacco additives without

interfering with their duties with respect to other products.

FDA's chronic lack of resources has, in fact,

precluded FDA from completing in a timely manner other reviews

that it has undertaken. For example, a court ruled in 1972

that completion of the Drug Efficacy Study Implementation

(DESI), which began in 1966 for the purpose of implementing

the effectiveness requirements of the Drug Amendments of 1962,

had been unreasonably delayed. Although the DESI is now

nearing completion, it is not yet finished. Similar'y, FDA's
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reviews of over-the-counter drugs and biological products

under the 1962 amendments are still underway.

FDA also is still continuing to review color

additives under the Color Additive Amendments of 1960 and food

substances .inder the is--A Additives Amendment of 19S6. The

1960 law established an initial two and one-Mlf year

transitional pe.:iod for reviewing evidence of the safety of

color additives then in use. To accommodate scientific

advances during the last thirty years. FDA has extended that

period numerous times, and those extensions have been upheld

by the courts. Recently, the agency removed the last

"straight" color additive, FDiC Red No. 3, from the

provisional list of additives in use in :960, but other

chemical forms ("lakes') of many of these color additives

remain on the list. FDA's review of food substances,

initiated by President Nixon in 1969, also has yet to be

coop:et:ed.

In view of the existing demands on FDA's resources.

it uould make little sense to require FDA to Initiate another

review pro3ect. particularly since no need has been shown for

a new review of tobacco additives. For the reasons noted. FDA

would hwe substantial difficulty completing rch a pro3ect,

and the pro3ect inevitably would consume resources needed by

FDA to meet other responsibilities.
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Public Disclosure Reouirements

Sections 902(a) and 953(b)(1) of S. 1883 would

direct the Secretary to require the public disclosure, on

product labels or package inserts, of the identity and

quantity of tobacco additives. In view of the absence of any

demonstrated concern with respect to additives, there is no

basis for requiring the disclosure of these ingredients.

Moreover, many additives are flavoring components that are

closely guarded trade secrets. Unlike the 1984 ingredient

reporting law, in which Congress expressly recognized this

principle and protected the identity of additive information

from public disclosure (15 U.S.C. S 1335a(a)(2)), S. 1883

would require disclos,Lre of this information without regard to

its status as trade secrets or the commercial importance of

Its continued confidentiality.

The protection of trade secrets is a well-

established policy of Congress, which is evidenced in the

labeling provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act (FD4C Act). Secti:n 403(1)(2) of the FOLC Act provides

that spices, flavorings and colorings in food may be

designated as such on product labels without individually

identifying them. This exemption from the general requirement

for label disclosure of each ingredient was intended to

protect trade secret information. Congress recognized that

the identities of flavors and similar substances are trade

secrets because they impart distinctive characteristics to

34-519 0 - 90 - 4
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specific products and that this highly sensitive information

should not be disclosed.

Similarly, section 5(c)(3) of the Fair Packaging and

Labeling Act (FLPA), under which FDA regulates cosmetic

ingredient ,abeling, exempts trade secrets from disclosuro.

FDA has exercIsed Its authority under this provision to exempt

specific flavors and fragrances used in cosmetics and to

provide for exemption of other ingredients shown to be trade

secrets. 21 C.F.R. S 721.3(a).

:t. would be inconsistent with the general congres-

sional policl to protect trade secrets, as well as the

particular expressions of that policy in the Comprenensive

Smoking Education Act, the FD4C Act and :he FLPA, to require

disclosure of tobacco additives without regard to their status

as trade secrets.

Conclusion

An existing statutory mechanism Is in place to

review tobacco additives and to determine whether there is any

bas:s for regqlatory authority over tnese ingredients. Until

that review has been completed, it Is premature even to

consider the new review and controls set forth in S. 1883.

For the reasons noted, those provisions are wholly unnecessary

and also are licely to be counterproductive.
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Mr. Run,. And I would also like to summarize briefly the points
that we believe the committee should take into consideration when
it is considering S. 1883 with respect to the additives issue.

During the past 19 years, my practice at Covington & Burling
has focused on a variety of product regulation issues. I am appear-
ing today on behalf of The Tobacco Institute to address the provi-
sions of S. 1883 that would tiansfer authority to review tobacco ad-
ditives and require public disclosure of such additives. We believe
strongly that these proposed statutory changes are unnecessary
and would be counterproductive.

In focusing on tobacco additives, it is important, Senator Simcn.
that the committee recognize that it is not writing on a el ..n slate.
Following extensive deliberations, Congress dealt with tobacco ad-
ditives in the Comprehensive Smoking Education Act of 1984. That
act requires every manufacturer, packager and imperter of ciga-
rettes to provide annually to the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Iiuman Services a list of all ingredients added to tobac-
co. Five annual additive lists have been provided to the secretary
under the 1984 Act and are under active review within HH.F.

The additive review called for by the 1984 Act is both searching
and comprehensive. The act requires the department to consider in
reviewing the cigarette additives lists any and all research findings
concerning individual additives and permits the department to
engage in further research should it deem it necessary. The act
also requires the secretary to submit periodic reports to Congress
in the el,ent the secretary believes that any additive in cigarettes
presents a health risk to smokers.

To date the department has given no indication whatsoever that
its review has created any basis for concern.

In the testimony that was given before this committee on Febru-
ary 20, Secretary Sullivan of HHS stated that in his view the addi-
tive provisions of S. 1883 are "unnecessary"and I quote in using
that wordand wouldand again I quote--"not measurably add to
our current or planned efforts .

Although there was much in the secretary's February 20th state-
ment with which we would disagree we believe, like Secretary Sul-
livan, that it would make little sense to supplant the review mech-
anism that Congress created in 1984 for an entirely new mecha-
nism, likely to be quite costly, for which no need has been shown.

We understand that some have suggested in that connection that
it might be appropriate to shift the additive review function that
currently resides at HHS to the Food ane. Drug Administration.
For the reasons stated in Mr. Kingham's prepared statement, we
believe that such a transfer would be a serious mistake. The FDA
staff already is stretched far too thin, a fact that has prevented
that agency from completing in a timely manner many of its im-
pertant responsibilities. If there were some reason to assign the ad-
ditive review function to FDA, the committee would need to be con-
sidering what current responsibility of FDA could be sacrificed. In
fact, like Secretary Sullivan, we see no reason nor need for such a
change.

We recognize that S. 1883 would go beyond the additive review
provisions of the 1984 legislation in three respects. Specifically, the
bill would require disclosure to the Center for Tobacco Products of

1011
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the amount of any additiv.. being used. It would require àsclosure
to the public, cigarette brand by cigarette brand, of thc identity of
such additives and create new regulatory authority within the
Center for Tobacco Products over cigarette additives. We believe
that these.amendmönts, like the proposed transfer of authority, are
unnecessary, and I would like to address them each briefly if I
may, Senator.

On February 13 of this year, we received a letter from Dr.
Ronald Davis at HHS, asking us to submit on behalf of the domes-
tic cigarette manufacturers information concerning the quantity of
each ingredient added to tobacco during calendar year 1989. Two
days later, on February 15, we responded to Dr. Davis' letter, assur-
ing him that the companies would comply with his request. The in-
formation requested by Dr. Davis is now being assembled and is
scheduled to be delivered to HHS within the next 2 weeks. I would
ask that the letters that have been exchanged, which have been
provided to the committee staff, be included in the record of the
hearing as well.

Senator SIMON. They will be entered in the record.
Mr. RUPP. Thank you, Senator.
[Information follows:J

101
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COVINGTON & BURLING
20. PENNS%LvAN1A AVENUE, N

P 0 80x 7566
vox5moNCTON. 0 C 20044

(202) 882-0000
JOHN P RUPP

H..x...,x 004 2 4*,fiv D (covtNoptpo
Ct Covuxo

april 20, 1990

The Honorable Paul Simon
Senate Office Beilding
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Simon:

.0..0.0 O...

wo7 7. 7.7.7.
0.

At the recent hearing on S. 1883, yoa asked me to
submit for the record information on programa undertaken by
the tobacco industry in the United States to discourage smoking
by young people. As I explained during the hearing, the indus-
try's basic position is that young people should wait until
they are adults to decide whether to smoke.

There are attached a report that describes major
tobacco industry initiatives during the past three decades on
youth smoking and copies of some of the advertising and educa-
tional materials that we have utilized. We request that this
letter, with the attached materials, be made a part of the
priLted record of the recent hearing on S. 1883.

Sincerely,

John P. Rupp

cc: Hon. Edward M. Kennedy
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... ON YOUTH SMOKING

Three Decades of Initiatives

Tobacco manufacturers have always believed that the decision to smoke or not ts a
choice to be made by informed adults. Over the years, the industry has taken the
following steps to realize that belief. Fur example:

o In 1963 -- The industry ended all brand advertising and
promotion m college publications and on campuses.

o In 1964 -- The industry adopted a code prohibiting advertising
and promouon directed at young people, forbidding use of
noted sports figures and other celebrities in advertisements,
requiring that models in advertising must be, and must appear
to be, at least 25 years old, and assuring that advertisements do
not present smoking as a pastime which leads to success, sexual
attractiveness or prominence.

o In 1969 -- The indusuy offered to end brand ccmmercials on
television and radio, poinung out their substantial, and
unavoidable, audiences of young people, as contrasted with
pnnt adverusmg. Tobacco commercials left the ab in 1971 as
a result of Congressional action.

o In 1981 -- The industry adopted a new code of sampling
practices which prohibits chstrtbution within two blocks of youth
activity centers, such as playgrounds, schools, campuses and
fraternity or sorority houses.

o In 1982 -- On the industry's behalf, The Tobacco Institute began
an advertising campaign which was to reach 110 million
Amencans with the message, "Do tobacco companies want kids
to smoke? No As a matter of policy. No. As a matter of
pracnce No As a matter of fact. No."

1
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o In 1984 -- Thz. Institute launched its current "Responsible
Living" program by offering a free parental guidebook, "Helping
Youth Decide, prepared by the National Association of State
Boards of Education Another booklet, "Helping Youth Say
No: followed. Both provide guidance on family communication
to enable parents to help youngsters develop decision-making
skills needed to deal wisely with everyday choices and with
lifestyle decisions, such as :,moking.

o In 1986 -- The Institute expanded the "Responsible Living"
program by providing unrestricted grants to the National
Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) for funding
Community Alliance Programs (CAPs) at the rate of ten a year.
Towns and cities throughout the U.S. were invited to apply for
the grants, V. Filch provide the impetus for a broad community-
based effort to improve parent-youth interaction, using "Helping
Youth Decide" and "Helping Youth Say No" booklets.

THE RESPONSIBLE LIVING PROGRAM

Two Tobacco Instnute-funded booklets, "Helping Youth Decide" and "Helping
Youth Say No" comprise ihe core of the program. S:nce their introduction, they have
helped thousands of parents and teachers assist children in making decisions about
important adult activities.

Their success has been remarkable. More than 700,000 booklets have been
distributed nationwide at a cost of more than half a million dollars for printing
alone. Demand continues to lie high among parents and community organizations,
where these materials are used to teach communications skills to parents and teens
to discuss subjects as diverse as teen-age pregnancy, the impact of divorce on
children, improving school performance and how to handle peer pressure.

The booklets have generated large numbers of unsohcited letters of appreciation
from parents and support groups who have used these materials. Several
Congressmen have sent them to all publif high school students in their districts.
One Catholic bishop has sent copies to ali parochial high school students in his
diocese.

Here are some typical comments.

"Our program v.orks to keep parents and children together, and your booklets
are right on target in terms of dealing with the care issues...Thank you again
for developing such a viable tool and also for being willing to distribute it
free of charge You are providing a very valuable seivice:

2
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Milwaukee County Solial Services,
Mi!waukee, Wisconsin

"...have found it invaluable in my work with parents and youth. The copies
I am requesting will be used at several parenting workshops."

Pubhc Health Nurse, Mental Health Center,
High Point, North Carolina

"As the parent of one teen and rwo who will soon be teens (and as president
of PTA Council). I found the information in the booklets :ust great. It is a
great common sense approach to dealing with the issue which is most on the
minds of parents today."

Greensburg, Pennsylvania

The Institute continues to promote the booklets to parents and teachers around the
country through media appearances by the program's national spokesperson, Jolly
Ann Davidson, a former president ot NASBE. Upon hearing interviews conducted
by Ms. Davidson. parents or young people can send for their free booklet. Interest
generated by Ms. Davidson's appearances underlines the continued need to help
parents and their children aprove communications.

In addition, the Community Alliance Program (CAP), a program funded by the
Institute, revolved around these booklets. This was a community-based nationwide
-ffort. The booklets were used in a community setting focusing on the needs of a
specific community. Each community tailored their programs and the use of the
booklets to meet their specific needs. For example,

In Queens, New York, a CAP began as an informal group of parents
concerned about drinking at teenage parties, It subsequently became an
incorporated non.profit community service organization. The "Helping
Youth Decide' booklet was used in these parent education workshops,
targeted toward minority parents and the parents of at-risk students.

In Colorado Springs, Colorado, the CAP was formed within a middle
school-based program focusing on building communication between young
adolescents, parents and step-parents. Program coordinators also helped
use the "Helping Youth Decide" material to expand a program to develop
peer leaders in drug and alcohol use/abuse situations and in general
problem solving.

Many CAP r rogramc are freestanding today and serve communities around the
country.

3
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Questioning authont), testing rules and expenmenting with adult behavior are all a
part of growing up. Helping young people to make the nght chmces during this
impressionable period is a difficult but important job. The tobacco industty is
committed to making that job easier for parents and for young people. While
advertising !,as no effect on causing young people smoke, peer pressure and family
Influence do.

Few industries in America have taken such direct and voluntary action to steer its
product away from young people. Perhaps that's one reason the prevalence of daily
smoking among high school students has dropped from 29 percent in 1976 and to 21
percent in 1980 and has fluctuated between 18 and 21 percent ever since.

The Tobacco Institute
March, 1990

How to Get Your
TeenagerTalking-toYou.

If you believe yotr young teenager Is worth
talking to, this free book is worth reading and using

Developed by Professional educators ''HELPING
YOUTH mace- can help you heip with the important

decisions too many teens are silently making alone
whether or not to take a job, drink, smoke, borrow

mone% quit school. get married
Single copies of ''FIELPING YOUTH DECIDE' am

free to parents of teens, with funding from The
Tobacco Institute

Get your free copy and get your teenager talking
to you Fill out and send the cOupon today

ME

Pismo mod my fres copy of
"IIEUING YOUTH DECIDE."

SIN

Mell to llot NsionolArtodarAn of Stoic bomb
of Iducabon

r.o. boa 1174, Mardi& VA 21:313

A PUBUC SERVICE OF THE MAMMAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS Of EDUCATION
AND THE TOBACCO INSTITUTE.

TPi mrsup Ion IN IHNN: of SW. ewes of ItNat. Nd IN f ObaCtA Nthme
.NIUNes NW PUN* If $ ti kfl N NoNcent lAd II, I Wen
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Teenage Life in the 1980's

Life at Home

The numb(' of children under 18 living in single-parent households nearly doubled from 3.8
million in 1970 to 7 million in 1980. There are more th212 10 nullion today.

Fifty-five percent of children under 18 have both parents who work outside the horn; leaving
little time for supervision and meaningful communication.

Crime

Of the total number of serious crimes committed in 1986, nearly 30% ofthem were committed
by teenagers under 18

In 1986, nearly 70,000 teenagers were arrested for drug abuse volasons and132,000 wae
arrested for violation of liquor laws.

Teen Suicide

The number of teenagers who have contemplated suicide has climbed to 30%, according to the
19th annual survey of *Who's Who Among AMCIIGUI Egh School Students Annual Survey of
lEgh Achievers "

Drugs

Fifty-five percent of teenagers named drug ..Nuse as the biggest problem facing their generation
according to the most recent Gallup Youth Poll

Teen Sex

More than 1 million teens become pregnant each year, and ova 9,000 babies arc born to unwed
mothers age 14 or younger.

Only half of all teen mothers cvcr finish high school.

By age 19, eight in ten males and six m nra females will have bad intercourse.

1 0 7
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What's Helping Youth Decide All About?

It's no secret that raising a child is a demanding task. And it's no secret that being a teenager is tough

too The Htlpsng Youth Dusk book is an effort to help parents 111C1 their kids communicate better and

relate to each other The objective is to help family manbess better understand each other, talk more

easily and effectively to each other and make responsible decisions mat arc agreeable to both parent ant:

child

The book is divided into three parts:

"Growing Pains" the importance of improving communications between parents and

adolescents

"How to Help" helping parents to help their children develop communication and

decision making skills

"Homcwork for You Both" czarism to help establish more open communications

Growing Pains
Being a teenager means quctnonIng the rules bid down by parents and by society

Adolescence is a tune when children arc wing to discover thew identity while wondenng who

they sty, what they believe and where they belong It is the first Dine that young people are

beginning to look toward the future

In earner Ilmes, thc institutions oi family, neighborhood and community provided stability
that could help young people safely through the "gowing up" process Now society is
increasingly fragmented and television has introduced children to all aspects of adult life
Good communication between parents end their children has become more crucial than ever
Young people need support and advice on how successfully to manage the "work" of the

adolescent years

How to Help
Good communication within the family is the foundation for the mutual tnut that
encourager responsibility When parents and children ari. able to communicate well, they find

it's much ciucr to resolve conflicts and arrive at mutually agreeable decsions To

communesate effectively, parents need :o express accurately to their children thew own ideas

and =hugs as veil as to listen to and understand their youngster's thoughts and emotions
Adolescents, even more than younger children, need someone who will listen

I I I
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There arc specific ways to communicate effectively and there ne definite rays not to
communicate. Frequently, instead of Estening, pore= react wan responses that block
communication. When parents listen with interat, children feel their id=arc valued, char
they are respected. Such respect gives thc child a sense of self-estaini and coufidence.

Taking arne to have a conversation alone with each child on a regular bans will help spot
difficulties befoee they become real problems. Too often when parents talk to thor
youngsters, they cotrea, cnticize or command. Though we may occasionally need to direct
behavior, thc conversation should be cmoyabk for both parent and child- Some guidelines
for talking with adolacents arc to: ihow mspeM be brief; be aware of rout tom of vosce;
and be specific

Rc :noble deasion making is an important past of growing up. Young people need to
practice making decisions in order to become seff-directed, aincil thinkers. Adults%no
suggest and help, rather than direct and decide, arc mere likely to =all the confidence
adolescents need to make independent decisions.

Homework tor You Both

The quationaires at the back of the booklet arc the first mm to Wang a closer look at how
parents and athilmeents are communiciong now.

Thar are also three exercises to help conc.nue the ;ourney towardunproving the re:Lamm:1i

Option 1: Structured Discussions Parent and child can look etch cella in the eve and
attempt co say what is on char minds. They shculd try to mar on the subject since mat
is a tendenry to ramble which can lead to con;asion and frustration.

Option 2: Role Rever -1 Tbs. ma= helps parent and claid to empathize and tu listen
more effectridy to one another as the parent takes thc role of the child and vice versa.

Option 3: Letters Some people have difficulty expressing themsaves facc to face If
parent and child wrie letters to each other as if they haven't sem each other for several
moridis it cm help them both learn to express feelings to one another

Practice makqzerfect The ability to make choices rationally and responsibly is neither inborn nor easily
acquired Young people need help and pracnce in learning to make the decisions that affect their lives.
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citation b3 he /joust of ittprestntativts

MMUS, 7hs Mouse of hepresentatives of the Canammaith of
Pressyltesna COn1144111 basic =cation to be an musetment in Me Atm,* of
the Conscessealth; and

MAUS, 7hs Mousa of Representatives of the Carmommalth of
isnneyivania supports cna encourages the active involvement of pecents,
busiauess and other cammintty interests in the betterment of our schools and
eduoational facilitisel and

MMUS, The National Association of State Boards of Eibioation and the
tobacco Iratitatt have Jointly set forth a prograw designee to *rove the
cuality of canasnication Mina parents and sohool-age children, particularly
as euch comunications apply to Lessone in deciaion mukinf.

Sou Ourrefore, the bow, of Representatives of the Cammmesaith of
Pennstyviatia extends speoial comerniations to the NationalAssoaiation of
State Boards of Education and the Tobacco Institute in reaognition of their
partitive efforts as =Pittman:I by the pmbifmation Helping loath Decide; and
pother directs that a copy of this ciurtion be delivered to the National
Association of State Boards of SchioatioN 701 North Fairfax Street,
Aimmosimu4 Virginia and tho Tacos, Institute, 1875 I Street, N.M.,
Inshingtm, D.C.

Subsisted by:

410 Attest:

Lii
Spoof-or of Ow Hood of Representatives

Represeramives
Sevuerber 25, 2984 f

Dote

1 41 j
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National Association of State bards of Education
701 N Fairfax St.. Suite 340

Alexandria. VA 22314

(703) 684-4000

December 3. 1985

Helping Youth Decide Questionnaire

Within the past few months, you received a copy of Helping Youth Decide. a guide
to parent-child communication. the authors of the guide wont to know about the
use of the booklet. in order to write other booklets for parents and teens. Wg
would appreciate it if the adult Ln your family who used the guide most
extensively would take a few minutes to fal out this questionnaire. refo,a the
self-mailer and send it back to In by Deceether 13. 1985. Pleese Nap= learn
idUrr 'Mused and like this pUblication. All responses will remain anonyms
and confidential. Thank you very much.

A. 1.11y did you order Heloing Youth Decide? (Please choose the single most
appropriate response.)

(I) Curiosity
(2; To het, me communicate with my teenager(s)
(3) To help me comeunicste with my younger Child(ren)
(4) To help me in my work as teether, commelor, or in another

professional or volunteer capacity., NOTE: If you checked this
response, please Skip to question! on page 4.

(5) Other

(PlomeasPecifY)

B. How long after the booklet arrived did you read it? (Choose the one
response that seems most appropriate.)

(1) I read it right away.
(2) I read it within two weeks.
(3) I waited several weeks or months.
(4) I have never read Helping Youth Decide. NM If you checked this

respamse do noe answer any additional questions. Please refold the
questioonaire so the NAME addruss on page 2 Ls on the outside.
Staple or tape closed and mail. Thank you very munh for your help.

C. Did anyone else Ln your household read Heloing Youth Decide? (Check all the
answers which are appropriate for your household.)

(1) Yes, my spouse read Helping Youth Decide.
(2) Yes, my teenage scm(s) read Helping Youth Decide.
(3) Yea, my teenage daughter(a) read Helplx
(4) Yes, others Ln my family read Heloing Youth Decide (e.g., a youtger

child or grandparent).
(5) No, I was the only fealty member to read the booklet.

D. How would you best describe the approach to parent-child communication
included in Helping Ycuth Decide? (Choose one.)

(1) A program to help children cope with peer pressure
(2) A process for parent-child decision-raking thrtugh listenbtg and

communication
(3) A process for parental control of youth behavior

I 14
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National Association of State Boards of Education
701 North Fairfax Street
Suite 343
Alexandria, VA 22314

E. After reading the booklet, did you 7 other family re bers decide to try the
occeunications techniques it describes?

(1) Yes (2) So

If yes: (check me)
(1) I used the commmications techniques axe.
(2) I used the commuications techniques a few tines.
(3) I have incorporated the assaslicatices techniques into my everyday

relaticcohip with my child or children.

F. Ihich of the following statements mold descibe the way in which you used
Helping Youth Decide? (Check all that apply.)

(I) MY teenage sm(s) and I filled out the questionnaires are ccepleted
the exercises in the booklet.

(2) My teenage daughter(s) and I filled out the questionnairea and
completed the exercises in the booklet.

(3) I tried the ccamnicatica techniques tot did not ose the
questimmirem included in the booklet.

G. hich of the following statements would describe the conditions under width
you used Helping Youth Decide? (Check all that apply.)

(I) I was having d'ffimity ommunicating with a son and thought the
booklet in6ormation or approach might help.

(2) I was having diffinalty ommaticating with a daughter and thought
the booklet information or approach might help.

(3) My am or daughter was having difficulties at school and I hoped
the booklet amid provide assastance.

(A) My am or daughter wee having a behavior problem and I hoped the
booklet would help.

(3) !here was no particular problem in oy family but I hoped the
information or approach in the booklet would aid ime in
communicating with my child or children.

H. at features did you find appealing, (Calm* all that apply.)

(1) Ihe length of the booklet
(2) The layout (pictures, print, format)
(3) Ihe level of writing (epprocriate for you)
(A) the information it contained
(5) Other

(please specify)

2
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I. What features did you find unappealing. (CF-ok all that apply.)

(1) The length of the torklet
(2) The layout (pictures, print, format)
(3) The level of writing (appropriate for you)
(4) The information it contained

(5) Other
(please specity)

J. Did you think the length Wes: (Circle one)

Too ihort? Just right? Too long?

(1) (2) (3)

K. Overall, how useful did you find this booklet? (Circle one.)

Very useful Uteful Somewhat useful Not useful Did not use
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

L. Was there an improvement in parent-Child communication in your family as a
result of using the communication techniques? (Check one.)

(2) No (3) Not applicible

'1 Have you =ended this pCblication to others'

(1) Yes (2) No

N. What topics wculd you reccessend for future publications' (Clmcis all that

aPplY.)

(1) Peer pnuunnle
(2) Choosing a carter
(3) Soudy habits and achievement
(4) Teamerork and competition

.5, Other
(please specify)

NOTE: The following questicns aik some personal information. We nek that even
if you decide not to answer, that you moil back the questionnaire. We assure
you if you do ansmer these questions, you will remain anoormous.

O. I am a parent with a teenage child or children living at I.

(1) Yes (2) No

P. I am (Circle one): (I) Single (2) Married (3) Divorced

Q. my sex Ls (Circle one) (1) Nile (2) Female

R. I have Children at home.
(insert I)

S. My annual household theme is within the following range (Cheek one only):

(1) $0 to $10,000
(2) $10,001 to $20,000

(3) $20,001 to $30,000
(4) $30,001 to $40,000

(5) $40,001 to $50,CO3
(6) $50,001 or above

Please stop here, refold the questionnaire so the WEE address on page 2 is on
the outside. Staple or tape closed and mil. Thank you very much for your help

and for taking the tire to respond to our inquiry.

3
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V 4.0.1431. 44.14.
701 Nerth Fairfax Street
Suite 340
slexandria, VA 22314

If you answered the first question by indicating that you requested Helping
Youth Decide for your professional or volunteer work with parents and/or
children, please be so kind as to answer a few short questions.

72. Which of the following stuements describes the way you used Hetet= Youth
Decide' (Check all that apply.)

(1) I used the booklet in groups of parents.
(2) I used the booklet in grows of children/teens.
(3) I used the booklet with combined grasps of parents and teens.
(4) I used the booklet with individual adults.
(5) I used the booklet with individual teenagers.
(6) I used the booklet with individual families.

(7) I did not use the booklet.
(8) Other

73. If you used Helping Youth Decide, how useful did you find it? (Circle one.)

Very useful UeeZul Somewhat useful liot useful Did not use
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

14. What topics would you recce:send for future pOblicatione (Check all that
aPPlY.)

(1) Peer pressure

(2) Choosing a career
(3) Study habits and achievement
(4) Teamwork and competition

(5) Other
(please specify)

75. I am a (Check cne):

(1) Teacher in an elementary school
(2) Teacher in a secondary school
(3) Counselor in a school
(4) Social worker

(5) Therapist
(6) Volunteer worker in a social agency
(7) Volunteer worker in a school
(8) School administrator
(9) Youth group leader

(10) Other

(please specify)

Please stoo here, refold the questionnaire so the WOE address on page 2 is on
the outside. Staple or tape closed and mail. Thank vou very much for your help
and for taking the time to respond to our inquiry.

4
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Mr. RUPP. Mr. Chairman, the fact is that the cigarette manufac-
turers have complied with every request that has been made of
them by HHS since the current statutory provisions on additives
were approved in 1984. Indeed, the manufacturers began voluntari-
ly to provide additive information to HHS in 1979, even though
they were not then under any statutory obligation to do so.

. Senator SIMON. If you could conclude your statement, please.
Mr. RUPP. Thank you, I will.
On behalf of the manufacturers, we have repeatedly and persist-

ently informed HHS that the manufacturers are prepared to coop-
erate fully in every aspect of their investigation. A review is ongo-
ing. No problems with the review have been identified by Secretary
Sullivan or anyone else at HHS, and we believe that that review
should not bt disrupted, changed or altered in the way this bill
would suggest.

There are other points that are made in Mr. Kingham's state-
ment. We are concerned about the question of confidentiality, and
perhaps we can discuss that in response to questions.

Senator &moll. May I ask one question of you, Mr. Ruppand
unfortunately, like Senator Kennedy, I am caught between meet-
ings here, and we are going to have to move this along. The Tobac-
co Institute, in terms of philosophy, do they believe the Federal
Government has a proper role in discourag;ng cigarette use?

Mr. RUPP. Well, the company's basic policyall of the domestic
companies have the basic policy of not wanting young people to
smoke. And I don't think they have opposed efforts by responsible
entities such as the Congress in reasaaable ways to discourage
smoking by young people.

I might add that the companies themselves have initiated a vari-
ety of programs with the same goal in mind.

Senator &moil. To discourage young people from smoking9
Mr. RUPP. To discourage young people from smoking. The compa-

ny's position is that tobacco smoking is something that ought to be
decided upon by adults, not children.

Senator &moil. I would be interested if you could submit for the
record first what the tobacco companies are doing along that line,
because I was not aware of that, and second, what we ought tc be
doing at the Federal level to discourage young people from smok-
ing.

Mr. Rupp. We would be happy to do so, Senator.
Senator &moil. OK. We thank you both very much for your c.esti-

mony.
Mr. RUPP. Thank you.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Senator.

- Senator SIMON. Our final panel includes Burt Neuborne, profes-
sor at New York University School of Law, with the Freedom to
Advertise Coalition; Vincent A. Blasi, professor at Columbia Uni-
versity School of Law; Mort Halperin, director of the American

. Civil Liberties Union, and Floyd Abrams, of The Tt bacco Institute.
Again, we will enter your full statements in the :ecord.
Professor Neuborne, we will start with you.
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STATEMENTS OF BURT NEUBORNE, PROFESSOR, NEW YORK UNI-
VERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, NEW YORK, NY, REPRESENTING
THE FREEDOM TO ADVERTISE COALITION; VINCENT A. BLASI,
PROFESSOR, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW, NEW
YORK, NY; MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN CIVIL
LIBERTIES UNION, WASHINGTON, DC, AND FLOYD ABRAMS,
REPRESENTING THE TOBACCO INSTITUTE

Mr. NEUBORNE. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Burt Neuborne, and I am a professor of law at New

York University.
I would like this afternoon to discuss with the committee the

concerns that the Freedom to Advertise Coalition has about the as-
pects of S. 1883 that would delegate to local regulatory bodies, ap-
proximately 6,000 local governmental units, the essentially stan-
dardless power to regulate tobacco advertising under the bill.

The essence of the provisions of the bill that we are concerned
with delegate to local entities the power to regulate tobacco adver-
tising whenever it is read or seen by people under 18, and when-
ever it is deemed essentially local in nature by local authorities.

Not surprisingly, the bill doesn't effectively define precisely what
type of advertising it would cover, in large part because I think it
would be impossible to do so. And we don't take the draftsmen of
the bill to task for their failure to define the aspect of adverasing
that would be covered by the bill any more precisely than they
have. It would probably be impossible to do it.

The net effect of the bill, whether it is intentional or not, is to
place at the local level fundamental decisions about the regulation
of tobacco advertising. And the philosophical question that we
think the bill poses is whether, when you are confronted with the
kinds of controversial speech that tobacco advertis:ng entails,
w: ether it is appropriate national policy to delegate the regulation
of that speech to local governmental entities or whether the regula-
tion of the speech ought to be, as a matter of national communica-
tions policy, the responsibility of the Congress and the Federal au-thorities.

Usually, of course, this issue does not come up because usually
speech cannot be regulated at all by the government, and so we
don't have to decide which level of government will regulate the
speech.

But when, as with tobacco advertising, speech becomes sufficient-
ly controversial so that there is clearly a legitimate degree of regu-
lation that can be attached to it, the hard question is who should
do the regulation should i. be a national regulation or should it
be delegated to State and local authorities?

Our regulatory history in the area of controversial speech argues
very strongly for the retention of a national responsibility in this
area. For example, back in the Fifties, when we were having very
serious trouble with controversial political speech, the U.S. Su-
preme Court held that State and local authorities ought not to be
permitted to prosecute individuals for sedition, that that should be
a national responsibility pursuant to uniform national rules, be-
cause they knew that to the extent that you have controversial
speech, and you delegate it out to local authorities under an essen-

119
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tially standardless mechanism, thubt. local authorities will under-
standably use their power in an attempt to crush what they see as
controversial speech. And consistently in our national regulatory
policy, whenever controversial speech has been at issue, wn have
retained it at the national level and attempted to impose national
restraints on it instead of delegating it out to local authorities.
When one delegates controversial speech to local authorities, it is
an open invitation to those authorities to use their power inappro-
priate to attempt to sensor it. And it has come up four timesat
least four timesin recent years.

It came up in connection with the sedition prosecutions in the
Fifties. And we successfully held those prosecutions at the national
level and spared ourselves a great deal of agony and improper cen-
sorship.

It came up in the area of libel directed to public officials. Prior to
the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Sullivan, the regulation of po-
tentially libelous speech directed at public officials was local in
na.ure under the local tort law. The results were a disaster, as the
facts of the Sullivan case demonstrate. That type of discretionary
power exercised by local officials will inevitably be used in a way to
attempt to crush the unpopular speech, and the constitutionaliza-
tion of the libel law is essentially a movement to a uniform nation-
al regulatory structure rather than State and local regulation at
the local level.

The third classic example would be the regulation of cable televi-
sion. We now recognize that cable television, if left to local regula-
tion, gets into trouble over and over again. And over and over
again, what we have had to do is go to national regulatory stand-
ards, uniform regulatory standards, in order to assure the effect. e
regulation of that form of speech.

The question may be asked why should we worry about tobacco
advertisingafter all, isn't it a terribly controversial type of
speech, and does it have any constitutional protection at all. And of
course, I think that is ultimately what this bill is all about. If you
think that tobacco advertising has not constitutional protection, or
essentially minimal constitutional protection, and can be wiped out
as a matter of government fiat, then there is no real concern about
the delegation here, because whether the national government does
it or the local government does it, you are not dealing with speech
that has any constitutional protection.

But if, as I believe, the U.S. Supreme Court continues to recog-
nize that commercial speech enjoys a very high degree of constitu-
tional protection under our system and that it would be inappropri-
ate for the government to attempt to manipulate consumer choice
about a lawful product by attempting to control the nature of the
flow of information to consumersif, as I believe, the purpose of
governmental regulation of advertising should be to assure that
consumers have an open and free choice, not a government-manip-
ulated choice, about whether or not they should consume a lawful
productthen there is serious concern the type of standardless del-
egation here will lead to unconstitutional behavior at the local
level.

Senator SIMON. If you could conclude your remarks, please.
Mr. NEUBORNE. I'll sum up, thank you, Senator.

i ()
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The unconstitutional type of behavior that we can anticipate at
the local level is illustrated by the bills that are pending in the
House that are ostensibly aimed at protecting children by eliminat-
ing imagery and color from cigarette advertising, but that in fact
are so ovek broad that they would wipe out the effective advertising
of the product to adults as well. It is the same dilemma, the same
problem that Congress faced in the dial-a-porn legislationthe
temptation to go too far is very difficult to resist, and if that temp-
tation is given to 6,000 local officials, there is no question that this
bill is an invitation to widespread censorship.

Thank you.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Neuborne follows:]

i 2 1
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Testimony on S. 1883 of Burt Neuoorne
Professor of Law, New York University

on Behalf of the Freedom to Advertise Coalition

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you. My

name is Burt Neuborne. I am a Professor of Law at New York

University. For much of my career, I have been a practicing

lawyer concerned with the protection of the values of free speech

and individual autonomy codified in the First Amendment. I

appear this afternoon on behalf of the Freedom to Advertise

Coalition to express the Coalition's concern that the provision

of S. 1883 authorizing eome 6,700 :rats of local government to

make independent, overlapping and almost certainly conflicting

judgments concerning the appropriate format and content of

tobacco advertising poses a serious threat to a coherent and

effective national corm inications policy regarding the

advertising of tobacco products.

The Freedom to Advertize Coalition was formed in 1987 to

protect the First Amendment rights of consumers and advertisers

to a free flow of truthful and non-deceptive informtOon

concerning the merits of all lawful products. The Coalition's

members include the American Advertising Federation, the American

Association of Advertising Agencies, the Association of National

Advertisers, the Magazine Publishers Association, the Outdoor

Adiertising Association of America, and the point of Purchase

Advertising Institute.

Tom Boggs testified on behalf of the Coalition on February

20 at the first hearing on this bill. He requested permission,

1 2
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which was gratiously granted, for the Coalition to submit further

written analysis. My wrilten testimony constitutz.s that

analysis.

Although the provisions of S. 1883 apply solely to the

advertising of tobacco products, the invitation to a

Balkanization of the nation's information ma,kets poses a clear

and present danger to the very concept of a n.tional free market

in consumer information.

At best, the delegation of regulatory power to local

entities contained in S. 1883 will Balkanize the speech process

by sub3ecting it to a patchwork of local regulations; encumber

the effective delivery of the consumer warnings currently

,andated by national policy; and impose enormous and unnecessary

costs on the communications industry and the consumer. At worst,

contrary to the presumed intentions of the bill's sponsors, the

delegation of uncontrolled regulatory power to local authorities

will result in a de facto ban on tobacco advertising because

local zealots, unconstrained by the necessity of assemb'ing broad

political support, will use the power granted by the stat_:e to

wage guerrilla war on tobacco advertising. No system ,f highly

controversial speech directed to a nationwide mass audience could

withs:and an invitation to 6,700 localities to impose a crazy-

guilt of overlapping and conflicting regulations. :ndeed, the

Coal.tion believes that many supporters of S. 1883 see it as the

Tro3an Horse by which tobacco advertising may ultimately be

banned. Having been unable to marshall the political or legal

14.!
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support necessary to achieve censorship directly, some supporters

of S. 1883 hope to use its local delegation provisions to achieve

de facto censorship by indirection.

With the Committee's permission, I will divide my remarhs

into three areas. First, I will briefly reiterate the

Coalition's longstanding views concerning the appropriate role of

Congress in regulating the advertising process. The Coalition

does not believe that sericm.c disagreement exists between the

bill's sponsors and the advertising community on this point.

Second, I will discuss the wording of certain aspects of Sec.

955 of S. 1883 that increase the likelihood of its abusive - and

unconstitutional - use as a censorship device at the local

level. Finally, I will argue that even without the objectionable

language, the bill's central premise is flawed in that the

effective and efficient pursuit of a national communications

policy in areas of controv,rsial speech calls for uniform,

national regulations, and not a patchwork of local speech

controls.

I. The Appropriate Role of Government
in the Regulation of tae Advertising
Process

The bedrock of our political and economic system is

autonomous, individual choice.

Our system of political democracy is premised upon the

belief that individual citizens are capable of rational and
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automomous choice concerning the governance nf society. In order

to exercise such a rational and informed choice, citizens must be

guaranteed an unhampered flow of relevant information. When

government regulates the flow of information relevant to the

making of an informed political choice, we recognize that the

resulting choice is not truly free because it was influenced by a

governmentally-skewed flow of information. Not surprisingly,

therefore, the Supreme Court has jealously guarded the First

Amendment rights to disseminate and to receive information needed

to make Informed and autonomous political choices, Eg. Texas v.

Johnson, 109 S.Ct. 2533 (1989) (flag burning protected political

speech); Lamont v. Postmaster General, 381 U.S. 301 (1965)

(Invalidating Congressional statute interfering with receipt of

political propaganda from abroad).

Our economic system of consumer sovereignty is similarly

premised on a commitment to rational and autonomous choices by

Individual consumers concerning the governance of their economic

lives. As with political democracy, consumer sovereignty depends

upon a free flow of relevant information to the ul :mate

decision-maker, assuring the consumer the ability to make

independent choices between and among lawful products. When

government seeks to control the flow of Information to the

consumer in order to _nfluence his or her ultimate choice, the

Integrity of our system is threatened. Instead of a free and

autonomous choice betweel and among lawful products, a consumer

sub:ected to a government-controlled information flow is

4 CI -
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manipulated into a government-preferred choice. Not

surprisingly, as with political speech, the Supreme Court has

granted First Amendment protection to the free flow of

information to consumers relevant to the making of informed

consumer choice. E. Virginia Pharmacy Bd. v. Virginia Consumer

Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976); Linmark Associates, Inc. v.

Willingboro, 431 U.S. 85 (1977); Carey v. Population Services,

Int'l., 431 U.S, 678 (1977); Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433

U.S. 350 (19i7); Central Hudson Gas & Electric Co. v. Public Svc.

Comm'n 447 U.S, 557 (1980); In re RMJ, 455 U.S. 191 (1982);

Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prod. Corp., 463 U.S. 60 (1983); Zauderer

v. Disciplinary Counsel. 471 U.S. 626 (1985); Shapero v. Kentucky

Bar Ass'n, 108 S.Ct. 1916 (1988).

Posadas de Puerto Rico Associ-tes v. Tourism Co., 478 U.S.

328 (1986) is occasionally cited erroneously for the proposition

that the Supreme Court has given Congress the green light to use

control over advertising as a covert method of regulating

consumer behavior. Thus, the argument goes, under Posadas,

government may attempt to dampen demand for a lawful product by

censoring the flow of truthful information about it. However,

despite Chief Justice Rehnquist's unfortunate dictum, Posadas was

not an attempt to deprive consumers of information about a lawful

product.

Posadas involved an attempt by local authorities to

regulate advertis..ng of casino gambling to the native population

of Puerto Rico. As originally conceived, the regulation was an

I. '4.-', I;
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attempt to bar natives of the Island from receiving any

information about casino gambling, despite its lawful status.

Thus, under the original restrictions, casino advertising could

not appear in the local Spanish language press because natives

might read it. The highest court of Puerto Rico declared the

original version unconstitutional. In its place, it substituted

a ban on advertisements "aimed" at the native population. Thus,

under the modified regulation, advertisement of casino gambling

in the local Spanish language press was lawful, as long as it was

not "aimed" at the native population. It was the modified

version of the regulation that was upheld by the Supreme Court in

Posadas.

While serious doubt exists about the propriety of the

Court's holding that natives of Puerto Rico are especially

vulnerable, there is nothing revolutionary in the holding of

Posadas that government may regule`e the flow of advertising to a

particularly vulnerable group. Of course, the use of racial or

sexual stereotyping in determining group vulnerability would be

highly offensive and would violate the Equal Protection Clause.

Moreover, as the courts of Puerto Rico held in Posadas, even when

a truly vulnerable group like children is at issue, Congress

may not protect children by denying the rest of population access

to constitutionally protected information. Sable Communications

Co. v. FCC, 109 S.Ct. 2829 (1989); Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prod.

Cos.p.,, 463 U.S. 60 (1983).
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Similarly, SUNY v. Fox, 109 S.Ct. 3028 (1989) has been

cited erroneously for the proposition that little or no

constitutional restrictions apply to the choice of means used to

regulate commercial speech. However, while the Court in SUNY

rejected a mechanical application of the "least drastic means"

test in commercial speech settings, the Court reiterated the

requirement that co.mercial speech regulations be "narrowly

tailored". Moreover, it is important to note that the

restriction at issue in SUNY involved a ban on all commercial

activity, Including the sale of tupperware, not purely the speech

about such sale. In addition, those who cite SUNY often omit the

fact that the court did not uphold the regulation at issue. It

only sent the case back to lower courts for further

consideration.

While the First Amendment standards governing political and

commercial speern differ, commercial speech enjoys significant

First Amendment protection. The Freedom to Advertise Coalition

believes that Congress should never regulate advertising in an

effort to manipulate the ultimate consumer choice. Rather,

Congress' regulatory role should be focussed on assuring that

consumers receive the raw material necessary to the making of an

informed and autonomous choice between and among lawful products.

It is against the background of the constitutionally

protected nature of commercial speech that the provisions of S.

1883 inviting local regulation of tobacco advertising must be

assessed. As currently conceived, the Coalition believes that

128
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the bill is a clear invitation to unconstitutional local

censorship.

II. The Invitations to
Unconstitutional Local Regulation
Present in the Current Versi3E-BY-S. 1883

The most obvious invitation to unconstitutional local

regulation present in the bill is its standardless delegation to

6,700 local governmental entitites of the power to enact

"additional restrictions on the advertising... of tobacco

products to persons under the age of 18". Given the highly

charged emotional climate surrounding tobacco advertising, it is

a virtual certainty that local groups will attempt to use the

power to protect children as a lever to eliminate effective

advertising of tobacco products to adults.

We have already witnessed two recent examples of similar

attempts to parlay legitimate concern over the welfare of

children into a device to censor controversial speech flowing to

adults. In Sable Communications Co. v. FCC, 109 S.Ct. 2829

(1989), Congress was legitimately concerned over the effect of

sexually explicit telephone messages on children. However,

instead of focussing on the narrow issue of protecting children,

Congress allowed itself to be stampeded into an ill-considered

ban on all "offensive" telephone messages, even those that were

constitutionally protected for adults. The result was a

predictable invalidation of the entire regulatory structure by a

unanimous Supreme Court. Similarly, in Bolger v. Youngs Drug

1 '2 9
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Prod. Corp., 463 U.S. 60 (1983), Congress was concerned over the

imp ct of contraceptive advertising on childrene Once again.

however. Congress permitted a legitimate concern with children to

be used as a justification for a flat ban on the mailing of

unsolicited contraceptive advertisements to the home. Once

again, the Court unanimously Invalidated the statute, noting that

"the level of discourse... simply cannot be limited to that which

would be suitable for a sandbox". See also Butler V. Michigan.

353 U.S. 380 (1957).

One need not look far for the analogous attempt to use

concern for children as a thinly veiled device to achieve

widespread censorship of tobacco advertising directed to the

adult population. Reps. Synar and Luken have sponsored bills in

the House that would ban all images and colors from tobacco

advertising in an ostensible attempt to protect cnildren.

Despite the fact that the Supreme Court has explicitly ruled that

images and colors cannot be banned from lawyer advertising and

that such advertising cannot be placed in a verbal straitjacket

(Zauderer v. Disciplinary Counsel, 471 U.S. 626 (1985) and In re

RMJ, 455 U.S. 191 (1982)), Reps. Synar and Luken have sought to

use concern for children as a wedge for widespread censorship of

imagery and color directed to adults. While they have been

unable to marshall the necessary political or legal support for

their bills at the national level, the delegation to local

authority contained in S. 1883 constitutes an open invitation to

local zealots to cloak attempts at widespread censorship of the

34-519 0 - 90 - 5
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adult population in the rhetoric of concern for children. As

currently phrased, nothing in S. 1883 would prevent zealots

intent on censcring the advertisement of tobacco to adults from

using ostensible concern for children as a springboard to full-

blown censorship.

The fact is that the Federal Trade Commission is fully

empowered to move against any tobacco advertisement that

intentionally targets children. Chairman Steiger has expressed

her concern over advertisements that target an illegal market and

has expressed her intentions to regulate any such activity.

Thus, the unconstrained delegation to local authorities contained

in S. 1883 is unnecessary, as well as an Invitation to years of

socially unproductive and enormously expensive litigation.

The second invitation to unconstitutional local regulation

contained in S. 1883 is the authorization of "additional

restrictions on ... the placement or location of advertising for

tobacco products that is (sic) displayed solely within the

(local) geographical area...." Once again, given the emotiona12y

charged atmosphere surrounding tobacco advertising, the

delegation, as currently worded, is an open invitation to

unconstitutiut.z..1 censorship.

First, it cootains no meaningful description of the nature

of the "additional reetrictions" that are authorized. The bill's

ambiguity renders it a virtual certainty that local authorities

will attempt substantive regulation of the content of tobacco

advertising. The bill's ambiguity virtually invites local

131



authorities to attempt to "protect" ailegedly vulnerable segments

of the population against advertising that "targets" them as

prospective consumers. However, well-meaaing attempts to single

out segments of the population for special protection against

lawful advertising are based upon stereotypical notions of group

vulnerability and Incompetence that haw: plagued attempts to

achieve true equality for both women and people of color in the

United States. Too often, a paternalistic concern for a so-

called vulnerable group has been the mechanism for subordination

and suppression. Men "protected" women out of the right to vote,

the right to practice law and the right to economic equality.

The very same paternalism that seeks o shield women from tobacco

advertising is currently being used to bar them from desirable

jobs in industry. Whites "protected" people of color out of

equal educational opportunities and their very existence as free

men and women. A well-meaning bill that invites local officials

to "protect" women and peorie of color from tobacco advertising

because they are deemed more vulnerable and less competent -

than white males merely resurrects the canard of group stereoype

that remains our single greatest obstacle to true equality.

SecoAd, the bill's definition of so-called "local"

advertising is incomprehensible. For example, would an

advertisement in The New York Times qualify a3 a "local"

advertisement? Suppose a newspaper or magazine does not have a

rational circulation. Would its advertising copy be subject to

the statute? What about an ad in The Washingtonian Magazine?

rs,
1,14,
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Would an ad in the transit system that crosses from the suburbs

to the center city be covered? The bill's definition of local

advertising appears to be based on a concept of fixed

geographical situs. However, much advertising occurs in portable

form, generally in public ons, or by the use of flyers or

handouts. It is simply impossible to apply a geographical situs

rule to such portable forms of advertising.

Finally, the bill's attempt to draw a meaningful line

between "national" advertising that would be subject to a uniform

national rule and "local" advertising that would be subject to an

ill-defined set of "additional restrictions" on "placement or

location" ignores the reality of the modern information market.

National products are advertised and marketed pursuant to

national marketing strategies. The fact is that separate

billboards or point-of-purchase displays are not created for each

locality. Requiring local tailoring of a 1,ational campaign to

take into account the idiosyncratic local regulations that would

inevitably follow the passage of S. 1883 would make national

advertising campaigns virtually impossible. The unintended

effect of the bill would be to place local crgans of

communication at an enormous competitive disadvantage witn their

national cousins. Given a choice of expending carce advertising

funds on a national, uniform format and wasting the funds on

tailoring the message to burdensome local regulations,

adve:tisers will inevitably gravitate to the national media,

leaving local organs of communication to seek other forms of

I 3 (3
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financial support. In fact, the unintended effect of the bill

will be to shut off the welcome recent renaissance of local

newspapers designed to serve an otherwise ignored racial or

ethnic community.

When one views the almost certain local consequences of the

bill as currently drafted, it is a First Amendment disaster.

Even if we ascribe perfect good faith to local regulatory

efforts, the resulting cacophonous system of speech regulation

would pose insuperable obstacles to any attempt at efficient and

effective attempts at national commanication.

III. The Choice Between National and
Local Regulation of Controversial
Forms of Communication

Entirely apart from the pioblems of draftsmanship and the

aegree of First Amendment protection en)oyed by tobacco

advertising, the statute poses a fundamental question of national

communications policy. When speech becomes sufficiently

controversial to warrant a significant degree of governmental

:egu.atIon, snould speech regulation be carried out p.irsuant to a

form, national policy, or should the regulation be carried Out

,Dy a parchworK of 6,100 local governmental units?

:n most settings, the First Amendment insu,lates speech from

signant governmental regulation. Accordingly, the guesticn

of whether to regulate at the national or the local level does

not arise. When, however, as in the case of -obacco advertising,

-I ,,
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the speech is controversial and a case for consumer warnings can

be made, the choice between local and national regulation becomes

critical for two reasons. First, a national communications

policy is far more likely to result in the efficient and

effective transmission of the regulatory warning message.

Second, a national policy is necessary to protect the

controversial speech from strangulation at the hands of thousands

of hostile local regulators.

The most dramatic example of the Importance of the choice

between national and local regulatory policy in the First

Amendment area is the sad history of the nation's struggle to

draw unregistered voters into the democratic process. For years,

a patchwork of local regulations governing vote: registration has

made it impossible to mount an efficient 4ationwide drive to deal

with the failure of millions of Ame:Icans to vote. The lack of

uniform rules makes it imposstble to craft a uniform national

message that would effectively reach the target population.

Moreover, the sad f?....t is that the power of local regulators made

It possible for the unscrupulous to make rules designed to

prevent people from registering. The drastic expedient of the

Voting Rights Act, with its serious implications for federalism,

was precipitated by the unfortunate decision to leave voter

registration to local, rather than national, regulatory policy.

Similarly, the area of libelous speech dIrected at public

figures was initially left to loca' regulatioA through the

mechanism of traditional tort law. However, the lack of uniform

i
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national standards rendered it increasingly difficult for

political speakers to reach a national free market in ideas.

Moreover, as the facts of New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.

254 (1964) demonstrate, local officials with local regulatory

power over controversial speech will inevitably abuse that power

in an effott to censor unpopular speech. Thus, while the

constitutionalization of the law of libel may be viewed in many

ways, at bottom it was a sh.ft from local to national regulatory

control in an area of controversial speech. See also Parmer's

Union v. WDAY, Inc., J60 U.S. 525 (1959) (pre-empting libel

actions against broadcasters).

Yet a third example of the recognition of a need for a

national regulatory policy in areas of controversial speech was

the Supreme Cc rt's decision in Pennsylvania v. Nelson, 350 U.S.

497 (1956), that the Smith Act withdrew from the States the power

to prosecute citizens for sedition against the United States.

The obvious danger to vigorou pxp:ession posed by the prospect

of a patchwork of local sedition laws underlay the Supreme

Court's reasoning in Nelson and should inform Congress ]adgment

as to the wisdom of S. 1883.

Finally, the contemporary issue Jf regulation of the mass

media demonstrates the Importance of uniform national policies .n

the area of controversial communications. Where local regulat.on

.s likely to inhibit controversial forms of speech, the Court and

Congress nave recognized the need for a national regulatory

pol.cy. For example, ir Caoital Cities, Inc. v. Criso, 467 U.S.

4 4-1 0
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691 (1984), the Court declined to permit Oklahoma to bar local

cable broadcasters from re-transmitting interstate alcohol

advertising because of a recognition that a national

communications policy was necessary in the area. Similarly, in

City of New York v. FCC, 4,6 U.S. 57 (1988) the Court

unanimously upheld the exclusive right of the FCC to set

tecnnical standards for the cable industry, recognizing that a

patchwork of local regulations would inhibit the speech process.

If additional regulation of tobacco advertising is

warranted, which we believe it is not, the repeated lesson of our

regulatory experience is that regulation of controversial speech

should be national in scope and uniform in practice. In fact,

our 20 year history of national regulation of tobacco advertising

has been a success. Measured by consumer awareness of the health

hazards associated with smoking, adherence to a uniform, national

set of consumer warnings ha- resulted in an unprecedented level

of national awareness of the issue. Measured by consumer

reaction, the percentage of Americans who smoke has declined

dramatically.

The fact that the current regulatory system is working ano

working weli nas made it difficult for proponents of censorship

to marsnall Congressional support for additional forays into

paternalism. :f Congress is unpersuaded that additional

censorship would be warranted and constitutional, it is an

abdication of First Amendment responsibility to abandon a

national, uniform communications policy that is working in favor

of a standa'dless delegation of regulatory power Over

controversial speech to thousands of local governmental units

that ace certain to enact overlapping, burdensome and

inconsistent regulations. In fact, S. 1883 is not aimed at

achieving an efficient regulation at all; it is really a

sophisticated attempt at achieving through local censorship what

opponents of tobacco have been unable to achieve at the national

level - the banning of tobacco advertising.
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Senator SIMON. Professor Blasi.
Mr. Bust. Thank you.
If I had been told that I was to debate the meaning of the First

Amendment on any other issue in a panel in which three people
oppose my point of view and in which two of them are the two best
First Amendment lawyers in the country, and one of them is the
b-t and foremost intelligent nonlawyer student of the First
Amendment, J would have cried "Foul" and had no part of it.

But I have one big advantage on this issuethey may have all
the brain power, but I've got all the law.

I think there can simply be no doubt in light of the recent U.S.
Supreme Court decisions, particularly the Posadas case, but also
the Fox case, that if Congress chose, it could prohibit cigarette ad-
vertising nationwide.

But that is not the issue before us today. The issue before us
today is whether the repeal of the preemption could be challenged
as unconstitutional or, alternatively, ought as a matter of sound
public policy not to Le engaged in because it will result in States
passing unconstit ional restrictions on cigarettes. That is even an
easier issue. A s,iple repeal of the congressional law cannot itself
violate the Constitution.

I have detailed my reasons for that conclusion in my prepared
remarks, and I won't go into them, but I doubt that any constitu-
tional scholar would contest that point.

So the issue really becomes, as Professor Neuborne's testimony
suggests, should Congress not repeal the preemption because it
fears that if States are given this freedom to regulate advertising,
they will pass laws that are unconstitutional.

I think in light of the Posadas case and the Fox case and the
clear trend in the U.S. Supreme Court's decisions relating to com-
mercial speech that it is hard to imagine that any State would pass
a law that the U.S. Supreme Court would strike down.

But even that is not the issue before us today. F.ven if we could
be confident that some States or some localities wou)cl pass some
laws that viclate the First Amendment if given the freedom from
the repeal, it ordinarily would not he Congress' policy d,o deal with
the situation by taking away State authority altogether.

Look, for example, at attorney advertising. That is an area in
which the U.S. Supreme Court on several occasions has indeed
struck down restrictions on advertising. The law there is much
more favorable to the advertiser's position than it is with regard to
products like cigarettes or gambling or alcohol. Even there, Con-
gress does not deal with the problem by rushing in and preempting
all State authority to regulate. Congress stays its hand, allows the
situation to be handled at the State level, State laws are passed,
they are litigated, some are struck down, some are upheld, States
retailor their prohibitions of advertising in light of the litigation.
That is the normal way we handle these kinds of problems.

So to say that Congress should continue to prohibit State regula-
tion or local regulation because some State regulations might vio-
late the Constitution would be an abnormal response to this prob-
lem and one not warranted. And once again !et me emphasize that
I think it is most unlikely, given the U.S. Supreme Court prece-

i 3
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dents, that any State law that would be passed on the subject
would indeed be unconstitutional.

I would be happy to answer questions.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Blasi follows:]
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Posadas and the
Prohibition of Cigarette

Advertising

In a latter to Kirk B. Johnson, General Counsel,
American Medical Association, of March 18, 1986,
we stated our opinion that Congress could prohlit
all promotional cigzrette advertising. Such a legis-
lative ban would not contravene the limited first
amendment protection recognized for commercial ad-
vertising by the Supreme Court in Central Hudson
Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Comm% of
New York, 447 U.S. 557 (1980), and its Progeny.
We have reexamined our conclusions in light of the
Supreme Court's recent decision in Poso.das de Puerto
Rico Associates v. Tourism Co. of Puerto Rico, 478
U.S. 106 S.Ct. 2968, decided on July 1, 1986.
Pomdas explicitly confirms our prior conclusions that
the first amendment does not confer a constitutional
right to advertise such an intrinsically and gravely
hrrmful product

Legislative regulation of products or activities
deemed harminl, such as cigarettes, alcoholic
beveniges, and prostitution, has varied from
outright prohibition on the ono hand ... to
legalization of the product or activity with
restrictions on stimulation of its demand on
the other hand .... To rule out the latter,

2

intermediate kind of response would require
more than we find in the First Amendment.
106 Set. at 2979-80.

On its face, this language makes plain that the
Supreme Court would sustain a congressional ban on
all promotional cigarette advertising.

Not surprisingly, the tobacco industry and its
allies seek to minimize the importance of Pandas.
Most typically, Posadas is discounted as "only^ a 5-
4 decision, as though in some mysterious way a close
division deprives Supreme Court opinions of their
authoritative character. In fact, however, Posadas is
not 5-4 but 5-0 on the crucial question here, namely,
whether the first ameidnient prohibits legislative con-
trol of the advertising of gravely harmful products.
The nee-Juetice zealot* categorically affirms the
existence of comprehensive legislative power. And
neither of the two dissenting opinions in Posadas ex-
presses a contrary view. :mace Brannan's dissent
insists that the facts of Pandas inked no issue in-
volving advertising of harmful 'products, end it care-
fully and clearly reserves judgment on that issue. 106
Set at 2985-86 n.6. Justice Stevenes dissent focuses
upon special discrimination and prior restraint issues
raised by the facts of Posadas that have no relevance
to a ban on cigarette advertising. Justice Stevens
expressly declines to saves the question whether
Congress can prohibit the advertising of any product
the use or manufacture of which it could prohibit.
Id. at 2986.

We emphasize that Posadas manifested a 5-0
majority in the Court on the existence of legislative '

4 1power to prohibit advertising of harmful products.
This should scarcely be surprising. In all the

Ca
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various opinions written by the Supreme Court
Justices on commercial advertising since 1976, there
is no direct support for the proposition that the
first amendment entitles a manufacturer or producer
to advertise harmful products. And cigarettes are
a uniquely harmful product When used normally
and as intended, cigarettes are intrinsically harm-
fid and highly addictiv". Cigarette smoking causes
grievous harm and results in much pain and suffer-
ing for smokers and their families. la fact, smok-
ing is a lethal activity: "[Ciigarettes, alone, an-
nually kill more Americans than do all the following
together heroin, cocaine, alcohol, fire, automobiles,
homicide, ruicide, and AIDS." K. Warner, Selling
Smoke: Cigarette Advertising and Public Health,
p.98 (American Public Health Aas'.i, Oct. 1986). The
Constitution of the-United States does not confer a
license on the tobacco induetry to advertise such a
product

Posadas's significance is best understood against
the background of our March 18th opinion letter.
Our letter ran 17 single-spaced pages, and it has
been printed as The First Amendment and Cigarette
Advertising, 256 JAMA 502 (1986). Here it is festal()
Only to advert briefiy to that letter. After summariz-
ing some of the overwhelming medical evidence that
cigarette smoking is gravely harmful, id. at 502.503,
we analyzed the constitutional issues. We observed
that a congressional prohibition f all promotional
giveaways of cigarettes and cigarette coupons raises
no first amendment issue whatever and is unquestion-
ably valid. Id. at 503. We then traced the develop.
meat of the limited constitutional protection for com-

142
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menial adverb dng first recognized by the Supreme
Court in 1976 through that Coures important deci-
sion in 1980 in Central Hudson, supra. Central
Hudson set 'erth the constitutional standard for as-
sessing tly validity of legislative prohibitions on cosn-
martial a dvertising. After once nab recognizing the
"common sense distinctism between ad-
vertising uld other forms of speech, 447 U.S. at 662,
the Supre ne Court articulated a four-pronged test

At th a outset, we must determine whether
the ampression is protected by the Vast
Amet dment For commercial speech to come
within that provision, (1) it ... must concern
lawful activity and -not be misleading. Next,
we ask (2) whether the asserted governmea-
tal interest is .subetantial. If both inquiries
yield positive &newer*, we must determine
(3) whether the regulation directly advances
the governmental interest asserted, and (4)
whether it is not more extensive than is nacos.
sary to serve that interest 447 U.S. at 566.

Since Central 'Judean, the Court has conaistently ad-
hered to this standard. See generally, 256 JAMA at
504-507 (tracing doctrinal development).

Following our analysis of the relevant constitu-
tional principles, we reached two specific conclusions.
Each conclusion independently establishes legielative
authority to ban cigarette advertising.

1. Deceptive end Mislaeling Advertising. Prom
the beginning, the Supreme Coures commercial
advertising decisions have acknowledged that
"much commercial speech is not provably false,
or even wholly false, but only deceptive or mis-
leading. We foresee no obstacle to a States
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dealing effectively with thie problem." Virginia
State Board of normal/ v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Comet., Ise., 425 U.S. 748, 771
(1976). Cigarettes are an intrinsically harm-
ful product, and Congress could reaaonably con-
clude that the effect of the current image-
oriented advertising is deceptive and mislead-
ing. Not only dose this advertising fail ade-
quately to inform segments ci the society, par-
ticularly young people, of the gravely harmfhl
and enormously addictive nature of smoking, it
conceals or minimizes them facts by associat-
ing emiohing with traditionally young, healthy,
athletic and virile.activities and by portraying
it as wholly "voluntary." In our view Congress
has ample basis for a conclusion that cigarette
advertising is deceptive and misleading. 246
JAMA at 505-507.

2. Substantial Governmental Purpose. Even
were it assumed that cigarette advertising is
not deceptive in effect, a congressional ban
on cigarette advertising would be valid be-
cause it would directly advance a eubstantial
governmental Interest. Central Hudson ex-
plicitly recognized that discouraging product
use could constitute a substantial governmen-
tal interest, and it is beyond any rational dis-
pute that reducing smoking is a substantial
governmental purpose. 256 JAMA at 507-509.

Potadas reaffirms Central Hudson. Posadas arose
out of Puerto Rico's effort to attract tourists by legaliz-
ing casino gambling. At issue was the validity of
a statutory prohibition that, as applied, prohibited
casino advertisink directed to local residents that in-

6

vited them to engage in the now legalized casino gam-
bling. The Puerto Rico courts had interpreted the
statutory ban to apply only to advertiremente win the
local publicity media addressed to inviting the resi-
dents of Puerto Rico to visit the casinos," but not to ad-
vertisements "addressed to tourists ... [that] may in-
cidentally reach the hands of a resident." 106 &Ct. at
2978-74. As so construed, the Puerto Rico courts
rejected a constitutional attatk on the stand..

In an opinion written by ju.stice Rehtiqrsist, the
Supreme Court affirmed. At the outset the Court
acknowledged that no claim was made that the ad-
vertising was false or deceptive. 106 S.Ct at 2976.
Accordingly, the Court proceeded to examine the
statute under the remaining ,three prongs of the
Central Hudson test. Id.. First, the Court.concluded
that the legislature had a substantial interest in
reducing the demand for casino gambling among its
residents in order to avoid such evils as 'the increase
in local crime, the fostering of prostitution, ... and
the infiltration of organized crime.* 106 &Ct. at
2977. Next, the Court concluded the legislature
could reasonably have concluded that the Puerto Rico
Prohibition directly advanced this goal, because sly
locally directed advertisements would have increased
the demand among local residents for amino gam-
bling. Id.

MeV. the Court concluded that the legislature
could reamonably have believed that no less intrusive
means would effectuate its goal. The Court expressly
rejected the argument that the legislature must it-
self seek to dissuade local reeidents from gamblingf Alby promulgating speech designed to discourage gam-

I 9iing. Rather, that matter was "up to the hips-
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lature te decide." 106 S.Ct. at 2978. The legisla-
ture could reasonably determine that its own coun-
terepeech would be izeffective because local residents
were "already aware of the risks of casino gambling,
yet would nevertheless be induced by widespread ad-
verdsing tO engage in such potentially harmful ton-
duct." ld. In support of this statement the Court dted
decisions sustaining bans on cigatette and liquor ad-
vertising. In the closing paragraphs of its opinion, the
Court rejected the general argument that trathful ad.
vertising of lawful activity could never be restricted,
as well as a specific vaguenese challenge to the Puerto
Rican statute. ld. at 2979-80.

The next two sections of this letter will
demonstrate that even a casual examination of the
Posadas opinion shove that it is a devastating setback
for the tobacco induitry's campaign te establish con-
stitutional protection for cigarette advertising.,

B.
When Posadas was before the Supreme Court,

numerous amid urged the Court to declare that
"truthful" advertising of lawfil activity could never
be prohlited te discourage conduct that itself was not
prohibited. Some amid simply refused te acknowledge
the fact that Central Hudson had redacted Psis precise
contention, while others sought te persuade the Court
te reverse its earlier holding. Indeed, prior te
Potato: the tobacco industry had repeatedly sought
te associate itself with lawful-to-sell, lawful-to-
advertise" themes in its public attacks on conunerdal

a il
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advertising restrictions.' This position was taken in
the June 9, 1986 memorandum prepared by the law
firm of Covington and Burling. The very first page
of this memorandum asserted that the "basic flaw"
in prohibiting cigarette advertising is that it "would
suppress truthful speech concerning lawful products
based solely on the paternalistic fear that consumers
might not use the information in ways thought wise
by the preponents." Not only is such an assertion
plainly inconsistent with Central Hudson, it assumes
without any basis that the idea of truthful advertis-
ing, which the Supreme Court has invoked only in the
context of relatively straightforward price and product
information, applies te the tobacco industry's imsge -
oriented advertising of an intrinsically and gravely
harmful product. Moreover, in principle, this argu-
ment requires more, not less, "paternallem," because
it ineists that te achieve valid public goals the most
intrusive legislative action must be taken: the product
itself must be suppressed.

In Posadas the Court rejocted the industry's
proposition once again. Indeed, the Court did so in

' See R. W--rner, Selling Smoke, supra, at PP. 8849:

The notion that tobacco advertising should be
legal because tobacco products are legal products
is the eindamental rallying ay of ban opponents.
Its apparent appeal is diminished, however, when
one considers the nature of the legality of tobarn
products. First, use of tobacco products is sot
universally legal. Sale te children is illegal in over
three .. quarters of the states 604th minimum pur-
chase ages varying) . ...

(leafteg4 soolsoos os Why...6414o
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the strongest ter=

In our view, xppellant ass; the argument
backwards. As we noted in gal preceding
paragraph, it is precisely because the govern-
ment could have enacted a wholesale
tion of the underlying conduct that it is
permissible for the government to take the
loss intrusive step of allowing the conduct,
but reducing the demand through metric-

(cowewel
Second, the legality of tobacco products stems

from historical accident and deliberate circumven-
tion of the nation's legal and regulatory apparatus
intended to deal with hilarious substances. The
historics1 accident is that tobacco use diffused
widely befifre tSe hazards of tobacco were well un-
derstood. . (Prohlltion] today would be wholly
impractical, as it would make criminals out "of
more than 50 million law. - abiding citizens who ars
physiologically and psychologically depeodent on
their tobacco products.

, Lf AC.

'Mateo products are legal today odely because
they have been specifically exempted, by leglala-,
tion or administrative decision, tram the regulatori
authority of numerous federal agencies mandated
to protect the public from hazardous products. In
several install:es, federal law cleerly would require
the banning of tobacco product sales were it not far
the explidt exemption of these products. For ex-
ample, federal legislation specifically precludes the
Consumer Products Safety Commission from con-
sidering the safety of cigarettes, despite the fact
that cigarettes are reepondble for more deaths then
the combinadon of all of the other products that .4

have come under the Commission's purview. ... -
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dons on advertising.... It would ... surely be
a strange constitutional doctrine which would
concede to the legislature the authority to

.totatly ban & product or activity, but deny
to the legislature the authority to forbid the
stimulation et &nand for the product ar ac
deity through advertising on behalf of those
who would profit from such increased demand.
Legislative regulation of products or activities
deemed harmful, such as cigarettes, alcoholic
beverages, sad prostitution, has varied from
outright prohibition on the one band to
legalization of the product or activity with
restrictions on stimulation of its demand on
the other hand rule out the latter,
intermediate kind of response would require
more than we Sad in the First Amendment.
106 S.Ct. at 2979430.

The Posadas Court thus reaffirmed 'the 'common-
sense' distinction between speech proposing a com-
mercial transaction, which occurs in an area tradi-
tionally suttied to government regulation, and other
varieties of speech." Cenral Hudson, 447 U.S. al 562.
The first anondment does not mandate constitutional
protection for eye-catching advertiaing on billboards
surd in newspapors and magagnee of such lawful but
exceedingly dangerous products as guns or knives, Or
of drugs the use of au been decrimingised. The
Constitution reeds communese realities about the
political process in a democratic eocioty. The proceu
of legislation is an Wen* Ay practical ono. It in-
herently requires trade-0M between health and ufety
concerns on the one hand and autonomy and enforce-
ment concerns on the 4ther. No constitutional im-
perative exists that a legislature must do everything
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or nothing at all. In any effort to reduce smoking
there is much to commend a ascision to prohibit adver-
tising rather than to prohibit manufecturing or use.
Cigarettes are highly addictive, and Congress is not
required to make criminals out of approximate/y !S
millicn current smokere in this country. MOreover,
our Prohibition ors experisace teaches that use and
manufacturing prohibitions are likely to be ineffec-
tive and they will generate a black market and per-
vasive illegality, with the enormous moral and so-
cial costs that accompany inch a development In
addition, product prohibition is an interference with
personal freedom vastly mom intrusive than a ban
on promotional ..dvertising, since in the hitter situa-
tion thone desirous of dzarettes will remain free to
obtain them. Yet, an advertising ban would reduce
demand and eliminate a pervasive and important
public misconceptionthat is, ths belief that the use of
a lethal and addictive product enhances a healthy anct
athletic life style Elimination of this deceptive and
dangerous imagery, particularly when coupled with
positive efforts to discourage smoking, is expected to
yied measurable benetts, particularly in curtailing
smoking among /sung poople.

After Posadas, thwe is no basis whatever for
the claim that the first amendment requires that a
product must be banned before advertising can be
restricted. Not surprisingly, therefore, on July 18,
1988, scarcely one month after its earlier memoran-
dum and seventeen days after the Posadas deci-
sion, Covington and Burling issued a printed Legal
Memorandum that omits it* earlier "basic &SW* open-
ing. ("C & B Legal l'ernorandutn") But this new

141 ;
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memorandum seem iv interpret Posadas out of exis-
tence. "Distinctions" are posited that have no Luis in
the Posed= opinion. Thus at the outset we are told
that the advertising restrictions in Posadai were sus-
tained betause they were ineffective! "rise restrictions
at issue in emt case were so pcsous, so lacking in ac-
tual substantive effect, that the majority apparently
considered it unnecessary to undertake a searching
inquiry of the interests purportedly :ming served or
of alternatives that may have been available...."
(P. 2) They were "restrictions in name (p. 4) But
nothing in tho Supreme Court's opinion remotely sug-
gests that the restrictions were ineffective, or tbet
they were sustained bemuse the Court so believed
Posades is also said to be distinguishable because
casino gambling "has kag been illegal in most of the
United States and is' subject to severe, and obviously
constitutional, restrictions in Puerto: Rico." (p. 2) But
whatever if. tatur elsewhere, amino gambling has
been a lawnu activity in Puerto Rico sines 1948, and
the Supreme Court understood that fact quite climb':
"The particular kind of commercial speech at issue
here ... concerns a lawful activity." 108 S.Ct at
2216. C & Ws other efforts to "distinguish" Posodas
are equally strained.'

This lengthy discussion of one recent effort to

C & B Legal Memorandum states that "one can
readily understand the malority's decision Su Posadas to
tread gingerly in ccanidering a challenge to economic de-
velopmee legislation enatted by the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, with its 'calque cultural sud legal history' (54
U.S.L.W. at 4959 n.6) and its politically delicate relation-
ship to the United States.' (p. 2) These "facts" sze nowhere

(Tookosi. .6160.1 so CU fillowle ipsO
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"distinguish" Posadas is importuit because the over-
all aim of the new stratetz beams quit* obvious: ig-
nore or discount Posadas to the maximum extent
possible, and try to refocus all attention back on

3 (GS -esti
mentioned in the opinion on the merits. There is no men-
tion whatever of the Court's coneern with Puerto Rico's
"peliticelli delicate relationship to the United States! end
unless puchosnalysis is to spread into an tosocustonted
Wet we do not discuss it further. Ties Court's footnote ref-
emus to 'unique cultural and legel history," OP= only
in reference to a technical jurisclicticsal point whether
ths Supreme Court must defer to the Puerto Rico courts
on the interpretation of tne Puerto Rico stente-predsely
lent the Court does with respect to state courts on state
law. In sum, nothing in the Court's opinion supports the
implicit :caution in the C & B neemorindum that the
6ist amendment applies with climbsished force in Puerto
Ritz.

At the end of tie Legal Memorandum, Ale opioitte tack
is taken. Paw( ,ta can't mean what it iayX,otherwise it
would go to/. :s.r (and of course a restictiOn of cigarette
advs..4ng would b. valid). For example, Covington and
Burling argues that, taken seriously, the Court's opinion
would permit outlawing "advertising for abortion end akar.
tion counseling services," as well u banning the ad-
vertisement or display of oxureceptivee." Id. at p. 24.
Thls assertion is completely mistaken. Speaking to this
exact pant, end referring to the very advertising cases
cited in the C & B memorandum, the Posadas Court
said, "In fthou cues/, the uuderbing conduct that was
the soldect of the advertising restriction nes osnatitu-
timidly protected.... (But Puerto Rico] surely could burl
prohibited casino gambling by the residents cl Puerto Rico
altogether.' 106 S.Ct. at 2979.
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Central Hudson. Once that is accomplished, brush
aside any issue of misleading advertising, and then
concentrate all attention on the final two prongs of
Central Hudson. If successful, this strategy will per.
mit a complete return to the pre-Poe:4as argument
that a ban on cigsrette advertising cannot motley
Centeni Hudson because it would not directly advance
the legislative goal and it would be unnecestarily
restrictive. Compare July 17, 1986 C & B Legal
Alemorandson, pp. 12-19, with its ptior metnornndum
of June 9, 1986, pp. 14-22. In our March 18, 1986
opinion letter we demonstrated in some detail how a
ban on advertising would indeed satisfy the Central
Hudson criteria. 256 JAVA at 507-509. That analysis
need not be repeated here. Instead, we wish to em-
phasise the specie/ importance of Posadas !it under-
cutting the industry's purported "reliance" upon the
last two prongs of Central Hudson.

First. Posadas makes plain that a legislative
prohibition on cigarette advertising is not unneces-
&TM, restrictive, and thus that Congress need not
re'y on the supposed adequacy of counterspeech to dis-
cotrage smoking:

Appellant contends, however, that the
First Amendment requires the Puerto Rico
Legislature to reduce demand for casino gam-
bling among the ruidents of Puerto Rico not
by suppressing commercial speech that might
entouruge such gambling, but by promulgat-
ing additional speech designed to discourage
it. We reject this contention. We think it
is up to the legialstare to decide whether or

4 7 not rich a "countaspuch` policy would be as
effective in reducing the demand for casino
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gambling as a restriction on advertising. 106
S.Ct. at 2978.

In support of this position, the Court goes on to
cite with approval decisions upholding both print and
television bans of cigarette advertising and liquor ad.
vertising. In particular, the Court quotes Item Capital
Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell, 8813 P. Sapp. 582, 885
(D.D.C. 1971), aff 'd, 405 US. 1000 (1972). There,
in sustaining a congressional ban on television adver-
tising of cigarettes, the district court said 'Congress
had convincing evidence that the labeling Act of 1965
had not materially :educed the incise ioe of smok-
ing." The Posadas Court's reaffirmadon of Capital
Broadcasting, which was de, led prior to the Supreme
Court's commercial speech case., and its citation with
approval to caseerestricting printed liquor advertis-
ing are important The Court quite plainly believes
that Capital Broadcasting is fully consistent with cur-
rent free speech doctrine, and that the principle of that
decision is not confined to television advertising.

We think it clear the Constitution does not re-
quire that the government match by counterspeech
the two billion dollars a year spent by the ,industry
on advertiaing and other forms el promotion. Nor is
Congress restricted only to the option of requiring still
more warnings in cigarette advertising. Particularly
in view of past experience with the impact of legally
required counterspeech, Congress could conclude that
fhrther warnings will not sufficiently reduce smoking.
Large segments of the population will remain con-
fused over the actual extant ot the danger presented
by smoking, as we pointed out, 266 JAMA at 506-507.
See also K. Warner, Selling Smoke, supra, at pp. 35
42. And as Pagodas makes plain many others, who
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are 'already aware of the risks ... would neverthe-
less be induced by widespread advertising to engage
in rich potentially harmful conduct" Pandas, tupra,
106 S.Ct at 2978. Congress could reasonably con-
clude that young adolescents are vulnerable to both
kinds ot risks.

Second. Pasant completely forecloses tbe in-
dustry's other argument that banning cigarette ad-
vertising is invalid on the theory that it will not
reduce aggregate consurnption because the impact of
cigarette advertising is only on brend competition.
Sea C & B Legal Memorandum, pp. 14-17. Of course,
the factual basis of the industry's position that adver-
tising has no effect on the aggregate level of smok-
ing is hotly contested. " .. . IThe preponderance of
the evidence of all types supports the existenee of
a relationehip battle:a promotion and cigarette con-
aumption." K. Warner, Wing Smoke, nips, at p. 84.
But the important point is that Pandas confirms our
view that the limited protection accorded by the first
amendment to commercial advertidng doe* net dia.
able Congivss fsom acting because of any supposed
empirical uncertainty about the precise correlation be-
tween advertising end demand:

The last two daps of the Central Hudson
analysis basically involve a consideration of
the "fit" between the legislature's ends and
the means chosen to aosompliah those ends.
Step three asks the question whether tbe
challenged restrictions an commercial speech
directly advance" the government's asserted

interest. In the instant case, the answer to
this question is clearly 'yes." The Puerto
Rico Legislature obviously believed, when it
enacted the advertiaing restrictions at issue
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here, that advertising of casino gambling
aimed at the residents of Puerto Rico would
serve to increase the demand for the product
advertised. We think the logialature's belief is
a reasonable one, and the fact that appellant
has chosen to litigate this case all the way to
this Court indicates that !appellant shares the
legislature's view. See Cenbul Hudson, supra,
447 XJ.8., at 569, 100 S.Ct., at 2353. Mhoss is
an immediate connection between advertising
and demand for electricity. Centre] Hudson
would not contest the advertising ban unless
it believed that promotion would increase its
sales"); et Metromedia, The. v. City of San
Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 509, 101 S.Ct. 2882,
2893, 69 L.Ed.2d 800 (1981) (Plurality opinion
of WHITE, J.) (finding third prong of Central
Hudson test satisfied where legislative judg-
ment 'not manifestly unreasonable"). 106
S.Ct. at 2977.

The Court makes quite plain that it is the industry,
not Congress, that bears the burden of demonstrating
that no reasonable person could conclude that the two
billion dollars spent each year on cigarette advertis-
ing and promotion has no impact on aggregate levels
of consumption. We are confident that the industry
cannot shoulder any such burden.

No one supposes that the elimination of all com-
mercial advertising for cigarettes will eliminate all
cigarette consumption. It must be remembered,
however, that the central beneficiaries of such a ban
will be future generations. For them (as well as
for current smokers) an advertising ban will serve to
delegitimize smoking as an activity, and it will warn
smokers that Congress really does believe that smok-
ing is a gravely harmAil activity. And of course any
advertising ban will not stand alone in that respect,
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given the Increasing efforts by public authorities and
others to convince the younger generation not to
smoke. In sum, an advertising ban is only a part,
but an important part, of an overall campaign to curb
smoking in our society.

rv.
Posadas wholly eviscerates tha first amend-

ment contentions of the tobacco industry and its
allies. After initially seeking to minimize Posadas,
Covington and Burling ends its memorandum warn-
ing that the 'implications" of Posadas are "frightening
and unwarranted: C & B Legal Memorandum, p. 23.
This warning is entirely misplaced. Posadaa recog-
nizes that whether an activity is lawful or not can-
not be constitutionally decisive, that the first amend-
ment no less than commonsense permits recognition
of a difference between advertising toothpaste and
advertising a uniquely harmful product Cigarettes
are not toothpaste; theY are a uniquely harmful
eroduct because they cause grave harm when used
uormally and as intended. According to the World
Health Orgenization, cigarette smoking is respon-
sible for one million death* yearly throughout the
world. N.Y. Times, Jan. 16, 1986, p. 16. Potato
fully confirms our prior opinion that the Constitution
of the United States does not confer on anyone a right
to promote or advertise such a lethal and addiaive
product.
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to :he Nauotal Inettote on Drug Aburet the nicotine .0
tobsemo ii -1 powerfully addictive drug." one believed to be
from clx to eignt tames more addictive than altonol

Eoe+ year thc tobacco mdastry spmeis an erorrnms sitt
to ottract tew tows, Waal C.UTtItt tretaILC73, LC.CT11.34

COrceflt consumpttort and generate faveralse longterni
Amodio towarts smoking Indeed smzedmg to the lederst
Trade Commission, -oguettet are the most neoaly adver-
tised ;rotor. in Ammo." In 1953. the irmintry men:
appruci-entely two ham dollars on advertising and promo-
Lon lc sTrzfkant menurt ea) aritermung Ls aimed ssmpry
et replenishing the Lame number of strokmn Iran:ally los: to
the .1u2$tr In addition to those smokers vim die. approxi-
mately 1,5 million persons:ion smokuy eatn year because of
health team or $oca: rennin& Tt-e are now maned), few
adult conserts to amoarg For most C.preUt users. smok-
ing begins tam tr.deed. of corrent 3.301art. about 60
percent began by the very young Iv of thirteen es fourem
Tobamo indismy adiertising heavily stresses adotescest
oriented themes and images (motorcycling. =fir& giblet-
s.. and other glansorma =vibes). 300 adolescent-stunted
COotertt. SpOrt.S. entertammen: and sexially ft-plant maga-
zines, sporting events and nick COneura, aZill Myr:Paw
paced on Tr.071.33 arc fsvorde advt.:my cancans En-may
=dies Indeate that the indastry": castained effort to
Inmate smoking with a healthy and ,nrOr0.43 life-style
Succeeds in atcomphsturg the mdstry s pe.-cose. rmargatn-
mg consumption levels

Fifors so dastourage stnokmg toroogh such methods as
school trforrattort programs and the starclarc St7,10C
Ceeerars ",rarnmp- rave proved trauffimently effccuve .

particularly among Ott yttIng The reasons seem pawn The
warsungs art frequestl, 'not sun: and tr. any event their
impom is not comprehended Trt oyemiang fac: Ls trat
many smokirg ML.Its and more re.o-tar .00re:,
young adolescents zre not r aey posit.on to mace z
reasoned and tr.foreed ,,,dgment antsir smoking They lack
sdeczzate ^omprenertszo ot the agr cant health dangors
inherent at smelting In ;km thes see misanfnetred.
conft.sed or wholly /noels: aDout 5,00 matters la the
Azume zed range of smoking relesei dtmases. the health
consequentes of low tar and smoke," tobacco the .mei of
safe' smoke& nth the.; :um, ab t to. qui: this hignly

34de:is* product Moreover, by repetitive and an:getting
assomarion of ;mortis: +nth images of healthy reurittes.
cigarette adverustng effective') overromes any health based
Itars. For many, the mere existence o' radestreso promo-
tional advertising unpl ti L'at L'e practice Of sroa.ong
"can't he that bad

More effertive naps to disc ge smoking are necessary
In that regard at is highly pri,aule t.tat the demand for
cigarettes would fall appreciably nitre promottocal adratn-
ln to be pronibiud n az effective manner In any event,
stet a ban nook retaid any increase in consucipsor-
Indeed m a lettm to Lt. them Secretary of Health and
Hunan Se-oces. Margaret Heckler tite hat20111 Adzsory
council on Drug Abuse a:am-tented such a prohibition as
the single most trispeetant stay :ha society czn take in its

gon of preverurg smos.r.g among n peoplec part1C:112.:
otS }Coln people '

In our ow tor a Congressional ban on PrOmatzaa,
advertising of cigarettes would rot Iffend the f.rst arlIttd.
rent Supreme Court decisions do rot moat osrattutmeal
protecton for the image-otter ted an r. ghl seclaeuve
advertising oi suto an eseeedaigly 'armful ono smote),
addittlye protuts paraciarly e,,ren 'hat adverteirg
dtrected to a Urges ',Owl and ir in. event badly mnfusec
ard 11: tofonned public E.rer fl'at sier ode*, t-
og entitled to the - log - 0: oroteeto- accorded
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commercial advert:ow, the Supreme Lout s -all MOINZ
denizen in Central 1114a0% Gee & 2er&sc Con 1 o PItele
&Ma. CvISZILT310C. 447 U.S. 557 (1930) =ALMS pla:n tr.lt
:ha promouroal adverasang can he Prolubetat Uridm
C"..3,24 HuasOrt foise, deceptive and ruse:ailing adverrismg
can Se prolu&te& and men non.decapnve adreran4 can lie
ban-ed where necessary to accomptst a sobstan.mal govem-
mental porticos A pawerfal. niul to oer r.rds comnr.rior,
case can be nude that the Mitre.* 3 cument advemising or
.therently cloaptve and mislead.= this advertising Luls to
dtsalosa adequately the lethal and addictive qualities d the
prediet. Indee d. whether or Mt by corstron &AP. 13
effec, 3 to aelly any az= fears. Dernmary among poorty
inforrrod and brithly atinerazie young adolescesm. Thus not
only lit :FA concitkom for marcal and thfcessed dam
laclusg, they have been completely subverted. Moreover.
ever wert thu promotional adrerasty to escape or.......4-
ZIO= as deceptive and nusteadtey, it is tobIect to prohibitor-
Prob.:het:as senor wcold dually pro.mota ant dear and
vabstanttal public =Wren in miss-mg cparte conscrope
bon or at le= ratard.tne its increase. Short of ar. outrt#:
nut on the reatarmure and est of cigarettes no peausible
alternatne as avulzb:i for redizing the amount of srno.cng
In the sectors of this °pm= letter that :awe we state so
more detail the boon for our toncosion

1: a utdady that aryar.e sexes:sly cOnla«d that
Congress lacks power to probibtt the manufara..--ty er tee
o' tIglatuttlC3C72237011/1 kgmlanoc of that nomze wouid

readily stostartable crdcr thre comment deux. and It
would oat offend the sobstantave proltitions of the dim
process clause. I: hears emphasis th.at t.:13 1121.11.117= ctoaLd
AOC be sumessfully stacked on the m'ounds that at ts
"paternaLscri" Even assuming that t,.o tt.nr possesses
sclffesently moment and arcorthmersal core mearaM, And
that it mead be appiad to az actaysry :Art causes so math.
Pain. suffering and team ant azs stein enormous so=
emu, no general condittrairtat pronitMson <num
paternalistic regulanor. Any stggestoo to tee contrary
would nearsanly reekrrect the tamest:Ad docmtne of
Lochner c. New York 193 U.S. 45, 61 .1935i. As ..1=ce
Iteruthutat ow-Yeti for tht Court at :he end of the last terns
1-coiner's ''day is fortunately long 2.3.4 and with it the
corAerthation of rational paarrinant a3 :sum= leans.
lauve goal." Walters v Netsonc: Alan of Rddsollsa Ssavy
cols, 473 U.S. 105 Ct. 3:93. 3193 Ark the
Supreme CourTF.as repeatedly re)ected due process malt
:miles to statutes on the baws of meat,:l: concerns far less
compelltrig than hme. See, for example Walzmern v Lee
s)01x.1 Ca 3:3 U.S. 433 a955).

The foregory cases make pain that trer, is no conatitti-
tonal dfficulty whatever in tre Alppr,3:37 of Ore f Or= Ce
promotzaal advertising. namely, the p1-0:-..DO:1 CI ;COMO-
t2Onal prawn; of oprettes and ar.rette coupors. Unlike
use of contraceptives cgarette use has no conthmuceal
staWg and egarette manofarturt, datmbition. and we can
be regulat.4 or prolubtted as t mesas of dtsccoraging
stroking. Compere Coo-coo Popuicalos Serytec /ranvensosw
aly 431 US. am tasrI) iiirralidaung proabtsoris at the sale
and adverustng &splay of contrateptives: Becogration of
Congressman power to tothld promo:atrial giveaways tan
have stynticant consequences. Tbese giveaways play an
increasingly unporan. markeury role Between 1993 and
1933. the tobacco industry s cape= eon datmbroco and
fru-sample Programs ,rereaset ly Frequently.
these giveaways occur a: Ce.1%.0:4 higt concentranors
of young poop. stun 13 spor,..ng events and .0CA cormerta

This bririgs is to tee q era: On of the va. .) .0(3 general
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e note that :his ant: paternalism theme cinema ir
contexts tar reniaved from cigarette advertising As Me
Coort said in Cemesl 1"%t4son, auxin at 563 -The (qrst
septic-vim:toes concern for commercial speech is baste on
the ir.forrnsuotal fuemion of advertising On this rationale.
int absolute-pcotection-foettuthfiledvertising" theme
has soine att.-swum in the centrum of informational advents-
tig about price and product See %rpm Pharmacy. rums,

Lmnuor. supra. But it takes a tong step to apply th,s theme
to me image advertising of dengerom products about which
there is considerable public confusion To our minds. a is
.cipiatruble that dot first amendment mandates ogarette
Luke oavertming on ballbcards and us newspapers and
rrusysvres of tech lawful bat enseediegly dangerons prod
tics as guns or knives. It la even more ant:stumble that
legyslatve de-c-mranelization el the use of various drugs
auto._ -ally cants with It a right to unlimited billbnard
adverust ru, oomplete with the stimulating and eye-catching
images cd cowboys, mountain climbers, athletes. and other
macho figsres1 but perhaps acmcnpa.med by a sae wanung
that `use of this product may be dangerous to yoor health '
But see note. p 10. "afro. If Virg:rue Pharmacy requires
such resilICS. greve doubt casts as to the wia.lazi of "the
substantial extension of traditional (ree-speech dectrine,"
FrtedntaR. supra 430 US. st 10 n.9 involved in bringing
commercial advertirmg within the arrebtt of the first
amendment

Wholly apart from disputable application of "absolute
protection' arguments to image advertising the absolutist
view has little to commend it In pcmcipk. It requires more
not less. 'pate alum" because It insists that to Daum
valid public goal& the product astif must be suppressed. The
legislature is disabled from following as typical modus
opc*oudi-enactir.g leanslauon that reflects ratiocial trade-
offs between health and other values. sucl a pea...
chorea, or batortOri health and enforcenier concerns am
over at-rumen: that truthful 3?verusing of laivit.1
prodscts can never be prohibited rests on a fundernentai
matego,) -irstale ,t seeks to apply wthost Limit or quathi-
CaLOn c tit.it sold principles that were developed fc-
Jther differ rt, firs: arnendmert con:, de In so doirg
the argument ii,aores the "corimnonsense" differences
Lsta ern commercial speech and other forms of speech

The Coort s .ardmark donsion in (emir= Haulson Gas &
Eleerric Corp. t Public SVIACe COMM17410,ws sown provides

e.etaued end craraimbeasive statement cd ea.rTeut cacatutu-
tIcrial doetrine .;overrung commeretel advertairg and places
the alorement,oled concern about paternalism in proper
perspective At owe 0 mural HUSS.= *is the validity of a
regulatory ban on prornouonal advertising of energy cor
sumption, an admittedly lavrf.0 conduct. For Justices Rack-
mun aid Brennen the lawful charmer of the underlyirg
conduct o,a3 the end of the matter and the ban should have
aeen rce ...laced Id. 147 1...1 at 573 574 However. the Court

IL ri air said that suppression of truthful advertising
amoonu so impermissible -indirect" conduct. regulation Lc
Ceara, fludean, nrorsi 447 US. at 574-75 (concurring
opanuot The FIrst Amendment and Legislative Baca of
Lour and Ctoareite Adurrttsina..85 COW= 1.. Rev 620. 643
1965, But muei lemslauon-wbether of a regulatory

sPenthrth , tat character -works to actieve public goals
nMrectly and the Mulct" nature of soul regulation has

never peen the bag& for oblechon Wthianuon v Lew Oporre
Cornrow?, more 345 CS at UV makes mat plain on

regulator, directne" argurnent desol.es
entar, OLD ,t tyoc riimis on ou -sneetaf nature
.p.mcr

adopted a different sporosd,. id at 50e
At the Outset we oust dettratIng whether CM aartroron
protected ter tha Finn A Clar.41Z1Al. For cootrhoroal vo.ch no tor.
wahus that provtaaOri. Wit mist concern lawful activity and not
be misleading N .e-t. we ath [21 whether tric asserted govorgthoistal
Mitten ta substantial if both optima+ pvld Notre, answer+ we
must determine (21 saetter the mutation directly advances the
governmental IC tOrYs4 asserted, see Ts] whether it Li nOt roOre
Ifftwarve than us namsary LI Wm that interost.

The Court has repeatedly attend to the Central Hudson
standard- ag Metromedia Inc v. San Dteco. 453 US. 490.
507 119811 (plurality opinion). Bolyer is Yotoa Drity
Products COTP, 463 US. 60, 66-69 (.983). In 2ctuderar is
Office of Disciploury Coma, 473 US . (19854,105
S Ct. 2265, 3275, the Court, clung CentraThrue remerkoi
"Commensal speech that is not false or deceptive end does
not concern unlawful activities. .. may be rear:cud only in
the garvial of a gatistential governmental interest, and only
through means that directly advance that interest" Accord-
ingly, we prooeed withm the bane framework establiabed by
Central Huritor0 In Part LU. we conclude that current
mgerette promouonal advertising toad be forbidden as
deceptive. in Part IV, we conclude that, in any event, aa
advertising ban would be vsbd because it would directly
advents the substantial public interest in health

lit
Commonsenee distinctions exist nut only between cam.

menial advertming and other forms of speech but withic the
area a commercial advertising itself. Amnia Pharmacy
invalidated restrictions on the truthful advertising of the
price of prescription drugs. In similar :askew., the Court has
invalidated "blanket bans 011 PrICe advertisirg by attorners
and rules prevenang attorneYs from gang noadeceptive
Let mmaloy to doscribe their fields of practice." Zawdsrer
vffice of StSmPlirttry Council. supra. 105 S Ct at =5.
'These statements were selt-contained and self.explanato-
ry.' Friedman o lto3er5 =PM 440 US at 12, and they
conveyed reatively ConCrett and verifiable price and product
isformation Friedman v Sorters. attpra at 10: Zauderer,
supra at =9-.81 hot way was there bath plausible danger
of deception, any such danger could be tdequataly alleviated
bY diSdoSure. Zauderwr v. Office of Diamplreary Counsel. 105
S Ct. at 2231-8.3 Accordingly the Cour: rejected arguments
thet clue kind of advertising .s inherently misleading. or
that the difficulty in sorting out false advertning Justified a
prophylactic ban See in particular, Zaaderer. supra 105
S Ct at 227841 For Me Court. this kind of advertising falls
squarely within the cote constitutionsl rationale for protect-
ing commerce/ speech, protection of the "informational
function of adverosing Central Hudson, 447 IJ S. at 563.

But current cigarette advertising, appealing as it does to
subconscious and nonrationel alIOCtatiOal simply to sell a
product, has little or no such Informational braccon.' Thu
is cenuully true tete of those advertisements with some
recognizable informational content such as that ruler:mg to
tar content Lee other advertisements, tobacco advert:tee-
mints are the prtduct of careful and ealartalve markeung
research, and they are designed to exploit the psychological

-Currently pend.ur before the Supteme Court is an appeal
from the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico in Posadas de Pllerto
Rico Associates Totowa Company of Puerto Rico. No
64-1903 wriKh may shed more light on this subject In that
ease several am.on have urged the Supreme Court to
ahanoon ,:entrat Hudson and to declare in a categorical
manner :hat the trithfui advert.sing of lawful acuvity Is
consutctisoaLlv PrO,octrid. That resillt seems ualikely

ALt,Vjt3 SOS
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vulnerabilities of their targets, particularly young persons.
W Meyers. Tha !wive-Maks= Power and Perntaswn on
Madeson Avenue 17.18. 31 (Times &aka 1914)-3

In VtrIA*111 Pharmacy, the Court noted that "much
commercial speech is not provably false, or even wholly
false. but only deceptive or muleachog We foresee no
obstacle t4 a states dealing effectively with this problem."
Virzi= Pharmacy, tom 425 U.S at 771. Friedman v.
RoPan suma 440 US. at 11-14. While the Court's opinions
do not support a conclunon that Iniagt-advatiung LS wholly
beyond the first amendment they do indicts a judicial
awareness of Image advertisements laic of informational
content and of as cepscity to deceive through "ill-defused
associations with pnce and quality information Son for
example. Pnedman u Ropers. supra, 440 US. at 12-L3
(sustaining a ban 01% practicing optometry under a trade
name)

The cast for prohibition of cigarette advertising as
"deceptive" does not seek to prohihit "the use of pictures or
Wu:traumas in connectioo wah (product) advertising
simply On the strength of the general argument CIO the
visual content of the advertisements may, under scene
cutunutances, be deceptive or nutleading." &Were', supra
105 S.Ct. at 2281 (emphesis supplied). Nor does it rest on the
fact that, like automobile aNd toothpaste advertisements.
cigarette advertisements identify product use anth a glamo-
rous arid muting life, Cigerette adverusing a not all area of
general. unfccused, gimlet:ye concern. as the three decades
of Congressional regulation and the numerous studies by the
FTC and other bodies attest. Tha harm produced by the
normal and intended use of this product is elm= beyond
description Yet, no cigarette advertising gives adequate
warning of the wide nnge of serious and life threatening
Musses induced by the ordinary use of the Product Quits to
the contra:Y, the effect of this advertising a co conceal or t3
=nature these facts. Smoking is portrayed as not harmful,
by associating it with mamtionally young, healthy, athletic,
and virile activities, W Meyers. supra at 31 ("vemistirance"
edvertising) Moreover, no agaretie adverusing gives even
the remotest suggestion that cigarettes are strongly addic-
tive Quite to the contrarY, smoking is Portrayed u not the
product of adobe:um, but rather as in exciting activity tuat
like mountain &robing, is freely undertaken by 'real" men
and women. W Meyers, eupro at 17

Given what the cigarette advertising dces portray, what it
fails to say and the vaSt public ignorance of the dangers and
addictive quality of smolang, particularly among young

'Of course this is not to suggest that linage-advertising ia
other than simply commercial advertising, sad thus entitled
to greater consumnonal protection than is accorded price
and product advertising But see Note, supra 85 Colum. L
Rev at 830-51 Any such result would be wholly perverse
Cigarette advertising does not even purport to inform the
pubhc about matters of public debate even though thet fact
Joao would not estahlidi the existence of noncommercial
speoun. Central Hudson. supra, 447 US. at 5e2-63. whit a
more, like other forms of image advertising, cigarette
advertising is uruversally acknowledged to be no more than
'be advertisement of specific Products for Profit- Thus. at
nest, image advertising, is entitled to no more constituuonal
protection tran that generally accorded commercial adver-
tising Bolger u nava Products Corn. 463 US. 60, 66-68
(19231. makes that clear beyond rational contradiction. Sec
also &lidera. supra 105 S Ct at 2275, and Pacww Gas &
Dean,. Ca v Pubbc guiles Commution of Cutyforma. 106
S Ct. (1984- (piurahry opinion), 54 U S LW 4149
4151 (FiE Z.,7986)

506 -.OA Jay Pt 156o-

perS0111, It IS plam to us that WS kind of advertising am ba
proscribed as deceptive and misleading We Med not
examine the evidence of an "intent' by the tobacco Indust,"
to disguise the health consequences of smoking Carman
White The Intentional Exploitation ci Mane Rumen War-k-
nows, 9 Houston L Rev, 889, 904-907 (1972) (eiSerstre
harms are hitaitionally caused because advertising designed
to exploit known humen waskneves) See also W Meyers,
supra at 31 What Is crucial is the effect of this advertasing
Commerce] advertising CM be prohibited where It Is far
"more likely to deceive the public than to inforrn it." Grum]
Hudson, supra 447 US. at 563. See also Fruidowin v
Rodpers, supra Thus to Zaudertr, the Court repeatedly cited
Ninth approval the FTC's traditional yunsdictson ova "11111111I
or deceptive acts or practices in commerce," Zatederer,
supra 105 S.a, at 2279, 9231, without Lagging that
VI/0414 Pharmacy disturbed the settled rule that the FTC
coed show only that the advertising has a deneptive effect
As the Supreme Court said long ago in F TC a Alsonta Co.,
291 U.S. 67. 8/ (19235

Indeed then is a land of frau& as Mats of ozdt/ ).aws long
perceived, m clinging to a Decent winds is Me modem if
misrepresentation however icnoonatly made. That I. Me
respondents' plight today, no nutter what Maar manes nary kayo
been when they began. They mast erencate misimehm from It bY
purnmst their bouraa methods of a capacity to dame.

See generally, Kintner. A Fraur on the Law of Deceptsve
Prachoes. 98-99 (1976).

In racognenrg the deceptive nature of cigarette advertis-
ing we reach no novel conclusion ' The prc long ssa reached
the same conclusion in its etforts to adopt a tnde regulation
rule governing cigarette advertising See Trade Bamintion
for the Pitons:son qf Unfair or Decogetvo Aduertsstso and
lestmlitng of Cigarettes tvi Relatton to the Meath Hazards ci
gmoktn0 and AccompanYtna Statement of Bans aad Purpose
of Rule 99-113 (1961) So did the FCC in imposing tie
fairness doctrine requirements on cigarette advertisements.
Banzhaf v ICC , 405 F24 1082. 1098-1099 (D C Cir. 1963).
cat den 396 U S 242 (1969) Moreover, concern over ths
deceptive effect of current cigarette advertium a a foanda.
Lon for much current Congressional regulation that "seeks
to mist the public to make an informed decision about
whether or not to smoke" HOU.* Rep, supra p 1, at 12. See
15 USC (1331(1)

'In the cOnleXt of sustaimog a ban on promounnal liquor
advertising, two federal appeals courts have laconically
rejected a similar argument. O)dahoma Telecamera Am'a v
Crup, 699 F24 490, 500 n.9 110th Cir 1983). resed oa other
grounds sub nom Capital Caws Cable, Inc v. Crtsla, 104 S Ct
2644 (1984); Amami% a City of 04 ord, 718 F.2d 738 (5th Car
1923), cert. den 104 S.Ct 3553 1984) One an +Amoy/
distinctions here, in terms of the two products and their
advertising But to us the two omit.= cannot be treated as
authoritative in any event. Crisp trtsts the do:owe bitle
In passing, 693 F2d at 499-500 nn s, t simply assume, that
image advernsing cannot be "deceptive." a planly tncorrect
position both legally end factually The en bane =et In
Dmtamn did not discuss the issue, but seemingly it endorsed
the views of en earlier panel opinion on this point 718 F.2d
at 747. Without analysis the panel assumed that image
adverus ng was fully embraced by the first amendment end
without evidence it statoa that corrective adverusing would
suffice to offset deceptive quality the advertising
Lamar Outdoor Acht Miarienpin State Tat Commits, 701
F2d 314. at 323-25 The 1.4277W panel also rejected the view
that the dangerous nature of the advertised product justified
the prombition
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Thus the issue narrows to whether, sa iontended by some
commentators, see Note 85 Columba L. Rev at 652-54, this
is a situation where more of the traditional first amendment
remedy of counter-speech or further disclosure is likely to be
effective. Emu= data show this to be highly unlikely
Considerable endence exists that the Surgeon General's
wernings are not read, or a: best they are simply glanced at.
Moreover, the vmually attractive cigarette advertising
affirmatively asscmatm smoking with healthy activities and
thereby effectively neutralize what little form actually
remains in the Surgeon General's warnings. These facts
explain why th e most recent Congressional legislation hsa
rwloired rotation of the warnings. 15 U.S C 1333(e)
Floiever, this change cannot solve the basic problem
Wholly apart from the capacity of the advertising to
overcome the warnings, the warnings can make little Impact
on a public hadly informed or wholly Ignorant about the
risks involved is smoking many people continue to operate
on completely nustaker impressions about 'safe- smoking
(For example, fully half the public does not know that
ciearette ensiling increases the task of bean snacks,
that, by increasing consmnpuon, tow-tar cgarettes may be
grmler danger to health than other cigarettes.) In particu
lar, adolescents lack an adequate comprehension of the
dangers of ciearette smoking as well as of their ahday to
quit smoking at some future ume.

Quite phunly, torrent cigarette advertising is not -adver-
tising (that) communicates only an incomplete version of the
relevant facts, (but) the nrst (a)tneridment prmumes that
some accurate infer:nation is better than no information at
alr Central &dams tam 447 US. at 562. This is bemuse
in the context of current cigarette advertising the conditions
for Informed rauonal choice, particularly among young
persons, about the use of a lethal product are wholly
indeed, they have been subverted. See Note. Planetiffi'
Conduct c .1 a Afenso to Claims Apertng Cigarette Marini az.
wrers, 99 Harvard I Rev 809. 812-819 (1986) (individuals
particularly minors, do not sufficiently understand dangers,
particularly given the tobacco industry advertising) And the
Supreme Court has long age shown special solicitude for the
protection of young persons from exploitative commercial
&dye:using. FTC v RJ K mai et Bra, 291 US 304 313

19341

Our analysis has focused upon current, image-emoted,
cigarette advertising It might be objected that even If
correct, the analysis could not justify a deception-grounded
ban on all forms of promotiocal advertising, such as a
"simple" statement "Carhon's are a good smoke or "If you
smoke. please try Carlton's." all with the Surgeon General's
wanting attached The effort would be to hypothesize
cigarette advertising relatively free from virility and good
health images and more plausibly associated with straight
"Informationar ad email= Of course we cannot speculate
on every form that such advertising might take Some of the
nes forms may themselves be deceptive, either bemuse of
what they say or imply, or what they fail to disclose. But
even without mum= thts, oirr conclusion remains that
federal leuslanon banning all promotional advertsang could
be grounded co the unprotected character of deceptive
advetusing.Ccegresi could quite sensibly conclude that suth

ban Ls necessary in order to extirpate fully the residual
elects of prase smoking advenimments. See Friedman v
Ropem ruprn (ban or: trade names supported by history of
past abuses) What is more, permitting any form of
promouonal advertising invites inductry abuse it effort, to
avoid the Iola nit danger s not a matter of fancy, as a
-mein aruch in the dew York tinii Journa. uf Medicine
snows This article describes the unremitting efforts of the
tubakco industry to avoid 1.1. reach of ar ouvertising ban

Itclonstad "An Attempt to Circumvent the Ran on Cigarette
Advertising," New York State Jown44 / Mechelen ritern at
403. Accordingly, given the past abuses and the difficulties
of drawing Linea Conmess is entitled to believe that a broad
ban may be neeetsary, to prevent the continuation el
deceptive advert:Si= Finally, even of some specific forms of
promotional advertising could not be proscribed under the
deception rationale thet fact would not remit in Invalidat,
ing the Congressional legislation as a whole. Ohrolik a 0Aso
St614 Bar, 436 US. 447, 462 n.20 (1978) (fust amendment
does not require allowance of overbreadth challenge in
commercial advertising context), Monaghan Overbresith,
1981 S Ct. Rev 1.

lv
Even if, contrary to the foregoing analysis, current

cigarette advertisieg were determined not to be misleading
in the constitutionally relevant swim, Congress possesses
adequate authonty to prohibit such advertising Central
Hudson, imam defines the level of (sonatinas:lona] protection
to be accordtd non-deceptive commercial advertising Thst
decision makes clear that prohibition of man notadeceptive
advertising is van,: it seeks to implement a substantial
governmental *octave, if the proMbition directly advances
the legislative coal, and if it reaches no further then
nosissary to achieve thtt goal. In our view, a ban on
promottonal cagarette advertising satisfies each of these
requirements.

1. No further argument here as needed to demonstrate the
substantial nature of the governmental interests an the
prevenuon of the devistating health consequences and
massive monomm losses mimed by cigarette-induced dis-
eases. Suffice it to note that far Ism compelling interests
have been held sufficient to Conststite a mhetantial govern-
mental intereat. Ohrabik tt Ohio State Bar Association 436
US 447 (1978) (not the actual enstence of Lawyer overreach-
ing but the danger of such a harm); Metronwtha, Jar, v San
Arge, 193 US. 490 (19E7) (geoeral interest in traffic ulary
and aesthetics Justifies a complete ban on commercial
billboard advertising). See also Ihencon v City of asfonl,
supra 718 F2d at 747 (liquor use end health): Loms
Brother Co, si Fcc 447 F.24 876, 879-80 (4th Cir 1971)
(cigarettes dazgerous to Isaiah 15 U.S.0 1231-41

2. The argument may be made that advertising does not
contribute to the overall amount of smoking an our society.
and so its prohibition will not directly advance the govern
mental interest reducing cigarette consumpuon. Of
course, this is an eniptrical Issue which we <Mira no
special expertise. Rut the existing data lead as to make
several obaervationa Apparently some Industry members
will contend that the two billion dollar advertising campaign
is &resod simply at muntaining brand competition among
existing smokers. See Note. supra, ES Colam, I. Rev at 638
The misting economic data make this a virtually incredible
assertion The data tedir-sie that, Wm ether industries, the
tobacco industry operates on the Madison Avenue premise
that a substantial correlation exists between advertiong and
consumption. This is why it spent approximately two billion
dollars in 1983 on advertising and promotion.

In any event, the crucial question is not whether the
current Mee:using Is alf2111d at maintaining intra brood
competition, but whether total ban on ail promotional
advertising would reduce total consumption In Central
Hudson the Suprema Court thought it obvious that a
oirrelation cams between advertising and demand. See
Contra! Hudxek 447 U S at 569 (the states "interest in
energy conservation ls directly advanced by lt.he save-using
banl There is an immediate connection oetween
advertising and demand for electricity " Moroover we

,ca vev;.-No., 0 00xu.47.., 507
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sorne highly suggestive specific evidence that consumption is
responsive to advaMising Between 1968 and 1470. the
Federal Communications Communion, invokieg the fairness
doetnne, required the running of anti-smoking ads. The net
result .adi a aubstantal decline in smoking As Judge
Wright observed in his dissenting opinion in the Capital
Bondcattneg Cae44 =PM Ctgaretto advernsers welcomed the
ban on television advertising, since their gains were more
than offset by losses attributable to a nti-smokint advertise-
ments. 333 F' Supp at 588-89 Bit ledith the cigarette
smoking controversy removed from tho air. the dechne in
cgarette smoking was abruptly halted and cigarette amok-
int immediately turned upward again." .IrL at 589

In addition, several stadia ainonently &how a significant
statistical correlation between advertising expenditures and
making Othm studies Indicate that a decline us pro:mimos-

a advertising results in a decline in smoking. These
correlations may not "prove" in any absolute sense the
existence ar strength of the connection between advertising
and consumption, ter between consumption sod other role.
rant vanables such as parental and peer-group attitudes.
But proof of that order ts not required To demand such
proof of legislative facts would render government unwork-
able. "Frorn the beginning of civilised soneece, legislators
and Judges have acted on anions unprovable assumptions.'
Paris Adult Theatre / et Skims 413 US 49. 61 (1973)
!bolding that lajlthough there Is no conclasive proof of a
connection between antisocial behavior and obscene mate
M. the (state) legislature could Own reaaonahly determine
that such a connecticio does or might exist" id at 6041)

On the buts of existing data. a substantial basis exuts for
a conclusion that, directly and indirectly, cigarette advwns-
ing contributes to the overall level of cigarette consumption
And of course the present ban on promotional advert:ging oi

eiectrorac media rests upon Just such inferences &bon
, *rocs of this kind of advertising, particularly with

respect b .oung Set Capital BroadcaLdsea supra 333
F.Supp at ito oc Thus, thts is not a CAM where Congress is
aned to ban commercial speech simply ''bensuse of an
....sothtantistei belief that its impact is *detrimental"

ark Associates, Ice_ v Wittirigboro, 431 US 85. 42 n6
1477)

st this ?oath It is important to note another factor Of
Corgress may iQZkalte s thoLt comp.ling the

iecord appropnate with ranee, to Judicial or
i....--un.strative proceedings" Fulh:ove v Kith:nick 448 US.
i4 ic :..48U) And Congress is ander no duty to make any

net to iusury legislation /bid But, presumably
Lii-ing,ssional legislation will be accompanied bY

igo tl i.espem to Congressional assessment of the
vrtsn. Lwtween adverninft and consumption. In the

edia. the supreme Court has expressed some uncertaintY
visdi lune trent to smash it may properly defer to leguisuve

firitt.ne where first amendment interests are concerned.
Monagnen, Constitution& Fad Renew, S5 Colum, L

220 31 n16 (19851 But Judicial deerence to
enaeti.e fact findings is Quite connstent with the limited

autorced to commercial advertising by the first
omendment Veromedid Ina v San Doty°. 453 U S 490
351), supports this conclusion. There I nthiorty of the
jourt corcluded that in the interest of traffic safety the
tue Could ,alidl; ban all commercial odor:Laing on
uncoards This was held to be a subscantal nett eitexMli

r^e plt.ranty opinion then said, id. at 508-509

' e more swots -niesuon them concernn the third of me Ceruna
Pit", cnter,a toes she vediewnCe -chrectly adv.. govvrn
tr , surest, ,C1 trifle safety sad in tLe apnea MIX< t' t,he

MO01 is nadenuan to show sr, conne..or
oe,n S ward, and trait', niety The cal,fornie Prer, an.1

noted tan rower record an that pilot but held "as a runes cf
that ao ordinance which elosuaetes bawd. damned to be newel
from the streets sad htchways reasonably relates to traffic ssfety "
Noting that 'billboards are intended to, aad undoubudly do, divert
a drivers attention (tore the roadway.' and that whether the
-distracuag effect contributes to traffic =ideate lavolses an awn
of continuing oormroverlyn the Cal:fordo Supreme Co= screed
with many other courts that a legislatne )odgment thes bultheres
are traffic hasants tx not manifestly ustressonabee and should not be
set Huta We Wens. Misstate to disagree eita the seesmalsaid,
cocornon-seme judgmenta of kcal lawmakers and of the masy
revirwmg courts that billboards are real and subetastial hunts to
traffic sahty There is main he - eus,gaesthalthesepodgeseom
ore untessonable.

The recceninon that commie:mai advertisine Is entitled to
limited oonsutinginal protection is fully coaststent with the
acceptance of an appropnate role for legislative judgment&
particularly than of Congress, on what are largely empirical
Mull that do not admit of perfect proof ' See also Flt in
CotgatetPahnoltvo Ca. 383 US. 974, 985 (1965). recogandrig
the long pram= of indictsl deference to PTC flame of
deceptive advertising, because the finding of decatroon "rests
so heavily on inference and pragmatic iodtment.:.

ln sustaining in-state promotional bans on liquor adver-
tising. both the Fifth and Tenth Circuits deferred to state
legislative judinnen= that prohibition would reduoe con-
sumption. Oklahoma Toiseastors Ass'a u Crisp. 699 F24 490,
500-501 (10th Cir. 1983). rev'd on other croon& sub nom.
Captlal Case* Cabio, I,so da Crop. 104 S.Ct 2894 (19841;
Durum/4 in Culr cf Oxford. 718 F24 738. 747-51 (5th Cr
1983), cert. den 104 S Ct. 3553 (1964); Note. supra. ES Col=
L Rev at 637-39 In our mew, those courts were correct, and
it is an a /cresol proposition that deference shoold be
accorded 17y the Supreme Court to any plausible Coaster

one, adgment on the nexus between advertising and
consumption, tAnd w, might appropristely add here that,
though it is riot necesso., to our earlier conclusion, a similar
inference would be appropriate to a Congesaionsl detemi-
nalo, that promutorial advertzing ti deceptive and mis-
leading )

3 The Court has never been altogether consistent in
defining what it means by its requirement that any
rcanctions on speech be no greater then necessary to
-achieve the legislative goal. Ely, Flap Desecrator'''. A Case
Study m the Rules of Caloportzatton and Balancing in First
Amendment Anottais, 88 Harv L Rev 1482. 1484-87 (1975)
See also Note. 85 Colum L Rev at 840-41 But, however
,onirdered. a suretssful cnallecge to a Congressional deter-
nunanon that nothing less than a total ban on promotional
advertising will suffice is implausible.

As we have already noted, Congress could conclude that
I orther reliance upon counterspnch for example, strength-
ened warningsis not likely to be successful because of the
suostannal public confusion m,r lust how dangerous smok-
ing really is Moreover, Congress could also conclude that to
be elective any prohibition must reach all product adverus-
ing sr.d not merely the particularly seductive image adver-
tising This n because, as has been noted, the residual effects
ol put adverusirg most be fully elustrated, and because
both reason and experience Indian that the tobacco

One cissatisfed commentator suggests that lodunal defer
ente al Metromedia turned on the fact that the billboard ban
was content neutrel. See Note, Ltotdot Miter:1mq Rsahrtn0
the Clain Between the Fern and Twenty Fint Amendments
59 's Y I. L Rev 157, 164-65, 178-79 119841 This enalyals is

futindation in either the quoted language or in the
reasons =at j..s54y inclusion of any commernal adyerusing
seiz.alr Ye tirst amendment.

.4"; VG, 474,
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dual" will constantly attempt to circumvent any partial
=tau= on Its abilipe to advertise.

resPems. a =Meta ban on aortae advertning
!fen sigruficantly from the types of advertising prohibi
ore that hove Isom found by the Supreme Court to be
sconstitutiond became greater than necessary under the
articular regulatory cirentostanosa In Central Ruda= Gas
Eltnt,IC Ca v. Publso Samos Conrou.seson, supra. an US.
649-571, the Court invalidated a total ban on promotional

herusing by an electrical utilIty bemuse 'Itlhe Commis-
on't order prevents appellant from promoting electric
mem that would roinoe enemy use by diverting demand
ma Ina efficient somas, or that would =sum roughly
0 tame amount of alma as alternative sources." In other
orris, some of the prohibited advertisements might actually
ive furthered ratio than threatened the regulatory
geetive of conservation. No cigarette advertisement within
a reach of the AMA's proposal can be defended as
etributing to the goal of reeloang or containing the level of
soling The Court SIM notai us Central Hudmet supla at
'1, that more benitad regulatory strategies mch 13 metric-
3113 on "forznat and content" or obligati.= that advertis-
e di-close information regarding the wets of product use
id never been tried by Me Public Service Commission or
herunte shoes to be ineffective In contrast, a proMbiton
all egarette advertising is now under senout &scums=

sly because over a penod of two decades a wide range of
ternauve regulitory strategies has been tried and found
suificientlY effective at preventing a mauve Ices of
iroan life
For similar reasons, its difficult to argue that a complete
utubsuon of cigarette advertising is greater than notes-
ay bemuse such a ban could not be expected to further the
gulatory oblective more effectively than would a more
-vied resumton. CemPare Racer n Youngs Dn4 Prod.
1.5 Cora nimn. 474 US. at T7 One cannot be absolutely
ruin that a tots prohibition on cgarette adverusing will
dot or maw, the rate of smoking but years of
'Pc-Inca odicata that no more binned and qualified form
ad ertising regulation holds nearly so much promise of

fevtng that legitimate aad desirable objective.
1, 4, note. ortM that in otler sett.ngs where a history of
irtui regulation has mdcsted a need for more stringent
esswes the CCourt haS upheld total prohibitions on certain
-.eoo1aom.eruwng In Metromadin v Cat of Semt
imc supra. 453 US at 508, the Court' stated that a

prontuton on all commercial billboards does not
1.e the Amazement "If the city has a sufficent

ins or be,,e,og that t.mliboarcta am triffic hazards and

art unattractive then obviously the most direct and perhaps
the only effective approach to soliong the moblesna they
tette is to prohibit them. The csty has gone no further than
necemary la seeking to meet its ends." Sea also Ohnsfak
Ohio State Bar Ass1i, wpm, 46 US. at 464 topholding
complete pnntilbitiOn nn duvet, lope:son solintanon of
clients by attorneys).

V.

The foreword to the US &neon Genres 1979 Retort
on the Health Consequences of Smoking stated that llt] is
nothing short of a national tragedy that so much death and
disease are wrought by a powerful habit often taken up by
unsuspecting children, lured bY seductive multimilLon dollar
cigarette advertising mmpaiwoe. " In our opinion the first
amendment does not disable Congress from taking effective
action We do not believe that Image advertising of this
lethal and addictive product about which the public, pa:Imo-
la:1y its youth, is badly Informed is entitled to first
amendment protection under the standards articulated us
Central Midas% In our opinion. therefore. a Congrmilionol
ban on promotional cigarette advertming would be valid

Vincent Mad
Calm Lamont Professor of

Gni Lawton
Healy Pate Mertens
Thome M. Mamie Profaner

of Inw

'The part of the four-Justice plurality opinioz discusses the
question of the claimed unnecessary breadth of the prohibit.
non was Joined also by Justice Stevens

In sum, a total ban is entire), congruent with tisl
government's interest in curtailing smoking in all age levee
of the population. Even were the government's interest
narrower and assumsd to be focused only on children and
adolescents. a total tun would be necessary This Lowest is
underaably substantial, Bober v. Youngs Drug Products
Corp. supra, 443 US. at 74, and thn is not a ease where
prohmition would proviue "only the most limited incremen-
tal support for the interest asserted.' ld at 71 The tobecco
industry heavily concentrates on this >certhful population,
and abort of a total ban it is not clear how the government
could =nate this audience from such adverts:iv Compare
FCC v. Panftea Foundation. e..48 U S 728, 74849 (1978). In
any event, thits too a an area where the Court woold and
should show appropriate deference to reasonable Corigres
sons.. findmes as to whit WSJ necessary

Addlardurn
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Senator SIMON. Mort Halperin, a veteran of many appearances
before this committee.

Mr. HALPERIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must say, as I say in my statement, that this is one of those

occasions in which I am not pleased to be here. We had hoped very
much that section 955 of the bill, which is the only provision to
which we object, would be rewritten so as to in our view remove its
objectionable provisions, and I am still hopeful that that will
happen before the committee reports out the bill.

Let me say we are not here predicting what the U.S. Supreme
Court will do, and if I have to place a bet, I guess I would agree
with the previous speaker that the U.S. Supreme Court would
probably not find this statute unconstitutional.

What I am here to say in behalf of the ACLU is that we think it
should, that in the ACLU's judgment, the provision delegating to
the State the right to control advertising is bad public policy and is
in our view unconstitutional because its predictable result will be
to interfere with the right of consumers to get this information and
the right of advertisers to give out the information.

The issue is not whether individual States will pass provisions
which themselves are unconstitutional. If that were the only thing
that was at stake here, and if the only provisions here covered
those kinds of provisions, then it might be appropriate to say let's
State pass laws and see whether the U.S. Supreme Court will
uphold them or not.

The problem is that what we are dealing with here is a product
that we all know is extraordinarily controversial, and the effect of
allowing the States to regulate it would mean that each State will
pass a different restriction. Each restriction in itself might be con-
stitutional We think that warning labels are constitutional, so that
if there were no Federal warning label, a State warning label
might well be constitutional. But if each State passes a different
warning label, the fact that each one is separately constitutional
nevertheless produces a system in which it becomes impossible to
advertise the product, and that result in our view is unconstitution-
al.

Since that is the cle. result which will occur we believe from
the enactment of this legislation, and we believe in fact many of
the people who have proposed this legislation have that purpose in
mind, we think in fact Congress should not act since the purpose of
this change in the restriction of advertising is not to avoid mislead-
i-ig advertising, which is already prohibited under Federal law, but

we think to try to prevent advertising of this product in all forms.
Now let me make just one other point, and that goes to the ques-

tion of whether the attempt to ban advertising, which we believe
this is, conforms to the requirement that Congress or the States
take restrictions which are the least restrictive means and the
most effective means to deal with the objective; and even to the
degree that that has been loosened, there still needs to be a clear,
logical connection.

We have looked carefully at the evidence on this question, and as
far as we can tell, it supports the view which is suggested in some
of the testimony that there simply is no evidence that tobacco ad-
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vertising increases the level of smoking, and no euidence that.
eliminating tobacco advertising will reduce the amount of smoking.

There is substantial evidence of what will be a big difference,
and one of the things is what you already mentionednamely, the
price. Increasing the price would make a substantial difference. As-
sisting people to quit, including teenagers, poor teenagers, because
teenagers as well as adults in very large percentages want to quit,
and help in allowing them to quit would make an enormous differ-
ence. Affirmative speech, which the bill provides for, would also
make a difference.

And given a situation in which the evidence suggests that there
are things that Congress can doassuming it has the votes to pass
them, but things it has the power to dowhich would make a real
difference, and the lack of evidence that bans on cigarette advertis-
ing make any difference here reinforces our view that this is the
wrong way to go.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
Senator SIMON. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Halperin and Mr. Barry Lynn

followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HAI.PERIN, DIRECTOR AND BARRY W. LYNN,
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,

WASHINGTON OFFICE

Mr. Chairman:

I appear ',ere on behalf of the Amer;can Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) . The ACLU, as you know is a national membership

organization of some 300,000 people dedicated to the defense of

the Bill of Rights.

It is customary at the outset of a statement of this kind to

express pleasure and appreciation at t.ing asked to testify

Normally Mr. Chairman, that is the case when I and others from

the ACLU appear before you. On this occasion, I must confess

that I appear reluctantly and regretfully.

We are well aware of the fact that there are many proposals

for restricting advertising of cigarettes that have been

Lntroduced.by other members -f CongresF and which were strongly

urged upon you. We very much appreciate the fact that in this

Congress as In prior Congresses you have declined to sponsor such

measures. The real test of a civil libertarian is that he or she

is prepared to dffend ciAll liberties even when they conflict

with ob)ectives 'ich are mosc important to that person. I am

aware of the deep concerns of you and your staff about the

health hazards of cigarettes; we recognize and appreciate the

deference you have given to the requirements of -he First

Amendment.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have been in discussions with

members of your staff in an effort to resolve the last remaining

differences that divide us on the issue of the proper scope of

any removal of the cuirent preemption of action by the States on

this matter. We had hoped to reach an agreement which would have

I
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made it unnotcessary tor us to ask to appear today. Regretfully

are not at that point. e remain willing to continue those

discussions and hope that e .111 te able to reach agreement.

However, sin.e this ..11 be the final hearing, as we

understand it, before the Committee marks-up the legislation, we

are here today Lo say that section as drafted, in our view,

,,lolates the requirements of the First Amendment. By that I mean

not that we predict how the Supreme Court will rule, but rather

that, applying ACLU policy as enacted by our national Board of

Directors, the pr. ion is one that we must oppose. Let me

briefly explain .h),

Undei cur,nt law "no requirement or prohibition based on

smokinq and health shall be impo.ed under State law with respect

to the advertising or plomotiol of any cigarettes, the packages

of ,.t.ich are labelled in conformity with federal labeling

recipiirements " (sirrent la'. also preempts additional state or

labeling requireme'ts.) Section 955 of S. 1883, as

initialiy drafted and in tne alternutive versions we have seen,

ulJ act as a direct or de_Lacts repeal of current federal

preemption, opening up the possibility that Stat,i.s will impose

their cn..n additional requirements on the advertising of tobacco

products within their borlerc (We do not have any objection to

rem,a, of preemption regarding the sale or distribution of

ti,tacco products themselves.) Indeed, repeal of the existing

language invites this iesult and ..ould not even bar a State from

prohibiting all advertising cf the product Thc ACLU has
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testified on several occasions in opposition to a ban on the

advertising of lawful tobacco products. We have also testified

before the Ways and Means Committee in opposition to efforts to

amend the Internal Revenue Code to prohibit the cost of tobacco

advertising from being deemed a business expense.

On the other hand, we did not oppose the legislation imposing

federal labeling and warning requirements on tobacco.

The current federal warning requirements in tobacco

advertising represent a modest intrusion into the otherwise

untrammeled right of publishers to print what they choose. Since

the rotating requirements are nationally-mandated, they are

consistent and do not pose a problem for national advertisers.

The same Salem advertisement produced in an advertising agency in

New York can be run everywhere in the United States.

Consider, however, the practical effect of removing the

federal preemption language regarding tobacco advertising. Every

state legislature would De invitd to require messages as a part

of cigarette advertising which are tc be applied in their state

in addition to the federal warning. An advertisement in

California might be required to contain a warning that s the

size of one-quarter of the advertisement noting: "Smoking will

inhibit your ability to surf." One in Ohio might be required to

contain the phrase. "The friend'y people of Ohio remind you that

smoking makes you less appealing." On the other hand, the North

Carolina advertisements might be required to contain, in type

twice as large as that of the federal warning: "Whatever the

4
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Surgeon General thinks, the legislature of North Carolina thinks

tobacco will make you healthy, wealthy, and wise." Now, the

problem a multiplicity of warning messages poses is obvious.

Either a publisher would only be able to publish advertisements

specifically prepared for his State's requirements, or he would

have to publish advertisements with every State's messages

present. In the latter case, a large number of warnings would

nearly obliterate any information about the product consumers are

being warned against. This concern is not speculative.

Our concern about all this is not rooted in the additional

costs per 5e to be imposed on tobacco companies, but rather on

the implications such a system has for the First Amendment

interests of those ho would disseminate and those who would

receive information about the lawful product at issue. We fear

that this legislation will prove a 4g_fil= ban on national

tobacco advertising, albeit a ban in sheep's clothing.

It has been argued that removing federal preemption is

simply an act which puts those who manufacture or distribute

tobacco products "in the same position as other...manufacturers."

This is simply untrue. To evaluate the "equal footing" argument

requires that we briefly take note of the history of tobacco

regulation, and then look scrlously at the actual climate in the

United States today regarding the advertising of tobacco

products.

In 1965, Congress decided that tobacco was a very different

product than other products; it imposed a warning label

5
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requirement because it viewed tobacco use as a national health

issue. Congress preempted the field because it believed that the

feder.1 government was in the best position to make

aeterm aations about the kinds of information that should be made

available and the kind of warni,,ls that should be required.

Indeed, after the 1965 warning was deemed Inadequate, the

warnings were strengthened in on two occasions. Having

established that federal role, there has been no evide,Ice that

suggests a change is necessary or desirable.

It is disingenuous to argue, as some nave in support of this

legislation, that Congress does not know what the states would do

with their newly delegated power to add warnings. It is entirely

predictable that nany will act to impose them. The national

concern over tobacco use, escalated by the recent Surgeon

General's conclusion that addiction to tobacco is akin td

addiction to heroin and cocaine, means that it will be the thryet

of 1e3islative efforts to increase regulation at the state level

i: preemption is removed. It should also come as no surprise the

nany of those who will seek to interpose new state warnings

recognize that a central purpose of their action is to set up

impediments to advertising of the tobacco products they loathe.

That is the real world in which this 3tatute will operate.

In our view, this section poses a substantlal threat tJ

L.ommerce in First Amendment protected seeech. The ACLU does not

generally take positions on matters affecting the interstate

Lommerce in most products. The length of trucks or size of

6
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railroad cars does not present ...:ivil liberties problems.

However, where the effect of a statute is to impede the

interstate flog of inforration protected by the First Amendment,

there is cause for alarm. By essentially delegating to the

States the authority to require new forms of advertising copy,

the effect of the legislation is to invite an unconstitutional

result. Indeed, Congress realized in 1965 as several States were

considering their own labeling or advertising requirements that a

federal role was vital to the flow of information. As then

Senator Sherman Cooper put it: "the control of advertising by

State and local bodies would result in a chaotic condition".

Although prior to 1976 the Supreme Court had provided only

limited First Amendrent protection to so-called "commercial

speech," any simple Constitutional distinction between

"commercial" and "non-commercial" speech has been eliminated in

several landmark decisions including Virginia State Board of

Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer council 425 U.S. 748

(1976) (re)eoting a state ban on wiblishing prices for

prescription drugs) and Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corp. v.

Public Service Commission 447 U.S. 557 (1980) (invalidating broad

regulation banning promotional advertising by an electrical

utility). As we have testified on numerous occasions, we believe

that any ban or undue content regulation of tobacco advertising

violates Supreme Court "commercial speech" doctrine,

notwithstanding the decision in Posadas N., TOUIJSM COMPany of

Puerto Pico 106 S Ct. 2968 (1986).

7
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So, although the Congress can obviously delegate

responsibilit.es to the states, it is still constrained by the

.-onstitutional demands of the First Amendment. In our view, the

anticipated effect of removing advertising preemption is the

censor.hip of tobacco advertising by the States. This result is

so clear and predictable that It must be recognized as

const.tutionally impermissible. When evaluating First Amendment

.mpl,cations oons'itutional jurisprudence demands that a law

"must be tested by its operation and effect." Near V. Minnesota

283 ;:.S. 697 (19)1). The effect here is to decimate national

advertising of tobacco products lawful in every State.

We urge to remove or re'..rite the section of S. 1883 which

-o. ,Iolates the First Amendment interests of those who produce,

distribute, or read the aderticing of tobacco companies. We

look forward to being able to 4ithdraw our bjections to this

legislation.

8
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Senator SIMON. Floyd Abrams of The Tobacco Institute.
Mr. Abrams.
Mr. ABRAMS. Senator Simon, thank you for inviting me here

today.
If I had ever thought that Professor Blasi, with wnom I have had

the pleasure of teaching on occasion, and I would have been testify-
ing at the same time before the same Congressional committee, I
would have assumed we would have been on the same sideand if
anybody had ever predicted to me that Professor Blasi would be
taking his First Amendment lessons from Chief Justice Rehnquist,
I would not have believed him. [Laughter.]

I say that to you joking, of course, because Professor Blasi takes
his lessons from no one except what he believes to be correct. But I
mean to make a point from it.

You already heard today from Professor Blasi, stated in very
firm terms, that the Posadas case would decide any question of con-
stitutionality. Professor Blasi mentioned and urged upon you that
the Posadas case makes clear that even a total ban on cigarette ad-
vertising would be constitutional.

What I come here to say in this part of my presentation as op-
posed to my prepared text is that it is for Congress in the first in-
stance, and not the courts, to pass upon the constitutionality of leg-
islation which it is considering.

Senator Ervin said once that it is for Congress to determine to
the best of its ability whether proposed legislation is constitutional
when every member of Congress casts his vote in respect to it.

And so even if you agreed with Professor Blasi that the Posadas
case or other cases make it likely that a ban on cigarette advertis-
ing would be upheldand as my prepared s,atement indicates, I do

utbut eNen if that were a correct prediction, indeed, even if the
I.T.S Supreme Court had already held in so many words that all
cigarette advertising could be banned, I would still urge upon you,
Senator, that it is for you in the first instance to make an informed
First Amendment decision as to what First Amendment policy you
as a member of Congress chose to implement.

And I would urge upon you Justice Brennar's views and Justice
Brennan's language from cases such as Posadas in which dissent-
ing Justice Brennan said that "No State may suppress truthful
commercial speech in urder to discourage its residents from engag-
ing in lawful activity." And Justice Brennan said, "No differences
between inmercial and other kinds of speech justify protecting
commercial speech less extensively where the government seeks to
manipulate private behavior by depriving citizens of truthful infor-
mation concerning lawful activities."

That, Senator Simon, is what I believe the First Amendment
should be held to mean; that is what I believe members of the
Senate should keep in mind as they decide on whether to enact leg-
islation which will at the very least encourage States and munici-
palities to enact at least a patchwork of conflicting and sometimes
totally destructive legislation banning commercial speech.

If I thought it otherwise, or if you think it otherwise, that would
be a different case. But if Justice Brennan is persuasive, and if
First Amendment law, properly understood, should be held to pro-
tect lawful speech, truthful speech about lawful products, then leg-

i-;
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islation should not be enacted which will obviously encourage
States and localities to ban just such speech.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Abrams follows:]

I C c;
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Statement of Floyd Abrams

on behalf of

The Tobacco Institut

before the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States Senate

April 3, 1990

Hr. Chairman and distinguished members o4 the Commit-

tee, / thank you for the opportunity to appear before you once

again to comment on the constitutional implications of S. 1883.

At my last appearance before this Committee, on February 20 of

this year, I submitted a statement dealing, in the main, with

constitutional issues arising out of tha provision of the pro-

posed legislation that would permit the proposed federal Center

for Tobacco Products to finance anti-smoking advertising on

television at a time when cigarette companies are barred from

adv..rtising their products on television and the provision that

affirmatively seeks waya of influencing media coverage of

tobacco. 1. Today I will direct my remarks to Section 955 of the

proposed legislation, the section which would mark a retreat

1 That testimony, which I understand was introduced into the

record at that time, focused primarily on Sections 903 and

911 of S. 1883.

t-)
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from a 25-year-old federal policy of nationally uniform regula-

tion of tobacco advertising. This provision would allow 'any

State or local government (to] enact( additional restrictions

on the advertising, promotion, sale or distribution of tobacco

products tnipersons under the age of 18.' It would allow addi-

tional restrictions 'on the placement or location of advertis-

ing for tobacco products that is displayed solely within the

geographic aosa covered by the applicable State or local

govertment, such as advertising on billboards or on transit

vehicles.' These State and local restrictions, it should be

noted, must be 'consistent with and no loss restrictive than

the requirements of this subtitle and Federal law'.

Thus, under S. 1883, states and localities might, for

the first time in 25 years, deem themselves free to ban all

cigarette advertising on billboards, in subway cart, in buses

and, perhaps, more generally as well. In fact, it is no exag-

geration to say that the predictable result of the adoption of

S. 1883 would be that Congress would be undOretoOd by states

and mmmiclpalities -- and, I believe, correctly understood by

them -- to be giving a green light to just such restricions.

What other message would you be sending?
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For at its heart- the provision I quoted to you is

far more than a routine public health measure. It is aimed

not at the sale of what its sponsors believe is a threatening

product, but at speech e..out that product. In the words of

Senator Kennedy, this provision will allow State and local gov-

rnments *io take more effective action against advertising and

promotion in their communities..2 The target, then, is speech

itself -- commercial speech, to be nure, but ;pooch nonethe-

less.

That being so, it is well to begin with two basic

principles that / believe should quads this Committee as it

considers the serious constitutional questions raised by the

terms of S. 1883. The first is ehat the reach of First Amend-

ment protection for cigarette advertising is just the same as

for any other product. Just as the First Amendment protecticnt

for the press applies to newspapers large and small, controver-

sial as well as bland, irresponsible as well as responsible,

the rules established by the First Amendment for commercial

speech are -- and must be -- the same for all who claim its

protection.

2 Cong. Rec. 515722, 515723 (daily ed. November IS, 1909)
(statement of Sen. Kennedy).
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And o it followe, inexorably and inevitably, that

the First Amendment does not disappear or evaporate when ciga-

rettes are at issue -- unless, that is, it could do so for the

advertising of any other product. The rulas must be the same

for all advertising. If they were not, we would not be talking

about constitutional law and First Amendment law at all.

A corollary of that proposition is ths second prin-

ciple I urge upon you. It is that, ntirely aside f 40 what

predictions I and your other witnesses may offer you as to the

level of protection of commercial peech tho Supremo Court will

hold to be available in the future, it rests in the first

instance with you to determine what level of First Amendment

protection you think should be afforded to commercial speech.

Justice Oliver Wndell Holmoo well observed that 'legislatures

are ultimate guardians of the ?lborties and welfare of the peo-

ple in quite as great degree as the courts.'3 Senator Sam

Ervin put it even nore forcefully! 'every Congressman', he

said, *is bound by his oath to support the Constitution, and to

determin to the best of his ability whether proposed

3 rissouri, X & T.R. co. v. Ilex, 194 U.S. 267, 270 (1904).
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legislation is constitutional when he casts his vote in respect

to it.* 4

And so if you agree, for example, with Justice

Blackmun's first articulation of the desirability of protecting

commercial.speech -- that the *highly paternalistic approach

of denying the public more information for their own supposed

good is wrong and that the 'best mean * of serving the public

*is to open the channels of communication rather than to close

them' -- you should oppose S. 1883 cn that ground alone. If

you believe, as i do, that cenaorship is contagiouo, that it is

habit-forming, and that our construction of the meaning of the

Firct Amendment -- in the area of ccnnercial speech, as well as

other areas -- should reflect this, you Should oppose S. 1883.

And if you believe, as I do, that censorship, once established

takes on a life of its own, you should oppose S. 1883.

The principle that I last referred to has long been

recognized by the United State Supreme Court in considering

regulations of speech ranging from thm political to the obscene

to the commercial. It was first recognized by the Supreme

4 Quoted in P. Schuck, The Judiciary Committee 175 (1975)
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Court in the commercial speech context some 15 years ago, in

Bigelow v. Virginia.5 It continues to be reognized today.

In the Bigelow case, the editor of a Virginia news-

paper was convicted of publishing an advertisement announcing
,

the availability and legality of abortions in New York. At

that time, 1975, abortion remained illegal in Virginia, as did

the publication of information ncouraging or promoting the

procuring of an abortion. Recognizing that the State had an

important interest in safeguarding the haalth of its citizens,

the Court nonetheless rejected Virginia's attempt to control

what its citizens could and could not hear about commercial

activities that were lawful in other atates, even if they were

unlawful in Virginia.

The rationale underlying the Court's deoision in

Bigelow was strengthened in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v.

Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, /no., where the Court

struck down a prohibition on pharmacists advertising of retail

drug prices. The Court took note of the State's real concern

about the impact of price information on consumers and the reg.

nlated pharmacists themselves. But it held that this interest

was inadequate to overcome the constitutional problems Imposed

5 421 U.S. 809 (1975).
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by a complete ban on speech, even wnere the speech vas commer-

cial. The Court was troubled by the assumption underlying the

State's paternalistic protection of its citizens, which it said

'rests in large measure on the advantage* of their being kept

.6in ignorance. Tho Court recognized that Virginia's eystem of

censorship was based on the assumption that consumers would use

the information contrary to their best interests if the infor-

mation were not suppressed by the State. But the Court sug-

gested an alternative:

'That alternative is to assume that this informa-
tion is not in itself harmful, that people will
perceive their own best interests if only they are
well enough informed, and that the best means
that nd is to open the channels of communicc n
rather than to close them.'7

The Court recogn f. ad that its approach and the 'paternalistic'

approach adopted by virginia were in conflict, and concluded:

'But the choice among these alternative approaches
is not ours to make or the Virginia General

/t is precisely this kind of choice,
between the dangers of suppreening information,
and the dangers of its misuse if it is freely
available, that the First Amendment makes for
us."

6 425 U.S. at 769.

425 U.S. tt 770.

8 /d.

I a,
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50 it struck dawn the Virginia statute as facially

unconstitutional.

Later Supreme Court decisions continued to emphasize

the impermissibility of prohibitions on non-deceptive speech

about a lawful aubject, even in the faoe of significant state

interests. In Linmark AasociatesL:nc. v. Township of

Willingboro,
9 the Court struck down a local ban on residential

'for sal signs, notwithstanding the government interest in

encouraging racial integration and deterring white flight. The

Court once again in this case rejected the concept that

'the only way (a state) could enable its citizens
to find their aelf-intcrest was to deny them
information that is neither false nor misleading

.10

The Court emphasized that the constitutionally preferred

approach is one of ''more speech, not enforced silence...11

Again, in Carey v. Population Services International,

Inc., 431 U.S. 678 (1977), the Court struck down a ban on

advertising of contraceptives despite the asserted state

9 431 U.S. 85 (1977).

10 431 U.S. at 97.

11 Id., quoting Brandeis. J., concurring in Whitney v. Cali-

TOrnia, 274 U.S. 357, 377 (1927).

1 71;
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interests in protocting the public against the offensiveness

and legitimation of youthful sexual activity inherent in such

advertising. Because the statute challenged sought 'to sup-

press completely any information abcut the availability and

price of contraceptives,' the Court held the statute invalid.12

In Central Hudson Gas 4 Electric Corp. v. Public Ser-

vice Commission, the Court ,ught tc distill the principles

articulated in its commercial speech cases into a single test

of general applicability to restrictions on commercial speech.

The first prong of t now-famous four-part test

inquires as to the lawfulness of the activity b*ing advertised

and whether or not the speech about that activity is

misleading.

If the speech relates to lawful activity and is not

misleading, the tO5t reguirmi an examination cf the purported

state interest to determine If, se.:ond, the interest is 'sub-

stantial'; third, whether the legiulation 'directly advances

the governmental interest asserted"; and fourth, 'whether It is

not more extensive than is neceerary to terve that interest.'13

12 431 U.S. at 700 (footnote omitted).

13 447 U.S. 557, 566 (1980)

4 *; r
I
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While the Court's language leaves open the possibility LAat

non-deceptive advertising about legal products or services the-

oretically could be prohibitqd, as S. 1883 would allow, neither

Central Hudson itself nor the Court's subsequently decided

cases suppents this result,

Instead, the Court in the Cential Hudson case

explained why it has viewed prohibitions on the dissemination

of truthful commercial speech with the greatest wariness (as it

has in other First Amendment contxts). 14 It said, in words

highly relvant to the tatute before you today:

'We review with apecial cat, regulations that
entirely suppress commercial speech in order to
pursue a non-speech-related policy. /n those cir-
cumstances, a ban on speech could screen from pub-
lic view th underlying governmental policy. See
Virginia Pharmacy Bond, 425 U.S., at 780, n.8
(Stewart, J., concurilMg). Indeed, in recent
years this Court has not approved a blanket ban on
commercial speech unless the expression itself was
flawed in some way, ither because it was decep-
tive or relatd to unlawful activity..15

14 ae, IA., Young v. American Mini Theatrest_DIE., 427 U.S.
5-0-; 71-ii.35 (1976) (Stevens, J., plurality epinion); id.
at 81 n.4 (Powell, J., concurring). See &ago Ta112y V.
California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960); CantwiTT 177-Tonnecircut,
310 U.$-. 296 (1940); Lovell v. City of Criff n, 303 U.S.
444 (1938); Schneider -T7giate, 308 U.S. 147 (1939);
Saia v. Mew York, 334 U.S713 1 (1948).

15 Central Hudson Ga8.4 Electric Corp. v. Public Service Com-
mission, supra, 447 U.S. at 566 n.9. Ile also Blackmun.
J., concurring: 'Those (statutes) designeri3 deprive
customers of ihformation about products or ervices that
are legally offered for sale consistently hate been Inval-
idated. 447 U.S. 574 (footnote omitted).

1
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Since it articulated this standard in Central Hudson,

the Supreme Couxt has decid.q a number of commercial speech

cases in which it applied the four-rart test and struck down

statutes which did not pass First Amendment musttr. It did ao

in CentraltHudson itself. It did sc in In Re R.M.J.16 and in

Zauderer v. Office of placiplinarv Counsel,
17

where it struck

down different state disciplinary rules allowing only certain

types and certain means uf attorney advertising, but not oth-

ers. It did so again in Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products

com. ,18 in ruling that a federal statute barring the mailing

of contraceptive adverti2ements violated the Constitutic.n.

The two most recent Supreme Court commercial speech

opinions, Posadas do Puerto Rico Assoc. v. Tourism Co.19 and

Footnote continued from previous page.

16 455 U.S. 191, 207 ,1982).

17 471 S. 626, 555 (1985).

18 463 U.S. 60 (1983).

19 478 U.S. 328 (1985)

r
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Board of Trustees of the State Univerity of New Yo..x v. Fox, 20

are not to the contrary. In Posed's, the Court applied the

four-part test to uphold a partial ban by ths Puerto Rico leg-

islature on casino gambling advertising addressed to Puerto

Rico residents, a ban that did not affect advertising addressed

to tourists in media available to Puerto Rico residents. In

the WHY v. Fox case, the Court did not rule one way or the

other on the constitutionality of the restriction of commercial

advertising .n state university dorm rooms at issue there. It

din, howt-rer, painstakingly apply the four parts of the Central

Hudso. test, indicating that the test indeed retains some teeth

even after Posadas,

I am well aware that both Posadae and SUNY have been

interpreted by some to moan that the Court has significantly

reduced the protections available to commercial speech. Many

have quoted -- and many have criticixed21 -- Justice

20 U.S. _, 109 S. Ct. 3029 (1989).

21 See, Ita., Posadas v. Puerto Rico Assoc. v. Tourism Co.,
in U.S. 3217-174-55 n.4 (*the 'constitutional doctrine
which bans Puerto Rico from banning advertisements con-
cerr.ing lawful casino gambling is not so strange a
restraint -- it is called the First Amendment.')
(Brennan, J., dissenting); Kur,and, 'Posadas de Puerto
Rico V. Mariam Company: "Twee Strange, 'Twee Passing
Strange; Twas Pitiful, 'Twits wondrous Pitiful, 1986 S.
Ct. Rev. 1; Abrams, 'Good Yeaz for the Press, But Not for
Advertisers,' The National Law Journal, at S-13 (Aug. 1:,
1/86); Lively, 'Tt.a Supreme Court and Commercial Speech:
New words with an Old Message,' 72 Minn. L. Rev. 289,
300-304 (1987)) Gartner, 'Remarks, 56 U. Cin. L. R. :1'3,
1177-78 (1988).

1 t
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Rehnquist's unprecedented suggestion in the Pomades case that

'the greater power to completely ban rmsino gambling neces-

sarily includes the lesser power to ban advertiaing of casino

geablinv.22 It is inpoxtant to remember, however, that both

these recent oases reasserted -- and, certainly in the recant

mit case, rigorously applied -- the four-part Central Hudson

test for determining the connitutionality of commercial speech

regulations.

I've already re:erred to this four-part central

Hudson test, which, as yoa will recall, inquires

first, whther the advertised activity is unlawful
and whether the speech about it is
eisleading;

second, whether the government's purported inter-
est in recula-Ang the speech is substantial;

third, whether the legIslation restricting the
speed directly advances the government's
interest; and

Footnote continued from previous page.

22 478 U.S. 328, 345-46 1995)
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fourth, whether the legislation is not mere exten-
sive than necessary to serve the government's
interest.

If we apply this test to S. 1883, we arrive at the following

conclusions.
,

iirst, not only are sales of tobacco prrducts legal

in all 50 states and in the District of Coluabia, but the

advertising that would be banned by this proposed legislation

is not false or deceptive, as false or deceptive advertising of

all kinds is already banned by current and well-eniorced fed-

eral law. There is no question, then, that the Central Hudson

test applias to the speech that would be banned as a :smolt of

the nactment of S. 1983.

Second, the government's interest in promoting the

health of American citizens, the dsep Lnterest that motivates

the well-neaning sponsors and supporters of S. 1883, is cer-

tainly substantial.

But when we come to the third part of the test --

ether this legislation will directly advance the government

interest in promoting public health -- the answer is far from

supportive of any total ban on cigarette adverising. A good

deal of statistical vidence, for example, based on compariaons

<'"i .
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of foreign nations, suggests that there is no correlation

between restricting tobacco advertising and decreasing ciga-

rette consumption. Other studies have found that advertising

of products that have long been on the market, such as ciga-

rettes, proMotes demand for particular brands of the product,

not damand.for the product itself.

A federal judge has concluded that 'twlhile cigarette

advertising is apparently quite effective in inducing brand

loyalty, it seems tc have little impact on whether people in

fact smoke..
23 Even so firm an opponent nf smoking and ciqa-

rette advertising as former Surgeon General C. averett Moop has

concluded am retently as last year that *(tjhere is no scien-

tifically rigorous study available to the public that provides

a definitive answer to t. basic question whether advertising

and promotion increase the level of tobacco column:lotion.'
24

The weight of this evidence sugosts that the Congressional

'finding,' now included in Section 2(a)(8) of this proposed

legislation, that 'the tobacco induatry contributes signifi-

cantly to the experimettation with tobacco and the initiation

23 Capital Broadcasting,Co. v. Mitchell, 333 F. Supp. 59
188 (0.D.C. 191i) (three-judi&igEir) (Ske:ly WrIght, J..
dissulting), aff'd mem., 405 U.S. 1000 (li'72).

24 Reducing the Health ConAeguences of Smoking: 25 Years of
Progross, at 512 (1989).
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of regular tobacco use by children and young adults through its

advertising and promotion practices', is simply not supported

by the availablA facts.

Finally, the fourth part of the Central Hudson test
t

asks whether the legislation is not more xtensive than nacos-

sary to serve the government's interst. This part of the test

has been most recently explained by the Supreme Court to

require, at the least, a 'reasonable fit between the legisla-

tive means and ends or, in other words, a statute 'whose scope

is 'in proportion to the interest served, a statute t is

'narrowly tailored to achieve the dsired objective.'"

When one looks at the proposed legislation before

this Committee, and in particular at the provision that would

unleash the states to enact conflicting bans and regulations,

one can hardly see a statute that t?, in the worus of the

Supreme Court, 'narrowly tailored to achieve the desired objec-

tive.' The purpose of this statute is, after all, purportedly

to 'educate' and 'inform' the publ1c;
26 yet the provision I'v

been t4lking about today would permit at least the partial --

25 ad. of Trustees of State Univ. of New York v. Fox, supra.
109 S. Ct. at 3035.

26 See Secs. 901(1,1(1), (3). (6).

I
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and perhaps even the complete -- silencing of tobacco manufac-

turers. If this proposal becomes law, and states respond to

Congressional encouragement by banning cigarette advertising ot

:ertain types and in certain areas, or of all typos and in all

areas, there will be fer less useful information offered to

smokers. aonsumers will no longer be able to learn which

brands are low-tar or low-nicotine. Nor will they have access

to information about a variety of other relevant information,

such as taste, price, and so forth.

As a matter of constitutional law and public policy,

statute aimed at educating and informing ths public thould

encourap more speech, not less. It should avoid censorship,

not encourage it. AS JUstice Scalia has recently observed,

*(Tho, premise of our system is that there is no such thing as

too much speech -- that the pcople are not foolish, but intel-

ligent and will separate the wheat from the chaff..27

/ conclude with one theme that I offered earlier.

Sven if you conclude that this proposal would be or could be or

might be constitutional as determined by a majority of the

Supreme Court, / submit that you should still not enact it.

Congress, I repeat, has its own duty, not merely to wait for

the Supreme Court to apply its constitutional calculus to this

legislation, but to apply its own. I urge you, in doing that,

to protect ths 21rst Amendment values on which our marketplace

of ideas 4md of information -- has thrived for so long.

27 Austin v. The michigan State Chamber of C..*mmeroe, No.
11:569, slip op. at 16-17 (mar. 27, 1990) %dissenting
opinion).

1
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Senator Sirviox. Professor Neuborne, if we were to eliminate sec-
tion 955 of the bill, do you have any objection to the rest of the
bill?

Mr. NEUBORNE. No, Senator. The objections that the Freedom to
Advertise Coalition has to the bill deal with the delegation to local
regulation. The rest of the bill is, as far as I know, unobjectionable
to the Coalition.

Senator &mom And what aboz:t the argument of Professor Blasi
that in effect all you are doing is repealing a Federal preemption,
that that would hardly be unconstitutional?

Mr. NEUBORNE. Well, I was careful in my remarks not to suggest
that it would be unconstitutional to repeal the Federal preemption.
I think it would be extremely unwise because it would be an invita-
tion to unconstitutional censorship at the local level, which would
usher in a generation of litigation, socially unproductive litigation
at the local level, and perhaps create such a patchwork that it
itself would be unconstitutional.

So that I think the question before us is not the constitutionality
of repealing the preemption, but the wisdom of in effect delegating
back to local authorities the power to regulate controversial
speech.

The distinction between Professor Blasi's suggestion about
lawyei advertising and the advertising of cigarettes is the very real
world distinction that lawyer advertising is simply not a controver-
sial activity; it is not the kind of activity that cigarette advertising
is today.

Really, what we are talking about is when a patticular type of
speech has reached a levP1 of notoriety, that there is a serious ar-
gument being made in the society to ban itat that point, I sug-
gest, Senator, it becomes an abdication of Congress' respon,31hility
to delegate the regulatory power over that to local entities becanse
we know that it is going to be used, and used vigorously, at that
local level.

If there is to be regulation of that type of speech, let it be at the
national level, let it be effective, let it be uniform, and let it be effi-
cient.

Senator SIMON. Mr. Abrams, if we were to eliminate section 955,
I don't expect you to endorse the bill, but is your opposition a little
less vigorous?

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator Simon, first let me make clear that the op-
position that I have voiced is on constitutional grounds only, that is
to say, I on behalf of The Tobacco Institute, but there has been
other testimony, of course, about other sections of the bill by people
in The Tobacco Institute.

As regards constitutional issues, I have previously indicated to
the committee that I had constitutional concerns about ivztions of
sections 903 and 911 as well. One of those sections, Senator, pro-
vides basically for funding for anti-smoking advertisements on tele-
vision, all this by private groups. This funding is to be accom-
plished at the sant_ time as a statute remains in effect which bars
cigarette companies from advertising on television.

I don't come here to urge the repeal of that earlier legislation,
but it does seem to me substantively unfair and to pose a signifi-
cant First Amendment problem when Congress seeks to so load the
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dice as to determine by funding what the official position of t: P
government is and what people may hear on television at the same
time the other side can't be heard.

I also have problems with the section of the bill which in effect
establishes funding in an effort to influence the media. There is
language in the legislation, in section 911, which seeks to have in-
dividuals coordinate and otherwise seek to directand that's my
language, but I believe "coordinate" is in the statutewhat the
media says about smoking, ..ill, of course, in the good faith effort to
prevent people from smoking. They want to go to people who make
television programs and urge them not to have people smoke. The
idea is to go to people who do other sorts of programs and deter
them from doing anything which could lead people to smoke. The
problem with that is that it is nothing more or less th"..i manipula-
tion of the press, and I have a most significant First Amendment
objection to that as well.

Mr. HALPERIN. Senator, could I just comment on that provision?
Senator &Mori. Yes.
Mr. HALPERIN. We don't object to the TV advertising provision,

but only because I have a different view than Mr. Abrams does
about what is now prohibited. I do not understand current law to
prohibit advertising by cigarette companies, but rather only adver-
tising of cigarettes. And our view would be that if there is advertis-
ing on television, presenting a view about the danger of cigarettes,
that it would be required that those stations also accept ads,
whether from tobacco companies or everybody else, which chal-
lenge the arguments that were presented in those ads about the
consequences of smoking, and that those ads N muld tot be prohibit-
ed under the cur -,,nt law, and that if they wme prohibited under
the current law, the current law would be unconstitutional.

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't disagree with that, SenatorI am sorry, I'll
just take a single sentenceI don't disagree with what Mr. Hal-
perin said. I still believe, though, that given the ban on cigarette
advertising that for the government to fund anti-smoking ads is un-
constitutional.

Senator SIMON. Let me ask Mr. Abramsand this may not be
your field of expertise with The Tobacco Instituteincidentally,
Senator Cochran wants to submit a statement for the record about
thisMort Halperin has suggested that tobacco advertising has
very little to do with actual use other than choice of which brand
you useI don't want to be misquoting, but as I understand it, the
tobacco industry spends about $3 billion a year on advertising.

Is that assumption correct, that this is only to try and get one
brand or another usecr Isn't part of tobacco advertising also to en-
courage consumption?

Mr. ABRAMS. A few years ago, Senator, Judge Scully Wright, who
was an old fan of cigare".s or cigarette advertising, said that while
cigarette advertising is apparently quite effective in inducing brand
loyalty, it seems to have little impact on whether people in fact
s:noke.

That is the position of The Tobacco Institute, and that is that it
is the purpose of cigarette advertising to persuade people to smoke
one brand rather than another brand, to induce people to shift or

i ,-, 7
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not to shift from rne brand or another, and that that is in fact its
primary effect as well.

Senator SIMON. Professor Blasi, you get a final word now, since
you haven't had a chance for any kind of rebuttal.

Mr. BIASI. I'd like to rebut two different points. With regard to
Professor Neuborne's statement that in controversial areas we seek
,..o regalate speech nationally, let me cite many othr..r controversial
areas where our traditions are local regulation. Obscenity is one;
libel, there are constitutional standards, but there are all sorts of
local variations in tort libel law. Floyd Abrams probably knows
better than anyone else how libel law can differ from State to
State. It has a bearing on nationally distributed news stories. Re-
porter's privilegewhen is a source confidential. Liquor advertis-
ingwe have a regime of local regulation of liquor advertising, and
the sky has not fallen. Advertisers know how to tailor their mar-
keting to local variations.

I am told that demographic differences lead to tven nationally
distributed publications having different issues for different areas
because of the different demographic appeals and so forth.

The other point about is there enough evidence to indicate that
there is a connection between banning advertising and reducing ag-
gregate demandas a constitutional issue, I think we are pretty
much in agreement that the court has adopted a fairly deferential
standard, and as far as constitutionality is concerned, I think it is a
pretty easy question But simply as a matter of policy, let me just
quote from a letter that was written by the National Advisory
Council on Drug Abuse to then Secretary of Health and Human
Services Margaret Heckler.

"The single most important step this society can take in its goal
of preventing smoking among its people, in particular its young
people, is to prohibit cigarette advertising."

There are some expert observers who think this can be very im-
portant.

[Additional statements and materials submitted for the record
fcllow:}
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Senator Thad Cochran

Mr. Chairman, I have several statements which I would like to submit for
the record:

Thno Duran, President of the National Association of Hispanic
Publications, who requested to testify, has prepared a statement.

Char1es,Sherril1 President of the National Association of Black-Owned
Broadcasters. Mr. Sherri lls' association represents Blacks who own
radio and television stations, cable television systems and related
businesses.

John Enoch, Publisher of Minorities and Women in Business,

Nallturs Founder and President of a Miami-based sports promotwn
firm.

These statements represent the views of minonty groups as to the impact of
this legislation on their businesses. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that their
views be heard and would appreciate their testimony be made part of the
record. Thank you.

)
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March 15, 1990

The Honorable Edward M Kennedy
Chairman
Senate Labor and Human RCM= Committee
527 Han Senate Offile Building
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy.

As President of the National Asscciauon of Hlrpsnic Publications, I would like to be
scheduled for the helms date on April 3rd. 1990, to express my oppositions of
$1883. the Tobacco Education and &sit Proteedon Act of 1990.

We :coolly believe that if enacted. S. 1883 would severely Impact the Hispanic pnnt
media indusny, which relies heavily on the support of members of the tobacco
industry, hence huning the Hispanic business community and Hispanic population
at large. Furthermore, this bill would establish a dangerous ma-d =t for censoring
the advertising of other "controvasial" products, and would conceivably violate the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution as it relates to freedom of choice.

we urge your unnott consideration tO Our opposition and pray for opportunity to
present our views dunng the humps.

Sincerely.

TIno Duran
President
Narional Association of
Hispanic Publicanons
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK-OWNED BROADCASTERS TO THE SENATE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ceNCERNIN(: THE BROADCAST PROVISION OF S. 1883

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee. the National Association of Black-

owned Broadtasters (NABOB) appreciates this opportunity to comment on S 1883, "The

Tobacco Product Education and Health Act of 1990." Founded In 1976, NABOB

represents the mterests of 102 individuals and 160 stanons nationwide Our membership Is

tomprised of Afritan Amentans who own radio and/or tekvision stations. uable systems

and related businesses

We are submitting this statement to express our parncular concern with Section 903

(a)(3) of S 1883, tt Nth states that the newly treated Center for Tobacco Products would

ourdmatei with tilni makers. broadtast media imulagers. and others regarding the impact

of the media on tobatto use behavior We believe that the vague criteria and broad

language in trns pru ision treates an InvitatIon to the Federal government to try to tensor

broadcasters and film makers' depletion of cigarette smoking

In the name oi toordinating" with film makers and bnxidtasters. the government

tould attempt to press the broadtast industry into servite as a spokesman for its views on

the subjet t of flloking and health Bmadcasters Lould be forted to compromise or

satrilite the tream ay or authentit ity of a story m order to appease the interests and advante

the goals of the federal government For example, the Department of Health and I luman

Servites tould det Me that a panit ular tharatter in a television program or tele visied film

s'aould not be depit ted a smuker In addition, .my program or film which features a

r.Tharles Sherrill
l'resident
National Association of Blm k-Ott ned Broadtasters
1730 M Street, NW, Suite 412
Washington, D C 2(X) 36
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smoker sould be forced to inLlude some type of anti-smoking message to present an

opposing v cot. point This type of proposal is both paternalistic and offensive to thc free

expression of ideas v. hich our counuy is supposed to protect

Forting broadsasters to reflect thc governments views and interests threatens our

basis First ,onetkiment right to speak freely or not to speak Pt on issues of public

pohLy We cannot and should not compromise these unponam frecdonis on the

assutnplion that any depamon of smoking in the me,4.a is an "insidious" invitation to youth

to bcgia using sigarettes Sus h a notion is not ant> absurd. but Lould well lead us down

the t.lippery slope ot sensorship opening the door for !.trnilar government intrusion

the media dews non of everything from alcohol use to uLtrai behavior

Ilie bNadsast media have always been Loninnt.:4.1 ming a balanced and

ass urate poflr.ta1 ot all sontroversial issues insluding thc alleged health et fes b of

tobasso use Sus h fairness has txen ar,d should sommuc to Ix ashicved without

gov ernment intrusion

I hough Dimly of us share your Lonscrnv about the usc of tobasto by the young

people ol our 11.il/01, C annot suppon any legislation w his h would insinuate the Federal

goy eminent into the al fairs of the broadLast, or aily other. media This proposal flies in thc

lase ot Mose values and behcfs that we, as sourses ot pubhs information, hold sasred We

believe it must be ehminated

Thank you tor your attention to this nutter

192
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STATEMENT OF MIL JOHN ENOCH, PUBLISHER,
MINORITIES AND WOMEN IN BUSINESS, TO

THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN
RESOURCES REGARDING S. 1883.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I would hie thank you

for the opportunity to express my views on the advertising provisions

contained in S. 1883. "The Tobacco Product Education and Health

Protet ion Act of 1990?

My name is John Enoch. I am the publisher of Minorities and

Women In Business, a small maga2ine designed specifically to address the

unique business interests of women and minority groups in this country.

My publication provides a forum for discussing issues of concern to groups

which have traditionally faced great obstacles to achieving success in the

business world.

As a minonty publisher, I am particularly concerned about

le slative proposals which would permit severe restrictions, or complete

bans, on tobacco advertising. The proposals in S. 1883 easily could lead

to either of these results. Censorship problems jump out from the

language in S. i883 authorizing advertising restrictions in the name of

putting a halt to youth smoking. While reducing the incidence of smoking

among youth is a laudable goal, one which we can safely assume no one

opposes, advertising :cstrictions or bans will not help accomplish this

purpose. As long as tabacco products are legal, they should be permitted
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to be advertised to adult consumers. If there are complaints about

advertisements allegedly targeting youth, forums exist to address and

rectify these issues But we should not allow our zeal, however well-

intentioned, to compromise our FirS1 Amendment freedoms. Censorship,

even in the name of protecting our youth, cannot be tolerated.

And that is not the only problem. These same provisions could

result in a patchwork of State and local advertising restrictions which

would make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to include tobacco

adverns:ng in a magazine with national distribution, such as Minorities and

Women In Business.

Minority publications have long relied on tobacco industry

advertising revenues for their economic survival. For some publications,

these revenues can often mean the difference between staying afloat and

going under. In addition, small publications would be particularly hard-

pressed to meet the numerous and varied State and local requirements for

pnnt tobacco advertising that would likely appear if S. 1883 is passed in

its current form.

As to the issue of targeting different kinds of smokers in different

advertisements, marketing experts and publishers such as myself recognize

this as a common sense, accepted practice among manufacturers of

consumer products. There is nothing "insidious" about advertising to a

specific segnient of your mattet. In fact, in my view, it would be more

34-519 0 - 90 - 7
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offensive if the tobacco industry ignorectits minority consumers.

Furthamore, to suggest that minorities and women are somehow more

vulnerable to tobacco advertising, and thus less capable of making rational

.ryi :nfnrrnowl ritrie:nnt nn urhother to smoke, nnncire cif r...c;.,,, ....,,-i,

and misguided pateinalism.

We can be fairly certain what tobacco advertising restrictions or

bans might accomplish. A recent study by the Leadership Council on

Advenuing Issues indicates that such restricrions could place thousands of

media and advertising personnel out of work, and force many publications

and agencies, especially smaller, minority-operated businesses, to close

their doors, while doing nothing to reduce the numbcr of people who

smoke.

As a publisher, I oppose any attempt to compromise our

fundamental freedoms of speech and ezression. Charges that the

editoral content of minority publications has been dictated by the tobacco

industry are both unfounded and offensive. I have ye.t to hear similar

charges against mainstream publications such as Time and Newsweek, both

of which accept substantial amounts of tobacco advertising.

Mr. Chairman, adults have a right to choose whether or not they

wish to smoke. The alleged health hazards of tobacco products are widely

known. While tobacco products temain legit, manufacturers should be

permitted to advertise. Restricfing or prohibiting such advertisements

would do nothing but deprive minority publications of a crucial source of

revenue.

I ask that you carefully consider the negative effects that F. 1883

may have on thz minority publications. The economic survival of this vital

source of information for minorities and women hangs in the balance.

Thank you.
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STATEKINT Or MAT MOORZ, PRESIDENT, NAT MOORE AND
ASSOCIATES, INC. TO TEE SZNATE =arm ON LABOR AND
EUXAN RESOURCES commaya TEE Err= Or S. ISM
ON TOBACCO INDUSTRY aroma/Ku Or KINORITY &TENTS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Nat

Moore. Some of you may remember me from my years with the

National football league's Miami Dolphins. But I do not wish

address you today as a former football player, but rather, as the

current president of Nat Moore and Associates, Inc., a small,

Miami-based promctions firm. My company coordinates promotions

for a nuMber oC NFL-sponsored charity events, such as celebrity

golf tournaments, and non-NFL related activities such as Miami'L..

Annual Colombian Festival. It iz my concern for S. 1883's

potential impact on the latter events that prompts me to submit

this statement.

The Colombian Festival is a two day celebration for Miami

residents of Colombian extraction. The event has grown in

popularity each year, the last event attracting nearly 40,000

participants. It is a great source of entertainment and pride for

many members of Miami's burgeoning Hispanic community. As you can

well imagine, an event of this magnitude requires a considerable

amount nf money to ensure its smooth and successful operation. We

depend on the generosity and assistance of our sponscrs to make

this event accessible and affordable for all who wish to attend.

Through corporate sponsorship, the Festival can offer free

entertainment to participants from a wide range of socio-economic

groups. Without such funding, we would be forced to charge for

many events, and cancel others altogether. Those of the most

modest means would suffer the most. In all likelihood, the

Festival would cease to exist.

-1-a.
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Despite the large crowds and past success of festivals of

this kind, it is often extremely difficult to attract corrorate

sponsors for these events. For reason of their own, many large

corporations do not see the value of sponsoring Iiimority-oriented

events. The Festival has been fortunate, however, to have the

strong and valuable support of the Philip Morris Companies as one

of its major sponsors. Through Philip Morris' assistance and

contributions, the Festival can bring consistently high quality

entertainment to its participants. We are grateful to the company

for its years of support, and applaud its efforts to help not only

our event, but the minority community as a whole.

The legislation pending before your Committee could permit

State and local governments to severely rertrict or completely ban

such sponsorship activity. As a former athlete, I share your

concerns about the alleged health effects of smoking, particularly

as they affect the youth in our country. However, I do not feel

that we should pursue solutions to these concerns blindly, without

considering the broader implications of these proposals.

I do not believe that the tobacco industry's support of

events such as the Colombiaa Festival would convince anyone,

especially a young person, to begin smoking cigarettes. I do

believe, however, that permitting States and localities to ban

event sponsorship would spell the end of many worthwhile cultural

events, particularly those geared to minority groups. We canaot

take away a source of pride and entertainment for thousands of

people on the dubious assumption that it will change anyone's

smoking habits.

We must continue to address the issue of youth smoking, but

not through censorship of information and disruption of legitimate

business practices. Moreover, organizations should be permitted

to make independent decisions to accept funding from the tobacco

industry, or any other legitimate sponsor, without government

restrictions or harassment.

Thank you.
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ROY SESSIONS, MD
Professor and Chairman

Department of Otolaryngology--Head and Neck Surgery
Georgetown University Medical School

Washington, DC

Mr. Chairman, my name is Dr. Roy Sessions, and I am Professor and

Chairman of the Department of Otolaryngology--Head and Neck Surgery at

Georgetown University Medical School. I have been asked to

articulate the position of the American Academy of Otolaryngology--Head

and Neck Surgery on the ever-increasing threat to our society from

smokeless, rather than smoking, tobacco and to offer the Academy's

endorsement of S 1883, the "Tobacco Product Education 3nd Health

Protection Act of 1990."

It is altogether appropriate at this time of our social

development that the United States Congress is addressing the case of

the tobacco industry-vs-the U.S. citizens. Hardly a day goes by

without some matter regarding societies' intolerance of tobacco

products being featured in the published or spoken media. More and

more, issues such as passive smoking and its subsequent alteration o'

the airspace are brought up. It is becoming increasingly inconvenient

for people to smoke. Clearly the time is right for the Congress to act

on the wishes of the country in this matter.

Public health and the impact of ill health are also of increasing

concern to our country. The number of deaths, the amount of chronic

Illness, and the cost of both to the system is staggering. When the

impact upon the work place is factored in, the a:tual cost is

incalculable.

We specifically would like to commend you for your leadership and

for including Section 928, "Public Education Regarding Smokeless

Tobacco." I come here today, Mr. Chairman, bearing a warning against

this new health threat, the insidious threat of smokeless tobacco.

The American Academy of Otolaryngology--Head and Neck Surgery is

.ho nacpnt nnlitical And educational organization of that specialty

4 it
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that takes care of most of the cancers of the head and neck. As such,

this organization represents a group of doctors who have a growing

concern over the increasing use of thiF cancer causing tobacco. The

effects of chewing tobacco are the :wee as all tobacco, bet the dangers

to health are even more insidious than smoking. I use the word

insidious because of the simple fact that many people believe smokeless

tobacco is a safe alternative to smoking, which it is not.

Make no mistake about it, the youngsters of America have proven

vulnerable to tne seductive ads featuring idolized sports heroes

"placing a pinch between cheek and gum." The sponscrship of racing car

events, the rodeos, and the subtle but powerful picture of a major

league baseball player performing before a national TV audience with a

wad of tobacco in his cheek are but a few examples of youth directed

advertisements. Youthful vulnerability to such temptations is

substantiated by the fact that over 50% of smokeless tobacco users

started before their 12th birthday. In some states, there is

substantial use of th's product. in children as early as the third

grade. Somehow, the tobacco industry has convinced a large number of

our youngsters that there is a macho appearance to walking down a high

school hallway with an obvious tin of smokeless tobacco in the hip

pocket of their blue jeans. Insidious threat'--Yes!

Danger to health?--Yes! Those of us who treat head and neck

cancer feel strongly that smokeless tobacco can and does cause mouth

cancer. In fact, the same dangerous nitrosamines found in smoking

tobacco are significantly mure concentrated in smokeless tobacco.

i
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Also, when the nicotine enters the blood stream its harmful chemicals

affect the cardiovascular and digestive systems and create an even

more pronounced addiction or dependency than smoking.

So that you do not underrate the seriousness of mouth cancer,

almost 50% of the 30,000 new oral cancers diagnosed in the United

States each year go on to die of that disease, We predict that if the

present rate of smokeless tobacco usage in the United States continues,

the number of mouth cancers that will ultimately be seen in the Current

generation of using youngsters will dramatically increase.

Essentially, if we educate our young about the evils of smoking, but at

the same time we allow the tobacco industry to convince them that

smokeless tobacco is a safe alternative, we will be trading lung cancer

for mouth cancer. Additionally, because the cravings related to

dependency on smokeless tobacco are the same as with sm g, a person

who manages to stop the former is much more likely to start smoking.

It is worth pointing out that people who have been addicted to

both smokeless tobacco and cigarettes consistently say that it is much

more difficult to stop using smokeless tobacco. These observations are

substantiated by reports from behavioral modification clinics that

report a much lower success rate with smokeless tobacco users.

In watching this whole smokeless tobacco issue develop over the

last five years, I am struck by a sense of deja vu; with the

tobacco industry bobbing and weaving around the fundamental issues;

with wide-eyed innocence denying their efforts to corrupt young

Americans; their play with the words such as dependency, addiction and

2 o
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habituation; and finally their attempt to dispute the repeated evidence

and observations showing a linkage between smokeless tobacco and such

ailments as mouth cancer, dental disease, heart disease, and others.

The medical profession was shamefully slow to convince the public just

how harmful smoking was, even though evidence had been mounting for

years. Hopefully, we aon't make that mistake again. We have labeled

smokeless tobacco for what it really is--a hazard to public health and

as such, a creator of human misery and a potential economic drain on

our society.

I will close by leaving with you the following facts:

There are more than 12 million smokeless tobacco users in the U.S.,

3 million of whom are under the age of 21.

Over the past decade, sales of smokeless tobacco have increased an

average of 11 percent per year.

From 1978 to 1984, production of snuff increased 56% and production

of chewing tobacco increased 36 percent.

Sales of oral snuff in the U.S. by tobacco companies rose from 240

million cans in 1976 to 480 million cans in 1985.

A National institute on Drug Abuse survey indicated 27 percent of

males age 12 through 70 used smokeless tobacco in 1985.

4;11
r%
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A 1990 survey conducted by the American Academy of

Otolaryngology--Head and Neck Surgery found that as many as four

million U.S. male teenagers are largely unaware that health problems

are commonly associated with smokeless tobacco, and some are

potentially fatal.

Use of smokeless tobacco among college athletes is up 40 percent

over the past four years.

Over 60 percent of college baseball players use smokeless tobacco.

Twenty-two percent of college men are snuff users.

The American Academy of Otolaryngology--Head and Neck Surgery

thanks you for the opportunity to testify in support of this most

important legislation, S 1883. Our "Through With Chew" oublic

education campaign is now in its second year. As a result of our

members and materials, our health warning about smokeless tobacco has

reached millions of young Americans through their schools and comn.inity

organizations. But our campaign is not enough to thwart this menace to

publ,c health; legislation is needed so that further resources are

committed to eliminating this threat. Again, 1 want to commend you for

your leadership, Mr. Chairman, in this effort to protect the American

citizens health.
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' March 27, 1990

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
Dirksen Building 424
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy:

I am sorry that I will be unable to attend the hearings on
April 3. In lieu of doing so, I am writing to respond to your
request for my views on the constitutionality of section 955 of
S. 1883.

In essence, section 955 would repeal existing federal law
insofar as it preempts state and local regulation of advertising
of tobacco products. I believe that for at least two reasons,
section 955 or S. 1883 raises no serious constitutional issues.

The first and more fundamental reason is that section 955
would restrict no spcech. It would merely repeal a federal
statutory prohibition on the enactment of state and local laws.
Since section 95, standing by itself, would not regulate speech,
it could not violate the first amendment. The second reason that
section 955 raises no serious issue is that under exi:Aing law,
it is highly piobable that Coagress has the constitutional
authority to ban all advertising of cigarettes.

Let me spell out these conclusions in somewhat more detail.

1. Section 955 does not regulate speech at all. It is
ent:rely noncoercive. All that it does is to eliminate a federal
prohibition on state and local regulation of cigarette
advertising. It is possible, though unlikely, that such
regulation (when and if it occurs) would be unconstitutional. But
even if this is so, the state and local regulation would be
unconstitutional -- not the elimination of federal preemption.

To put it another way: If section 955 is an unconstitutional
restriction on speech, then the federal government is under a
constitutional duty to preempt all state laws that would, if and
when enacted, regulate speech. That proposition would be very
hard indeed to sustain. Quite generally, Congress has left thL
states entirely free to regulate speech, including commercial
speech. Tne federal government rarely prevents the states from
regulating the advertising of alcohol, automobiles, cereals, and
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aspirin -- not to mention speech relating to obscenity, l'bel,
bribery, "fighting words," or scientific speech.

In these and other contexts, the first amendment is not
violated by the absence of federal preemption. When the first
amendment Is violated, it is the existence of unconstitutional
state laws that creates the problem. In a nutshell: Since section
955 bans no speech, it cannot violate the first amendment.

It is irrelevant to this concl ion that after the enactment
of section 955, states might enact laws that would violate the
first amendment, or produce laws that would, as a practical
matter, make it impossible for cigarette companies to advertise.
If any state laws regulate constitutionally protected speech,
they will be struck down -- like any unconstitutional state law.
The federal government does not violate the first amendment when
it fails to preempt even unconstitutional state 'aws.

This conclusion follows naturally from the Supreme Co rt's
decisions in the general area Of "ripeness." In the ripeness
cases, the Court has established that laws will not be struck
down merely because they might, at some time and in the future,
give rise to genuine restrictions on speech. Time and again, the
Court nas said that it will not strike down government action
unless and until such action shows "specific present objective
harm or a threat of necific future harm." Laird V. Tatum, 408
U.S. 1 (1982) (emphasis added).

In the Laird case, for example, a class of people challenged
a program by the U.S. Army that was alleged to involve the
surveillance of lawful political activity by civilians. According
to the plaintiffs, the Army was involved in an ongoing process of
investigating and reporting on meetings, speakers, and other
matters. The Supreme Coort said that the case was not justiciable
in the absence of "specific actions" taken by the Army against
the plaintiffs. See also United States v. Mitchell, 330 U.S. 7b
(1947) (refusing to en)oin Hatch Act on the theory that the
plaintiffs had not shown a real interference with their riyhts).

In fact, section 955 is considerably easier than Laird cr
Mitchell. In those cases, it would have been possible to argue
that the actual government action under challenge by itself
imposed a serious chilling effect on speech. Section-A-W:7f
enacted, would do no such thing. It would merely remove a
congressional disability on the states. Any chilling effect would
be created by state laws, if and when they are enacted. The mere
prospect of state laws that have not yet been enacted cannot be
said to violate the first amendment. It is such laws, not section
955, that would raise constitutional questions.

2. Even if section 955 did regulate cigarette advertising,
it would probably be constitutional. Indeed, I believe that under
current law, the first amendment would not bar an across-the-
board federal pron,bitiOn on any and all cigarette advertising.

Cl -1 A
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By far the leading case is Posadas del Puerto Rico v.
Tourism Co., 478 U.S. 328 (1986/. In that case tne Court was
faced with Puerto Rican measures restricting the advertising of
casino gambling, when the advertising was aimed at the reaidents
of Puerto Rico. The Court said that the constitutionality of a
restriction on non-misleading and non-fraudulent advertising of a
lawful activity would depend on (a) whether the government has a
"substantial interest" in regulation, (b) whether the
restrictions directly advance those interests, and (c) whether
the restrictions are no more extensive than necessary to serve
that interest.

In Posadas, the Court answered all of these questions in the
affirmat1W7as answers argue strongly in favor of the
constitutionality of a government ban on cigarette advertising.
According to the Court, the state had a substantial interest in
avoiding the serious harmful effects of casino gambling on Puerto
Rican residents, including an increase in corruption and a
disruption of "moral and cultural patterns" Id, at 341. Moreover,
the Court said that the government's belief that the advertising
ban would decrease casino gambling was "a reasonable one"
verified by the fact that the plaintiff had been willing to
litigate so strenuously. Id. at 342. :t did not matter that other
kinds of gambling were not regulated. Finally, and critically,
the Court said that the legislature was under no obligation
merely to engage in "counterspeech," but instead could conclude
that "residents of Puerto Rico arr. already aware of the risk of
casino gambling, yet would nevertheless be induced by widespread
advertising to engage in such po'entially harmful conduct."

In passages that directly sup?ort the constitutionality of a
cigarette advertising ban, the Court Ltressed that "the Puerto
Rico Legislature surely could have prohibited casino gambling by
the residents of Puerto Rico altogether. In our view, the greater
power .o completely ban casino gambling necessarily includes the
lesser power to ban advertising of casino gambling." Id. at 345-4
(emphasis added). For the Court, "it is precisely because the
government could have enacted a wholesale prohibiti6E-Frthe
underlying conduct that it is permissible for the government to
take the less intrusive step of allow.ng the conduct, but
reducing the demand through restrictions on advertising." The
Court noted that statutory "regulation of products or activities
deemed harmful, such as cigarettes, alcoholic beverages, and
prostitution, has varied from outright prohibition . . . to
legalization of the product or activity with restrictions on
stimulation of its demand" (emphasis added).

Insofar as Posadas indicates that restrictions on commercial
speech need not be the "least restrictive means" of controlling
the harm, it was vigorously and unequivocally reaffirmed in Board
of Trustees v. Fox, 57 U.S.L.W. 5015 (1989). There the Court
refused to invallUate on Its face a decision by a state
university to ban the sale of lawful products on university

r-N4110
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premises. See also Minnesota Newspaper Ass'n v. Postmaster
General, 677 F. Supp. 1400 (D. Minn. 1987) (upholding a federal
Eali--67i-use of mails to send newspapers contPining advertisements
for lotteries); Dunagin v. City_ of Oxford, Miss., 718 F.2d 728,
751 (5th Cir. 1983) (upholding a ban on liquor advertising, and
cited with approval in Posadas). Dunagin relied in part on the
Twenty-First Amendment,-;TrEF-allows states to ban the
importation of intoxicating liquors. See also California v.
LaRue, 409 U.S. 109 (1972). But cost of the court'ss
tracked the ordinary commercial speech approach, and it was that
analysis, not the reliance on the Twenty-First Amendment, that
the Supreme Court cited with approval in Posadas.

Posadas probably means that Congress could ban cigarette
advertising if it wanted to do so. If Posadas is to be
die guished, it might be on any of three grounds. Each of these
grc s, however, is unpersuasive.

a. It might be argued that the government lacks the
constitutional power to ban cigarette smoking. If this is so,
Posadas is inapposite, since that case turned on the government's
power to ban casino gambling. There is, however, little question
that the government could ban the sale and smoking of cigarettes
if it so chose. The government has broad power to regulate in the
social and economic sphere so long as its decisions are
"rational," see Williamson v. Lee Optical, 348 U.S. 483 (1955);
Ferguson v. Skruma, 372 U.S. 726 (1963). Indeed, the government
Ilready bans many foods and drugs that are thougnt to pose a risk
to public health. There would be serious objections to a
government ban on cigarettes, but those objections would not be
constitutional in nature.

b. The legislation at issue in Posadas actually legalized an
actil.ity that (a) had theretofore beirirngal and (b) is in fact
illegal in the majority of the states. Perhaps a state can bar
advertising of a prc,duct that it is simultaneously permitting for
the first time, or perhaps a state can do o if, but only if, the
activity is one that has historically been or is currently
panned. With respect to cigarettes, of course, neither ot these
conditions holds.

It is doubtful, however, that this distinction is a
plausible one. The empnasis in Posadas was on the fact that
cigarette advertising could persuade people to engage in conduct
that the legislature believed to be harmful both to them and to
the community at large. The same is true of cigarette advertising
-- or at least Congress could so find. The fact that cigarette
smoking has always been legal does not bear at all on this issue.
In other words: It is true that Posadas involved an artivity that
had previously been illegal and FEYE-5 illegal in many states,
but this fact was not important to the Court's conclusion.
Instead the Court said that the power to ban casino gambling
necessarily included the power to ban advertising of that
activity -- a conc:uslon that would apply here as well.
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c. Perhaps Posadas could be thought to turn on the peculiar
fact that Puerto-RiZZ7(as attempting to ensure that tourists
would use its casinos, but simultaneously to protect its own
citizens against gambling. The factual situation in the case was
in this sense quite unusual. Puerto Rico wanted to gain the
revenues from tourism that casino gambling would bring, but it
also wanted to ensure that its citizens would engage in their
normal activities rather than in gambling. This odd combination
of goals has no parallel in the context of cigarette adver*ising.
If Congress banned such advertising, it would be attempting to
protect all citizens against the persuasive force of the speech;
there was no such attempt in Posadas.

This argument does not, however, furnish a good basis for
distinguishing between Posadas and a government ban on cigarette
advertising. It is true that Puerto Rico had an odd constellation
of goals, but that fact did not play a role in the Court's
reasoning, and indeed it is very hard to see how it could have
done so. The Posadas Court emphasized that the greater power to
ban the produEtiWauded the lesser power to ban advertising, at
least where significant harms were thought to follow from
advertising. It is that conclusion that is critical here.

I conclude that after Posadas, a government ban on cigarette
advertising would in all 1.111.1-643d be upheld. Of course it is
conceivable that the Supreme Court would overrule Posadas, but
that would be most surprising.

An additional note. I know that some people are concerned
about the consequences of Posadas, and of governm^nt bans on
commtrcial advertising, for the general principle of freedom of
speecl. But it is impr,rtant to recall that for almost all of the
n.ition's history, commercial speecn received no protection
whatsoever. There is absolutely no evidence that the framers of
the original Constitution (or of the fourteenth amendment)
thought that commercial speech should receive any protection at
all. Indeed, in 1942, a unan.imous Court including not merely
Justices Frankfurter and Jackson, but also Justices Black and
Douglas, the most vigorous defenders of the free speech principle
in the nation's history -- said that it was "clear" that the
Constitution does not restrain government's pc;.er over commercial
advertising. Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 U.S. 52 (1942).

This ruling represented the law until the mid-1970s. It was
not until that very recent date that the Court estaolished that
advertising would sometimes receive protection. See Bigelow v.
Virgniai 421 U.S. 809 (1975); Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v.
Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976). In this
light, one might see the Posadas principle the government may
restrict commercial adverTUFI7Tof products that it might also
ba:., if it has a substantial reason for doing so and if the
restriction will serve that purpose -- as fully consistent with
broad and generous principles of free expression as those
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principles have been understood within our constitutional
tradition.

To defend section 955, however, it is not necessary to
explore these mote general issues. Section 955 bans no speech. It
is therefore constitutional.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not
hesitate to contact me. Best regards.

Sincerely,

Cass R. Sunstein
Karl N. Llewellyn Professor
of Jurisprudence
Law School and Department of
Political Science

CRS/nbi
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April 2, 1990

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
428 Dxrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Dear Senator Kennedy:

We have reviewed a letter 'dressed to you by the Ame.ioan
Clvil Liberties Union, in which 'le ACLU states 1.'8 opposition to
Section 955 of your tobacco regulation bill, S. 1883. As set
forth in greater detail in the attached rebuttal to that letter,
it is plain that the ACLU's opposition to Section 955's repeal of
a portion of the federal preemption against state and local
government regulation of tobacco advertisi.g is based on mere
speculation and a misconstruction of Supreme Court precedent
regarding 'commercial speech.

The ACLU seeks to have it both ways. On the one hand, It
contends that freedom of speech should be protected. On the
other hand, it uses the exercise of free speech by tobacco
control advocates as a basis for arguing that tobacco advertising
should be given unique protection against state and local
regulation (-tobacco is uniquely the target of efforts to ban or
curtail commercial speech regarding it'). The ACLU contends that
consumer products such as toothpaste and hairspraywhich are not
considered particularly lethal or addictive itemsdo not require
the special protection that is somehow deserved by tobacco, a
product that is responsible for 390,000 deaths a year in the
United States and the addiction of 50 million of its users.

The ACLU's reasoning leads to the bizarre conclusion that
since tobacco is uniquely harmful, it deserves unique protection
from potential regulation!

Op American AMERICAN%140ci1 AMERICAN t LUNG ASSOCIATION CANCER
Association SOCIETY

a
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As you know, our review of the First Amendment issues
surrounding tobacco regulation clearly leads us to the conclusionthat it is constitutional, reasonable

and necessary to restrict
the advertising and promotional practices of this industry.

He reject the ACLU's untenable position, and applaud you,
once agGin, for introducing this sensible and workable
legislation.

Fran Du He le
Director of Goverment

Relations
American Lung Association

Iced

Sincerely,

Scott D. Bailin
Legislative Counael aid
Vice President for
Public Affairs

American Heart Associa%ion

, 1,
H. Hadiga , 4 r. /

Ass tent Vice Presiden '
for Public Affairs

American Cancer Society

2 1 ()
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ACLU OUT OF TOUCH
WilliREALLIMON

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF
REGULATING TOBACCO ADVERTISING

The American Civil Liberties Union has sent a letter to Senator Kennedy

opposing Section 955 of his legislation S. 1883, the 'Tobacco Product

Education and Health Protection Act of 1990," arguing that the bilA

proposal to remove a federal preemption on the advertising of tobacco

products would 'impede the First Amendment rights of advertisers.'

The Coalition on Smoking OR Health (American Lung AsFociation,

American Heart Association, American Cancer Society) has reviewed the

arguments set out in the letter and offer the following rebuttal comments.

I. ACLU: "In our view, any effort to revoke federal preemption of the

regulation of tobacco advertising would likely lead to a plethora of new

advertising requirements by state and local governments. This entirely

predictable result will significantly impede the First Amendment rights of

advertisers of lawful tobacco products to create national advertising

campaigns."

REDIMAL: The Supreme Court has indicated unequivocally that

advertising of products deemed L., .. state, local or federal legislature to be
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harmful can be banned or restricted in lieu of banning the sale of the

product. In this case, thc ACLU must concede that neither Section 955 nor

S. 1883 bans or restricts tobacco advertising. instead, the ACLU speculates

about pot' 1 state or local government regulation of tobacco advertising,

and speculatesprobably erroneouslyabout how the Supreme Court would

rule on such regulation. Speculation simply does not constitute a basis for

opposing the repeal of the preemption in question. The ACLU offers no

basis for its contention that a umquely harmful product, responsible for

more deaths each year in the United States than the combination of AIDS,

alcohol, murders, suicides, automobile accidents, fires, crack cocaine and

heroin, should be entitled to unique_protection by Congress. Congress has

not preempted state and local government regulation of advertising for any,

other consumer product. Finally, repeal of the preemption against state and

local regulation would not constitute "encouragement" by Congress to enact

unconstitutional legislatiOn. Regardless of what the ACLU considers

"entirely predictable," repeal by Congress of the preemption against !tate

and local regulation clearly would be constitutional, as well as good public

policy.

2. ACLU: "We believe that Section 955 invites state and local governments

to attempt to control the oontent of tobacco advertising. In our view, efforts

by states to regulate the manner in which tobacco is advertised (through

prohibitions of color, models, scenery, or regulation of the size of

212
/
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advertising, for e.xample) will ultimately be deemed violative ofthe First

Amendment."

REBUITAL: Section 955 does not "invite" any action whatsoever. It

simply repeals a portion of the current preemption against state and local

regulation of tobacco advertising. No such preemption exists for state and

local regulation of other consumer products in this country, even though

tobacco causes far greater harm to consumers and places a far greater

burden on our economy than akv other consumer product. Assuming that

state or local government regulation of tobacco advertising were to follow

enactment of SLction 955, such regulation would very likely be upheld by

the Supreme Court, which has stated unequivocally that advertising of

products deemed by a legislature to be harmful can be banned or restricted

in lieu of banning the sale of the product. In any case, neither Section 955

nor S. 1883 in any way bans or restricts tobacco advertising.

3. ACLU: "It was frequently mentioned at your recent hearings on tobacco

that tobacco is a unique product. It is true that it is treated in special ways

by the federal government. Moreover restrictions on its use and advertising

are the subject of increasingly creative efforts by antismoking groups and

legislators who support them."
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REBUTTAL: The reality is that the 'uniqueness' related to tobacco lies in

the unparalleled weakness of federal laws governing the regulation of this

nation's number on., preventable killer. Tobacco products have been

exempted under every major health and safety law enacted by Congress to

protect the health of its citizens including the Consumer Product Safety Act,

Toxic Substances Act, Fair Labeling and Packaging Act, Hazardous

Substances Act and Controlled Substances Act. Contrary to the ACLU's

claims of being called "creative efforts," actions taken by groups such as the

Coalition on Smoking OR Health to change the laws, are designed to bring

tobacco in line with the way in which we regulate other consumer products

in this country. This includes both the removal of the existing fedlral

preemption law to give the states the right to protect their citizens as well Os

efforts to bring tobacco under the jurisdiction of a federal regulatory agency

for health and safety purposes.

4. ACLU: "Unlike other products such as toothpaste or hairspray, for

which federal law does not theoretically prevent imposition of local

advertising restrictions, tobacco is uniquely the targa of effoits to ban or

curtail commercial speech regarding it"

REBUTTAL; It is because of the unique dangers of tobdco as a major

addictive killer of Americans that the state and local authoritie: should be

given the rights to protect their citizens as is the case for other products. If

toothpaste and hairspray were products responsible for the deaths of

2 1 4
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390,000 Americans, it would not be surprising to see both federal and state

governments taking the necessary action to protect the public's health.

Whether the ACLU wishes to acknowledge the facts or not, such authorities

and rights presently exist for other products and are not "theoretical" as they

would have us believe. It is partially because the federal government has

failed to take an active role in regulating tobacco products that states should

be allowed to take the necessary steps to curtail the advertising practices of

the tobacco industry. The long line of Supreme Court decisions in this area,

whether or not the ACLU wishes to accept them, recognize and reenforce

the rights of government to restrict or even ban commercial speech to

protect its citizens. One would be hard pressed to come up with a more

suitable example than that of tobacco, which is more deserving of

advertising regulation.

S. ACLU: "Current health warning messages do not violate the First

Amendment and this system should not be supplemented by a nnx of new

state and local restrictions."

REBUTTAL: First, the legislation is not intended to remove the

requirements for a federally mandated health warning. Second, it is

hypocritical for the ACLU to not only oppose attempts to ban or restrict

advertising but to also advocate that state and local governments be

prohibited from imposing other requitements that are designed to protect

their citizens. Clearly this smacks of suppression of speech and is contrary

to the role of government in protecting the health and welfare of its citizens.

ni-.....
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SECRET DOCUMENT LEAKED AT CONFEREmci.

PERTH (April 2) - Delegates lo tho Seventh World Conference on
Tobacoo and Health yere greeted with gift from an unusual
source -- the tobacco industry. A secret industry document
describing how to prepare for and respond to anti-tobacco groups
was being oirculated to various conference attendees by an
anonymous source.

Entitled "A Guide for Dealing with Anti-Tobacco Pressure
Groupe," the document deecribes an "early warning alert system"
tO trials the industry to recognize "danger igne,a" that give an
"early warning of an attack" and "enable the induatry to develop
appropriate plans." The document also provides a "Pro- Forma
Aotion Plan" to help guide the industry in preparing "for an
attack."

The 10 page guide, dated October 1989, was prepared by
Infotab. a London-based consultant for the tobacco industry.

Among the Key Indicators that the document refers to as
danger signals of impending attack from anti-tobacco advocates
are:

* "The setting up of a Regional Workshop of activists:"

* "The presence of activist group(s) and key individuals, e.g.
Garfield Mahood, Michael Pertschek, Judith Mackay:"

(NOTE: Garfield Mahood is executive director of Canadian
Nonsmokers' Rights Association in Toronto: Michael Pertschuk is
co-director of the Advocacy Institute in Washington and former
-chairman of the Federal Trade Commission; Iudith Mackay is
director of the Asian Consultancy for Tobacco Control in Hong
Kong.)

* "Tha setting up of 11 non-smokers' rights association, e.g.
USA, Canada:" and

* "The starting up of an anti't, coalition, and its
development. Especially dangerous is the calling of d press
conference by the coalition.'

Part of the document's "Pro-Forma Actlun Plan" is the
recommendation to:

* "Monitor the presence of known activists, e.g. Mahood.
CRITICAL." (emphasis in the original)

* "Monitor any non-smokers' ttutas oryanit-dtIons."

2 If ;
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* "Sot Up a national pro-smoking Alliance." and

* "Using research polls and t.urveys to attack the credibility
of activists. Then mercbandil,ing favourable opinion."

The document also outlines a communications plan "to be
undertaken through all appropriate media and PR Channels with
D/SPROPORTIONATELY high spending levels." (emphasis in the
original)

Michael Pertschuk, one or the activists nosed in the report
and Who Was in Perth for the Conference, noted that "There is a
real aspect of dirty tricks about the document's contents, such
as advice to 'monitor the

presence of activists,' which really meana tailing them. It's
reminiscent of General Motors spying on Ralph Nador."

Dr. Judith Mackay, another actislst named in the report,

Return for sore:
said that she was "flattered to the point of distraction" to be
so named.

The Seventh World Conference on Tobacco and Health is being
held in Perth, Western Australia from April 1 - S. It ie being
attended by 1,000 dologatos from ove. 70 countries.
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Coalition on Smoking OR Health
5econd floor

161S New Hampshire Miran, N.V..

WashM0Mh. D.C. 20009.2M
(202) 2344375

Fa= (202) 332400

The Honorable Bdward 9. Kennedy
Chairman
Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources
428 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6300

SM. 1110(10.

FEY. rm. .
WMWN.MOM
00111.lft.W

Dear Senator Kennedy!

On behalf of the Coalition on Smoking OK Health, comprised
of the American Heart Association, tio. American Lung Association
end the Amo.-ican Cane= Society, we suboit tho enclosed document
for inclurijn in the record of your hearing on 'The Tobacco
Product bducation and Health Protection Act of 1990," which was
hold on April 3, 1990.

Entitled 'A Guide for reeling with Anti-Tobacco Pressure
Groups, the document describes an 'early warning alert system'
to enable tho tobacco industry to recognise 'danger signals' that
give an 'early warning of an attack' and 'cnable the industry to
develop appropriate plans.' The guide, dated October 1989, was
prepared by Infotab, a London-based consultant for the tobacco
industry.

While representatives of tho tobacco industry and the
advertising induatry seek Lo exploit the Pirst Amendment to
Justify their unconscionable marketing practices, the enclosed
document demonstrates one of the ways in which the tobacco
industry seeks to dampen freedom of both speech and association.
Po, example, the guide sets forth a "Pro-Forma Action Plan' whlch
recommends that tobacco compAnies 'monitor the presence of known
activists,' calling this activity 'CRITICAL' (emphasis in
original) Citing highly respected inGividuals, such as Garfield

Association
Amilleani4wirt

34-5190 - 90 - 8

AMERICAN t LUNG ASSOCIATION

2 1
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Page 2
The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy

Mahood of Canada, Michael Pertschuk of the United States and Dr.
Judith Mackay of Hong Kong, the guioe recommends the 'tiring (of)
research polls and surveys to attack the credibility of
activists, and 'then merchandising favourable opinion.' In
short, the guide strongly suggests that far from promoting
freedom of speech and association, the tobacco industry engages
in efforts to harass those who are dedicated to making known the
truth regarding the health consequences of tobacco use and the
efforts of the tobacco industry to target children, minorities,
young women, blue-collar workers and the less-educated in their
marketing and promotional efforts.

This document came to light at the recent Se,rentn World
Conference on Tobacco and Health convened in Perth, Australia.
We appreciate your consideration in introducing it into the
record.

Fran Du Melle
Chairperson
Coalition on Smoking OR

Health
Director of Government

Relations
American Lung Association

FDMzio
Enclosure

Sincerely,

Scott D. Ballin
Legislative Counsel and

vice President for
Public Affairs

American Heart Association

John H Madig Jr.
Assistant Vice President

for Public Affairs
American Cancer Society
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent industry expenenas have
given strong indicanons that the
mdustry sometimes has difficulty in
recognising the danger sigmas of
approaching attacks.

Analysis of the background to these
attacks enables the identification of a
number of frequently occurring
events and amines We have called
these 'key indicators% and when
grouped together they form an
EARLY WARNING ALERT
SYSTEM

The nest sechon cf this Infotab guide
outlines the key indicatori. Whilst
local expenence and practice will
show vanations. it is recommended
that you Identify the key .-idicators
existing in your own country and
decide whether our NMA. or other
industry group. is sufficiently alert to
future aracks

The last season emphasises the tie
to draw up an action plan to meet
future snacks A PRO-FORMA
ACTION PUN is outlined to hell
industry groups prepare their owl
detailed local plans.

Neither the Early Warm% Alert
System nor the Pro-forma Acnon
Fun should be taken as
comprehensive They are designe
to act as cheddssts and guides to
help formulate your own plans
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2. EARLY WARNING ALERT SYSTEM

Attacks on the industry ate often
preceded by a number of danger
signa.h. Prompt recognition of these
signilscan help significantly in
giving early warning of an attack.
and enable the industry to develop
appropriate plans. The first stage is
to recognise the danger signals we
have called them KEY
INDICATORS:

2 1 The presence of a WHO Regional
OffiCt Or sub-offiCt

2.2 The presence of an IOCU office
or local cell

2.3 The settingsup of a Regional
'Worbhor of activists, e g
Asia/Padfic (Taipei), Latin
America (Caracas), Europe
Madrid), Middle East
(Baghdad)

2 4 The presence of &twist groupisl
and icy indroduals, e.g Garfield
Mahood, Michael Pertschuk.
Judith Mackay

2 3 The setting up of i non.sinokers
nghts association, e g USA.
Canada

2 6 The starting up of an arms'
coalition, and its development
e.g. Canada, New Zealand,
Scandinavia Especially

dangerous is the calling of a
press conference by the
coalitron
Coalition recognition
charactenstcs.

professional/career activists
with an antstobacco
background
medical/health groups as
core
ethical flash.point Once a
certain number of medical
groups sun, then others will
follow
mobility. e g use of the
New Zealand Toxic
Substances Board report in
Norway b Natonal Council
on Smoking and Health
Chunnan (13jartveit), a red.
hot activist Also used in US
Congressional heanngs

2 7 The availability of align's or
enabling ttSislrrion. e g Ireland
and New Zealand, to give
gen/eminent power to act
without further legislahon

2 5 The pubbca son by the antis of a
discussion dOormerif proposing
draft legislaSon e g New
Zealand -Tobacco Control Act
1989'

CLIIOL 101 NAL"; .77H rolaCCO esessUst

2 9 The publication of an IOCU-
bacbtd industry attacl. e g
Smart Promohon, Sweden

2 10 The holding of the WHO World
No-Tobacco Dry This *sill be
exploited by the ants and
linked with national ant
smoking proposals

Grouped together these kev
indicators present a formidable array
of danger signals Some, or course,
represent serious attacks in their
own right, but each key indicator
should be regarded as potmoally
dangerous On a local basis, there
may well be other key induators that
will alert you to an attack

Recommendations

1 Check your own counn /market
for the existence of anr of these
key indicators

2 If you ate able to identm any
ke indicators. or several of
them, then rerlew 'our
local industry group the need for
preparatory ismk as part of an
aCnon plan
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3. PRO-FORMA ACTION PLAN

There is much that can be done to
prepare for an attack. One or more
key indicators should alert Industry
groups to developing an action plan.
and to taking preparatory steps
Once the attack develops, then there
axe a further series of steps to be
taken, building on the earber
preparation.

Thu section outlines a PRO-FoRmA
AcnoN PLAN - in two parts

Preparatory work
Do it now'

3.1 Preparatory Work

Can we learn from the antis own
lessons? If we know how the antis
thmk, then what can we do to
prepare? in Cariada in 1988. dunng
the political campaign leading to
severe restnetions, the anh-smokmg
Coalition learnt these lessons

apply pressure on the industry
go "head.to-head" in arguments
with mdividuals
expl:.. ublic opinlp
never underestmaft opponents
mobilize membership
define the battleground
know the value of ethical coalition
clisaedu opponents
use insiders

use the whole retwork
realise that -we have the power'''

These are lessons fo. the industry to
learn also' In our own preparaton
wort., actions should be directed to

- Discovering what powers
government mututers have' - is
there existing or -enablmg"
kgulation wh.th gives the
government power to act without
innoduang new legislation'

- Identtfrng the legislative routes
and political piocedures/
timetable' What axe the lobbying
opportunities'

- Getting to knots personally
- key polincal contacts -

Ministers. liureauaats,
advisers

- media/advertising groups (are
yOu a member')

- sports organisations
- pro-smoking groups
- freedom/liberty groups
- business groups
- trade organisations
- trade unions
- academic institutions

4 4., 4,
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- Who ate they' What are their
attitudes' Keen an up.to-date
file on attituoes of
parbamentanans (including
the opposition)

- Identifying the common ground
with all these groups - It
won't be the same

- DO NOT WAFT LIWIL A
PROBLEM ARISES - make
friends with them now - find
out their interests and support
these

- Continually monitor the WHO/
IOCU offices/cells in vOur
MU/My

- MOnnOr the presence of known
actvists, e g Mahood
arncAL,

- Monitor the formation of ant
eon-smoking coofttion Anticipate
Its use to launch and co-ordinate
attacks

-

-

_1

Monitor any non-smokers nghts
organuanons

Set up a nahOnal pre-smoking
alhance

Form a kobby/alliance on freeaom/
hberty

- Maintain industry views in the
media DO NOT WAIT UNTIL
THE CASE IS MADE AG ANST
YOU AND MINDS ARE MADE.
UP.

- Select a PR agency and
advertising agency with up.to-
datelmowledge of the pobncal
process and experience in
advocac campaigning

- Prepate/acquue argumentation
on key usues You don't have to
start hom the beginning - most
argumentation already exists

- Remember. if you are an 24MA
executove your members all havr
other pnonnes isa mutt be the
one to focus theu minds on the
significance of the key indicators

3 2 Do It Now.

When specific smoking conivol
proposals axe about to be made, or
have been made, and assuming viol
have taken preparatory anon -
what then'

This next ,oftton details pre-torma
steps to building up a loco. inoustri
group Acton Plan
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3 2 1 Background

Key factors are likely to include

detenoranon of the toad chrnate
proposals to ban advertising and
sponsorship
a tax inaease
a draft bill on ETS
the establishment of an antis'
coalition
coalition support of others'
initiatives
exploitation of W110 World No
Tobacco Day' by the antts
key political dates, e g a general
election
global implications of one country's
regulations cascading through
others effects on marketing
freedoms, intellectual property
and volume
constitutional/legal implicanons of
proposal
urgent need to prepare campaigns
and submissions tor use in the
immediate short-term
need to mobilise global industry
resources urgently (human and
financial)
availability of industry its°. ice.

3.2.2 Objective and Strategy

The objecnve Is TO OVERT1JRJ,
THE PROPOSALS

Strategic consideranons are likely to
be determined by

identifying opportvnitnn to delay
further restricbons/regulanonsi
lest slanon

taking advantage of opportunities
to present the media and other
target groups with industry
arguments

lobbying action with target
audiences

enan'ururugpofihcalproccdurrs and
protocol to determine probable
dectsion points and establish
campaign timings

giving a political angle to
arguments by exploiting the
polihcal sensitivity of
parliamentanans and the power
of smokers as voters and other
interested groups

3 2 3 Political Tun -table

There be a need to prepare
UPCENTLY for the writ case
political scenario Refinement of the
political timetable will enable a

-) ()
C.
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detailed Action/Communicanons
Plan to be deceit:ivied

The antis' coalition wdl have Its ov n
timetable to gain maximum value
from political protocol The industry
must assume the -worst case*
scenario and that it will be heavily
exploited by the coabhon

3.2.4 Outline Plan

Steps to consider for inclusion tri
your own plan include

Targets for industry arguments (those
you have made friends with in your
preparatory work).

key Ministers and Cul/ Servants/
bureauaats
Cabinet committees
political party caucus/research
units
business, trade, and popular
media including mtemahonal
business media
smokers (smokers are voters')
suppliers. agenoes, sports
organisations, unions,
employees, retailers/v holesalers.
growers
key local political representatives
international business a nd
ad vertising COmmunsties and
organisanons

Forming Indust, y lobby groups ard
alliances with associated interes'S.
with tne core arguments of freeoon
liberq

Prepanng a detailed attacr on anns'
proposals to use with your targets
ldentifyingibnefing scientific,
medical and advertisingisponsorsh
authonotiforganisations (includiril
WFA and IAA) Producing a pro-
active standnlont bmchure covenns
similar issues, with a general
populist approach.

Maintaining industry idennty and
arguments in the publies mind .o)
continuing with existing media
campitirs but at a heavier weight
This will help to put pressure on
polinctans by lentil them see that
they cannot get away with
confidential discussions oehind
dosed doors

Developing a direct media compaipi
aimed at specific proposals to
conhnue from existing campaigns,
a high spend level Do not depenc
on editonal coverage (ei en if
Possible) but invest in media space
to enable your argumen-s to be
detailed as you tsant them, at :he
tmie vou want Supplement with 1
and political campaigns
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Using research polls and surveys to
attack the credibility of activists
Then merchandistng favourable
opinions

3 2 5 Tim Ing

A CAMPAIGN HAS TO RUN
LITERALLY AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE Key lobbyuig actions
need to be undertaken by .ndustry
leaders and by mdustryalbap s and
lobby groups, comolementar
advertising campaigns Campaign
timings need to be compatible with
pobhcal decision points.

Amongst the materials/activities to
consider prepanng are

bnefingslliterature for target
groups

mailings (use advertisement
proofs) to target groups

press releaselpress bnefings
Including major press
conferences to launch new
studies

letter writing campaign , local
political representatives bv

_electorate memberS

photo opportunines for media
presentation of industry case (use
m nat. 'sna: Ind 1,-C11 media)

media mtermews b, mdustry
leaders and thud-party
representahves

advertisements by md u stry and
IA alliances (merchandise the
advertisements in mailings)

features attacking the credibility of
kes coalition activists

:deo conference of world experts/
authOntlestn yOur Country

petitions from smokers and
retailers to government ministers

new studies, e g economic impact
studs. of the effect of proposals
on lobs. revenue, trade
Introduce through media
conferences and Into media
advertising

3 1.6 Communications Plan

The requirement will be based on
maiimisuig the impact of industry
and thud pam arguments through

media and PR opporturunes
for countenng the proposals To be
undertaken through all appropriate
media and PR channels vial
dispropornonately high spending
levels

A Cult": ,ot Cr: ,N77 TOO ,.:CO pnctwet CrOL,

Key factors are

srress the industry s role in lob4
and retrnue, and draw attention
to the biased and unfair manner
m which the proposals were
drawn up

discredit the often Imported
achvists of the coalition idealJ
through thud parties

persuade smokers to make their
%news known to political
representahvec

draw attenhon to the hal)ot to be
brought to your country's
business and its reputahon us
the internahonal bustness media

stimulate media interviews to
complement media advertising
campaigns

appeal to the pubbc's common
sense, and sense of fair play Lse
this to pressunse polihoans

use petitions to local pobhcal
representahves by mterested
groups and present this in
advertisements

integrate all advertising and PR
activities with the common
purpose of bnngng political (i e
voters) pressure on local political

reprtentxtpres take your case

to the rublic to rrtake pOlthaans
listen'

2.2.7 Resources

The local utclustri will need

a &hated organising team and
suppcst staff to bnet, direct and
co-croinate

cm:147v with political and
lobbying expenence to plan, co.
ordinate and brief industry
leaders. Also to select and bnef
PR and advertistng agencies

an experienced PR consultancy.

i(bobn::edingeparrb) used tooserammesanP nddR

Intepabon with advertising
campaigns Also to give adsice
on strategy and on political
contacts

a cre.re advernsing agency
(bnefed eaiber) with expenence
of advocacy catnpaignmg Also to
&nye advIct on strategy

local oulnstry =COMO tO execute
the briefing and lobbying
propurtme
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company head and local office
support of budget requtrernents
CRITICAL'

industry resources to provide key
argumentation on proposals and
co-ordination of scientlfic and
adverhsing responses

If you are an NMA executive you
will have thought of all, or some of
this, at some hme If you have not
been attacked yet. then you have
time to set up the preparatory work

if you do this you have a real chance
of tackhng the proposals at draft stage

-Retousuir ulations

1 Review your own Industry
group's preparations for an
attack Are they suffioent7 What
more could you do' Are your
head office members, and
Infotab, alerted to the situahon7

2 Prepare your ov.n Industn
group action plan DO IT
NOW'
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March 22, 1990

(703) 646. MOD

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
SR-315 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy:

The American Newspaper Publishers Association, a national trade
association representing more than 90 percent of the daily and Sunday
newspaper circulation in the United States, opposes Section 955 of the
-Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act of 1990"
(S. 1883). As we note in our enclosed Comments, Section 955 is
mconsistent with Fast Amendment guarantees and wise public policy
favoring fine speech in the commercial marketpLice of ideas

Section 955 could lead state and local legislatures to aeate a
patchwork of tobacco advertising regulations that as a practical
matter would result in the elimination of all commercial expression
concerning tobacco, a controversial, but lawful product.

ANPA believes that Congress should continue the wise public policy
it established 25 years ago when it preempted state and local
regulations :vier tobacco advertising through the Federal Cigarette
Labeling md Advertising Act. That policy recognizes the national
natw-... of tobacco advertising and that regulation of national
advertising requires national uniformity.

ANPA, On the other hand, supports the approach taken in Section 911
of S. 1883 Government funding of public information campaigns
regarding tobacro use and health will encourage the land of robust
debate and exchange of information which is vital to our free society

We, therefore, respectfully request that you oppose Section 955 and
AC to delete it from S 1883

Enclosure

S ,
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STATEMENT OF

THE

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The American Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA) opposes Section 955 of the

'Tobacco Product Educauon and Health Protection Act of 1990". This secuon1 would

remove federal preemption over state and local regulation of tobacco product advertising

ANPA believes that this removal would interfere with the free flow of information about a

controversial, but lawful product.2.

ANPA represents about 1,400 newspapers more than 90 percent of the daily and

Sunday newspaper circulation in the United States. The Association also induct, a

substantial portion of the non-daily newspaper circulation. ANPA consistently has

defended the First Amendment nght to speak and hear competing voices in the marketplace

of ideas.

Passage of section 955 would lead to a patchwork of conflicting regulations ;hat could

result in a de facto advertising ban In fact, it is ham to uncastand what purpose the

section has other than to encourage the states to create conditions in which it would be

impractical for cigarette manufactacrs to advenise. The nouon that government power

should be used to control unwanted behavior by limning the right to speak about that

behavior strikes at the :can of the First Amendment's meaning That the speech to be

Section 955, In pertinent par gates that

"Nothing in the Federal cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act or the Comprehensive
Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act . shall prevent any State or local government from
enacting additional restnctions on the advertising, . of tobacco products to persons under the age
of 18, or on the placement or locatnn of advertising for tobacco products that is displayed solely
within thc geographic area governed by the applicable State or local government. such as
advertising on billboards or on transit vehicles, as long as the restnctions are consistent with and
no less restncuve than the requirements of this subtitle and Federal law "

2 ANPA s interest in the regulation of tobacco advertising denves from our concern about the impact
of such regulation on the tree flow of infumiauon about all lawful products Newspaper tobacco advertising
revenues are negligible and have teen declining steadily The latest figures available from the Newspaper
Advertising Bureau show that only 0 3 percent of all newspaper advertising revenues arc denved from
tobacco advertising Passage of Section 955 would have hale or no impact on these revenues

4
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limited is commercial speech aboct the lawful use of a controversial produc dces nothing

to mitigate the constitutional harm.

Print media are distnbuted on a multi-state basis. The dissemination of news and

advertising, especially national advertising originating throughout the nation, requires

continuous interstate transmission of matenals and payments Thus, commercial speech by

its very nature is an integral part of interstate commerce Restricung the flow of tobacco

mformation in one state necessanly will impede the flow of mformation concerning tobacco

in other states3 Further, it will be impossible to shield each state from the advertising

regulations of other states Publishers will be forced either to carry only the type of

advertising that satisfirc the' most restrictive state regulation or to avoid such advertising

altogether.

ANPA believes that Congress should continue the wise public pohcy It estabhshed almost a

quarter of a century ago that favors the free exchange of commercial information. In the

late 1960's, it decided that a multiplicity of State and local regulations pertaining to cigarette

labels and advertising could create "chaotic marketing condmons and consumer

confusion "4 Congress repeatedly expressed its deterrumatym ' to avoid the chaos creamd

by a multipuchv of conflicung regulauons" by preempting state and local regulation of

cigaretteS advert' mg and of smokeless tobacco adverosing6 It wisely recognized that the

regulation of nauoial adverusing requires national uniformity.

3 Although states and locahues cuirently regulate the adverusing of consumer products or services.
such as automobiles or contractor services, these regulauons gencally control pocmg mfom anon and othez
local marketing pracuces of local businesses. Tobacco advertising, on the other hand, in ol yes the often ng
of products for sale on a national scale It generally onginates from nanonal manufacturers, not loial
businesses.

4 S Rep No 195, 89th Cong 1st Session 4 (1963i. H R Rep No 449, 89zh Cong , 1st
Session. 4 (1965)

5 S Rep No 5' 91st Cong , 1st Session 12 (1969) See also Cigarezte Labeling and Advertising
Hearmg on H R 6543 before the Consumer Subcommittee of the Senate Commtuec on Commexc, 9Ist

0
4
ri ( i
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Good public and convitutional policy still favors the free exchange of commercial

Information. Our Supreme Court continues to recognize the importance of commercial

speech to our society. See e g.. Bc3rd of Trustees of the State University of New York v.

Fox, 109 S. Ct. 3028, 3034 (1989), Zauderer v Office of Disciplinary Counsel, 471 U.S.

626, 647 (1985). State or local suppression of all truthful speech about lawful tobacco

products would frustrate this policy r free exchange a policy encouraged by Section

911 of S. 1883.

ANPA supports the approach taken in Section 911 of S. 1883 to encourage more speech

about tobacco Free and informed consumer chore depends upon the informational value

of commercial speech. Depriving citizens of the information needed to make a free choice

is not a permissible way to "dampen" the use of tobacco products. See CentralHudson

Gas and Electric Corporation v Public Service Commission of New York, 447 U.S., 557

at 574 (1980)(Blackmun, J., concumng in judgment). However, experience has shown

that "In the aftermath of the broadcast ban on cigarette commercials, the number of

informational messages on smoking and health was also r-duced". See Federal Trade

cammission, "Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Investigation" (May 1981) at 5-5

Cong I al SeSS/011 103 (1960)(Sen MagnusonXadverusing issue is "a national matter"), id at 120 (Sen
GoodellXneed for federal preempuon "so you don't have to deal with State and local regulations"). id ai 130

6

7

15 U.S.0 t-4406 (1986)

Secuon 911, in patment pan, states Mat

'The Center ((or Tobacco Products) shall make grants to. or enter mto contracts with entities
to condmt public information campaigns concerning the use of tobacco products Entities
eligible to receive grants . shall ..provide public inforrnnuon campaigns regarding tobacco use
and health, through the use of --

(A) public service announcements.
(B) paid adverusing messages; and
(C) counter advertising to rovide the public with informauon to counter the messages
in tobacco advertisements Mat promote tob..v.aa use.

thai are designed for television, radio and pnnt media, billboards, and public transit adverusing
that shall warn youth and other mdividuals.. concerning ihe health and safety nsks of tobacco
use"
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Thus, the de facto ban resulting from Section 955 might tend to reduce the amount of health

messages encouraged by Section 911.

ANPA believes that it would be bad public policy for Congress to remove federal

preemption over state and local regulation of tobacco advertising. Removing federal

preemption would allow multiple state and local advenising regulations that would have the

practical effect of an outright advertising ban. Government bans on the advertising of

lawful products are contrary to our tradition of robust speech and debate io assure an

informed citizenry.

We therefore respectfully request that this Committee delete Section 955 fmm S. 1883.

34-519 0 - 90 - 9
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH COMMNICATION. WO 717
(*n) 1014701

March 16, 1990

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Senate Committee on Labor and
Haman Resources
SD 438
Washington, D.C. 20510-6300

Dear Senator Kennedy:

As President of the Freedom of Expression Foundation, / have
testified before several Senate and House Committees regarding
the First Amendment status of commercial speech. I was called
before those committees because of my special xpertise xegarding
the First Amendment and the protection it affords to all speech.
Currently, I am also Professor and Chair of the Communications
Department here and Director of the Center for First Amendment
Studies for the campus. My resume is enclosed to indicate my
research and academic credentials on this topic.

Given these qualification, I am requesting that the enclosed
testimony be included in the record of your hearing on S. 1883 on
April 3, 1990. I am particularly concerned about the provision
of the bill which would repeal the federal pre-emption of state
rules. As I'm sure you know, the First Amendment freedoms we
enjoy were encorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment so that we
would be protected on the state an well as the federal level.

Thank you for your kind considexation on this matter. And
my beet to Tom Rollins of your staff.

Sincerely,

Craig Smith

cc: Senator bob Packwvod

se bettoor I.Inwed L. Owe% Cell lerntis 1104102407
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ALL =SLR LI CREATIQ ZDMAL

by

Craig R. Smith
President, Freedom of Expression Foundation

Professor, Communications, California State U., Long Beach

The Declaration of Independence holds 'these truths to be
self-evident, that all men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these,
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."(1) The Colonists
fought A revolution to secure individual rights and civil
liberties, and enshrined them in e written constitution to ensu-v
that no government could ever take them away.

The First Anendment of that Constitution guarantees the right
of free expression to all Americans. It reads: 'Congress shall
make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
pre88.*(2) Although every word spoken or printed originates in the
human thought process, the Founders failed to recognise explicitly
the simple fact that, ir addition to men and women, all speech in
created equal. Unfcrtunately, this omission has allowed the
government to categorize speech according to the message and the
medium used to disseminate it, and to extend varyinc degrees of
First Amendment freedom to the different categories. Words
appearing as opinion in print are accordee greater protection than
those same words when read as part of the evening newscast.
Moreover, advertisements for contraceptives and abortion clinicn
are protected by the Constitution while ads for cigarettes and
casinos are suhject to restrictions imposed by the Congress, the
regulators and the courts Whether or not one agrees with this
policy, one must examine the rationale for establishing these
different categories, to understand what kind of speech is included
in each of the categories, and to knuw precisely how much
protection that speech in accorded. Such an analysis should
motivate those affected by these refe.rictions, including large and
small corporations, advertisers, and the public at-large, to
eliminate all artificial distinctions used to categorize speech.
After all, if you take the time to read the newspapers printed in
1791, the year the First Amendment was added to the Constitution,
you'll see that the paper:: the Founders chose to protect from
government interference are filled with advertisements for all
sorts of products. Commercial speech was not a separate category
of discourse in the minds of the Framers of the Constitution.

Let me focus on the commercial/non-commercial categorization
oi speech in my testimony.(3) Particular attention will be given
to the commercial speech doctrine, under which product advertib...ng
was stripped of First Amendment protection. Supreme Cou:t
decisions from Valentine v. Chrestensen decided in 1942 to Eovelas
v. Tourism Co. of Puerto Rico,[4] decided in 1986, wia be
explcred.

A. NoN-commERCIAL sPenn

Non-commercial speech is another name for issue- riented or
political speech. This category includes expression eoncerning
public affairs, candidates for public office, government
operations, and other elements of the democratic nrocess. Tt

2 "'I 4.
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appears as campaign rhetoric, editorial comment, and legislativedebate. The Founders, who dere strongly influenced by
enlightenment thinking, considered political expression to be the
purest form of speech, and therefore accorded it the greatest
degree of First Amendment pzotection.

The idea that political speech had to be protected at any cost
dates back to Colonial days, during which he press and the public
were not allowed to express themselves freely on matters of public
concern. The King and his government often used restrictive
measures, such as licensing of printing presses and the doctrineof seditious libel, to silence unfavorable public comment.0)
After America won its independence, it repudiated the laws which
allowed the King to stifle the free flow of ideas.(6) The Supreme
Court has recognized that the protection of political speech was
of paramount concern to the Framers of the First Amendment, and
that the Amendment itself was a direct response to the "persistent
effort on the part of the British government to prevent or abridge
the free expression of any opinion which seemed to criticize or
exhibit in an unfavorable light

. . . the agencies and operations
of government.'(71

Protection of political speech advanced two impom t
democratic goals: 1) an informed citizenry that would be capable
of making educated decisions on matters of public concern, and 2)
a free and open marketplace of ideas wherein the truth would
ultimately prevail. Because the government W88 based on 'the
opinion of the people," Thomas Jefferson argued that public
opinions must be fully infcrmed.(8) Only through a vigorous and
spirited public debate could citizens be educated about the actions
of their government and react responsibly. The press was essential
to the process. On this subject, Jefferson once remarked: 'No
experiment can be more interesting than that we are now trying, and
which we trust will end in establishing the fact, that man may be
governed by reason and trut''. Our first object should therefore
be, to leave open to him all the avenues to truth. The most
effectual hitherto found, is the freedom of the press.-(9)

Benjamin Franklin believed that the search for truth was at
the heart of establishing the right to free expression and that
this goal could be achieved only through the promotion of an
unlicensed and uncensored press. In -An Apology for Printers,-
which appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette on June 10, 1731,
Franklin noted philosophically: 'That the Opinions oi Men are
almost as various as their faces; an Observation general enough to
become a common Proverb, So many Men so many minds." Franklinbelieved that it was a printer's duty to provide space for the
discussion of public Issues, at least to those who were willing to
pay for it. -Printers are educated in the Belief, that when Men
differ in Opinion, both sides ought equally to have the Advartage
of being heazi by the Public; and that when Truth and Error nave
fair Play, the former Is always an overmatch for the latter: Fienr->
(printers) cheerfully serve all contending Writers that pay
well, without regarding on which side they are of the Questtr, in
Dispute."[10)
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Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes is recognized as having
definitively stated the rationale for according the highest degree
of protection to the discussion of ideas: "(T)he ultimate good
desir,d is better reached by free trade in ideas -- that the best
test of truth is the power of the thought to get accepted in the
competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon
which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is
the theory of our Constitution."(11)

On many occasions, the Supreme Court has emphasized the
Importance of political speech to our pluralistic society. In
Garrison v. Louisiana,(12) Justice Brennan declared that "speech
concerning public affairs is more than self-expression; it is the
essence of self-government."(13) In Cohen v.
California, [141 Justice Harlan was more philosophical:

The constitutional right of free expression . . . is designed
and intended to remove governmental restraints from the arena
of public discussion, putting the decision as to what views
shall be voiced into the hands of each of us, in the hope that
use of such freedom will ultimately produ,.e a more capable
citizenry and more perfect polity and in the belief that no
other approach would comport with the premise of individual
digntty and choice upon which our political system rests.(15)

In Buckley v. va:_o(16) the Court asserted:

Discussion of publi: issues and debate on the qualifications
Of candidates are integral to the operation of the system of
government established by our Constitution. The First
Amendment affords the broadest protection to such political
expression tn order "to assure (the) unfettered Interchange
of ideas for the bringing about of political and social
cnanges desired by the people.

More recently, t.le Court reaffirmed that 'speecn on matters of
putlic issues occupies the 'highest rung of the hierarchy of First
Amendment values,' and is entitled to special pro- tection."(18)

Corporate speech concerning matters of public importance is
a:so protected as political, nen-commercial speech, according to
the Supreme Court.(191 Moreover, editorial advertisements
o.oncerning matters of public importance are protectad by the First
Amendment regardless of whether the comments promotc the economic
interest of the corporate speaker.(20)

The Supreme Court recently reaffirmed this position on
corporate non cormercial speech. In Pacific Gas and Electric V.
Public Utility Commission of California,[21) the que,.tion was
whether a state regulatory agency could require a privately owned
utility to include the speech of third parties, with which it
Jisagreed, in the utility's monthly billing envelopes. Pacific Gas
and Ele=tric ' PG&E , had for the past 62 years distributed a
newsletter to Its three million customers in its billing
envelopes 122: The newsletter included political editorials,
featre articles, tips on energy conservation, and information on

4



rates and services.(23] In 1980, a special interest group
petitioned the State Public Utility Commission arguing that PG&E
should not be allowed to distribute political editorials at the
ratepayers' expense.(24] The California PUC ruled that any "extra"
envelope space was ratepayer property, and it required PG&E to
allow outside groups to use the extra space to raise funds and
disseminate counter editorials.(25] PG&E believed that its First
Amendment rights had been violated and appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

The Supreme Court sided with Pacific Gas and Electric, holding
that speech does not lose its protection because of the corporate
identity of the speaker.(26] Forcing PG&E to provide space in its
envelopes for the expression of particular views with which it
disagreed was "antithetical to the free discussion that the First
Amendment seeks to foster."(27] Moreover, the Court stated that
PG&E had "the right to be free from government restrictions that
abridge its own rights in order to 'enhance the relative voice' of
its opponents."(28]

On the regulatory front, corporations recently won another
victory for editorial non-commercial speech when an Administrative
Law Judge (ALJ) dismissed a complaint of the Federal Trade
Commission against the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company.(29] R.J.

Reynolds ran a newspaper advertisement which discussed health
queations surrounding the use of tobacco products. The FTC brought
a complaint under Section 5 of the FTC Act for deceptive
advertising. The ALJ stated that Reynolds' "cigarettes and
science" advertisement was "clearly an editorial," and "not
commercial speech by any stretch of the imagination."(30] AA such,
the ALJ determined that Reynolds' ad was not subject to the FTC's
Section 5 jurisdiction, which allows the FTC to regulate commercial
speech thtt is false, misleading or deceptive. Moreover, the ALJ
asserted: "[E]ditorial or noncommercial speech, such as Reynolds'
ad, does not lose the full protection of the First Amendment simply
because it contains inaccurate or incomplete information, or some
language which may arguably be construed or misconstrued to imply
a promotional message, or some other message regarded by complaint
counsel to be contrary to the public interest or
otherwise objectionable."(31]

B. COMMERCIAL SPEECH

Alth_ugh defining commercial speech has not been easy, it is
generally recognized as advertising that does no pore than solicit
a commercial transaction.(32] The courts have generally treated
this speech differently than fully protected non-commercial speech,
despite the fact that the Framers of the First Amendment never made
such a distinction in any of America's formal documents.
Contemporary historians have argued that the Founders were not
simply trying to protect political speech; they were, after all,
merchants, farmers, inventors, men of commerca who believed that
making a living was essential to the pursuit of happiness.(33]
Commercial advet"tising pervades the eight daily newspapers that

5
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were published in America in 1791 at the time the First Amendment
was ratified. Advertising was certainly recognized by the Framers
as an Important avenue for pursuing one's livelihood. Interfering
with the livelihood of a colonist was something that our Founders
pledged their sacred honor to prevent.

Nevertheless, commercial speech is subject to government
restrictions that would be unconstitutional if applied to most
non-commercial speech. Indeed, until recently, commercial speech
enjoyed no protection at all under the First Amendment. The
Supreme Court articulated this policy in Valentine v.

Chrestensen[34] in 1942. Chrestensen involved a New York
businessman who was arrested for distributing handbills advertising
a submarine exhibition. New York Ci'v's "...anitary Code explicitly
provided dichotomous treatment of commercial and non-commercial
speech: it forbade the distribution of commercial and business
advertising material but permitted the distribution of handbills
devoted to "information or public protest."[35] Chrestensen's
double-faced handbill consisted of both a commercial solicitation
and a protest against the City Dock Department for refusing to
provide wharfage facilities for his exhibit. But the Court held
that the purpose in affixing the protest to the handbill was to
evade the prohibition of the ordinance and that "(i)f that evasion
were successful, every merchant who desires to broadcast
advertising leaflets in the streets need only append a civic
appeal, or a moral platitude, to achieve immunity from the law's
command. "(36) In concluslion, the Court e-Thatically declared that
the First Amendment simply did not apply "as respects purely
commercial advertising."[37]

Chrestensen gave rise to the commercial speech doctrine, which
holds that speech promoting goods and services is less deserving
of constitutional protection than speech rromoting issues or ideas.
As late as 1973, the Supreme Court was still adhering to this
two-tiered approach. In that year the Court ruled that although
newspapers have editorial discretion to select and place
advertisements, that discretion did not allow them to publish
commercial ads if their placement violated a local ordinance
proscribing employment discrimination.(38)

In 1975, the Court departed from this bipolar approach and
recognized that commercial speech should be accorded some First
Amendment protection. In Bigelow v. Virginia,[39] the Supreme
Court overturned the conviction of a Virginia newspaper editor who
was found guilty of running advertisements for a New York abortion
referral service at a time when abortions were illegal in Virginia.
One reason the Court decided to extend limited protection to these
advertisements was because it believed that Virginians had a right
to receive the information. The Court rejected the contention that
an advertisement for abortion services was unprotected because it
was commercial: "Our cases . . . clearly establish that speech is
not stripped of First Amendment protection merely because it
appears in that [commercial] form."(40)

By rejecting the "rigid two-tier typology" of Chrestensen, the
Court in Bigelow made clear that simply labeling expression as

6
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"commercial" did not end the matter. Instead, it began an inquiry
into how much protection Ruch speech is entitled to, or how much
regulation could be imposed by government. That inquiry is
essentially a balancing test, which the Court described as "the
task of assessing the First Amendment interest at stake and
weighing it againP, thR public interest allegedly served by the
regulation."(41) Bigelow did not answer this inquiry explicitly
other than to note that "advertising, like all public expression,
may be subject to reasonable regulation that serves a legitimate
public interest." Although Bigelow marked the first movement away
from the commercial speech doctrine, the precedential value of the
case was questionable because the advertisement at issue did
contain non-commercial information of public interest.(42)

If there were any doubts as to the viability of Chrestensen,
however, they were put to rest the following year in the landmark
case of Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council.(43) In Virginia Pharmacy, the Supreme Court
reaffirmed Bigelow in the context of a purely commercial
advertisement. Virginia Pharmacy involved a group of consumers
who argued that the First Amendment prohibited the State from
banning advertisements carrying prescription drug prices. The
State claimed that this regulation of commercial speech was
necessary to maintain high professional standards for pharmacists.
Rejecting the State'e asserted interest, the Court said that the
essential issue was not whether this regulation was
well-intentioned, but rather, whether the speech being regulated
was protected by the First Amendment. The Court went on to reject
the idea that commercial speech "is wholly outside the protection
of the First Amendment."(44) While the Court did not accord such
speech full protection under the Constitution, it repudiated "the
highly paternalistic view that government has complete power to
suppress or regulate commercial 8peech."(45) The end result,
however, was the creation of a second-class status for commercial
speech -- granting such speech some, but not complete, protection.

Virginia Pharmacy thus rejected the premise of the commercial
speech doctrine as enunciated in Chrestensen -- that commercial
advertising may be regulated on the same terms as any other aspect
of the marketplace. Even though the advertiser's interest i8
purely "economic," the Court wrote, "that hardly disqualifies him
from protection under the First Amendment."(46) The Court also
recognized in Virginia Pharmacy that consumers had a right to
receive commercial information: -As to the particular consumer's
interest in the free flow of consumer information, that interest
may be as keen, if not keener by far, than his interest in the
day's most urgent political debate."(47) Moreover, in commenting
on Virginia's desire to encourage its citizens to patronize
"professional" pharmacists by suppressing price information, the
Court demonstrated a sophisticated grasp of how the market for
information works:

There is, of course, an alternative to this highly
paternalistic approach. That alternative is to assume that
this information is not in itself harmful, that people will
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perceive their own best interests if only they are well enough
informed, and that the best means to that end is to open the
channels of communication rather than to close them.[48]

The state's regulatory goals were meant to raise public esteem for
the profession, encourage more small pharmacies, and lessen the
demand for putentially dangerous drugs. While these goals were
well-meaning, the state's regulatory approach -- an outright
advertising ban -- was detrimental to consumers.

If one side of the coin is limited protection, the other side
is limited regulation. Bigelow declared that commercial speech may
be subject to "reasonable" regulation. Virginia Pharmacy mentioned
some of the ways in which commercial speech may be restricted as
to time, place, and manner.[49] Advertising that proposes illegal
activities can be banned; untruthful or misleading speech may be
restricted.[50] Moreover, the First Amendment does not prohibit
government "from insuring that the stream of commercial information
flow cleanly as well as freely."(51) So there should be no
question that States and the Federal Government can resulate and
restrict advertising in the same manner that they restrict unlawful
and deceptive business practices, such as fraud and swindling.
What the Court faced and overruled in Virginia Pharmacy, however,
was not regulation of commercial speech, but its complete
suppression. This, the Court ruled, was impermissible under the
Constitution whenever the speech was truthful and concerned legal
activity.

Four years after the Court decided Virginia Pbermacv, it
articulated standards for determining the degree of commercial
speech regulation that was permissible. In Central Hudson Gas v.
Public Service Commission,[52] the Court announced a four-part test
for evaluating the constitutionality of restrictions on commercial
speech. The first part established criteria for determining
whether commercial speech was protected at all. To be entitled to
r-otection, such speech "must concern lawful activity and not be
misleading."(53] The next three parts articulated standards for
determining the degree of regulation permissible: "whether the
asserted governmental interest is substantial," second "whether the
regulation directly advances the governmental interest asserted,"
and third "whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to
serve that interest."(54]

In Central Hudson Gas, a State Public Service Commission
regulation prohibited all public utility advertising that promoted
the use of electricity.[55] The state argued that this ban on
commercial advertising was supported by the national policy
favoring conservation of energy resources.[56] In applying their
four-part test, the Supreme Court held that this regulation was far
more extensive than necessary to promote conservation.[57] The
Court noted that some promotional advertising would have no effect
on energy consumption.[58] The total suppression of public utility
advertising was more than was necessary to promote energy
conservation.[59]

The last part of the Central Hudson Gas test is probably the
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key to the Court's thinking on this issue and best summarizes the
relevant standard. Commercial speech enjoys protection but a
degree of regulation may be allowed which iS in proportion to the
governmental interest it promotes -- more than is necessary to
accomplish the task.

The Court reaffirmed the Central Hudson Gas standard in 1982.
In In re RMJ, the Court elaborated on how much regulation may be
Imposed in an attempt to halt false or deceptive advertising. It
established a standard analogous to a sliding scale where the
degree of regulation is proportional to the degree of
deception.[60) The remedy may be no more restrictive than
necessary.

Given the great strides made in recent years to elevate the
status of commercial speech, the Supreme Court's decision in
Posadas v. Tourism Company of Puerto Rico(61) surprised many
constitutional scholars. Posadas involved a challenge to the
constitutionality of a Puerto Rico statute that restricted
advertising of casino gambling in the local publicity media. In
an effort to deter gambling by residents while encouraging gambling
by tourists, Puerto Rico authorized casinos to advertise their
"games of chance . . . through newspapers, magazines, radio,
television and other publicity media outside Puerto Rico."(62)
Thus, casinos in Puerto Rico were free to advertise to tourists in
official tourist guides and in outside media such as the New York
Times or network television, but not to local inhabitants, who were
by law permitted to gamble in local casinos.

After noting that the particular kind of commercial speech at
issue in the case concerned a lawful activity and was neither
misleading nor fraudulent, the Supreme Court applied the four-part
test it had established in Central Hudson Gas. The Court found
that the government of Puerto Rico had a substantial interest in
reducing the demand for casino gambling by local residents because
gambling tended to disrupt family units, foster prostitution, and
increase local and organized crime.(63) The Court held that the
restrictions on advertising directly advanced the government's
interest because advertising served "to increase the demand for the
product advertised."[64) Moreover, the Court asserted that the
advertising restrictions were no more extensive than necessary to
serve the government's interest in reducing demand for casino
gambling.(65)

The most curious aspect of the five to four decision in
Posadas is that the majority departed flora the Court's earlier
precedents, which held that the govermwnt could not ban the
advertising of lawful products or services. In Posadas the Court
narrowed the extent of the constitutional protection accorded
commercial solicitatione by allowing a government to prohibit the
advertising of any lawful product as long that government possessed
the greater power to ban the underlying activity promoted in the
advertising.(66] Moreover, the Court declared: "It would . . . be
a strange constitutional doctrine which would concede to the
legislature the authority tc totally ban a product or activity, but
deny to the legislature the authority to forbid the stimulation of
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demand for the product or activity through advertising on behalfof those who would profit from such increased demand."(67) TheCourt regarded an advertising ban as a valid "intermediate kind ofresponse" that was not prohibited by anything in the FirstAmendment.(68) Accordingly, for the advertising to be fullyprotected, the underlying activity had to be constitutionallyprotected. Contraceptives and abortion clinics were two examplescited by the Court where the government could not prohibit theadvertising.(69)
Th.,s, despite the consumer's interest in receiving informationrelatinj to lawful products and services, an interest which wasrecognized in Virginia Pharmacy as being "as keen, if not keenerby far, than his interest in the day's most urgent politicaldebate," the regulators and the courts treat commercial andnon-commercial speech differently for purposes of the FirstAmendment.

III. IMPLICATIONS

Posadas may be read to say that any product
advertisement canbe banned if the government has the power to ban the productitself. The Court has already indicated that advertisements forcontraceptives and abortion clinics could not be banned because theads provide information about an activity that is constitutionallyprotected. But what about products or services that are notdirectly protected by he Constitution?

Just as there are different
categories of speech, there aredifferent categories of products. The majority of consumerproducts fall into the legal/useful/harmless category. Thegovernment has no substantial

interest in banning the advertisingof products within this category, for example, shampoo and ballpoint pens. Hundreds of brands of shampoo compete for consumerdollars. Advertisements may emphasize price, or a particularquality the shampoo provides, such as "shiny hair," "more body,"or "less dandruff." While shampoo might sting if if gets in one'seyes and could be dangerous if taken internally,
interests of thisnature are not substantial enough to justify an outright ban onshampoo advertising, which would remove valuable information fromthe consumers who are looking for a shampoo to achieve a particularresult for their hair. Moreover, if a product islegal/useful/harmless for the purpose that it is sold, for example,using a ball point pen to vrite or draw, the fact that it could beused for some other purpose, for example, using that same pen asa dagger, would not justify a government ban on pen advertisements.Another group of products

is categorized as legal/harmful/beneficial. Casino gam, ing, the subject of the advertising banin Posadas, would fall into this category because, while it isarguably harmful because it may increase local and organized crimeand disrupt family units, it is also arguably
beneficial becauseit promotes tourism and is a form of recreation. Under a broadreading of Posadas, the

government could ban the advertising of alegal/harmful/beneficial product if the government
demonstrates

10
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that the ban is likely to reduce the demand for that product. The

fact that the product has some
beneficial aspects seems irrelevant

to the Court.
Such a reading of Posadas would have broad implications for

manufacturers, distributors, and advertisers of products, which,

over the last few years, have been the subject of medical reports

suggesting potential harm to consumers. For the most part, these

products are not inherently harmiul
The harm comes from excessive

use. For instance, eggs are a good source of protein, but they are

also high in cholesterol. Eating too many could contribute to

heart disease. Salt contains sodium, which is a mineral essential

to maintaining good health, but too much sodium may cause high

blood pressure. Coffee and tea help people relax, but they contain

large doses of caffeine, which is a known carcinogen. Under a

broad reading of Posadas, the government could ban the advertising

of these legal/harmful/ beneficial
products as an intermediate step

to the outright ban of the product itself.

Thus, a broad reading of Posadas would allow the government

to institute an outright ban on the advertising of legal products

if the government could
demonstrate that such a ban would reduce

excessuve use of the product; regardless of whether the harms

resulting from excessive use outweighed the benefits derived from

normal or responsible use. For example, recent medical studies by

insurance companies and Johns Hopkins Medical School /ndicate that

persons drinking in moderation (2 drinks per day) are healthier

than persons who do not drink at all! A 1986 study funded by the

National Institutes of Health found that moderate alcohol

consumption "is associated with an
overall reduction in the risk

of coronary heart diseases." These findings prompted the American

Heart Association to revise its Dietary Guidelines to reflect that

"moderate alcohol consumption may result in beneficial effects on

cardiovascular disease." Excessive intake of alcohol is harmful,

but such intake is an abuse of a normally health-enhancing product.

Thus, government ban of alcohol advertising might reduce the use

of a health- enhancing product,
while trying to reduce excessive

use of the same product.
Should the government introduce such a ban, advertisers of

these products could address important public issues in their

advertisements, which would afford them First Amendment protection

and thereby allow them to be published by the print media. But the

same step would effectively preclude these ads from being accepted

by the electronic media because they would trigger the fairness

doctrine!
A hypothetical example serves to illustrate the point. Assume

that the State of Oklahoma finds that eggs are harmful because

their excessive intake leads to heart disease. The State does not

want to ban sales of eggs, rather, it seeks to reduce the excessive

use of eggs by enacting a statute prohibiting the advertising of

eggs in newspapers and magazines,
and on local radio and television

stations. The Local Yolkal Company sues the State of Oklahoma

,-ontending that the advertising ban violates its First Amendment

rights. The case goes to the Supreme Court and it upholds the
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advertising ban based on Posadas. What can the Lotal Yolkal
Company do to advertise its product to the consuming public?

Since the decision in Posadas applies only -o purely
commercial speech, the Local Yolkal Company can ci'xumvent the
restrictions by using an issue-oriented approach in ite
advertisements. It can run advertisements responding to the
government's assertion that eggs are harmful, for instance,
presenting evidence which demonstrates that eating eggs in
moderation is actually beneficial to one's health. By raising an
important public issue, the advertiser steps out of t.;.e product
market into the marketplace of ideas and renders Pocadas
inapplicable. The Local Yolkal Company can ,hen advertise in the
print media.

After reviewing the Court's earlier decisions extending
increased protection to commercial speech, particularly Virginia
Pharmacy and Central Hudson Gas, Justice Brennan stated:

I see no reason why commercial speech s'Io'ald be accorded less
protection than other types of speech where, as here, the
government seeks to suppress commercial speech in order to
deprive consumers of accurate informacion concerning lawful
activity.

Brennan would apply "strict judicial scrutiny" to government
actions seeking "to suppress the dissemination of nonmisleading
commercial speech relating to lawful activities, for fear that
recipients will act on the information prcvided. Moreover,
Brennan believed that t.,e majority had misapplied the Central
Hudson Gas test when thoy endorsed the reasonableness of the
government's position that casino gambling was a substantial
evil.(701 Brennan noted that Puerto Rico had lea.lized gambling
casinos and allowed its citizens to patronize them; therefore, the
legislature had alr.-ady determined that serLous harm would not
result if residents were allowed to gamble.

Furthermore, Brennan argued that it was "unclear whether
banning casino advertising aimed at residents would afiect local
crime' or the cther "seric s harmful effects' that the legislature
sought to cortrol.[71] To Brennan, Puerto Rico's ban on
advertising clearly violated the First Amendmant.

Justice Stevens concentrated on the discrimination engendered
by the adyertis,ng ban. Stevens found that "Puerto Rico blatantly
discriminates in its punishment of speech depending on the
publication, auOlence, and words employed."(72] Stevens noted the
irony of the Puerto Rican law which athor_-,ed pr.:motion of
casino gamblinc to tourists and simultaneously prohibited
advertising aimad at the local population:

Perhaps, since Puerto Rico somewhat ambitalently regirds a
gambling casino as a good thing for the lscal proprietor and
an evil for the local patrons, th, ban on local advertising
might be viewed as a form of protection against the poison
that Puerto Rico uses to attract st.:angers into its web. If
too much speech about the poison wtre permitted, local
residents might not only partake of it but also decide to
prohibit it.

12
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In Stevens' view, that "discrimination among publications,
audiences, and words" fostered by this advertising ban clearly
violates tho First Amendment.

Justice Stevens' dissent calls forth a long line of decisions,
Bigelow, Virginia Pharmacy, and Centre' Hudson Gas, which sought
to ensure a free flow of commercia. information from the
manufacturer or distributor to the consumer concerning legal
products and services. It makes sense, for all concerned, that if
it is legal to manufacture and sell a product, it should be legal
to tell people that it exists, that it has merits over its
competitors, or simply that it is available. Moreover, if some
legal products can be advertised while others are subject to
government restrictions, then some advertisers would be treated
unequally, depriving them of their right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happine-t. Such unequal treatment is inimical to che
spirit of the Founders, and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendme-its.

Even if the di33ents in Posadas don't carry the day, it is
clear that the majority's decision can be limited to the case's
unique set of facts. Indeed, a close reading indicates Posadas can
ix. distinguished from the line of cases which have established
protection for commercial speecn. First, the decision by Justice
Rehnquist reaffirms that restrictions on commercial speech cannot
be sustained unless they "d,rectly advance" a substantial
government interest and that isterest cannot be served and/or
achieved by "Less restrictive" means. $6.7-ind, casino gambling is
Illegal in most of the United States and subject to severe
restrictions even in Puerto Rico. Therefore, in this unique case,
a ban on advertising is simply an extension of that government's
policy to discourage its citizens from partaking of a service it
means to provide only to tourists.

Third, the mAjority opinion tells us that Posadas must be read
in the contect of Puerto Rico's economic development legislation
with its "urique cultural and legal history" and its political
relationship with the United States. Unlike, previous cases
concerning r-oulations enacted by State governments, Posadas was
a challenge to the constitutionality of a statute of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Court seemed quite reluctant
to use the strict scrutiny advocated by Justice Brennan in his
dissent because it would infringe on the sovereignty of Puerto Rico
and damage its well-planned economic development program, part of
which was attracting tourists to the island with the lure of casino
gambling.

In addition to these political and economic reasons for
distinguishing this case, the Court's decision made clear that the
advertising restrictions were very 'imited, and they did not make
it impossible for local residents to obtain information about
gambling, if they so desired. In short, the Puerto Rican law made
circumvention of the ban simple and therefore, had only a slight
chilling effect on the speech of casino Dwners.

Clearly, there is no analogy here with the advertising of
broadly available legal produci.. For them, thP rationale of

13
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Virginia Pharmacy still rings true: Information is not inherently
harmful, and in a democracy like ours, the people are trusted to
perceive their own hest interests, without the need for government
protection. For the government to step in and take advertising
options away from consumers is patronizing at best and unhealthy
at worst. The fact is the advertising of lawful products is in
the best interests of connumers. Take beer and wine as an example.
First, beer and wine advertising provides way by which consumers
become familiar with products that can serve as alternatives to
hard liquor. Second, beers with lower calorie counts, so-called
"light beers," are better for some consumers not because of their
alcohol content but because of their use in weight reduction.
Weight reduction helps prevent heart disease. It would have been
impossible for those products and their healthier effeuts to have
broken into the consumers' awareness, let alone win a she:4 of the
marketplace, without advertising. Third, the introduci-ion of
low-alcohol proOucts, such as LA Beer, would have been impossible
without radio and television commercials. ronically, the
government's goal of reducing alcoholisa and drunk driving would
be retarded by a ban on the advertising of those products.
Virginia Pharmacy found that the answer to alleged abuses of some
legal products is not to punish the innocent consumer who uses
advertising to help make rational decisions about the marketplace
and his own health needs. The solution lies not in paternalistic
regulations, but rather in protecting the free flow of commercial
information.

Conclusion

The commercial speech doctrine was wisely laid to rest in
Algelow, Virginia Pharmacy, and their progeny. Government
regulation of commercial speech is detrimental to consumers.
Moreover, businesses have a keen interest in protecting their
rights to convey information to consumers regarding their lawful
products and services. In a democratic society like ours,
paternalistic r.etrictions on this flow of information harms
consumers ani the businesses that serve their needs. Protections
that have been extended to commercial speech should be
strengthened, not cut back, and all efforts to ban or suppress
advertising of legal products should be fought.

Thomas Jefferson's dream for a democratic republic wns
premised on an educated voting public that could partake of the
free marketplace of ideas. Jefferson's dream can only become a
reality in a society where freedom of expression is guaranteed for
all communicators. That's why we must re-establish a First
Amendment environment as soon as possible.

Free expression is the foundation for all our othor rights
and liberties. But some expression is more free than others
because different levels of First Amendment protection have been
accordsc to different categories of speech. Yet all speech should
be af'orded equal treatment unless the government can demonstrate
that the speech itself is harmful. Whether it is printed or
broadcast, whether it concerns how much a product costs or presents
a particular editorial view, it is speech pure and simple under the
First Amendment. To say that some speech is more valuable than
others assumes that the government can impose a hierarchy on human
thought. We all place differont values on things, and speech is
no except-on. With speech, however, America currently allows these
value judgments to be made by the Congrecs, the regulators and the
courts. Until such time as they change the law, the study of free
expression will always require categorical analysis.
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The Challenger

kpril 5, 1990

The Honorable Edward Kennedy
Chairsan

3enate Labor and Husan Resources Coss.ttee
428 Dirksen Senate Offi7e Building
Washington, DC 20510
ATTESTIOY hick Littlefield

Dear Senator Kennedy

PleeSe incl.qde i.e statesent
as cart oi the April 3. 1990

Uearinc on .3.l883.

Mr. Chaiiman, Members of the Comsitte, thanks for receiving mystatement and considering .t
in your deliberation of the abovenoted bill. 1 ss opposed to the proposed legislation..

While S.1883, sal
appear valid on its' face, a closer look atthe consequence it would have on sinorities in business

suggests that a heavy burden will
be placed on the backs of

minority aedia and workers that
depend upon tobacco for theirlivelihood. You well know that the Minority

businesscomaunity has traditionally been
discriminated against in thegeneral business comsunity. Tobacco has served a vital

support to many minority businesses
that can't compete withoutit.

While health risk from using tobacco are a valid concern, aanyother legal pruducts
carry very serious htalth risk. As longa hacco Is a legal product it should be use at thed, etion of individual users.

It should also be free from
adv,rtining restrictions.

again, I oppose S.1883 and urge you to note this object:on toits' passage.

Sincerely yours,

Peter Greer

PG.sh

North Carolina's Only Statewide Minority Newspaper
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ELFENBEIK, PRESIDENT
NATIONAL CANDY WHOLESALERS ASSOCIATION

IN OPPOSITION TO S.1883
THE TOBACCO PRODUCT EDUCATION AND

HEALTH PROTECTION ACT OF 1990

April 4, 1990

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

On behalf of the National Candy Wholesalers Association

(NCWA), I would like to express our strong opposition to 5.1883,

the Tobacco Product Education and Health Protection Act of 1990.

The legislation has serious negative impacts on candy/tobacco

wholesale-distributors and their retell customers. Moreover, Its

restriction on advertising raises critical constitutional

questions. Furthermore, the creation of a duplicative new

federal agency is an unwarranted and needless waste of government

funds, particularly with the large federal deficit we face.

The National Candy Wholesalers Association is a national

trade association with 900 wholesaler distrikutor members and

over 1700 manufacture-, oroker, retailer and other associate

Tembers. Members are involved with the distribution of

confectionery, tobacco, health and bea.ty aids and other allied

products. This segment of the wholesale distribution industry

has approx,mately 4400 estrblishments with a total annual sales

volume in excess of $26 billion and over 69,000 employees. It is

an industry composed of a greet many small businesses who operate

on narrow profit margins.

1
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The legislation has serious negative impacts on wholesale

distributors and their retail customers.

As a legal product, the frequent inventory turns from the

sale of cigarette and other tobacco products generate significant

revenue for wholesale distributors and retailers. This can

proiiue consumer traffic that nelps sell other consumer items.

Ft,. example, the inventory turno er for cigarettes is about

44 times per year. That compares with 20 turns per year for

confectionery and 11 to 12 for groceries, snack foods, health

and beauty aids and other similar products offered by wholesale

distributors. As a result, cigarettes generate 41% of sales.

This contributes 23 percent to 0 rofits. That's more than one-

fifth of our bottom line.

We are particularly co,,erneq "At the various State and

local governments could enact unreasonably stringent laws and

regulations 'hat could seriously hmper the ability of rptailers

to sell, and wholesalers to distribute, cigarettes and other

lecal tooacc: products thus -aising the cost to distribute. In

addition, giving the =ederal government the power to sei:e

tobacco inventori,-t and block receipt of new stock could esult

in chaos in the distribution network of these products and have a

significant adverse e-,00mic impact on the members of our

industry.

5.1883 also would give states and localities the authority

to restrict, and even ban, point of purchase display advertising

of cigarettes n retail stores. The result of these actions

2
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could be extremely disruptit.e. Wholesale distributors rely on

promotional allowances to help them tout both tobacco and non-

tobacco products. These allowances may be used for a variety of

purposes, including sales promotions, newsletters and bonuses.

Often they are tied to advertising suppcit from manufacturers.

With the loss of the advertising component, there may be a loss

o. promotional monies used by distributors.

Retailers also rely on advertising dollars and promotional

aliowances. Regulations to restrict or eliminate advertising

would deprive them of significant revenue. Thus, it creates an

adverse economic effect on both the wholesale-distributors and

retailers, many of them small, that sell cigarettes and other

tobacco products.

Sales of cigarettes are one of the major sources of revenue

and profit for wholesale distrioutors and small food/tobacco

retailers. Regulations to restrict, if not eliminate, point of

purcnase advertisements wouic cPstro, the Frimary method that

natu l]. ot.s1-esses nave to :cmmunicate t-,e orands ..ney sell.

Tne pros.lsrons Cr S. 186 wnicr would autnorrze tne Federal

go.ernment to proh;.olt J:strrout.Drs from shipping tobacco

proaucts to retailers, and which subject distributurs one

retailers' inventories to seizure by the Secret :y of Health and

Human Services are also of particularly grave concern to us. The

penalties and plocedures contained in these provisions would

unfairly penalize distributors of tobacco products and throw our

business into total disarray.

3
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5.1883 directs the Federal government to deny deliverx of

tobacco products to retailers found to have sold cigarettes to

minors in violation of State law. In addition, distributors can

be banned from shipping tobacco products to retailers who engage

in a "pattern or practice" of sales to minors. In instances of

delivery and shipping bans, retailers and distributors would not

even be afforded a hearing to contest the State's "findings'

before the ban was put into effect. "here's na opportunity to

challenge potentially erroneous information. Violation of that

ban could lead to the seizure of a retailer or distributor's

entire inventory. That would be devastating.-

Only after these severe economic sanctions have been

instituted is there an opportunity for recourse. Although

there is a proposal for an "informal" hearing at some point, how

fair is it for a retailer or distributor to have a hearing weeks

or even months after a ban is in place"

Banning shipments would unfairly penalize distributors.

They have nothing to do with reta'l sales practices. Why should

they have to eat the cost of unsold products'

The bill also unfairly discriminates Against wholesalers

depending on where they are located. Company "X operating in a

"Model State" will be subject to different rules than Company "/"

which operates in an adjacent state. Moreover, companies with

operations in both Model States and non-Model States would be

forced to adhere to two completely different sets of rules. This

would be costly aod confusing.

4
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The NCWA favors efforts to prevent young people from

smoking. But close attention must be paid to the unintended

consequences of the means employed to achieve that goal. As

currently drafted, 5.1883 imposes unreasonable and unfair burdens

on distributors of legal products that could adversely affect the

economic vitality of our industry.

The restrictions on advertising raise critical constitutional

questions.

We are deeply concerned with the constitutional questions

raised by this legislation. While we acknowledge the

government's legitimate role to regulate commercial activities,

like advertising, we have real concerns that the level of

.oulation could rise to the level of virtual ,rohibition of

commercial free speech, a violation of the Constitution's Bill of

Rights.

The legislation would repeal federal preemption thus,

permitting potentially extensive proliferation of state and local

rules and restrictions on advertising. Cigarettes and other

tobacco products are nationally produced and distributed products

which benefit from the support of the major producers.

Therefore, the advertising and incentives for sales of the legal

products to consumers legally entitled to purchase them could be

significantly curtailed. Eliminating federal preemption could

give license to outright censorship.

However, court decisions indicate that's unconstitutional.

5
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In the 1980 case of Central Hudson Gas & Electric vs. Public

Service Commission of New York, the Supreme Court established key

tests which the government must meet before regulating truthful

advertising. The restriction must directly advance a substantial

government interest, and it must be the least restrictive

regulation. Proposed limitations in some communities could

impose severe restrictions. The combination of draconian

restrictions in several communities could amount to total

prohibition.

As an attachment to our statement, we have incluGed an

editorial from the September, 1989 issue of Candy Wholesaler. It

effectively raises the question of what are the limits on

advertising when the government starts down the path of

restricting commfrcial free speech.

Creation of a new federal office is an unneces,ary expense.

Numerous government offices and private organizations have

been studying tobacco products and educating the public on their

findings. Creation of a new federal office is an unwarranted

duplication of effort. With the federal deficit continuing to

soar, NCWA continues it's long held conviction that the primary

goal should be reducing the deficit and balancing the budget.

Yet this bill proposes creating a new bureaucracy, the

Center for Tobacco Products within the Center for Disease

Control. The proposal to authorize $185 million adds to the

federai deficit while adding little to efforts already being

6
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conducted.

The addage from former Sen. Everett Dirksen seems

appropriate. Adding a million here and a million there and

pretty soon you're talking about real money. We're encouraged

that even the Secretary of Health and Human Services, under whose

authority this new office would fall, is opposed to its creation.

In conclusion, we urge the committee to defeat S.I883. The

legislation will have an adverse impact on wholesale

distributors. The advertising restriction pose critical

questions of violating the constitution and the cost needlessly

raises federal expenditures and deficits on an already over

burdened federal budget. We do not believe that this Committee,

the drafters or the sponsors of this bill are tout to gets

wholesalers. But, that wi'l be one of the unintended

consequences of this legislation.

Thank you very much for prov'- 9 us with this opportunity

to express our views.

7
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A Free
Country's
Increasingly
Limited
Freedoms

EDITORIAL

New York Cm hb tobacco adgernsmg
on attained billboards Arnherst. MA
No tobacco adtertung on an buses
Clit= Palm Beach, FL No tobacco or
alcohol adternsing in the ary stadium
and audoonson Denver CO No tobac
co co akobol achensung in :be transu
sOtern Hampton. VA. No tobacco cutler
nung on busts Los Angeles County Cv
So taxi= or akobol aduernsing on
courtly bead; faalaus

The hst of local UP prolubtuons on
the tobacco indium s nght to promote
products is growing fast but thit rust
the up ol die iceberg In Ccogress nght
now there are at least four separate bills
aaempung to prohibit or severely hmit
tobacco advenumg Theo unquestioned
goal ts to kill the tobacce industry tav
preventing product information from
reachmg consumers

The tact that advensung limitations
have little or no deo on tobacco con
sumpuoa doesn I seem to have sunk in
with the seitappeuxed protectors of
their selfdetermined moon of The Pub-
lic Good But that s not the point
anyway

The pont is once we start allowing
our legislators to decide how much info,
=non the public should or should not
got about legal products where will they
stop, Zhat will the nen consumer bugs
boo be, What legal products will some
legislators or =sumer lobbyists decide
are so -had" for us thn we shouldn t
know about than and shouldn't have the
right to make r szi decisions about
whether or not 'chase them,

Will k be suntan lotion. because too
much sun is bad for us and some zealot
decsdes the lotion industry inadvertently
is promoting excessive exposure, Will it

bc (boat fragnifYIng eferibsaca You buY
in the dnigstore. because pecple should
hem their eyes examined If they can't see
properly, KO k be barbecue wills.
because somebody somewhere said
charmalprIlloi mat isn't heAurtt

John Kawals of the Pointo(-airctuse
Adverthsirq Listinke (POPAI) pit k sue.
cinaty reomtly What s n stake here, he
saki Is the right of Americans to be
A:perk:mu

Thu is a cousin based on belief in the
power of the public to make an lima
gent dectsion as long as a has the infor
mation with which to make tt Freedom
mans having a choice, and having a
choice means knowing the options

To remove the public s access to infor
masonin whatever fonnis to limn
the public s kilns to choose And that
as our new found friends in Eastern Eu
rope finally qipear to have discovered
= destros a rutson from the inside out

The well intentioned proponents of
the anti tobacco advernsing bills seem to
have torgcctm that basic concept Per
haps the height on Capitol Hill or the
headiness of local office ts fogging their
vision, because they also appear to be
operating under the assumption that the
Arnencan people are so stupid that they II
be turned into allt0M210113 by whatever
they see on the nearest billboard

They seem to have forgotten that 2d
venuing doesn t make papie buy anv
thing thev don t want to buy MI adverus
mg does ts tell people about a prrxii.ct
situ u is and wily a manufacturer thinks
we would want it

It s prern insulting to think th..o some
of the people we ve elected believe the
American people can t differentiate be
mem an advenuing statement and what
they really think or WYK (That prolcabh
sass more about how some (lour legula
ton view themselves than anything else

Advertising is information, nothing
=ft and as 'tong as a product ts legal
the American people have a nght to have
that information and respond to It as they
ser

we agree with John Kawula Let Amen
CMS be Americans We understand the
prce and cons of the products we pur
chase and the choices we make Limaung
tobacco advertising won't change tobac
co consumpuon It will only limn the
public s right to decide

What's at
stake bete, be
said. ts tbe
rigid of .4rner.
leans to be
Americans

CArer WiCaLSALIR
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Amumnent & Musk Operatocs Association

Represenfing Me Coin-Operated Amusement Munc & Nieman() industry

1101 CONNECTCUT AVE Nvi stxrE mo WASHINGTON OC 2003o TELEPHONE (202) 857-1103

STATEMENT SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD BY THE AMUSEMENT AND MOSIC OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

The Amusement and Music Operators Association represents over 1500 small

businessmen who operate coin-operated vending machines, amusement games, and

jukeboxes. These vending machines include cigarette vending machines.

The Amusement and Music Operators Association does mt support tobacco

use by minors. We believe that sales of tobacco to minors :hould be prohi-

bited, as they are at present in most states.

Section 919 of S 1883, as presently drafted, provides incentive grants

to states to limit youth access to tobacco products. These grants are to be

available to states which prohibit the sale of tcaacco products to minors;

improve the enforcement of such an existins prohibition, and prohibit the sale

of a tobacco product in a vending machine unless the presence of minors is not

allowed on the premises where such machine is located

The third of these prohlb,tions is apparently based on two assumptions:

first, the belief that vending .4chines are a significant source of tobacco

products used by minors, and second, that limiting vending machir it! to places

where minors are not permitted is needed to enforce prohibitions against sales

to minors These assumptions are not borne out by available informatidn.

Vending machines are not a primary, or even an important smirce of

cigarettes to minors. A prohibition on vending machines would serve only

to compel people who smoke -- whether minors or adults -- to get their

cigarettes from other sources. Such a prohibition or limitation would hurt

one small segment of business -- creating an artificial boost for their

business competitors while achieving nothing in preventiwg smoking by

minors.

4;it,
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Surveys by the National Automatic Merchandising Association have found

that 80 percent of all cigarette vending machines are located in places not

frequented by minors. Other surveys have shown that an even greater percen-

tage of cigarette vending machines are located in places where minors are

either not allowed or where the machines are supervised by adults responsible

for the premis0-.

Most important, a Response Research study in 1989 of teen-age smokers

show that only nine percent purchased cigarettes from vending machines. The

obvious point is that 91 percent got their cigarettes from other sources.

Obviously, if a minor who smokes cannot obtain ,:igarettes from a ending

machine, he will get them somewhere else. No information has ever shown that

minors get cigarettes from vending machines because that is the only, or even

the easiest place to get them

Most cigarette vending machints are located in places where minors are

not permitted or those where they are not usually present. The latter would

,nclude, for example, loun9es of factories or other places where minors are

not employed and would rarely, if ever, visit Since minors are not neces

sarily forbidden entrance. S 1883 might be read as urging states to remove

igarette vending machines from these places of employment.

Other cigarette vending machines are found in locations where they are

properly supervised Cigarett.s are no more likely to be sold to minors, in

these instances, from a cigarette vending machine than they are to be sold

over the counter. A prohibition on cigarette vending machines in these

locations would, therefore, discriminate against one means of a sale of a

legal product It would force most persons who buy cigarettes from vending

machines to buy them, instead, from other outlets

As operators of cigarette vending machines, we support the principle that

these machines should be eithe, in locations to which minors are rlt admitted

or where they are supervised by adults. Vending machines should be permitted

in places of employvent or la any public facility where they are supervised by

the responsible employee of the establishment.

Prohibitions against sales to minors should be equally and evenly

enforced. But discriminatory measures against one means of selling

cigarettes vending machines -- would be both ineffective and inequitable

r-,
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STATEMENT

s OF

THE HONORABLE JOHN R. BLOCK

BEFORE THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ON
THE IMPACT OF 8.18113

ON THE FOOD DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL-AMERICAN WHOLESALE ORDCERSt ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am John R. Block,

president of the National-American Wholesale Grocers' Association

(NAWGA). I appreciate the opportunity to submit to the Committee

the views of NAWGA on 5.1883, the "Tooacco Product Education and

Health Protection Ar..t of 1990."

John R. Block
President
National-American Wholesale Grocers' Association
201 Park Washington Court
Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 532-9400
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NAWGA, including its foodservice division - International

Foodservice Distributors Association (IFDA) - is a national trade

association comprised of food distribution companies which

primarily supply and service independent grocers and foodservice

operations through the United States and Canada. NAWGA's 350

members operate over 1300 distribution centers nationwide with a

combined annual sales volume in excess of $85 billion. NAWGA

members employ more than 400,000 people natiorwide; and, in

combination with their independently-owned customer firms, they

provide employment for several million people. IFDA represents

menber firms that sell anni-Illy over $22 billion in food and

related products to restaurants, hospitals and other institutional

foodservice operations.

ThE food distribution industry has serious concerns about the

effect of S.1883 both on our members, wholesale food distributors,

and their customers, retail food outlets. In our views, several

provisions of the bill place severe and unnecessary burdens on

wholesalers and retailers that wil) cause them substantial economic

harm.

In particular, we are co"cerned about the provisions In S.1883

which ../ould permit the Federal government to deny delivery of

tobacco products or seize tobacco product invf,ntories These

proposals represent an excessive use of the governm,nt's power to

regulate commerce. While we believe that young people should not

1
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smoke, and that laws should be obeyed, we strongly believe that the

penalties set forth in S. 1883 would hurt many Innocent businesses

and al far too draconian for tha infractions in question.

Prohibi_ing distributors from shipping products Lnfairly penalizes

the wholesaler for retail practic(s over which he has no control.

In addition, the fact that these ,aenalties can be Imposed before

a retailer has a chance to respond to the charges seems to be

2ontrary to the principles of due process and fair play upon which

our country's laws are based.

Equally problematic is the potential effect of the new

authority afforded states and local governments under S.1883 to

regulate advertising and promotion practices. We can easily see

a situation where a state legislature. a town council and a county

governnent all enact conflicting, burdensome laws regarding point-

of-purchase displays and warnings. It is not hard to imagine a

retailer finding itself in violation of a State law because it was

trying to satisfy the requirements of a competing local ordinance.

The 'et effect could be the Oe facto elimination of point-of-

purchase advertising. This is serious; it could dramatically

diminisf cash flow from cigarette and tobacco product sales, an

important source of revenue for retailers. Given the small profit

margins typical in the grocery industry, reduced cigarette sales

could adversely affect the economic viability of many food

retailers which would have a direct impact on the financial well-

being of many food wholesalers.
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We appreciate the opportunity to share our views with the

Committee on this important piece of legislation and we hope that

you will carefully consider the potential impact of S.I883 on third

parties involved in the distribution and sale of this legal

product. Thank you.

Senator SIMON. Let me thank all of you for being here.
Our hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:56 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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